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Get your real-time scope to store. standard, 1/ 4-inch magnetic tape 
A continuous-loop signal recorder from de to 100 kHz and plays 
with a storage period of 20 ms them back on any scope. To 
does the trick. The i n strum en t I ea r n more a bout th is u n usu a I 
makes permanent recordings on new instrument, see page105. 



Dale's way with wire matches your need for precision 
at a price ... and meets your special design needs. 

Shuntsmanship 
Your meter needs 
Dale's new LVR. Dale 
has slashed shunt re
sistor prices as much 
as 66% and reduced 
resistance values to 
as low as .008 ohm. 
2, 5, 1 O watt styles. 
Circle 181 

Fuse News 
Two Dale styles com
bine precision resist
ance with predictable 
fusing times. Axial 
lead (CFR) has Y4 to 
2V2 W power. Special 
disc type for use in 
socket appl ications. 
Circle 182 

Wirepower 
in RNSO Size 
Dale's tiny new RS-Ve 
dissipates up to Y4 
watt in .155". Operates 
to +275°C. Molded body 
can be automatically 
inserted. T.C. as low 
as ::::20 PPM. 
Circle 183 

Networks 
with Muscle 
WDP wirewound network 
handles up to 3.5 watts in 
standard 14-pin DIP size. 
Contains up to seven 
resistors which can have 
closely-matched tolerance 
(.1 %) and T.C. (::::5 PPM). 
Circle 184 

It's all in the family. If the resistance function you need isn 't in Dale 's Catalog A .. . 
don 't worry, we have it. No one beats our ability to mix and match resistance parameters. 

DEPENDABLE DALE ... comes to you with the courtesy of the best representatives 
and distributors in the business. There's a source of information 
near you ... or call 402-564-3131 today. 

DALE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
1300 28th Ave., Columbus, Nebr. 68601 
A subsidiary of The Lionel Corporation 
In Canada: Dale Electronics Canada, ltd. 



ThePDP-11 
family grows on. 
The rugged one: 

PDP-11R20 
Some computer problems are plain 
impossible to bring to the computer. 
PDP-11 R20 goes to them. 

Goes where there are bad things like 5G 
shocks, 500Hz vibration, 55°C temperatures, 
95% relative humidity, severe EMI, 30% 
voltage swings, 10% frequency transients. 
Even if the power source fails completely, 
the PDP-11 R20 processor will resume when 
the power does - from just where it left off. 
You won 't lose data. 

Then there are convenience features: 
Peripheral connections are MIL type -
quick and reliable. The computer will 
operate in any attitude - at weird angles, 
even upside do.wn if it comes to that. I 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 'l 

Aside from these and other protective 
features, the 11 R20 is the same high
performance 16-bit computer as the 
PDP-11 /20 and possesses the most 

powerful mini-computer architecture in 
the world. Like core memory expandable 

to 124K words, built- in multi line and 
level priority interrupt, 8 general purpose 

registers, over 400 instructions, direct 
memory access, automatic power fail 

and restart. 
It goes on and on. So if you happen to 

have an ocean going ship, or a tank, or 
just an ordinary van, take PDP-11 R20 to 

where the control or processing 
problems are. It will not only survive the 

environment, it will keep processing in 
the environment for a long time. 

But first, send for· the complete story. 
Digital Equipment Corporation , Main St. , 

Maynard, Mass. 01754. (617) 897-5111. 
European Headquarters : 81 , route de 

I' Aire, 1211 Geneva 26 Tel. : 427950 
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LONGEVITY 
CANNOT BE 
MEASURED BY 
SIZE 

l 
The Rock of Gibraltar 
hos stood 
sentinel to the 
Mediterranean 

__ _ since time began. 
T0-5 Relay So hove the 

small stones at its base. In the 
electronics world, both long life 
and stability of components ploy 
on important port. The Teledyne 
T0-5 is ideally suited for this 
role. Housed in a miniature T0-5 
Transistor Cose, the tiny Teledyne 
T0-5 Relay hos consistently met 
the tests of time and continues to 
be the most advanced and 
reliable general purpose relay 
available today for both 
industrial and aerospace 
applications. 
The some tenacity that mode the 
T0-5 Relay the present day 
industry standard is also 
dedicated to the development of 
Solid State relays. Teledyne 
provides a brood family of 
devices to fit most aerospace and 
industrial applications. Send us 
your requirements. 

3155 West El Segundo Boulevard 
Hawthorne, California 90250 
Telephone (213) 679-2205 

"'" TELEDYNE 
RELAYS 
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You can teach our stepping switch 
all the newest tricks. 



You can make 
a rotary 
stepping 
switch do just 
about anything 
solid state devices 
can do. Control. Time. 
Count. Program. Hunt. 
Test. Monitor. Indicate. 
Select. Yet with all that talent, 
a lot of people overlook it when 
they have a problem. That's too bad 
because it's often the most practical solution. 

Think of the stepping switch as a time machine. 
It conserves what. you have the least of. Time. 
That's because most of the logic you need is built 
right in. It's part of the mechanical construction, 
not something you have to create. And by adding 
our Series 300 Time Delay module, you'll practi
cally have a complete control system in the palm 
of your hand. Lots of people have created exotic 
solid state circuits only to discover they could 
have done the same thing faster and easier with 
a stepping switch. 

Ten cents a contact. 
That same exotic circuit probably costs three to 
five times more than a stepping switch, too. For 
example, a type 45 with 8 levels of 52 contacts 
will cost you about a dime a contact. We don't 
know of any switching method that costs so little. 

A better memory than an elephant. 
And just as tough. 
A stepping switch never forgets after a power 
outage. When the juice comes back on, it starts 
up right where it left off. And it shrugs off doses 

of 1250 volts because of inherently high insula
tion resistance and dielectric strength. This gives 

you a system reliability that can't be matched 
by solid state. Should the day ever come 

when maintenance is necessary, a plug-in 
style, like the type 44 in the picture, can 
be removed or installed in minutes. 

10 million laps around the track. 
And maybe 10 million more. We've yanked ran

dom units off our production line and worked 
them to death. Many 
have lasted twice as long 
as their rated 10 million 
wiper sweeps across the 
bank. One reason is our "free 
floating" pawl. It can't possibly 
bind or overthrow because we 
don't use pawl or armature 
stops. 

Sometimes a stepping 
switch isn't the answer. 
If you need to switch in 
microseconds, or squeeze 
your system 
into a T0-5 
can, forget 
it. But if 
you're look
ing for a simple, 
economical, reliable, 
easy-to-design solution 
to a switching problem, con-
sider the stepping switch. We'll be happy to help 
you do it. If you want a head start, write today for 
a copy of our 40-page manual. GTE Automatic 
Electric, Industrial Sales Division, Northlake, 
Illinois 60164. 

( ij i #I AUTDmATIC ELECTRIC 
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When You Buy a Power Supply, 
Why Not Get the Best? 

··: ··:· .... ·.• .. 
M FG SER NO .._ 
MFG PART NO_ 1 
MF G MODEL 
INPUT RANGE TO 

MFG SER NO 
MfG PAR T NO 
MF G MOO FL 
INPUT RA NGf TO 

CPS SI NE WAllC I f/J MfG ',(H N O 
MH; PAHT NO 
l\~fG MOOfl 

INPUT TRANSIENTS 60V - 01 SfC 
INPUT TERM + 

INPUT TERM + 
OU TPUT 

OUT~T • @' AMPS 
l''d'Ul HR._, • CPS 0 WAV f 
OllfP\JT ,,,, MIPS OUTPUT T£RM + 
OOTt'l.!; TlltM t MA); BA Sf Tf MP 
".1A~ HA!>I ffMP I \!Sf 1NPL'T@ Aft.1PS 1Y1A:\ 
f •!>t l~Pl.11 '\' AM PS MJ\); 

28 voe 10 oc 
(55,463 Hrs.) 

Model C950 

28 voe to 400 A,;;, 

(61 ,387 Hrs.) 

Mode l S3D 

400 -A:::J. to DC 

(56, 148 Hrs.) 

Mode l W5D 

Abbott's New Hi-Performance Modules 
are designed to operate in the strin
gen t environ ment requ ired by aero
space systems - (per \II L -E -5400K 
or }. IJ L-E-5272C) and i\fIL-STD-
461 for electromagnetic interference. 

RELIABILITY - \ ITBF (mean time 
b e tween fai lurC's) as calcu lated in 
t he ~ II L-HDBK-217 handbook can 
be expected in excess of .50,000 
hours at 100°C fo r a ll of these 
power modules . The homs listecl 
un der the photos above are the 
\I TBF figures fo r each of the 
models shown. Add it ional infon na
tion on typ ical \ITBF's fo r our 
other models can b e ol1ta ined h\· 
p honing or wr iting to us at th; . 
address below. 

QUALITY CONTROL - High relia
b ility can on ly be obta ined through 
h igl1 quali ty control. On ly the high
est quality componl'nts arC' usecl in 
th e construction of the Abbott 
power modu le. Each uni t is testl'd 
no less than 41 times as it passes 
th rough our factnn' clming fohrica
tion - tests which include the scru-

tin izing of the power module ancl 
a ll of its component parts by our 
experienced inspectors. 

NEW CATALOG-Usefu l data is con
tained in the new :\hhott Catalog. 
It includes a discussion of thermal 
considerations using heat sinks and 
air convection , a description of 
optiona 1 featmcs , a discussion of 
cnvironnwntal testing, electromag
netic interference and operating 
hints. 

WIDE RANGE OF OUTPUTS - The 
Ahhott line of po\\'cr modu les 
inc11 1dcs output n>ltages from 5.0 
vo lts DC to .'3,6.'50 \ 'Oils DC \\·ith 
01 1tput c1 1rrL'llts from 2 mi lliampt'ITS 
to 20 amperes. O\"l'r :3000 models 
arc listed with prices in the new 
.-\ hhott Cata log with \·arious inputs: 

60.00- to DC, Regulated 
400~ to DC, Regulated 
28 VDC to DC, Regulated 
28 voe to 400C\:r, 1 •'• or 3 1~ 

24 voe to 60~, 1.,., 

Pl ease se e pages 6 18 to 632 o f you r 1971 -72 EEM (ELECT RO N IC EN G INE ERS MASTER Cata log ) 
fo r comple te information on Abbott modu les. 

Send for our new 56 page FREE catalog . 

abbott transistor 
LABORATORIES, 
5200 W. Je ff e rson Blvd ./Lo s Ang e les 90016 
(213 ) 936-8185 

NCORPORATED 
1224 Anderson Ave. Fort Lee, N.J . 0702 4 

(2 01 ) 224-6900 
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(across the desk) 

A prodding on probes 
by a competing vendor. 

We have read your article "Log
ic Pulser and Probe Simplify In
Circuit Logic Functional Tests" 
'(ED 9, April 27, 1972; p. 92). We 
found it very interesting and edu
cational. However, since the ar
ticle is a survey, and represents a 
technical evaluation for the bene
fit of potential users, we found it 
very disturbing that you did not 
mention our probe and pulser . 

. We know that we are a small 
company, but usually when a sur
vey is made to find the best and 
most economical product, it in
cludes all of the information that 
is available, to provide users with 
the best available tools. Judging 
from the prices and specifications 
:of the other products, we are con
fident that our probe and pulser 
are the best and cheapest. 

Our probe uses as indicators 
long-life light-emitting diodes. In 
principle our probe can indicate a 
short or logic ZERO (light 1) and 
logic ONE or pulses (light 2). The 
repetition rate of accepted pulses 
is 10 MHz. A single pulse of less 
than 40 ns is displayed by light 2. 
,The probe contains a built-in scaler 
that will divide pulses of any rate 
'down to five pulses per second, per
mitting visual observation of rates. 
In addition a built-in power regu
lator permits operation from power 
supplies of 4.75 to 15 V and is re
verse-polarity protected. A plug-in 
cable eliminates the disadvantages 
of a permanently connected cable. 

The total price of our probe, 
operating from 4.75 to 15 V (our 
number L-2002) is $45, while the 
same probe for 4.75 to 5.5 V (our 
number L-2001) is $35. These 
prices represent only 50% of the 

price of the two probes described 
·in your article. 

The only specification not of
fered by our probe is 5-ns pulse 
detection. Judging from reports 
from distinguished research insti
tutes and corporations, 5-ns detec
tion is too sophisticated a demand 
-something like manufacturing an 
automobile capable of going 500 
mph. Most circuitry still uses mi
crosecond pulses. 

D. Pryse 
Sales Manager 

Aqua Survey and 
Instrument Co., Inc. 

7041-43 Vine St. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45216 

Plated wire for space? 
It's not that new 

In the April 27 issue under the 
"News Brief" section on p. 22, you 
made the statement that the first 
plated-wire memory to fly in space 
on a NASA vehicle will be deliver
ed in several months to Jet Pro
pulsion Laboratory for flight on 
the MM-73 spacecraft. I must dif
fer with that statement. 

A 64-k plated wire-memory sys
tem flew on Apollo 15 and 16, and 
will fly again on Apollo 17. This 
memory system was a critical ele
ment of the data processor for the 
Advanced Lunar Experiment Mod
ule. This processor was adapted by 
NASA from an existing Air Force 
program that has an extensive 
orbital operational history. These 
systems are designed and manufac
tured by SCI Systems, Inc., of 
Huntsville, Ala., and have been 
functional in space for the past sev
eral years. However, they are only 
one of approximately 20 plated-

( continued on page 11 ) 

Electronic Design welcomes the opinions of its readers on the issues raised 
in the magazine's editorial columns. Address letters to Managing Editor, Elec
tronic Design, 50 Essex St. Rochelle Park, N. J. 07662. Try to keep letters 
under 200 words. Letters must be signed. Names will be withheld on request. 
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A We are pleased 
to introduce the 9300 
series. You will find the 
unit is truly micro-mini

ature ( .315 high with a .230 
diameter and .200 pin spacing). 
Its rotary assembly is design
ed with special ceramic mater
ials which provide longer life 
and complete environmental 
stability . Capacitance values 
are available up to 70 pf. For 
immediate delivery, please 
phone (201) 334-2676. 

STOCK MODELS 

CAPACITY 
MODEL RANGE pF 

TEMP. MIN. Q 

COEF. @ ±lOMHz 

9312 2.8 - 10 -350 PPM /° C 300 

9313 3.2 - 18 -550 PPM/°C 300 

45¢ EACH 
IN QUANTITIES OF 1000 

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 

ROCKAWAY VALLEY ROAD 

BOONTON. NEW JERSEY 07005 
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Wired or unwired. 
Just give us your parameters. We'll give you 

assembled IC or connector panels, prewired or ready 
for you to wire-by hand or machine. Panels with 
the kind of built-in reliability you've come to expect 
from AMP. With pricetags and turnaround times 
you absolutely can't afford to pass up. 

Here are a few of the things in our bag. 

IC panels. 
We'll build anything you need in custom 

panels. Single-, double-, or multilayer. Com
plete with IC receptacle packaging, feed
through posts, miniature spring sockets, or 
DIP headers. Or, if it's standard panels you 
need, we'll supply them, too. With 30, 60, 90, 
or 120 DIPS per panel. We can prewire 
both types of panel. Or supply them 
ready for wrap-type or TERMl-POINT 
machine wiring. 

8 ELECTRONIC D ESIGN 13, June 22, 1972 



Connector panels. 
We can deliver these panels 

with mother-daughter board con
nectors, card cages, metal plug-

boards, connector rails, or with 
round or rectangular punched cut
outs for connectors. All panels 
use TERMl-TWIST, TERMl-PLATE 
or TERMl-GRID connectors for 

wrap-type or TERM I-POINT wiring. 

• 

Full·range capability. 
When you buy an assembled panel from AMP, 

you get more than just another source of supply. You 
get a quality product. Quality that begins with com
puter-generated artwork which provides the most ef
ficient utilization of precious panel area. Manufactur
ing techniques like selective solder predeposition that 
assures highly reliable board-to-receptacle connec
tions and leaves posts clean and solder-free for 
wrap-type or TERMl-POINT clip wiring . And a 100% 
quality check that relieves you of the burden of in
coming inspection. 

Want to know how we're able to make any 
panel you need? Write on your company letterhead for 
our Panel Packaging Kit. It contains full documenta
tion of our various processes, with suggestions of how 
they can work best for you. AMP Incorporated, Indus
trial Division, Harrisburg, Pa. 17105. 

During the NEPCON Show 
visit the AMP booth #4301 

AMP 
INCORPORATED 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN 13. June 22, 1972 

Manufacturi ng and direct sales facilities worldwide: Barcelona, Brussels, Buenos 
Aires, Frankfurt, London, Mexico City, Paris, Puerto Rico, Sao Paulo, 
s'Hertogenbosch (Holland) , Sydney, Stockholm, Tokyo, Toronto, Turin, Vienna. 

Term i-Twist , Termi-Plate, Term i-Grid & Termi-Point are trademarks of AMP Incorporated. 
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want Clare relays last? 
How about a tree Technlcal Data File? 
Call your local Clare distributor. He's ready to help you with 
off-the-shelf service or on-location assistance. Call him right now. 
He's listed below. 

ALABAMA (Al) 
Cramer/ EW Inc. 
2310 Bob Wallace Ave. S.W. 
Huntsville 35805 
Tel: (205) 539-5722 
M. G. Electronics & Equipment Co. 
3112 • 6th Ave ., So. 
Birmingham 35233 
Tel: (205) 328-4525 

ARIZONA (AZ) 
Kierulff Electronics Corp. 
2633 East Buckeye Road 
Phoenix 85034 
Tel : (602) 264-4438 

ARKANSAS (AR) 
Wise Radio & TV Supply, Inc. 
1001 Towson Avenue 
Fort Smith 72901 
Tel : (501) 783-8925 

CALIFORNIA (CA) 
Klerulff Electronics Corp. 
2585 Commerce Way 
Los Angeles 90022 
Tel: (213) 685-5511 
Bell Electronics Corp. 
1070 O'Brien Or. 
Menlo Park 94205 
Tei : (415) 323-9431 
Kierulff Electronics Corp. 
3969 E. Bayshore Road 
Palo Alto 94303 
Tel: (415) 968-6292 
Kierulff Electronics Corp. 
8797 Balboa Ave. 
San Diego 92123 
Tel: (714) 278-2112 

COLORADO (CO) 
Kierulff Electronics Corp. 
10890 E. 47th Ave. 
Denver 80239 
Tel: (303) 343-7090 

FLORIDA (FL) 
Cramer/ EW Inc. 
4035 N. 29th Ave. 
Hollywood 33022 
Tel: (305) 923-8181 
Cramer/ EW Inc. 
345 N. Graham Ave. 
Orlando 32803 
Tei: (305) 894-1511 

GEORGIA (GA) 
Specialty Distributing Co. 
763 Juniper St., N.E. 
Atlanta 30308 
Tel : (404) 873-2521 

ILLINOIS (IL) 
Allied Electronics Corp. 
2400 W. Lake St. 
Chicago 60612 
Tei: (312) 421-2400 
OHM/ ELECTRONICS, INC. 
649 Vermont Ave . 
Palatine 60067 
Tei: (312) 359-5500 
Klaus Radio, Inc. 
8400 N. Pioneer Parkway 
Peoria 61614 
Tel: (309) 691-4840 

INDIANA (IN) 
Ft. Wayne Electronics Supply 
3606 Maumee Ave. 
Ft. Wayne 46803 
Tel: (219) 742-4346 
Graham Electronics Supply, Inc. 
133 South Pennsylvania St. 
Indianapolis 46204 
Tel: (317) 634-8486 

LOUISIANA (LA) 
Ralph 's of LaFayette 
3004 Camron 
LaFayette 70501 
Tel : (318) 234-4507 

MARYLAND (MD) 
Angus, Inc. 
10739 Tucker St. 
Beltsville 20705 
Tel : (301) 937-5750 
Pioneer/ Washington Electronics, Inc. 
1037 Taft Street 
Rockville 20850 
Tel: (301) 424-3300 

MASSACHUSETTS (MA) 
Electrical Supply Corp. 
205 Alewife Brook Parkway 
Cambridge 02138 
Tel : (617) 491-3300 
Cramer Electronics 
85 Wells Avenue 
Newton Centre 02159 
Tel: (617) 969-7700 

MICHIGAN (Ml) 
RS Electronics 
12775 Lyndon Avenue 
Detroit 48227 
Tel: (313) 491-1000 
Harvey-Michigan, Inc. 
36312 Ecorse Road 
Romulus 48174 
Tel : (313) 729-5500 

MISSOURI (MO) 
Texas Instruments Supply Co. 
7743 Troost Ave. 
Kansas City 64131 
Tel: (816) 753-4750 
Olive Industrial Electronics, Inc. 
6662 Olive Blvd. 
St. Louis 63130 
Tel: (314) 863-7800 

NEBRASKA (NB) 
Scott Electronic Supply Corp. 
4040 Adams St., P.O. Box 4467 
Lincoln 68504 
Tel: (402) 434-8308 

NEW JERSEY (NJ) 
Angus, Inc. 
126 Pleasant Valley Ave. 
Moorestown 08057 
Tel: (609) 235-1900 
Eastern Radio Corp. 
312 Clifton Avenue 
Clifton 07015 
Tel : (201) 365-1150 

NEW MEXICO (NM) 
Kierulff Electronics Corp. 
2524 Baylor Dr. S.E. 
Albuquerque 87119 
Tel: (505) 247-1055 

a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company 
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NEW YORK (NY) 
Genesee Radio & Parts Co. Inc. 
2550 Delaware Ave. 
Buffalo 14216 
Tel : (716) 873-9661 
Harvey Radio Co., Inc. 
60 Crossways Park West 
Woodbury, L. I. 11590 
Tel: (516) 921-8700 
Simeona Electronics 
275 Mt. Read Blvd. 
Rochester 14603 
Tei: (716) 328-3230 
Milo Electronics Corp. 
170 Eileen Way 
Syosset 11791 
Tel: (516) 364-1111 

NORTH CAROLINA (NC) 
Cramer/ EW Inc. 
938 Burke St. 
Winston Salem 27102 
Tel: (919) 725-8711 

OHIO (OH) 
Pioneer/ Cleveland Electronics, Inc. 
4800 East 131st St. 
Cleveland 44105 
Tel : (216) 587-3600 
Pioneer/ Dayton Electronics, Inc. 
1900 Troy Street 
Dayton 45404 
Tel : (513) 236-9900 

OKLAHOMA (OK) 
Texas Instruments Supply Co. 
12151 E. Skelly Drive 
Tulsa 74128 
Tel: (918) 437-4555 

PENNSYLVANIA (PA) 
Cameradio Co. 
2801 Liberty Ave. 
Pittsburgh 15222 
Tel : (412) 391-7400 

SOUTH CAROLINA (SC) 
Dixie Radio Supply Co. 
1900 Barnwell St. 
Columbia 29202 
Tel: (803) 253-5333 

TENNESSEE (TN) 
Electra Distributing Co . 
1914 West End Ave. 
Nashville 37203 
Tel: (615) 329-3971 

TEXAS (TX) 
Texas Instruments Supply Co. 
6000 Denton Drive 
Dallas 75235 
Tel: (214) 238-6823 

WASHINGTON (WA) 
Kierulff Electronics Corp. 
5940 Sixth Ave. South 
Seattle 98108 
Tel: (206) 763-1550 
Almac-Stroum Electronics 
5811 Sixth Ave. South 
Seattle 98108 
Tel: (206) 763-2300 

WISCONSIN (WI) 
Marsh Radio Supply Co. 
6047 West Beloit Road 
Milwaukee 53219 
Tel: (414) 545-6500 

ACROSS THE DESK 

( continued from page 7) 

wire memory programs currently 
in production at SCI for aerospace 
and other applications. 

I am sure your readers will be 
interested to know that plated wire 
is currently a well-proven, fully 
space-qualified technology with ex
tensive operational history. 

Olin B. King, 
President 

SCI Systems, Inc. 
P.O. Box 4208 
Huntsville, Ala. 35802 

Corrections 
In Harold Minuskin's article 

"Build-it Yourself Stepper Motor 
Drive" (ED 10, May 11, 1972, p. 
52 ), switches SW1-SW4 appeared 
as the SN75451 IC switches in 
Fig. 1. The equation for the coil 
drive current that appeared on p. 
54 did not include the motor coi l 
inductance L. The correct equation 
is 

I = K [ 1-eR/ LCL>]. 
Figure 3 did not have the F 

and F 81 labels at the Q 2 and if, 
outputs of the S 74107. A portion 
of the corrected drawing appears 
below. 

,.------------, 
I I 

' ' 

'Don't be an engineer! 
Be an entrepeneur' 

In the March 16 issue, Robert 
Bruce, MSEE, parrots the oft-re
peated cry to "form a strong pro
fessional association" (Across the 

(continued on page 16) 
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For see-through protection, encapsulate with this clear, 
resilient silicone resin . Self-extinguishing, it guards against 
humidity, heat, cold, radiation, thermal shock and vibration. 
Information retrieval number 221. 

For excellent adhesion to corrosion-prone metals such as 
copper, use this new noncorrosive, one-part Dow Corning 
sealant. Cure mechanism produces no exothermic heat 
or acetic acid. Information retrieval number 223. 

For added safety, specify this flame-retardant, pourable 
silicone elastomer. Uses for this low-cost packaging 
material include coating, potting and encapsulating. 
Information retrieval number 222. 

For protection against moisture, dirt, ozone, radiation and 
many solvents and chemicals, select this conformal coating. 
It flows on easily and cures at room temperature to a 
tough silicone rubber with excellent dielectric properties. 
Information retrieval number 224. 



Silicones are unusual in the number of 
ways they protect. They resist change 
in hostile environments where other 
materials are unstable. They have 
excellent dielectric properties. With 
the electronic industry's concentra
tion on higher performance and 
smaller components, the application 
areas where only silicone materials 

can ensure design integrity have 
increased dramatically. Here are 
some of the newest examples. Many 
others are described in our Silicone 
Electronic Materials brochure avail
able from your Dow Corning distribu
tor. His name appears on the following 
page. Or write Dept. A-2202, Midland, 
Michigan 48640. 

Silicones add durability to Ominimite* 
transducer. This magnetostrictive 
device converts electrical energy into 
sound for ultrasonic.cleaning systems. 
It is insulated with Dow Corning sili
cones. Bendix Instruments and Life 
Support Division uses coil forms fabri
cated from a Dow Corning silicone 
resin bonded glass laminate. Finished 
coils are dipped in Dow Corning® 997 
varnish and baked. Silicones help add 
the physical and electrical stability 
required for long-term performance. 
Information retrieval number 226. 

*TM , Bendix Corporation 

Electrical/ electronic materials 
from 

DOW CORNING 
E.I.ilii3.f;!dH'* 

Silicones for cooling high-density 
modules. More efficient cooling of 
electronic modules is possible with 
this suggested assembly design. A 
silicone-fluid-filled coolant tube dissi
pates heat transferred to it from dowel 
pins mated to holes in the module 
assembly. Further conduction is facili
tated by a layer of Dow Corning® 

heat-sink compound between a 
lightweight cold plate and 

module base. Silicone fluids 
have excellent heat
transfer properties 
and maintain constant 
viscosity over a wide 
temperature range. The 

heat-sink com-
.~ pound has high 

thermal conductivity and low 
bleed properties for long-term 

coupling. Information retrieval 
number 225. 



Announcing 
a reliable way 
to come in under budget. 
Our new commercial Series 8 
miniature manual switches 
provide quality construction and 
reliable performance at a low cost. 

The positive detent action is a good 
example of our quality construction. 
It assures you of excellent tactile 
feedback. 

For safer operation , there's 
maximum separation between the 
terminals and the metal mounting 
and operating elements. And our 
case, using superior arc-resistant 
materials, has excellent 
compartmentation to isolate 
individual internal circuits. 

There's a choice of toggles (select from 
lever styles and colored , slip-on caps), 
paddles and rockers (snap-in mounting and 
choice of colored buttons), and lighted rockers. 
Also select from pushbuttons with colored 
buttons in two sizes. 

All this makes the Series 8 perfect for jobs where 
money and space are limited , but performance 
standards aren't. Communications equipment, 
test and measuring devices, computer peripheral 
and business equipment are examples. Series 8 
switches are rated 6 amps, 125 VAC. 

For additional information , see your MICRO SWITCH 
Branch Office or Authorized Distributor (Yellow 
Pages, "Switches, Electric" ). Or write for our 
Series 8 Product Brochure. 

MICRO SWITCH makes your ideas work. 

MICRO SWITCH 
FREEPORT, ILL INOIS 61032 

A DIVISION OF HONEYWELL 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 10 
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Silicone Protectors 
A full line of silicone encapsulating, insulating, sealing, 
coating and dielectric materials is available from Dow Corning 
Distributors at the following warehouse locations: 

ALABAMA 
Birmingham 
Electr ical Insulation Suppl iers 
205 252-9046 
Mobile 
Brownell Electro , Inc. 
205 479-5405 

ARIZONA 
Phoenix 
Essex International lnc.-IWI Div. 
602 278-8568 

CALIFORNIA 
Berkeley 
C. 0. LaMoree 
415 841 -0601 
Culver City 
E. V. Roberts & Associates , Inc. 
213 870-9561 
Gardena 
Special ized Products Co. 
21 3 532-1230-213 770-8186 
Loa Angeles 
Essex International lnc.-IWI Div. 
213 264-7000 
C. D. LaMoree 
213 225-5666 
Brownell Electro, Inc. 
213 532-1150 
Mountain View 
K. R. Anderson Company, Inc. 
415 961-6007 
San Diego 
A. E. Yale Enterprises 
714 296-6148 
San Francisco 
Essex International lnc.-IWI Div. 
415 626-5351 

COLORADO 
Denver 
Waco Enterprises, Inc:'. 
303 322-7708 

FLORIDA 
Orlando 
Cramer/Florida, Inc. 
305 841 -1550 
Brownell Electro, Inc. 
305 424-5634 
Electrical insulation Suppliers , Inc. 
305 855-7100 
Tampa 
Essex International , inc.-IWI Div. 
813 245-1651 

GEORGIA 
Atlanta 
Electrical insulation Su ppl iers , Inc. 
404 355-1651 
Essex International lnc. - IWI Div. 
404 691-8520 
Chamblee 
Prehler Electrical Insulation 
404 451 -4266 
Hapeville 
Brownell Electro , Inc. 
404 762-5181 

ILLINOIS 
Chicago 
Prehler Electrical Insulation 
31 2-384-6100 
Mt. Prospect 
Magnuson Electronics, Inc. 
312 956-0700 
Niies 
Essex Intern ation al lnc.-IMC/IWI Div. 
312 647-0044 

IN DIANA 
Fort Wayne 
Essex Internat ional lnc.-IWI Div. 
219 742-7441 
Hammond 
Electr ic Supply Corp. 
219 932-8840 

IOWA 
Marlon 
Ensco Distributing Corporation 
31 9 377-6313 

ELECTRONIC D ESIGN 13, June 22, 1972 

KENTUCKY 
Louis ville 
E & H Electric Supply 
502 587-0991 

LOUISIANA 
New Orleans 
Williamson Distributing Corp. 
504 486-5584 
Shreveport 
Williamson Distributing Corp. 
318 424-6638 

MARYLAND 
Baltimore 
Essex International lnc.-IWI Div. 
301 644-0140 
Pyttron ic Industries, Inc. 
301 539-6525 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Cambridge· 
Brownell Electro , Inc. 
617 864-7500 
Newton 
Cramer Electronics, Inc. 
617 969-7700 
Peabody 
Essex International lnc.-IWI Div. 
617 531-7100 

MICHIGAN 
Detroit 
Essex International lnc.-IMC/IWI Div. 
313 921-6000 
Madison Heights 
McNaughton-McKay Electric 
313 399-7500 
Southfield 
Sheridan Sales Co. 
313 358-3333 

MINNESOTA 
St. Paul 
Magnusom Electronics, Inc. 
612 227-8495 
Prehler Eleclrical Insulation 
612 622-1541-612 622-1542 

MISSOURI 
Kansas City 
Essex International inc.-IWI Div. 
816 842-1613 
St. Louis 
Ensco Distributing Corp. 
314-542-3935 
Essex International lnc.-IWI Div. 
314 371-2616 

NEW JERSEY 
Livingston 
Robert McKeown Co., Inc. 
210 922-0 i OO or 212 267-9264 (NYC) 
Moonachie 
Essex International lnc.-IWI Div. 
201 641-4400 or 212 695-7495 (NYC) 
North Bergen 
Electrical insulation Sales 
201 864-2376 or 212 564-6273 (NYC) 

NEW MEXICO 
Albuquerque 
Waco Electronics, Inc. 
505 268-2409 
Williamson Distributing Corp. 
505 344-3564 

NEW YORK 
Buffalo 
Summ it Distributors , Inc. 
716 884-3450 
New York City 
Brownell Electro , Inc. 
212 619-7900 or 212 924-6000 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Charlotte 
Brownell Electro, Inc. 
704 394-4341 
Electrical Insulation Suppliers, Inc. 
704 392-2306 
Essex International lnc.-IWI Div. 
704 394-1315 
Winston-Salem 
Cramer/E. W. Winston-Salem 
919 725-8711 

Electrical I electronic materials 
t;om 

DOW CORNING 
Fiii\lif!lli4ME 

OHIO 
Cincinnati 
Cramer/Tri States, Inc. 
513 771-6441 
Electrical Insulation Suppliers , Inc. 
513 771-4073 
Sheridan Sales Co. 
513 761-5432 
Essex International lnc.-IMC/IWI Div. 
513 771-6500 
Cleveland 
Essex International lnc.-IMC/IWI Div. 
216 781-2310 
Prehier Electrical Insulation 
216 267-·2650 
Sheridan Sales Co. 
216 524-8210 
Columbus 
McGraw-Edison Co. 
National Electric Coil Division 
614 488-1151 

OKLAHOMA 
Oklahoma City 
Essex International inc.-IWI Div. 
405 236-5411 

OREGON 
Portland 
Essex lnernationai tnc .-IWI Div. 
503 655-0138 
C. E. Riggs, Inc. 
503 226-3286 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Harrisburg 
Pyttronic Industries, Inc. 
717 233-6591 
Montgomeryville 
Pyttronic Industries, Inc. 
215 643-2850 
Philadelphia 
Brownell Electro , Inc. 
215 632-3030 
Essex International lnc.-IWI Div. 
215 236-7100 
Prehler Electrical Insulation 
215 725-5014 
Pittsburgh 
Essex International lnc.-IMC/IWI Div. 
412 244-1145 

TENNESSEE 
Memphis 
Brownell Electro, Inc. 
901 323-8554 
Electrical Insulation Suppliers, Inc. 
901 947-4176 

TEXAS 
Dallas 
Essex international lnc.-IWI Div. 
214 339-8346 
Specialized Products Company 
214 358-4663 
Williamson Distributing Corp. 
214 741-5831 
Houston 
Essex International lnc.-IWI Div. 
713 227-6358 
Wi lliamson Distributing Corp. 
713 672-1715 

UTAH 
Salt Lake City 
Hyer/Cramer Electron ics 
801 487-3681 

WASHINGTON 
Seattle 
Atlas Packing & Rubber Co. 
206 623-4697 
Essex international inc.-IWI Div. 
206 763-8650 
C. E. Riggs , Inc. 
206 623-5707 

WISCONSIN 
Mllwaukea 
Essex international lnc.-IMC/IWI Div. 
414 342-3927 

8·2 200 
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AC~OSS THE DESK 

(continued from page 11 ) 
Desk, ED 6, p. 7). Cut the seman
tics and call it a UNION! 

The credo of professionalism has 
been so drummed into us that we 
tend to overlook hard economic 
facts: Engineers are merely bodies 
to be manipulated to suit the needs 
of business. That string of degrees 
and titles means nothing to your 
creditors. Your "challenging" ca
reer with the XYZ Co. lasts only 
as long as the company makes a 
buck by using you. Your job dies 
when the work package can be ex
pedited by a cheaper body. 

The problem perpetuates itself 
as long as one persists in remain
ing a captive engineer. The an
swer: Stop thinking like an engi
neer and start thinking like a 
business person ! Become an en
trepeneur. 

To members of the "team," such 
rabble-rousing talk may elicit feel
ings of inadequacy. Once you feel 
inadequate to deal with problems 
facing you, you have in fact be
come inadequate. 

If you don't dig selling real es
tate or soap powder, create your 
own product or service and go! I 
did it and it works-engineering, 
marketing, manufacturing, my bag 
runneth over ! 

David L. Hirsch 
Pres., Chief Engr., Mgr. of 

Mrktg. , 
Dir. of Mfg., Head Custodian . 

Seacrafters Ltd. 
11815 Indianapolis St. 
Mar Vista, Calif. 90066 

Acronyms. are great
if you know. them 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN has been of 
great help to me, but occasionally 
a term like "IC" (which, of course, 
"everyone knows" is an integrated 
circuit) or "DAC" or "ADC" 
(which, of course, mean digital-to
analog and analog-to-digital con
verter ) and terms like "MOS" will 
be used without a definition or at 
least some details of the transla-

( continued on page 20) 

IF YOUR COPY OF 

UHF/MICROWAVE 

CAPACITORS 

FROM 

AMERICAN 
TECHNICAL 
CERAMICS 

IS MISSING, 

UHF/ MICRDWAV• 
CAPACITDRB 

PLEASE CHECK 
N0.35 ON THE 
READER SERVICE 
CARD FOR THE 
LATEST INFORMATION ON 
CERAMIC CAPACITORS 

american 
technical 
ceramics 

l NORDEN LANE, 
HUNTINGTON STATION, N. Y . 11746 

!516/271 -9600 • TWX-510-226-6993 
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( OVER ... ATC S 
TEST 

PARAMETER 

F1xTURE 

S-Parameter characterization of ATC-100 microwave porcelain capacitors, from 100 MHz to 3 GHz. VSWR, 
Insertion Loss, S11 , S21, Xe and Ye data (see RF Capacitor Handbook). 

·--.! ,. _ ~ I .- - ,.r I ! I 

-------

I -
~ (OMPANV . .. 

AMERICAN TECHNICAL 

CERAMICS 

ATC has been manufacturing fixed, high quality RF capacitors for UHF and microwave equipment for seven 
years. The Huntington Station plant devotes 7000 square feet of Clean Room area for greenware fabrication, 
with over 20,000 square feet of modern air conditioned facilities for O.C., final assembly, and other manufactur
ing activities . ATC has over 100 employees producing high quality monolithic porcelain and ceramic capacitors. 

~ ( IRCUIT DESIGN 

ENGINEERS 

Four experienced RF engineers are available to assist you with your specific application. Dial (516) 271-5112. 

Case A rn 
Case B (Q 

( APACITANCE 

(actual size) to 100,000 pF 
(actual size) to 1,000,000 pF (1 MFD) 

PER UNIT 

Vo LU ME 

Request ultra-high 
capacitance data sheet. 

( APACITORS, 

. ( APACITORS ! 

Large inventory for fast delivery of chips and leaded types. Dial (516) 271-9668 for fast, firm delivery dates. 

Copyright 1972 American Technical Ceramics, Div. of Phase Industries, Inc. 
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ATC CAPACITORS 

ATC '100 LOW-LOSS PORCELAIN 
(see pp. A4-A9) 

U It r a - High Q Increases gain and power output 
Maximizes DC-RF conversion efficiency 

High Power 17 Amperes, 3000 Volts, 500 Megahertz 

L 0 w No I se Lowest Equivalent-Noise-Resistance 

High Self - Resonance Allows construction of wideband 
discrete-component circuits 

Ultra - Stable Minimal deviation wi_th temperature, 
voltage, frequency, time 

Rugged Withstands severe thermal shock 
Repeatedly solderable 

Hermetic Impervious even to boiling salt water 

ATC 700 ULTRA STABLE CERAMIC 
(see pp. A10-A11) 

ATC 200 HIGH CAPACITY CERAMIC 
(see p. A12) 

I 
A3 
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ATC 'IDD 

ULTRA HIGH Q is characteristic of the ATC 100 capacitors through microwave 
frequencies, even at high ambient temperatures, and under extremely 

high currents, permitting reliable operation at high power levels. Output power increases of 
greater than 20% per stage are reported when ATC 100's, with their negligible 12R losses, 
are substituted for conventional capacitors. The reduction of losses also produces greater 
DC-to-RF conversion efficiency, improvements of 35% being reported. Improvements in 
Noise Figure are also attainable in receiver applications. 

HIGH-POWER operation thru microwave frequencies. Extremely low Rs and high 
dielectric strength permit 15 KW pulse operation (900 Watts average) 

at 500 MHz (3000 Volts, 17 Amps RF) in a 50 Ohm system. Other typical applications are 
500 Watts (CW) at 1 GHz and 1 KW (Avg.) at 50 Ohms up to 3 GHz. 

HIGH SELF-RESONANCE is shown by test data taken on a Hewlett Packard 8542A 
Network Analyzer covering S-Parameters, VSWR, React

ance, and Insertion Loss over the frequency range of 100 to 3000 MHz. 
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RUGGED end metallization does not break off under thermal shock; capacitors do 
not delaminate even if no preheating is used prior to soldering; termina

tions are not dissolved away by even the most careless soldering. 

HERMETIC The severe thermal shock to which capacitors are subjected by direct 
soldering during circuit assembly can destroy the integrity of conventional 

capacitors, permitting flux and solvents to penetrate the dielectric. ATC porcelain capacitors 
are hermetic and are not degraded by the assembly process. 

Here is a simple and easy hermeticity test to simulate the thermal shock of soldering and 
subsequent absorption of contaminants: drop the capacitor into boiling salt water. Remove, 
wash and verify hermeticity by retesting l.R. , capacity, and 0. 



CAPACITANCE STABILITY 

SELF-ENCAPSULATING PORCELAIN CONSTRUCTION 

Rare metal internal electrodes are molecularly bonded and 
sealed in a monolith of non-porous porcelain. The ATC 100 
is a hermetic, microminiature, self-encapsulated, high-voltage, 
porcelain chip capacitor. 

Rare metal electrodes 

Rare metal terminations 

COST ADVANTAGES EXPERIENCED from ATC usage are: in
creased simplicity of tircuit design, shorter equipment development 
time, and a smooth-flowing production facility. (See RF Capacitor 
Handbook for specific customer examples.) 

A7 
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ATC ~OD SPECIFICATIONS 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

QUALITY FACTOR: (Qcapl: greater than 10,000 at 1 MHz. 
CAPACITANCE VALUES AND TOLERANCES: 

Case A: standard values and tolerances from 0.1 pF to 100 pF (see page A9.) 

Case B: standard values and tolerances from 0.1 pF to 1000 pF (see page A9.) 

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF CAPACITANCE: +90 ±20 PPM/°C (-55°C to 125°C) 
DIELECTRIC TEST VOLTAGE: 250% of WVDC rating for 5 secs. 
RETRACE: Less than ±0.1%. 
AGING EFFECTS: None 
PIEZOELECTRIC EFFECTS: None (No capacitance variation with voltage or pressure) 
CAPACITANCE DRIFT: ±0.1% or 0.1 pF, whichever is greater. 
CAPACITANCE RANGE, INSULATION RESISTANCE, AND OPERATING VOLTAGE (WVDC) BY CASE SIZE 
CASE A : .1 pF to 100 pF ( 50 WVDC); 106 Megohms Min @ 25°c, 105 Megohms Min @ 125°C 
CASE B: .1 pF to 100 pF ( 500 WVDC); 106 Megohms Min @ 25°C, 105 Megohms Min @ 125°c 

110 pF to 200 pF ( 300 WVDC); 106 Megohms Min @ 25°c, 105 Megohms Min @ 125°c 
220 pF to 470 pF ( 200 WVDC); 106 Megohms Min @ 25°C, 105 Megohms Min @ 125°c 
510 pF to 620 pF ( 100 WVDC); 105 Megohms Min @ 25°c, 104 Megohms Min @ 125°c 
680 pF to 1000 pF ( 50 WVDC); 105 Megohms Min @ 25°c, 104 Megohms Min @ 125°c 

LIFE TEST: 150% rated voltage for 2000 hours at 125°C as per MIL-STD-202C, method 208A (test condition F). 
CHANGE IN CAPACITANCE: At 25°C; 0.5% max or 0.5 pF, whichever is greater. 
QUALITY FACTOR: greater than 10,000. 
INSULATION RESISTANCE: See table above; no degradation. 

Standard frequency of measurements, 1 MHz, unless otherwise noted. 

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

HERMETICITY: The porcelain dielectric is non-porous and impervious to moisture and commonly used 
cleaning solvents. 

TERMINATION STYLES: available in Case A as chips and pellets; Case B units as chips, pellets, and leaded 
devices. See ATC Capacitor Terminations and Dimensions on page A13. 

TERMINAL STRENGTH: All leaded capacitors withstand a lead pull of 5 lbs. for 5 seconds in the axis of 
the lead per MI L-STD-202 method 211. 

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS: See ATC Capacitor Terminations and Dimensions, page A13. 

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

Ml LIT ARY SPECIFICATIONS: All ATC-100 capacitors meet Ml L-C-11272B and MIL-C-23269. (Independent 
lab test data available.) 

TEMPERATURE RANGE: From -55°C to +125°C (no derating of working voltage); above 125°c, derate 
linearly to 50% DCWV@ 200°c. 

ATC 100 porcelain capacitors are designed and manufactured to exceed the following requirements of 
MIL-STD-202: 

Barometric pressure 
Shock 
Vibration 
Temperature Cycling 
Immersion 

(method 105, cond. B) 
(method 213, cond. J) 
(method 204, cond. B) 
(method 102, cond. C) 
(method 104, cond. B) 

Moisture resistance 
Solderability 
Terminal Strength 
Salt Spray 

(method 106) 
(method 208) 
(method 211) 

(method 101, cond. B) 

ATC SW 100 BOILING SALT WATER TEST: Thermal Shock and Hermeticity Test 

PURPOSE: 

PROCEDURE: 

MEASURE: 

To provide a non-destructive, simulation of the thermal shock and degradation caused by 
contaminant absorption experienced during normal circuit mounting and "cleaning". 

With plastic tweezers, drop capacitors into a boiling salt water solution. Remove after two 
hours, wash thoroughly (distilled water). then dry at 150°C for 10 minutes. 

l.R., capacity, and Q (shall be within published specifications). 



ATC .,DO CAPAC ITV VALUES 

CAP CAP TOL CAP CAP TOL CAP CAP TOL 
CODE (pF) CODE (pF) CODE (pF) 

OR1 0.1 B 4R3 4.3 BCD '500 680 68 FGJKM 
OR2 0.2 B 4R7 4.7 BCD 500 750 75 FGJKM 
OR3 0.3 BC 5R1 5.1 BCD 50(). 820 82 FGJKM 
OR4 0.4 BC 5R6 5.6 BCD 500 910 91 FGJKM 
OR5 0.5 BCD 6R2 6.2 BCD 600 101 100 FGJKM 
OR6 0.6 BCD 6R8 6.8 BCJKM 800 111 110 FGJKM 
OR7 0.7 BCD 7R5 7.5 BCJKM 500' 121 120 FGJKM 
ORS 0.8 BCD 8R2 8.2 BCJKM 500 131 130 FGJKM 
OR9 0.9 BCD 9R1 9.1 BCJKM 600 151 150 FGJKM 
1RO 1.0 BCO 100 10 F~KM ~ 161 160 FGJKM 
1R1 1.1 BCD 110 11 FGJKM 500 181 180 FGJKM 
1R2 1.2 BCD 120 12 FGJKM 500 201 200 FGJKM 
1R3 1.3 BCD &Go 130 13 FGJKM 60Q 221 220 FGJKM 
1R4 1.4 BCD liOo 150 15 FGJKM 500 241 240 FGJKM 
1R5 1.5 BCD 500 160 16 FGJKM 500 271 270 FGJKM 
1R6 1.6 BCD 500 180 18 FGJKM 500 301 300 FGJKM 
1R7 1.7 BCD 500 200 20 FGJKM 600 331 330 FGJKM 
1R8 1.8 BCD 500 220 22 FGJKM 500 361 360 FGJKM 
1R9 1.9 BCD 500 240 24• FGJKM 500 391 390 FGJKM 
2RO 2.0 ~CD 500 270 27 FGJKM 500 431 430 fGJKM 
2R1 2.1 BCD 500 300 30 FGJKM 500 471 470 FGJKM 
2R2 2.2 BCD 500 330 33 FGJKM 500 511 510 FGJKM 
2R4 2.4 BCD 500 360 36 FGJKM 500 561 560 FGJKM 
2R7 2.7 BCD 500 390 39 FGJKM 500 621 620 FG~KM 
3RO 3.0 BCD 60Q 430 43 FGJKM 500 681 680 FGJKM 
3R3 3.3 BCD ~ 470 47 FGJKM 500 751 750 FGJKM 
3R6 3.6 BCD 500 510 51 FGJKM 500 821 820 FGJKN! 
3R9 3.9 BCD 500 560 56 FGJKM 500 911 910 \ FGJKM 

620 62 FGJKM 500 102 1000 FGJKM 

CASE A mini-cubes®* are available from 0.1 pF through 100 pF in the values and tolerances listed above; 
working voltages 50 VDC, to +125°C. Case A capacitors may also be obtained with a working voltage of 100 
VDC on special order. 

CASE B MAXl-"Q"UBES™* are available in all values and tolerances at the working voltages shown in the table 
above. The Case B size may be ordered with a rating of 1000 WVDC, 0.1 pF to 47 pF, or with a rating of 100 
WVDC, 680 pF to 1000 pF. To order, specify new WVDC in the ordering code. 

TOLERANCE CODE; B = ±0.1 pF; C = ±0.25 pf; D = ±0.5 pF; F = ±1%; G = ±2%; J = ±5%; K = ±10%; M =±20% 

*CASE A mini-cube~ is a registered trademark of ATC. *CASE B MAXl-"Q"UBES™ is a proprietary trademark of ATC. 

A9 
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ATC 700 ULTRA STABLE 
CERAMIC 

• T.C. = 0+30 PPM/OC (-550C to +1250C) 

• To 1000 pf in a 55 mil cube Case A (actual size) 

• Highest packaging density of any NPO capacitor 

• To 5100 pf in a 110 mil cube Case B (actual size) 

• No capacitance change with voltage 

APPLICATIONS 

Excellent for low power levels at UHF frequencies as DC blocks and emitter bypasses ... . . superior in VHF low 
power high-stability tank circuits for variable-frequency oscillators, and H.F. discriminators . .... reduces variation 
due to temperature in low frequency filters ..... permits predictable RC timing circuits ... .. replaces mica, 
polystyrene and teflon dielectric capacitors with much greater capacity values per unit volume and improved 
environmental characteristics. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

CAPACITY VALUES: Case A, all standard RETMA values from 47 pF to 1000 pF . 
Case B, all standard RETMA values from 200 pF to 5100 pF. 

TOLERANCES: F (±1%). G (±2%). J (±5%). K (±10%), and M (±20%). 
WORKING VOLTAGE : 50 WVDC 
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF CAPACITANCE : 0±30 PPM/°C (-55°C to +125oC) 
DISSIPATION FACTOR : .0005 max@ 1 KHz except .001 for Case A > 470 pF. 
INSULATION RESISTANCE: 105 megohms minimum@ 25°C; 104 megohms minimum @125°C 
DIELECTRIC TEST VOLTAGE : 300% rated voltage for 5 seconds. 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE: -55°c to +125°c. 
MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS: ATC 700 capacitors meet MIL-C-55681. 

Termination Styles: Available in Case A as ch ips and pellets; Case B units as chips, pellets, and leaded devices. 
See ATC Capacitor Terminations and Dimensions, page A13. 



ATC 700 CAPACITY VALUES 

CASE A CASE B 

CAP. CAP. PF CAP. CAP. PF CAP. CAP. PF CAP. CAP. MF 
CODE CODE CODE CODE 

201 200 112 .0011 
470 47 221 220 221 220 122 .0012 
510 51 241 240 241 240 132 .0013 
560 56 271 270 271 270 152 .0015 
620 62 301 300 301 300 162 .0016 
680 68 331 330 331 330 182 .0018 
750 75 361 360 361 360 202 .002 
820 82 391 390 391 390 222 .0022 
910 91 431 430 431 430 242 .0024 
101 100 471 470 471 470 272 .0027 
111 110 511 510 511 510 302 .0030 
121 120 561 560 561 560 332 .0033 
131 130 621 620 621 620 362 .0036 
151 150 681 680 681 680 392 .0039 
161 160 751 750 751 750 432 .0043 
181 180 821 820 821 820 472 .0047 
201 200 911 910 911 910 502 .005 

102 1000 102 1000 512 .0051 
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CAP. 

ATC 200 HIGH CAPAC ITV 

CERAMIC 

• 10,000 pF in 55 mil case Case A G'.l (actual size) 

• 100,000 pF in 110 mil case Case B GJ (actual size) 

• Temperature range _55oc to +1250C 

• 50 WVDC 

CHARACTERISTICS 

CAPACITY VALUES: Case A, standard values from 510 pF to .01 MF 
Case B, standard values from .005 MF to 0.1 MF 

TOLERANCES: K(±10%), M(±20%). and N(±30%) 
WORKING VOLTAGE: 50 WVDC (25 WVDC from 85°c to 125°C) 
CAPACITANCE CHANGE WITH TEMPERATURE: ±15% maximum (-55°C to +125°C) 
DISSIPATION FACTOR: 2.5% maximum@ 1 KHz 
INSULATION RESISTANCE : 10,000 megohms minimum 
DIELECTRIC TEST VOLT AGE: 150 VDC for 5 secs 
RECOMMENDED TESTING SEQUENCE: Cap., DF, IR, Dielectric Test Voltage 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE: -55°C to +125°c 
MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS: meet applicable portions of MIL-C-11015D 

Termination Styles: Available in Case A as chips and pellets; Case B units as chips, pellets, and leaded devices. 
See ATC Capacitor Terminations and Dimensions, page A13. 

CASE A CASE B 

CAP. PF CAP. CAP. MF CAP. CAP.MF CAP. CAP. MF 

CODE CODE CODE CODE 

511 510 202 .002 
561 560 222 .0022 
621 620 272 .0027 
681 680 332 .0033 
751 750 392 .0039 
821 820 472 .0047 

911 910 502 .005 
102 1000 562 .0056 
122 1200 682 .0068 
152 1500 822 .0082 
182 1800 103 .01 

502 .005 273 .027 

562 .0056 333 .033 

682 .0068 393 .039 

822 .0082 473 .047 

103 .01 503 .05 

123 .012 563 .056 

153 .015 683 .068 

183 .018 823 .082 

203 .02 104 .1 

223 .022 



ATC CAPACITOR TERMINATIONS 

AND DIMENSIONS 

G 

c 

CODE 

p 

p 

CODE 

MS 

AR 

RR 

NAR 
i-------i 

NMS 

RW 

AW 

CASE 
SIZE 

A 

B 

CASE 
SIZE 

A 

B 

l'i:l 

(0 

LEAD 
STYLE 

Micro
s trip 

Axial 
Ribbon 

Radial 
Ribbon 

Narrow 
Axial 
,Ribbon 

Narrow 
Micro
strip 

Radial 
Wire 

Axial 
Wire 

CASE A AND B CHIPS 

TYPE 
OUTLINE AND D __L D ¥ 
TERMINATION ~ 
MATERIAL ..j L f-- --1rf--

* W/T IS A TERMINATION SURFACE 

Chip Palladium Silver (PdAg) 

Chip Palladium Silver (PdAg) 

DIMENSIONS 

LENGTH WIDTH 

. 055 ±.010 in. 
1.4 ±.25 mm. 

. 110±.015in. 
2. 79 ±.38 mm. 

THICKNESS 

.055 in. max . 
1.4 mm. max. 

.100 in. max . 
2.54 mm. max. 

CASE A AND B PELLETS (chip terminations solder coated) 

OUTLINE AND o~o* DIMENSIONS 

TYPE TERMINATION ---. 
MATERIAL ..jLf- --1rf-- LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS 

:,_WIT IS A TERMINATION SURFACE 

Pellet 372°F solder, , .070 in. max. .055±.010 in. .055 in. max. 
62% Sn, 3~~ Pb, 2% Ag 1.78 mm. max. 1.4±.25 mm. 1.4 mm. max. 

565°F solder . 130 in. max. .110±.015 in . .100 in. max. 
Pellet 5% Sn, 93.5% Pb, 1.5% Ag 3.30 mm. max. 2. 79 ±.,38 mm. 2.54 mm. max. 

CASE B SILVER RIBBON AND SILVER WIRE LEADS 

DIMENSIONS 
LEAD DIMENSIONS 

L = .135 ±.015 in.; 3.43±0.38 mm. 
W = .110 ±.015 in.; 2. 79±0.38 mm. 
T = .100 in. max.; 2.54 mm. max. LENGTH 

.250 in. min. 
6.35 mm. min. 

.500 in. min . 
12.7 mm. min. 

WIDTH THICKNESS 

0.93 ±.005 in. .004 ±.001 in. 
2.36 ±.13 mm. .102 ±.025 mm. 

.050 ±.005 in . .006 ±.003 in. 
1.27 ±.13 mm. .153 ±.076 mm. 

#26 AWG, nom .. 016 in. dia. 
nom .. 375 mm. dia. 

HIGH TEMPERATURE brazed lead withstands 1500°F. These extra-rugged leaded capacitors can be ordered by 
adding the suffix (HT) to the ATC Termination Code; for example, MS(HT). 

CAPACITORS MARKED with ATC logo, capacity, and tolerance code are available for any case B size (including 
chips and pellets). To order, add suffix (X) to code. 
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CAPACITOR SELECTOR 

CASE A 

CASE B 
• 

- (ACTUAL SIZE) --~·····~ ~I 
~ODO 1001000 

ATC 200 ~--- 50 wvoc 

- ~····················~ 
1!510 10,000 

~------~ • • • • • •••••••a~ 
~ 

li!OO 1!5100 

ATC 700 50 wvoc 

'-------~··························~ 47 1000 

~ooo wvoc~l J 300 I k11.2ooc l lv100 l!w5o c l 

~0°0 DVOO q DD q p croo 9 po0q Qwoq po~ 

~c
.1 47 '100 '110 li!OO 220 470 1!510 620 BBO 100i:l 

ATC 100 1~50 wvoc---:J 

po oooo ooooo ooo ol.j 
0.1 100 

0.1 1 10 100 1000 10,000 100,000 

PICOFARAOS C PF> 

ORDERING CODE: 

A14 

The specimen part number shown below (ATC 100-8-910-F-AW-500) designates ATC 100 dielectric, B size case, 
91 pF ± 1 %, with axial wire leads, 500 WVDC. 

ATC 100 ATC SERIES (ATC 100, ATC 700, or ATC 200) 

B CASE SIZE (A or B) 

910 CAPACITANCE (CODE): 

ATC 100, page A9; ATC 700, page All ; ATC 200, page Al2. 
F TOLERANCE (CODE): 

AW LEAD STYLE (CODE): page Al3. 

500 WORKING VOLTAGE (D.C.) 

ATC has made every effort to have this information as accurate as possible. However, no responsibility is assumed by ATC for 
its use, nor for any infringements of rights of third parties which may result from its use. ATC reserves the right to rev ise the 
content or modify its .product line without prior notice. 

Mfg. I dent. #29990 



ATC SALES 
ALABAMA 

FM Associates Ltd. 
P.O. Box 1368 
Huntsville, Ala. 35807 
Tel: (205) 772-3668 

ARIZONA 

Jerid Marketing Specialists, Inc. 
P.O. Box 900 
Tempe, Arizona 85251 
Tel: (602) 967-8861 

ARKANSAS 

Parvin Sales 
P.O. Box 307 
Addison, Texas 75001 
Tel: (214) 239-9148 

CALI FOR NIA (north) 

Allgood North 
2680 Bayshore Frontage Rd. 
Mountain View, Calif. 94040 
Tel: (415) 961-9686 

CALIFORNIA (south) 

REPRESENTATIVES 
IN DIANA 

See Illinois (north) listing 

IOWA 

See Illinois (north) listing 

KANSAS 

See Illinois (south) listing 

LOUISIANA 

See Arkansas listing 

MAINE 

See Connecticut listing 

MARYLAND 

See Delaware listing 

MASSACHUSETTS 

See Connecticut listing 

OKLAHOMA 

See Arkansas listing 
PENNSYLVANIA (east) 

See New Jersey (south) listing 
RHODE ISLAND 

See Connecticut listing 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

See North Carolina listing 
TEXAS 

See Arkansas listing 

VERMONT 

See Connecticut listing 
VIRGINIA (north) 

See Delaware listing 

VIRGINIA (south) 

Wright Engineering Company, Inc. MISSOURI 
P.O. Box 111 

See North Carolina listing 

WASHINGTON D.C. 

See Delaware listing 
Burbank, Calif. 91503 
Tel: (213) 843-7240 
Tel: (213) 843-7262 

CONNECTICUT 

Wayland Engineering Sales 
P.O. Box 189 
Wayland, Mass. 01778 
Tel: (617) 655-6080 

CONNECTICUT (Fairfield County) 
Call factory direct 

DELAWARE 

V .P. I. Associates, Inc. 
13001 Misteltoe Road 
Laurel, Md. 20810 
Tel: (301) 792-7631 

FLORIDA 

FM Associates Ltd. 
5018 Mortier Avenue 
Orlando, Florida 32809 
Tel: (305) 851-5710 

GEORGIA 

See Alabama listing 

ILLINOIS (north) 

Communications Engineers 
7106 North Western Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60645 
Tel: (312) 761-0548 

ILLINOIS (south) 

Harris-Hanson Company 
2814 S. Brentwood Blvd. 
St. Louis, Mo. 63144 
Tel: (314) 962-0111 

See Illinois (south) listing 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

See Connecticut listing 

NEW JERSEY (north) 
Call factory direct 

NEW JERSEY (south) 

Megargel/Himmelstein Associates 
3501 Haddonfield Road 
Pennsauken, N.J. 08109 
Tel: (609) 662-3081 
Tel: (215) 629-1072 

NEW YORK (metro) 

Call factory direct 

NEW YORK (Rochester and west) 

April's Instrument Service 
Genesee County Airport 
State Street Road 
Batavia, N.Y. 14020 
Tel: (716) 343-0456 

NEW YORK (east of Rochester) 

R & D Associates 
109 Woods Path Road 
Liverpool, N.Y. 13088 
Tel: (315) 622-2350 

NORTH CAROLINA 

FM Associates Ltd. 
904 Montrose Drive 
Greensboro, N.C. 27410 
Tel: (919) 294-2754 

ENGLAND 

Guest International, Ltd. 
Nicholas House 
Thornton Heath 
Brigstock Road 
Surrey, CR4 7JA 
England 
Tel: 01-689 2121 

FRANCE 

CEREL. 
Constructions et Recherches 
Electro-Mecaniques 
14-16 rue des Lilas 
Paris, 19e, France 
Tel: 202-67-20 +C.C.P. 2787-50 

GERMANY 

Electronic Components & Instruments 
8 Munchen 83 
Adolf-Baeyer Damm, 36 
West Germany 
Tel: (0811) 40 77 25 

ITALY 

Exhibo ltaliana 
20052 Monza 
Via S. Andrea, 6 
Italy 
Tel: 360021 

SWEDEN 

Komponentbolaget NAX AB 
Bjornsonsgatan 205 
161 56 Bromma, 
Sweden 
Tel: 08/37 29 45 

TO CALL FACTORY DIRECT: Order Control: (516) 271-9668 
Circuit Design: (516) 271-5112 
General Information: (516) 271-9600 
24 Hour TWX Service: 510-226-6993 



THE RF CAPACITOR 
HANDBOOK 

OVER 200 PAGES 

OF 

DATA ... 

I_ 
f-- CAPACITOR INFLUENCE ON CIRCUIT DESIGN 

RAPID CIRCUIT DESIGN GRAPHS, CHARTS, EQUATIONS 

RF CAPACITOR CHARACTERIZATION: ACTUAL DATA 

r==- ATC CAPACITOR CATALOG AND PRODUCT DATA 

\ ADDITIONAL REFERENCE DATA AND DESIGN AIDS 

SENT FREE WITH YOUR CRCER FOR ANY 

ATC UHF/MICROWAVE CAPACITOR KIT 

$49.95 

KIT 1 

$49.95 

KIT 2 

$19.95 

KIT 3 

Microstrip Lead 60 A TC 100 capacitors, four each of the following values and tolerances: 

pF Toi. pF Toi . pF Toi. pF Toi . 

Case B ~ 1.0 c 5.1 D 16 J 51 J 
2.2 D 7.5 D 24 J 75 J 

Minicubf Chips 

Case A © 

'© © 

MinicubeeChips 

Case A ~ 

® © 

3.6 D 11 J 36 J 100 J 

125 A TC 100 capacitors, five each of the following values and tolerances: 

pF Toi. pF Toi . pF Toi . pF Toi . 
'9 1.0 B 2.7 D 6.8 K 18.0 K 

1.3 B 3 .3 D 8 .2 K 22.0 K 
© 1.6 c 3.9 D 10.0 K 27 K 

1.9 c 4.7 D 12.0 K 33 K 
2.1 c 5.6 D 15.0 K 39 K 

40 ATC 100 capacitors, four each of the following values and tolerances: 

'9 pF Toi . pF Toi. pF Toi. pF Toi . 

1 .0 B 2.7 D 4.7 D 12.0 
© 1.8 c 3.3 D 8 .2 K 22.0 

®Minicubes is a registered trademark of ATC . 

american technical ceramics 
1 NORDEN LANE, HUNTINGTON STATION, N. Y. 11746 

516/271-9600 • TWX-510-226-6993 

K 
K 

pF Toi . 

200 J 
470 M 
820 M 

pF Toi. 
47 K 
56 K 
68 K 
82 K 

100 K 

pF Toi . 
47 K 

100 K 



Centralab Potentiometers ... 
in line with your design requirements 

CHll'llll luu·l1C 
" ·llCIPlllllllllllr 

~ 
~ 

Write 
Centralab 
for 
Bulletin 
No. 1526P3 

You can't tell a pot by its cover 
You have to look inside to see how a 
potentiometer is made. Centralab's new 
ULTRA-ONE™ %-inch potentiometer 
simply has more quality under its 
gold finished cover. 

The extremely quiet ULTRA-ONE 
operates within 0.5% maximum CRV 
(contact resistance variation) for 
linear tapers - not just initially-but 
through 100,000 cycles! 

We did it by an improved resistor 
system and by using a new contact. 
This quiet combination is a smooth 
conductive plastic element and a ten
fingered contact. The result is that 

ULTRA-ONE features 
• 0.5% maximum noise through 

100,000 I\; 
• Multi-fingered contact 
• Conductive plastic element 

E LECTRONIC D ES IGN 13, June 22, 1972 

CRV is almost unmeasurable throughout 
the life of the potentiometer. 

For versatility, the ULTRA-ONE can 
be coupled with snap-action, line and 
push button switches. It's available with 
a high-voltage bushing and shaft-with 
hollow shaft- and a high-torque feature . 

ULTRA-ONE is the industrial 
potentiometer line that gives you more 
design flexibility ... low noise 
operation, component add-ons , long life, 
and high-quality ... in an extremely 
attractive package. 

For complete specs, write 
Potentiometer Sales Manager, Centralab. 

• ± 250 PPM/° C 
• 1/2 watt at 40 °C 
• 500 volts DC 
• !:::,, R < 10% after load life 
• !:::,, R < 10% after 100,000 I\; 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 12 

GET CENTRALAB 
THE "IN" LINE FOR 
YOUR DESIGN 

Hybrid Microcircuits 
Pushbutton & Rotary Switches 
Capacitors 
Potentiometers 
Technical Ceramics 
Ceramic Packages 
Semiconductor Devices 

CENTRALAB 
Electron ics Division 
GLOBE-UNION INC. 

5757 NORTH GREEN BAY AVENUE 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201 

17 
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85 nsec 1024 •~• RAM 
The all new EA1500 sets the pace for RAMs-high speed, low cost-
using N-Channel Silicon Gate Technology. 85nsec access time! Yes sir, 
and that's worst case guaranteed. Price is a low $25 bucks in 100 quantities. 
And then there's Automatic Refresh. Memory timing and control are 
simplified by the elimination of precharge and refresh addressing. A single 
write pulse does the job. The EA1500 RAM allows the memory system to be 
refreshed "invisibly," and that means no more memory busy signals. 

In active operation, the EA 1500 dissipates only 160mW while standby is 
typically 11 mW. It can be logically turned off between accesses, reducing 
standby dissipation to a few milliwatts. 

The EA1500 interfaces easily with bipolar logic, operates on + 15V and 
-15V supplies. For other good things about the Dude, write for our data 
pack and your free Dude pin. , 

i:he 
dude 

lH11 electronic arrays, inc. 
501 ELLIS STREET, MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA 94040, (415) 964-4321 TWX: 910-379-6985 

Stocking distributors: lntermark, Cramer, Computer Components, Burstein-Applebee Company. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 13 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 14 .... 

I 

I 

I 



Licon has added LED's to one LPB switch.fine ... 
another line offers neon or incandescent lamps ... 

both feature patented Butterflye switching. 

You always get a great choice with 
Licone> LPB switches. For example, take 
just two of our many lines - Types 
01 -700 and 01-600 single light 
switches. OurOl -700 line is now 
available with integral Light Emitting 
Diodes. That means virtually infinite 
light life and negligible operating 
current. And the Ol-700's low profile 
design assures maximum light 
intensity. Or choose neon or 
incandescent lamps instead. In either 
line. Mounting styles? Type 01-600 
line features bezel or bezel-barrier, in 

a single switch or multiple in matrix. 
Time-saving, snap-in mounting. 
Switching action? Choose from 
momentary or alternate- plus a 
selection of non-lighted switches or 
non-switching indicator lights in 
matching styles. But whatever you 
choose, you also get patented double
break Butterfly switching which 
offers greater reliability and other 
advantages not possible with single
break switches. Licon LPB's are easily 
installed and serviced. 
Test light them yourself. 

Call your local Licon 
rep or distributor for a 
lighted demo in your 
office. Or call or write 
for a Licon Switch 
Catalog. 
Licon, Division 
Illinois Tool Works 
Inc., 6615 W. Irving Park 
Road, Chicago, 
Illinois 60634. 
Phone 
(312) 282- 4040. 
TWX 910-221-0275. 

DB LICON 
The Innovating Electronic Group of ITW ... LICON • ELECTRO MATERIALS • PAKTRON 
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Quad power drivers from Spraoue Electric, with more power 
dissipation than ever before; with breakdown voltages to 100 
volts; and new low prices. 

Unmatched reliability. Unique monolithic circuits incorporate 
both gates and high-current switching transistors. Available 
in plastic dual in-line packages as well as in hermetically
sealed DIPs and flat-packs. Compatible with DTL/TTL circuits. 

VERSATILE BUILDING BLOCKS. For driving lamps, relays, 
solenoids, and other interfaciflg requirements, up to 1 Amp 
output current per package. 

These drivers are now in quantity production, and are priced 
accordingly. 

Series 
Minimum 

Breakdown Voltage 

500 100V 
400 40V 

For Engineering Bulletin 29300, 
write or call the Semiconductor 
Division, Sprague Electric Co. 
Worcester, Mass. 01606. 
Te l. 617 I 853-5000 . 

Max. Output 
Current Sink Capability 

500 mA/ output 
500 mA/ output 

SPRAGUE 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

DIGITAL INTERFACE PRODUCTS 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER l S 

ACROSS THE DESK 

(continued from page 16) 

t ion. It would be helpful if, at t he 
end of these articles, t here was a 
glossary. 

Also, I think it might be well to 
devote some significant amount of 
space to t he question of cost, par
ticularly from the small manufac
turer's viewpoint. 

L . A. Scholz 
Sykesville, Md. 

Ed. Note: I t's perhaps unfortu
nate that heavy usage turns com
mon phrases into acronyms whose 
ancestry, in time, gets lost. The 
acronyms themselves, when they 
are well worked into the language, 
tend to lose their upper-case dis
tinctiveness and become mere 
lower-case words.· Even outside the 
technical community, for example, 
most people know what radar and 
sonar are, but how many of us 
remember their derivations from 
RAdio Detection And Ranging and 
from SOund Navigation And Rang
ing? 

This magazine does try to trans
late newer acronyms, but we feel 
our transmission of information 
would be too much slowed were we 
repeatedly to translate terms like 
IC and MOS. We agree, too, that 
cost is an essential parameter in 
any design decision, and we include 
cost information wherever possible . 

Reader calls editorial 
'insulting' to designers 

Your editorial of March 16 
("When Was the Last Time You 
Created Something?" ED 6, p. 67 ) 
shows little knowledge of the 
American design engineer. Ameri
can designers are given projects, 
left alone to solve t hem and inno
vate like crazy. The fact that they 
must specialize does not mean 
their innovative spirit will be sti
fled, but rather puts them in a good 
position to pursue their ideas. This 
type of editorial is indeed insult
ing to Amercan designers and re
flects a certain prejudice. 

Stephen J. Faris, Engineer 
Honeywell IS! 

10 Brookdale Circle 
P .O. Box 52 
Billerica, Mass. 01821 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 16 ~ 



Electronic Sales Service Dept. 
Belden Corporation 
Richmond, Indiana 47374 
Phone (317) 966-6681 

BELDEN@ 

0 
0 

I have an immediate coil cord 
design problem; please contact me. 

Please send me the new 
Retractile Cord Design Guide. 

Name-----------------------1111 

CompanY---------------------111 
Title ______________________ -tl' 

Address-----------------------11 
City __________ State ____ ZiP------11 
Application ___________________ ---11 

S.6-1 



Fluke problem solvers 

Plug in true rms ... 
at the lowest price available! 

Now you can put true rms to work In your Fluke 8200A tor 
just $595, and for only $750 In the 8400A. These are the 
lowest prices offered for true rms In 4 ¥.z and 51"2 digit DVMs. 

But price Is only part of our story. Even at an unexcelled tow 
price, we offer performance the others don't even begin to 
match. 

For Instance, we measure low levels that competitive units 
can't touch. Why? Because we use an exclusive converter 
technique which doesn't have square law response llmlta
tlons of thermal rms converters. 

This same technique allows us to measure waveforms that 
quasl-rms or distortion Insensitive converters can't handle. 
And, we can do It up to five times faster than thermal 
converters. Mid-band accuracy (50 Hz to 10 kHz) Is 0.1 % . 

A creat factor of seven takes care of wave
fo-.mt with a duty cycfe ae tow as 2%. 
Common mode rejection from DC to 60 
Hz Is greater than 120 dB. 

These options are field Installable. All 
other features and specs are those of the 
respective Instrument. The Model 8200A Is 
a high-speed 0.01% 4¥.z digit voltmeter 
with 60% overranglng, auto polarity, and 

auto ranging on all functions. It features switched Input 
mttr, full 1000 volt guarding. Full multimeter and systems 
~ are available. Base price Is $995. 

~·s Model 8400A Is the ultimate bench and systems 
OVM. It features an accuracy of 0.002%, 1 microvolt resolu
tiOn, 1'88istance measurements down to 100 micro ohms, 
auto polarity and auto ranging. For $2450 you get five 
1'8"Q81 of DC from 0.1V full scale to 1000 volts with 20% 
ovemange. The switched fllter provides better than 65 dB 
noise rejection for DC, AC, resistance and ratio. 

Both DVMa feature 1500V peak overload protection and the 
ability to meet tough environmental specs. 

For full detalls, call your nearby Fluke sales engineer or 
contact us directly. 

Fluke,Box7428, Seattle, wemJngton98133.,,,_,(200)77...,.11. TWX,81..........,ln (FLU KEI 
Europe, address Fluke Nederland (N.V.), P.O. Box 5053, Tllburg, Holland. Phone: (04250) 70130. ============= Telex: 884-52337 /In the U. K., address Fluke lnJemetlonal Corp., Garnett Close, Watford, • 

WD2, 4TT. Phone: Watford, 33066. Telex: 934583. 
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(news scope) 
JUNE 22, 1972 

Simplified CAS proposed 
for all aircraft at low cost 

A simplified, low-cost collision
avoidance system (CAS) for all 
types of aircraft is under develop
ment by the Honeywell Govern
ment and Aeronautics Products 
Div., Minneapolis. 

Based upon an interrogator-re
sponder (transponder) system that 
Honeywell has produced for the 
Army flight training center at 
Fort Rucker, Ala., the proposed 
system meets essentially all of the 
original CAS requirements estab
lished for the airlines by the Air 
Transport Association. 

Honeywell system, called A void 
(Avionics Observation of Intruder 
Danger) has a single frequency. 
An RCA system, Secant, which is 
competitive, uses 24 frequencies. 

Robert J. Follen, projected engi
neer at Honeywell, says of Avoid: 
"The projected costs for an airline 
system that meets ATA require
ments are under $9000." 

This is in contrast with some 
$30,000 for an ATA time-frequen
cy system. 

A simpler general-aviation ver
sion of Honeywell's A void, provid
ing both warning and evasive ac
tion indication, could sell for ·about 
$1000, Follen says. And a basic 
version that would give a pilot a 
warning signal only, could cost 
about $500, he adds. 

The key to the reduced prices 
lies in the use of several circuits 
of the basic general-aviation tran
sponder, as well as a simplified 
solution for a major problem with 
this type system-the reduction of 
"fruit," or false returns. 

Three techniques are incorpor
ated in the full Avoid system to 
reduce false signals: altitude en
coding, variation of interrogation 
rate and reduction of this period 
during which the transponder is 
sensitive to replies. Computer 
analysis of the system indicates an 
average of only 1.3 false pulses per 
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interrogation. 
With the proposed system, all 

aircraft would transmit their alti
tude along with other signals. 
Other planes in the same vicinity 
would reply only if they were at, 
or near, the same altitude. 

The interrogation rate changes 
automatically with traffic density. 
For example, Avoid may transmit 
a set of two interrogations, sepa
rated from each other by 3 ms. The 
first is for aircraft that are 1600 
to 3200 feet above the interroga
tor's own altitude. If no response 
is received, a second set of interro
gations is transmitted one second 
later. If there is still no reply, the 
system temporarily stops interro
gations in this altitude layer for 
four seconds. 

For altitudes from 0 to 1600 feet 
about the interrogating aircraft 
and 0 to 1600 feet below, the inter
rogations are sent at intervals of 
0.5 second. If no aircraft are with
in the potential threat range at 
these altitudes, the system tem
porarily stops interrogations there 
for 2 seconds. 

One other method of reducing 
fruit is used: A limit is placed on 
the time during which the CAS 
receiver is sensitive to replies. If, 
for example, a maximum range of 
eight miles is used for slower air
craft, the receiver would be sensi
tive for only 80 µ.s after each in
terrogation. 

U.S. urged to foster 
education electronics 

Electronics for education, rec
ognized more for potential than 
sales at present, has received a 
strong promotional boost from the 
Carnegie Commission on Higher 
Education. 

The commission, a private group 
based in Washington, D.C., recom-

mended that the Federal Govern
ment spend from $100-million to 
$300-million a year over the next 
seven years to promote instruction 
based on electronics. 

Calling electronics aids "higher 
education's first great technologi
cal revolution in five centuries," 
the commission foresees videotape 
cassettes, cable television and com
puters in general use on campus by 
the year 2000. 

According to the commission 
chairman, Clark Kerr, electronics 
can reduce instructional costs, pro
vide more flexibility of approach 
and a richer variety of content. 

Computer voice warns 
fliers of nearby traffic 

The synthetic voice of a com
puter is warning aircraft within a 
50-mile radius of Knoxville, Tenn.,. 
of the location of other planes in 
the vicinity. 

The test program is being di
rected at pilots flying under visual 
flight rules (VFR). Advisory mes
sages are produced automatically 
through a system of computer 
voice synthesis and broadcast over 
a special 128-MHz frequency. 

At present VFR advisories are 
provided by Federal Aviation Ad
ministration controllers who ob
serve the aircraft on their radar 
displays and warn pilots by radio 
of other aircraft in the vicinity. 
However, the warnings are given 
when the task doesn't interfere 
with the controller's primary job 
of controlling aircraft operating 
under instrument flight rules 
(IFR). 

The Knoxville test, according to 
FAA Administrator John H. 
Schaffer, is in line with the devel
opment of a system to provide in
creased service to VFR pilots and 
also to relieve the workload on con
trollers. 

A pilot within 50 miles of Knox
ville can request the. automatic 
voice service from a regular con
troller. The controller acquires the 
pilot's plane on radar and then 
turns it over to computers at 
Knoxville-a Univac 1230 and a 
Goodyear Aerospace Associative 
processor. 

The Goodyear computer tracks 
the plane either by its transponder 
returns or by direct radar-targets 
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returns. From the velocities and 
directions of the various aircraft 
under control, the Goodyear com
puter initiates advisory messages 
whenever planes approach within 
five miles of each other. 

The advisory message algorithms 
are in the Univac 1230, which also 
has a priority system for deter
mining the sequence of voice mes
sages to be transmitted. 

The 1230 initiates the messages 
to the pilot over a 2000 bits-per
second data link between Knox
ville and Univac's speech labora
tory in Egan Township, Minn., 
where a Univac 1206 computer has 
the advisory message vocabulary 
stored in digital form on a magnet
ic drum . . The average word, about 
40K-bits long, is read off the drum 
in half a second. The computer 
calls the pilot by his aircraft num
ber and informs him of the direc
tion and distance of other air
craft. 

The pilot does not answer the 
broadcast. However, he can always 
call on 128 MHz a Knoxville con
troller who continuously monitors 
the system. 

Cryogenic power nets 
seem feasible in tests 

An aluminum power cable
chilled to - 320 F-has withstood 
up to 435,000 V during experi
ments. This finding has led engi
neers at the General Electric Re
search and Development Center in 

Cryogenically cooled (-320 F) alu
minum power cable withstood 435,. 
000 V at GE's R&D Center. 

Schenectady, N . Y. to believe that 
electric power transmitted by a 
cryogenic cable system could ex-
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ceed 3500 MV A-seven times the 
rating of transmission cables now 
serving metropolitan areas. 

The experiments were carried 
out by GE over three years at a 
cost of $1.05-million. The research
ers estimated that cryogenic sys
tems 20 to 40 miles long could 
carry power underground from out
er edges of a city into its center. 

The first phase of the research 
project was financed by the Edi
son Electric Institute, the Tennes
see Valley Authority and the Amer
ican Public Power Association 
under the operation of the Electric 
Research Council. 

RCA criticizes 
aluminum T0-3's 

Aluminum T0-3 power transis
tors are being challenged by RCA's 
Solid State Div., Sommerville, N.J. 
In a recently completed reliability 
report, RCA states: "The alumi
num package, as it is now manu
factured, is unacceptable, and in 
addition it has some fundamental 
engineering problems that indicate 
it may never be a viable hermetic
package system." 

All T0-3 packages are supposed 
to have a reliable hermetic seal. 
But this is not so, says Eugene 
VanWagner, RCA's power transis
tor marketing manager. With alu
minum packages, he reports, the 
solder used to seal the pin leads to 
the case can develop microcracks 
during thermal cycling and lead to 
a loss of hermeticity. 

RCA's report is based on tests 
with type 2N3055 power transis-

News Briefs 

Two photomultipliers built by the 
Bendix Corp. for the Pioneer 10 
spacecraft, now on its way to 
Jupiter, are so sensitive that if 
one were placed in New York and 
aimed at Los Angeles, the illumi
nation from a 50-W light bulb 
could be detected. 

Cable-television operators are ex
pected to invest $4.5 billion for 
equipment and installation serv
ices between now and 1980, ac
cording to a study by Frost & Sul
livan, Inc., a New York market 
research concern. These investment 

tors from three major manufac
turers of aluminum devices. RCA 
uses a steel T0-3 can and is there
fore able to use glass, instead of 
solder, seals. 

Leo Lehner, operating manager. 
for power transistors at Motorola 
Semiconductor in Phoenix, a man
ufacturer of aluminum devices, 
dismisses the RCA report, saying 
that while it is possible for the alu
minum cans to develop micro
cracks, he has no reports of this 
happening. 

VanWagner, on the other hand, 
says that it is possible for alu
minum transistors to have a fail
ure and for users not to know the 
cause. He is confident that after 
engineers are made aware of the 
problem, many unexplained fail
ures will be cleared up. 

IEEE acts to upgrade 
its 1973 exhibition 

In an effort to make the 1973 
IEEE show more interesting, the 
organizers are seeking the support 
of leading trade magazines to help 
identify "hot" subjects and out
standing speakers. 

In the past the trade publica
tions have often criticized the 
IEEE's technical program. Now 
they will have a chance to work 
with the organizing committee to 
help upgrade the program. 

In another development, the 
IEEE is planning a series of sem
inars to tour the country. Here 
again, it is seeking the aid of 
trade publications to produce these 
seminars. 

expenditures, the report says, will 
be paced by demand for line am
plifiers and construction services, 
each of which will represent an
nual markets of more than $200-
million by the mid-70s. 

Motorola and Signetics are work
ing out an agreement to exchange 
technology and manufacturing 
know-how. In the soon-to-be an
nounced exchange, Motorola will 
help Signetics get started in the 
manufacturing of CMOS integrat
ed circuits in exchange for Sig
netics' help in PMOS technology. 
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100% ac testing of consumer ICs 
Is it really necessary? Is it practical? Is it available? 

p~ctf>.GES ~ 
!IPID'/NE JZ63 ~$1 sQ'l'll> ~ ::n t.IC\~ 

,-e :toR5 ~ /ftA tJ01 tJC '\':1J7 
Sample testing of TV and , .•. a;~ ~\Ji. p.e~ ~ tJ01 ~'\3'\E 

radio parts is no way to ensure a v-• " ~ t./O p~ 
good night's sleep. Ideally, both fSC ~2 ~,. )ftc'\~ ~O"J Mf>'\'\ 

k d f f\C1' c~7 sPR ulN21s ~ ma ers an users o consumer p.e~ ec~A\EA RC~~'\'\'\ ~ 
ICs should test every device for O'~!t'10f'S sPR NS'\'\'\~ fSC µ.~11 

h t . t" R£Ga&1:.nr- s\C iT tJC"l357 fSC JJ-~7 ac c arac ens 1cs. ~780 ~R uLN2'\ '\3 NSC \J.A'\ 
But 100°10 ac testing fSC~ 'C,~10 E REGu'-""fOAS 

sounds expensive, so what do ~ c~ "JO\.."t"G 

people do? They compromise. MO' t.IC"'
396 .~ ""c.c UA'\(1;) 

They tighten up on AQL specs. and verse on all your suppliers, so you'll 
They make de correlations instead know who's shipping you what. 

of true ac tests. Backing up the J263 is a long list of 
If the return rate climbs, or if bad test packages. They include the applica-

parts show up in the finished product, they tions hardware and software for just about 
shout a little louder at the vendor or the any consumer IC on the market. All the 
inspector or the QC manager. tests have already been worked out with 

There's a better way. the key producers and users, so you start 
Our J263 will automatically test for off with a thoroughly proven, debugged 

every ac spec from stereo channel separa- installation. 
tion to chroma demodulation angle to video If the alternatives to 100°10 ac test-
i-f gain. And it will do it so fast that 100% ing are getting you down, tell us to rush you 
testing is economically practical. a J263 brochure. It illustrates again that in 

On an IC production line, the J263 testing, the best solution is always an 
will even wafer probe, and it will multiplex to honest one. 
as many as seven stations. Write: Teradyne, 183 Essex St., 

In incoming Boston, Mass. 02111. 
in~pection, the J263 ~I~ ~"-')\\j ~I~ 
will datalog chapter .-~.w-..-.1 ... ,,g 
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(news) 
AT THE ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS CONFERENCE 

Thick-film technique promises 
switches at a fraction of a cent 

Up till now, t hick-film tech
nology has been limited to passive 
circuit elements. But two papers 
presented ai the Electronic Com
ponents Conference disclosed that a 
quasi-active switching function has 
been exhibited in a thick-film de
vice. If the technique proves capa
ble of full development, it could 
lead to the manufacture of switch
es that cost less than a cent, com
pared with about 20 cents today. 

Thick films are cheaper than the 
discrete components now used in 
switches for two reasons: There is 
a total absence of interconnection 
steps, and the switches can be 
simultaneously fired and processed 
with the other elements on the film. 
The material costs of such a switch 
depend on the switch geometry. 

The papers were presented in 

Richard Lee Goldberg 
Associate Editor 

Washington, D.C., last month. One 
-by Dr. Stephen C. Thayer, Re
search Physicist of the Photo Prod
ucts Dept. of E. I. Du Pont de 
Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del., 
and four others-described a new 
thick-film material that can be 
screen-printed and air-fired on a 
ceramic substrate and perform a 
switching function. The switch also 
has properties of volati le mem01·y 
and thermal control. 

The other paper-by Richard A. 
Moser of Owens-Illinois, Perrys
burg, Ohio-discussed an amor
phous semiconductor switch made 
with thick-film fabrication tech
niques. It exhibits a nonvolatile 
memory effect. 

New material employed 

Du Pont's new thick-film mate
rial, called Tyox, switches between 
two states of resistivity that differ 
by up to three orders of magnitude. 

Photomicrograph shows a two-terminal switch 10-mil wide by 15-mil long 
(dark line) , terminated by Pd/ Ag conductors. The light gray alumina sub
strate, 20 mils thick appears between the conductors. 
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The switch may be triggered either 
electronically or by external heat. 
Typical rise times during electron
ic triggering are given as 1 µ,s. 

Tyox is based on four oxides of 
vanadium. Du Pont would not dis
close further details of the mate
rial's composition beyond this. 

If the switch is triggered ther
mally, Thayer reported, a transi
tion ( Fig. la) occurs over an inter
val T 2 - T 1 that is less than 10 C, 
with a typical hysteresis of less 
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1. Sheet resistivity (a) and the cur
rent-voltage characteristic (b) illus
trate the switching effect. 
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Now you can inhibit corrosion for up 
to 20 or 30 years or more with 
Dow Corning® dielectric compounds. 
We offer a wide range to solve 
virtually all corrosion and moisture 
problems found in electrical and 
electronic equipment. 

For example, Dow Corning 2 com
pound is especially formulated to 
protect copper conductors and 
device leads. Our 6 compound inhib
its rusting of iron and steel. Number 

19 compound prevents galvanic 
corrosion of electrical connectors, 
particularly aluminum-to-copper and 
steel-to-aluminum. All three 
greaselike compounds have excel
lent dielectric properties, are water 
repellent, resist drying out in service, 
retain protective properties from 
- 40 to 400 F. 

For tougher moisture and water 
problems, our dielectric sealing 
compounds protect better, longer, 
than any other sealing materials. Our 
4 compound is particularly effective 

on ignition systems, disconnects, 
electronic assemblies, electrical 
terminals. Number 11 compound 
seals vacuum and pressure systems, 
transformers, sonar systems. 

Take your first step now, to the 
prevention of corrosion. Write for full 
product information. Dow Corning 
Corporation , Dept. A-2308, Midland, 
Michigan 48640. 

Dielectric compounds from 

DOW CORNING 
'".lii3.f.'i"d' 



AT THE ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS CONFERENCE 

than 1 C. The transition tempera
ture, TT, can be adjusted between 
40 and 70 C through chemical 
modification of the composition. If 
considered as a narrow-range ther
mistor, the switch exhibits a tem
perature coefficient of resistance 
of 107 - 109 ppm/°C. 

If used as a threshold detector, 
Thayer said, the switch has a cur
rent-voltage characteristic shown 
in Fig. lb. As the applied voltage 
is increased, the element draws a 
low-level current until it reaches 
the threshold values of both cur
rent IT and voltage VT· The switch 
characteristic then passes through 
a region of negative resistance on 
its approach to the low resistance, 
or ON state. The switch remains 
on until the applied current is re
duced to a value near IT. Its abili
ty to remain in a conductive state, 
with passage of a low-level current 
and an applied potential well below 
VT• provides the basis for the 
memory function. 

The threshold current and volt
age are independent functions of 
element width and length, respec
tively, and are expressed by the 
following: 

width 
IT = K . --c==o=====;=== v sheet resistance 

VT = K ·Length· v sheet resistance 

The constant K is a function of 
print thickness and the power 
density required to switch. 

Why switching occurs 

Switching, according to Dr. 
Richard M. Rosenberg, another of 
the paper's authors, is caused by a 
change in the crystal symmetry of 
the material when it is heated. The 
atom spacing is altered by the ther
mal activation during self-heating 
of the material as threshold volt
age and current are reached. The 
change in resistance thus results 
from a first-order transition be
tween two crystalline states, unlike 
the behavior of switches based on 
amorphous semiconductors. 

Since the crystallographic change 
only involves a slight change in 
lattice constant, the change from 
the semiconducting to the conduct
ing state is completely reversible. 
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2. Plasma numeric display circuits 
use thick-film switches as memory 
drivers. 

The self-heating mechanism causes 
the switch to turn off an order of 
magnitude more slowly than it 
turns on. 

Since switching is thermally ini
tiated, switching time is a func
tion of element cross-section, ther
mal conductivity of the substrate 
and ambient temperature. 

A switch element (see photo) 
was used in a plasma numeric dis
play tube-memory / driver circuit. 
The circuit called for switches hav
ing an OFF resistance of 150 kn 
and a 1 mA threshold current. 

The switches perform the driv
ing function normally carried out 
by discrete transistor drivers (Fig. 
2). Each S'¥itch is biased to a point 
below its threshold with current 

L•0.020ill. 
w•0.012 in. 

I •0.001 In. 

3. Construction of thick-film ovionic 
memory switch shows conducting 
layer between alumina substrate and 
amorphous semiconductor material. 

from the bypass resistor, R2 • This 
establishes a voltage drop across 
the plasma tube elements that is 
smaller than their ignition volt
age, preventing premature lighting 
of the tube. 

Nominal threshold parameters 
for electronic-mode switching are 
0.3 to 50 mA and 5 to 20,000 V. 
Stability has been demonstrated by 
a series of 3-mil-wide elements 
that exhibited less than a 5% 
change in threshold parameters 
after cycling 101 1 times with 30 V 
of sawtooth pulses at the maximum 
frequency of 100 kHz. 

Nonvolatile memory switch 

The paper by Moser of Owens
Illinois described the first nonvola
tile memory switch made by thick
film processing and composed of an 
amorphous semiconductor material 
-a screen-printable technique that 
has been used with thin films. 
Thick-film fabrication offers the 
advantage of higher threshold volt
ages, ranging from 40 to 250 V. 

Substrates are prepared with two 
Pd-Ag contacts spaces (Fig. 3). 
The Ge10As20 Te10 amorphous semi
conductor is then screen-printed 
across the gap between the con
tacts. 

Switching from high to a low re
sistance state occurs when an ap
plied voltage pulse (exceeding the 
threshold level) creates a filament
like conducting path within the 
amorphous material. The nature of 
the conducting filament is thought 
to be a local ordering of atoms 
(crystallization). However, this 
theory does not explain the ability 
of the filaments to move laterally 
within the amorphous semiconduc
tor without further formation 
energy. 

The conducting path maintains 
the low-resistance state until it is 
destroyed by a high-current pulse, 
returning the switch to the high
resistance state. Thus the device 
exhibits a nonvolatile switching ef
fect. The change in resistance is 
typically at least three orders of 
magnitude, with turn-off times in 
the range of several milliseconds, 
according to Moser. • • 

(coverage continued on p. 90) 
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Simplify designs, save space and assembly costs with 
another new chip on the old block. 
Putting the logic in the same pack
age with the display makes a bet
ter building block for many of your 
systems. Designing is simpler, PC 
boards and chassis get smaller and 
cheaper. Assembly costs drop. 

The net result: your product be
comes smaller and more reliable ... 
and costs you less to build. 

Since you gain these advantages 
when logic and display are com
bined, TI is leading the way in de
veloping a full line. Already you 
can choose from five parts. (And 
because the "old" building blocks 
with display only are still indis
pensable in some designs, TI main
tains a volume production capabil
ity on a broad line.) 

Newest of the displays-with 
logic is the TIL311, a hexadecimal 

Tl's fast-growing hybrid LED display line. 
100-PIECE PRICE 

TIL302 7-segment numeric with decimal $8.70 
TIL303 Same as Tl L302 but with 

decimal on right 8.70 
TIL304 Plus or minus overflow 7.80 
TIL305 5 x 7 alphanumeric 13.00 
TIL306 7-segment hybrid with decade 

counter, latch, decoder, driver 15.50 
TIL307 Same as TIL306 but with 

decimal on right 15.50 
TIL308 7-segment hybrid with latch. 

decoder, driver 12.50 
TIL309 Same as TIL308 but with 

decimal on right 12.50 
Tll311 Hexadecimal with latch, 

decoder, driver 12.50 

LED display with an internal 
TTL/MSI logic chip providing 
latch, decoder and driver. It ac
cepts 8-4-2-1 data and displays 0 
through 9 and A through F with 
both right and left decimal points. 

Other TI displays-with-logic in
clude a 7-segment with latch, de
coder and driver and a 7-segment 
with decade counter, latch, de
coder and driver. Both have left 
and right decimal point versions. 

For data sheets on the entire TI 
hybrid display line, plus applica
tions information, circle 245 on the 
Reader Service Card. Or for opto 
Packet 245 write Texas 4r 
Instruments Incorpo-
rated, M/S 308, P. 0. Box 
5012, Dallas, Texas 
75222. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
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Deposited metal underpasses 
enhance LSI interconnections 

Diffused silicon underpasses have 
been used in complex LSI struc
tures to provide interconnection 
paths. But there have been short
comings with this technique. If de
posited metal is substituted for the 
diffused silicon in the underpasses, 
many of the undesirable character
istics are reduced sharply. 

This was disclosed at the Elec
tronic Components Conference in 
Washington in a paper presented 

by H. E. Culver, principal engi
neer of Raytheon's Missile Systems 
Div. in Bedford, Mass. 

Reductions were reported in the 
following problem areas: 

• High parasitic capacitance. 
• Resistivity of the underpasses. 
• Limitations on yield. 
The high parasitic capacitance 

and resistance inherent to diffused 
underpasses greatly restrict system 
speed and fan-out capability. Since 

INTERCONNECT METALLURGY 

Pt Si CONTACT MOL YBOENUM UNDERPASS THERMAL Si02 SILICON 

Molybdenum underpasses, which appear as light blue rectangles in the photo 
above, replace the usual diffused silicon ones to minimize parasitic capacl· 
tance, lower underpass resistivity and improve device yield. Active devices 
surround the gold-colored power and ground bus lines. As can be readily 
seen, half of the area of the beam-lead LSI chip is taken up by interconnection 
paths. The cross-sectional view (drawing) shows the underpass structure. 
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deposited metal prevents formation 
of a pn junction, the sheet resis
tivity and parasitic capacitance of 
the underpasses have each been re
duced by an order of magnitude. 

This decreases signal losses with
out need to redesign the basic sili
con cell or interconnect masks. The 
metal-deposition process can easily 
be incorporated in laboratories al
ready fabricating beam-lead, seal
ed-junction devices. 

Molybdenum was chosen because 
it withstands extended heating to 
850 C while remaining stable when 
the silicon nitride and silicon di
oxide depositions are performed 
over it. Tungsten could be used in 
a similar manner. 

LSI circuits, when fabricated, 
require either a separate photore
sist and diffusion step for the un
derpasses, or else the underpasses 
are formed during emitter diffu
sion. Metalized underpasses elimi
nate the additional handling re
quired for separately diffused 
underpasses, Culver reported. 

Yield is increased 

If the underpasses are formed 
during emitter diffusion, the re
quirement that their resistivities 
be minimized presents a serious 
constraint on the emitters. The re
sulting high concentration of phos
phorous, necessarily deposited in 
the emitter areas, is a source of 
structural defects, such as bulk and 
edge dislocations and surface dam
age. This causes enhanced phos
phorous diffusion in the regions 
of greatest damage. Often, the dis
locations create emitter-to-collector 
"pipes," and failure of the entire 
circuit can result. 

Metalized underpasses eliminate 
the need for extremely high phos
phorous concentrations, Culver 
said. The inherent damage caused 
by emitter diffusion is thus reduc
ed, and device yield improves. 

Besides Culver the paper was 
authored by R. P. Flynn, P. J. 
.Geiss and H. Schilling. •• 
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Sound reading: 
An aid for blind 

Blind people can read printed or 
typed material at up to 60 words 
a minute with a new reading aid 
that identifies letters by producing 
a different sound for each. 

Developed for the Veterans Ad
ministration by Mauch Laborato
ries, Dayton, Ohio, the device uses 
a 1 x 10 array of photoresistors 
that control 10 oscillators. The 
oscillators operate between 440 and 
3520 Hz and produce 10 tones, 
which are combined to form a dis
tinct sound for each letter. 

The blind person moves a wand 
containing the optics and photo
array across the printed material. 
The image of each letter is project
ed onto the photoarray, activating 
individual elements and thus oscil
lators, depending on the letter be
ing read. The resulting tones are 
then amplified and fed to two ear
phones. 

The right ear is used to detect 
letters with upward excursions, 
such as b, d and 1, while the left 
ear detects letters with downward 
excursions such as g, j and p. This 
is done by selectively amplifying 
the signals controlled by the photo
array. For the left ear, signals 
produced by the highest elements 
in the array-those activated by b, 
d and I-are amplified loudest. 
Amplification decreases with each 
element in the array. The reverse 
is true for the right ear. 

New reading aid for blind people. 
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Voltage transient 
and overcurrent protection 
in one compact package, 
reasonably priced. 

The HeinemannJAJQ® 
crowbar/circuit breaker. 

Thereare many ways to protect semi
conductor devices, of course. Ours 
has one indisputable advantage over 
the others. 

It's available now. As a single, 
tested component you can buy from 
a single, reliable source. 

You save thereby a sizable chunk 
oftime in getting your product ready 
for market. And reduce your costs as 
well-design costs , procurement 
costs, assembly costs, testing costs, 
and the overhead costs associated 
wi th a ll of the foregoing . 

The JA/ Q is broadly app li cable to 
semiconductor circuits, whether dis
crete, IC, or hybrid . Its internal crow-

bar will clamp a voltage transient to 
ground with in 500 nanosec, at ±10% 
of the firing voltage you specify. 
Within about 10 millisec, the circuit 
breaker section wil l remove the pro
tected load from the line. 

The JA/ Q package will also serve 
you as a conventiona l overcurrent 
protector, with time-delay or non
time-delay response and the per
formance accuracy unique to the 
hydraulic-magnetic circuit breaker. 

Our Bulletin 3371 will give you 
detailed specifications on the JA/ Q. 
Have us send you a copy. Heinemann 
Electric Company, 2616 Brunswick 
Pike, Trenton, N.J. 08602. 

~HEiNEMANN 
5330 
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Power raised in Zig-Zag laser 
by linking it to 2 smaller lasers 

Last year General Electric de
veloped a high-power glass laser 
called the Zig-Zag Face Pumped 
Laser (FPL) , with an average pow
er output of from several hundred 
to more than 1000 W. Now, the 
company has produced two lower
power glass lasers called the Mini 
FPL and the Big Mini FPL, with 
average power output of" 1 W to a. 
few hundred. 

These low and moderate-power 
lasers will serve as an oscillator 
and a preamplifier, respectively, for 
the Zig-Zag FPL, thereby boosting 
its power higher than it could 
achieve alone. 

The 1000-W is useful for labo
ratory studies, such as thermo
nuclear fusion phenomena, as well 
as for range measurements of 
satellites and the moon, according 
to Donald White, manager of the 
Optical Physics Branch of GE's 

John F. Mason 
Associate Editor 

LASER BEAM OUT 

Corporate Research and Develop
ment Center in Schenectady, N.Y., 
where the lasers were developed. 
The less-powerful versions, besides 
boosting the Zig-Zag FPL, can be 
used alone as range finders in air
craft and tanks and, industrially, 
for drilling holes . 

Glass was used for all three 
lasers, White says, because it has 
particularly good properties for 

GE's new Big Mini glass laser, built 
for moderate·power operation (up to 
several hundred watts, average) is 
the preamp for a bigger laser. 

Nd-DOPED GLASS SLAB 

INSULATED 
SIDES 

FLASH LAMPS 
TOP AND BOTTOM 

0 

LASER BEAM IN 

SIDE VIEW 

0 0 0 

The Mini-Face Pumped Laser uses a straight slab of glass through which the 
beam zigzags, reflected off both opposing faces of the slab. 
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g1vmg high output energies m 
pulses of short duration-from 10 
to 100 ps. These features are good 
for both ranging and drilling holes . 

The conventional glass-rod con
figuration was not used, however. 
"To increase the power of a glass
rod laser, you have to increase its 
size-a technique that works only 
to a certain point," White notes. 
"A rod more than two to three 
inches in diameter begins to have 
thermal problems. It's difficult to 
get the heat out. Also, energy go
ing into the rod is absorbed." 

GE solved this problem by "tak
ing a rod a·nd slicing it up like 
bologna." The result is a series 
of elliptical discs, or glass slabs, 
one-inch thick. They are set at an 
angle to the beam and surrounded 
by flash lamps. The slabs are 
placed in a zigzag line, with the 
laser beam traveling through them 
in a straight line. The slabs are 
face-pumped and face-cooled. Being 
thin, they cool easily, White says. 

The Mini FPL and the Big Mini 
FPL, in contrast, use a straight 
slab of glass and the beam zigzags 
through it. The glass is neody
mium, built with a rectangular 
cross-section. The laser beam zig
zags down its length, being intern
ally reflected off two opposing faces 
of the slab, which are optically 
polished. The two faces are also 
cooled, while the side faces are ther
mally insulated, causing the center 
plane of the slab to be warmer 
than the outer surfaces. 

As with the big Zig-Zag laser, 
flash tubes on both sides of the 
smaller lasers pump energy into it. 

Zigzaging of the laser beam is 
desirable to eliminate distortion. 
When the beam passes through all 
portions of the glass and all its 
nonuniformities an equal number 
of times, it averages them out. 
"Each beam has the same optical 
history," White explains. • • 
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EIA crystal ball shows trends 
in electronics to the year 2012 

At a time when the electronics 
industry is beginning to pull out 
of a brief but painful slump, the 
Electronics Industries Association 
has raised its sights and forecast a 
range of optimistic electronic 
events between now and the year 
2012. 

The predictions were made pub
lic last month in Chicago at a long
range planning symposium called 
"Electronics 1985." Although the 
conference was mainly marketing
oriented, the EIA gave industry 

Richard L. Turmail 
Management Editor 

Computers and computer technology 

leaders a report on some of the 
technical developments to look- for 
in .the future. The report, "A Back
drop for Planning in the Electron
ics Industry," was prepared for the 
association by Theodore J. Gordon, 
Wayne I. Boucher and Thomas R. 
Mullaney of The Futures Group, 
Glastonbury, Conn. 

How accurate are the predic
tions ?-They've a 50-50 chance of 
coming true, according to the EIA. 

"The factors delaying the fore
casted possibilities are seldom tech
nological," the report notes. "More 
often they are economic or politi
cal." 

The report hedges a bit, saying 

Event 

that the predictions are not ex
haustive and that the reader may 
want to add to the list. 

The forecast takes on added im-
_, portance if the statistics presented 

at an economic session at "Elec
tronics 1985" are taken seriously. 
That session, led by Bruce R. Carl
son, president of the Sprague Elec
trical Co., North Adams, Mass., 
indicated that domestic sales and 
profits would diminish in the U.S. 
electronics industry if manufactur
ers failed to expand into interna
tional markets and failed to develop 
new products. 

Following are the events fore
cast in the EIA report: 

Year 

Reduction of the cost of character CRT terminals to that of current teletypewriters. 1972-1975 

Availability of computer terminals capable of hard copy at one-tenth of current cost (making 1975 
computer-aided instruction and hence computer use possible). 

Production control minicomputers: 22,000 minicomputers operating various manufacturing 1975 
processes (against 5,000 in 1971). 

Development of device.s that can store and retrieve very large amounts of graphical data 1975-1980 
(100 million to 1 billion entries). 

One million data phones in service. 1980 

Cost of one bit of IC memory equals cost of current disc storage. 1981 

Home terminals available with two·way communications, TV displays with wide range of services. 1981-1985 

Wide use of multi-color display devices (liquid crystal, plasma, electroluminescent). 1985 

Laser-holography computer memories available. 1984 

Magnetic bubble domains used for information storage in computers. 1985 

Computers capable of self-repair development. 1989 

Computer that comprehends standard IQ tests and scores above 150. 1990 

Development of random-access memory capable of storing a collection of documents as large as 1990 
that in the Library of the National Diet in Japan. 

Other communications and information systems 
First large-scale testing of economically productive earth resources reconnaissance (agricultural 1973 
productivity, pollution sources, mineral deposits, etc.) from orbit. 

Operation of communications satellite carrying 200,000 voice channels or equivalent. 1975 

Over 100,000 videophones in operation. 1975 

Use of fiber optic devices excited by modulated laser to provide cheap broadband communications 1976 
channels. 
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Event Year 

Video systems used for instruction in 10% of all schools. 1977 

Multiple-user systems: Development of systems capable of simultaneously handling 100,000 data 1978-1980 
transmissions in peak periods. 

Development of sophisticated teaching machines utilizing adapting programs that respond not 1980 
only to the student's answers but also to certain physiological responses of the student. 

Video networks linking campuses, permitting faculty exchange programs. 1980 

Operation of helical waveguides carrying 250,000 voice channels or equivalent. 1980 

Laboratory demonstr.ation of automated language translators capable of coping with idiomatic 1980 
syntactical complexities. 

Number of educational television stations grows to 380. 1980 

High-frequency lasers: Operation of lasers in the X and gamma-ray region of the spectrum . 1985 

Commercial use of laser in telecommunication service: first commercial service using lasers for 1985 
transmitting information ; 200,000,000 voice channels or equi11alent. 

Fi rst commercial transmission uS1ing lasers. 1985 

Voice-to-digital decoder: Development of a voice recognition system capable of producing 1981-1985 
digital text at low-error rate. 

Development of visual output devices that permit three-dimensional viewing. 1986 

Wide use of facsimile news services in the home. 1990 

Transportation 
Aircraft inflight monitoring and diagnostic telemetry: 20 % of commercial aircraft in the U.S. auto- 1975-1977 
matically transmitting performance data to ground -based receiver, which compare data to a stand-
ard, warn pilots of impending components failures , unsafe conditions and schedule maintenance. 

Automated airport and air-traffic control: The replacement of conventional ground-controller 1978-1980 
operations with automated systems functioning during landings and takeoffs at 10 world airports. 

Automated urban traffic control : Installation of systems in at least 20 large American cities, 1978-1980 
which, through computer control , regulate traffic volumes and speeds, thereby preventing bottle-
necks and directing traffic re-routing. 

Automobile radar collision-avoidance systems: 20 % of all U.S. automobiles equ ipped with devices Later than 1985 
that slow then stop automobiles when an impending collision is detected. 

Medicine and health services 

Medical electronics regulations: Establishment of Federal Drug Administration or similar agency 1973 
of regulations relating to reliability and performance of med ical electron ics equipment. 

Most all hospitals using computers for record storage and data retrieval. 1975 

Automated medical check-up booth: A diagnostic series of self-administered physiological tests, 1975 
monitored and reported automatically. 

Demonstration of implantable artificial heart with long-duration radio-isotope batteries. 1980 

Clinical decision support systems: Ava ilability in the U.S. of a medical data analysis system in 1978-1980 
20 % of all hospitals of greater than 500 beds, wh ich, when supplied with physiological data 
about a patient, performs diagnosis and prognosis and includes medical reason ing. 

Common use of electronic anesthesia and pain deadening. 1985 

Wide use of electronic prosthetic devices, such as radar for the bl ind or servomechanical limbs. 1985 

Artificial hands with sense of touch and maneuverability close to hands. 1989 

Control of human behavior by radio stimulation of the brain . 2000 

Remote electrocardiograms: Wide use of instruments that permit electrocard iogram and electro- 2000 
encephlogram reading in the home, transmission via telephone lines, and automated readings in 
the home, transmission via tel ephone lines, and automated reading and interpretation. 

Manufacturing and production 
Ultrasonic sewing machines: Commercial use of ultrasonic energy to bond fabrics containing 1972 
more than 35 % synthetics. 

Most petroleum refineries in the U.S. under automated control. 1975-1980 

25 % of food companies in the U.S. using automatic control techniques to monitor production, 1980-1985 
quality and purity for at least half their products. 

75 % of American-made ti res produced in commercially automated plants. 1980-1985 

Finance, business and government 
Crime via computer becoming major concern in U.S.; loss of at least $1 -billion a year due to com - 1975 
puter crime (theft of corporate proprietary information stored in computer files or embezzlement 
via computer) . 

(continued on P- 36) 
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(conti nued f rom p . 25) 

Nearly 400 EIA representatives gath
ered in Chicago last month for the 
opening session of "Electronics 
1985." 

Event 

Data-retrieval system installed for U.S. House of Representatives. 

Stock·transfer system: Availability of computer systems to record security sales and transfer 
ownership and to issue stock automatically on the day of sale. 

Financial utility: Establishment of integrated fiscal services, including ·automated transfer of funds 
among subscriber accounts, automatic deposit of salaries, centralized credit checks, etc. 

Automated supermarket check-out system : Installation in 1 % of all supermarkets of computer-
controlled invento~ies and check-out systems linked to pricing and purchasing system. 

Checkless society: Point-of transaction debiting in 20 % of metropolitan areas (connected to the 
financial utility) . 

Personal data bank: Use in the U.S. of a central data bank containing statistics on most all 
U.S. residents, including data about credit and financial transactions, arrests, etc.-with access 
rigidily controlled. 

Housing and household appliances 
Wide market for home video recording and playback devices. 

Computer-control led education available in the home; cost on the order of $100. 

Economical 3 -D color TV set. 

Very wide use of microwave ovens in the home. 

Practical use of video tape recorders for leisure purposes and for record-keeping. 

Computer-aided customized tailoring (computer directs the whole process from fitting to cutting 
to sewing) . 

Individual portable two-way communications devices carried by most people in U.S. 

Complex robots that are programmc;ible, self-adaptive and capable of performing household 
chores, such as preparing meals and cleaning or disposing of dishes. 

Robots directed by humans for mechanical contact sports. 

Preselected food cooked automatically at a preset time. 

Other 
Transparent ceramics: Commercial use of ceramics (polycrystalline alumina and yttrium oxide 
that are transparent to visible and IR energy. 

Ferroelectric ceramics: Commercial availability of ferroelectric ceramics wafers for storing 
video images. 

Microelectronics: Component packing density increased by two orders of magnitude at the cost of 
today's circuitry or less. 

Air purifiers: Electrostatic systems that kill bacteria and odors and eliminate 
pollen and dust. 

Directed-energy weapons: Use of electromagnetic radiation from lasers or other sources, particle 
beams, etc., as weapons. 

Development of a semiconductor element with output of more than one kilowatt in the microwave 
portion of the spectrum. 

Electronic slide rules: Essentially all slide-rule functions performed electronically bY. 
pocket sized device costing no more than $25. 

Developing of a method of predicting earthquakes (one month in advance, greater than 6 on 
the Richter scale) for areas as small as 1000 square miles. 

Automated recognition techniques: Development of techniques to recognize human characteristics, 
such as faces, fingerprints, etc. 

Elevated temperature superconductors: Wide use of superconductors in the 20 to 30 K range. 

Year 

1975 

1978·1980 

1978-1980 

1978-1980 

1981-1985 

Later than 1985 

1975 

1980 

1980 

1980 

1981 

1985 

1990 

1990 

1991 

2000 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1980 

1980 

1985 

1985 

1994 

1991 

2012 
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Scanner flies 
at 5000 feet 

A broadband, multispectral scan
ner array has been developed for 
use on small aircraft to analyze 
earth resources spectrally. It will 
identify crops and their condition, 
mineral deposits, algae growing in 
water and oil film on water. It also 
will assess damage caused by 
floods. 

Manufactured by United Detec
tor Technology, Inc., of Santa 
Monica, Calif., for Daedalus Enter
prises, Inc., of Ann Arbor, Mich., 
the array matches the information 
channels of ground stations for the 
Earth Resources Technology Satel
lite to be launched by NASA this 
summer. 

In operation in an aircraft fly
ing at 5000 feet, the array views 
a strip 78 degrees wide. The image 
is transmitted through diffraction 
optics and divided into 10 spectral 
components from 0.4 to 1.0 µ,. The 
output from each element is re
corded on tape in the aircraft or 
is telemetered to ground stations 
from a satellite. The 10 planar, dif
fused elements are constructed on 
a single chip of silicon, with each 
element antireflection-coated to 
maximize response within the 
wavelength band of each detector. 

The area of each element is 0.003 
to 0.025 inch squared. The spectral 
response is from 4000 to 10,000 A. 
The noise equivalent power is 10-11 

W. Crosstalk is 1 % between ad
jacent channels. The dark current 
is a very low 1 nA. Capacitance is 
6 pf .•• 

Ten-element spectral array will ana
lyze earth resources from small air
craft flying at 5000 feet. 
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Power Rating 

Temperature Coefficient 

Diameter 

Depth Behind Panel 

Resistance Range 

Resistance Tolerance 

Bushing 

2 watts at 70°C 1 watt at 125°C 

±150 ppm/°C ±150 ppm/°C 

3/4" V2 11 

%" V2" 
.son to 5 megohms 1oon to 5 megohms 

±10% ±10% 

metal and plastic metal; locking 
snap-in; locking and non-locking 
and non-locking 

0 \,I 0 
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS, OR TO 
ENTER YOUR ORDER, CONTACT YOUR 
LOCAL BOURNS SALES OFFICE, DIS
TRIBUTOR, OR THE FACTORY-DIRECT. 

TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION • 1200 COLUMBIA AVE., RIVERSIDE, CALIF. 92507 
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PDP-8. PDP-11. For OEM's 
A few months ago, we came out 

with new low cost versions of our 
PDP-8 and PDP-11 families for 
the OEM. 

With prices as low as $2436. In 
quantities of 50. 

We made sure they'd have the 
features, architecture and compat
ibility that make PDP-11 and PDP-8 
the most popular, most imitated 
minis ever. 

We must have hit on the right 
combination. We've been mixing it 
up with some of the toughest OEM's 
around. And coming away with 
their business. 



who hate to spend money. 
We're after your business, too. 

Because now we have the right 
computers. At the right prices. 
From the right company. 

Come and get 'em. 

Digital Equipment Corporation, 
146 Main Street, Maynard, Mass. 
01754. (617} 897-5111. 

European Headquarters: Geneva. 
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Microwave Semiconductor Corp. 

The leader in advance 
design microwave 

technology 

FIRST 
IN THE 

INDUSTRY 

FIRST 
IN THE 

INDUSTRY 
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POWER TRANSISTOR-MSC 1100 
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For further information call or write to: 

111!!1: 
MICROWAVE SEMICONDUCTOR CORP. 

FIRST 
IN THE 
INDUSTRY 

FIRST 
IN THE 
INDUSTRY 

100 School House Road, Somerset, N.J. 08873 • (201) 469-3311 • TWX (710) 480-4730 • TELEX 833473 
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,,,~,meA1uRemen1 
jjJI information for better measurement 

HEWlETT, PACKARD MEASUREMENT NEWS 

JUNE edition 

NOW: an automatic 
sweeping synthesizer 

Combines state-of-the-art frequency 
synthesis, precision amplitude control, 
and HP calculator technology. 

HP's two new frequency synthe
sizers represent a new generation 
of signal sources. Besides constant 
resolution of 0.1 Hz up to 13 MHz, 
spectral purity and a stability of 
-+-1 x 10·9/day, both synthesizers 
have read-only-memories built in to 
control all instrument operations. 
You don 't need an external com
puter for automatic operation; both 
models are programmable. You 
merely input parameters directly on 
the synthesizer's pushbutton 
keyboard . 

Solid-state displays show fre- · . 
quency and amplitude on the 3330B, 
and frequency only on the 3330A. 

The A version has a manual 

(continued on page 3) 



New waveform analyzer for 
automated testing 

Automatic analysis of complex 
waveforms is a cinch with the new 
1150A programmable waveform 
processor. Use it in local mode as a 
stand-alone oscilloscope, or link it 
to a minicomputer to. test electronic 
circuits on-line. 

Basically, this dual-channel, 1 GHz 
sampling oscilloscope-like processor 
digitizes incoming analog waveforms 
after counting the frequency down 
to 50 kHz or less. For sampling, 
there are 50-ohm inputs, a 1-2-5 
sequence on attenuators and sweep 
times, internal triggering to 1 GHz, 
and signal averaging. 

Plug the waveform processor into 
a computer or calculator. The 
central processor programs the 
ranges and settings, controls the 
point along the waveform where 
samples are taken, calibrates mea
surement accuracy to 1 %, and 
calculates final results. 

To help you write test programs, 
the 1150A has a unique pushbutton 
function c:plled LEARN. Simply set 

The 11 SOA automatically measures 
transit ion t imes, absolute voltages, 
propagation delays, time intervals; 
whatever you put in your program. 

up as you would to make a manual 
measurement from a standard oscil
loscope, then press LEARN. All front 
panel settings are transferred to the 
CPU, and automatically become 
parameters in the measurement 
program. 

Price : $12,000. 
For more information, check A on 
the HP Reply Card. 

Cable/waveguide tests? 
Here's a good way 

If you are testing transmission 
lines (coaxial and waveguide), you 
will want a copy of the new 8325A 
Microwave Test Set brochure. It 
describes how, using standard test 
instruments, you can locate discon
tinuities, measure insertion and 
return loss-all on a frequency
selective basis, 10 MHz to 18 GHz. 
Check Kon the HP Reply Card 
for your free copy. 

One universal counter 
for all your needs 

Whether you need a bench instru
ment or a system peripheral, try the 
5326/5327 timer-counters. Moderate 
prices, extreme versatility, and high 
precision make these counters truly 
" universal " problem-solvers. (Just 
about the only thing they can ' t do is 
measure microwave frequencies.) 

Your choice is almost universal, 
too; there are six models and many 
options from which to select. You 
buy just what you require, without 
paying for irrelevant extras and with
out compromising either your 
budget or your specification. For 
example, choose: 
• Frequency range from 50 MHz to 
550 MHz 
• Optional seven or eight-digit 
display 
• The simplest model measures 
frequency (burst or CW), period 
average, frequency ratio, multiple 
ratio, simple time interval, and 
totalizes. 
• Or, the deluxe model that has 
·unique time interval averaging for 
subnanosecond measurements, plus 
a built-in three-range integrating 
DVM for exact definition of time
interval measuring points, as well as 
external DC measurements. 
• High-sensitivity, high-stability 
time bases and over 12 function
extending options. 
• Complete programmability and 
computer interface. 
• Price range from $995 to $2195, 
plus options. 
For all the facts and features, check 
C on the HP Reply Card. 
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Delay/loss measurement made 
easy with new gain phase meter 

Measure signals from 0.2 mV to 200V 
digitally with HP's new gain phase meter. 

The new 3575A Gain Phase Meter 
measures both amplitude and phase 
from 1 Hz to 13 MHz, then displays 
the answer on a solid-state digital 
readout. It takes four samples per 
second with a digital display resolu
tion of 0.1 ° for phase and 0.1 dB for 
amplitude. The dynamic range is 
80 dB. 

continued from page 1 

control of its amplitude over a 0 to 
+13 dB range. The B version, with 
precision leveled output, has a range 
of -86.55 dB to + 13.44 dB and has 
amplitude sweeping capability. 

Both units have spectral purity not 
commonly associated with fre
quency synthesizers. Spurious signals 
are greater than 70 dB below the 
carrier, and harmonics are greater 
than 60 dB to 40 dB below the 
carrier (depending on the frequency 
setting) . 

The two instruments use precise 
digital sweeping for linearity-either 
single or continuous sweeps. Step 

HEWLETT s PACKARD MEASUREMENT NEWS 

Two channels are provided for 
phase measurements. Shape of the 
waveform is irrelevant; this meter 
measures square waves and sine 
waves with equal ease. 

Not only can you measure the 
amplitude of either channel but, by 
merely turning a function switch, 
you measure the ratio of the two 
channels (in decibels). Ratio simpli
fies Q measurements and is a handy 
tool for engineers concerned with 
separation in stereo systems. 

HP's logic circuitry reduces errors 
caused by noise, a common problem 
with broadband instruments. The 
gain phase meter filters and rejects 
higher frequencies, even harmonics. 

This vector voltmeter is a basic 
instrument applicable to a variety of 
measurement situations. Instead of 
using expensive, dedicated instru
ments for Bode plots, employ the 
gain phase meter. It measures com
plex poles and zeros and complex 
impedance ; or use it to test inte
grators and differentiators over a 
wide frequency range. An option is 
available for programming. 

Prices range from $2450 to $3150. 

For more information, check item 
Eon the HP Reply Card. 

size can be as small as 0.1 Hz. 
Parameters are entered from the 
keyboard ; pressing a single button 
initiates sweep. You can even 
modify many parameters while the 
instrument is sweeping. 

Whether you need a frequency 
synthesizer, a precision sweeper, a 
time-saving bench instrument, or a 
programmable signal source, con
sider the 3330 family. The 3330A 
costs $5100; the 3330B, $6000. 

Check item Don the HP Reply 
Card for all the facts and features . 

Nine recorders in one
that's flexibility 

The 70048 front panel accommodates 
up to four option modules at a time
two per axis. 

Ever wish your x-y recorder could 
do more than x and y? The versatile 
HP 7004B recorder lets you change 
applications merely by plugging in 
different function modules. You can 
record ac from 5 Hz to 100 kHz 
today, and do some high-speed 
point plotting tomorrow-all with 
the same general-purpose recorder. 

The 70048 has an 11 in. by 17 in. 
mainframe. Acceleration is greater 
than 1500 in/sec2; slewing speed, 
greater than 30 in/sec. For high
sensitivity x-y, x-t and y-t plots, insert 
a module into the front panel. Plot 
two channels independently and 
extract signals superimposed on 
steady state de. 

There are nine modules : a de 
coupler, de pre-amplifier, time base, 
null detector, de offset, filter, scan
ner, ac/dc converter, and de attenu
ator. That's equivalent to a roomful 
of recorders, yet the modules store 
easily in your desk drawer. 

The 7004B costs $1445, and the 
function modules start at $25. 

For detailed information, check 
item I on the HP Reply Card. 



Diversified uses for new 
HP storage scopes 

The 1703A variable persistence scope 
makes it easy to check slowly moving 
waveforms, such as in medical equipment. 

speeds. With variable persistence, 
yo·u can eliminate annoying flicker 
to make the trace bright and clear 
for quantitative measurements. 

Battery operation-a first in stor
age scopes-makes these ideal for 
outdoor use. The public utilities use 
them to service remote information 
and meteorological stations and to 
monitor signals transmitted from 
these remote stations to a central 
receiver. Information on weather, 
temperature, and humidity may be 
transmitted infrequently, so storage 
is needed to capture the information 
when it happens. 

The 1703A (delayed sweep) sells 
for $2725; and the 1702A (non
delayed), for $2375. 

Perhaps you have an application 
for our new variable persistence 
scopes. Just check item B on the 
HP Reply Card. 

Inexpensive de supplies 
for lab or school 

Only 5V2 by 3Y4 by 8 inches, these nifty 
little power supplies weigh only 4Y2 
pounds each. 

Need a low-cost bench supply? 
The 6211A (constant voltage/ current 
limited) or the 6212A (constant 
voltage/constant current) solves your 
problem. Both power supplies are 
rated at 0 to 100 V, 0 to 100 mA. 
Compact size and bargain price 
make them ideal for circuit design, 
testing, student experiments, or even 
your own home laboratory in the 
basement. 

Both models provide a 0.01 % 
load and line regulation, 200 µV 
rms/1 mV peak-to-peak ripple and 
noise (de to 20 MHz), and a 
switchable front panel meter. 

And we do mean low-cost. The 
6211A sells for $105; the 6212A, 
for $130. 
To learn more, check H on the 
HP Reply Card. 

The 1702/1703 portable variable 
persistence/storage osci I loscopes 
provide laboratory quality plus mo
bility. That's why their applications 
are so numerous and diversified. 

A major use is in servicing digital 
equipment where low duty cycle 
pulses are encountered. The inte
grating feature of the CRT lets you 
gradually build the intensity of the 
pulse so that measurements can be 
made. This is particularly helpful for 
servicing peripherals and 
input/output devices. 

New 'carefree' storage tubes 
for HP scopes 

A second application area is 
digital numerical control of indus
trial equipment. Although a com
puter is controlling the machines, 
measurements of the control signals 
often require fairly slow sweep 

Tired of giving your storage oscil
loscope special care to avoid 
damaging the CRT? Afraid to use 
your storage scopes at normal 
intensities for fear of burning the 
CRT? HP has solved the problem 
with a new storage mesh in our 
variable persistence cathode-ray 
tubes. New mesh material and proc
essing gives the storage tube 
ruggedness approaching that of con
ventional CRTs, making the scopes 

truly "carefree" in operation. 
These 5-inch rectangular CRTs are 

standard equipment on all new HP 
storage scopes, and they retrofit 
earlier models without special 
adj ustments. Don ' t worry about 
trade-offs. Writing speed, brightness, 
storage time and cost are unaffected. 

Interested in the new storage 
oscilloscopes? Just check 0 on the 
HP Reply Card. 
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HP's RF network analyzer: 
boon for designers 

Designing RF circuits and systems 
becomes easier and more certain 
when the elements within are fully 
characterized. The HP 8407A net
work analyzer is a " tracking de
tector" system that interfaces with 
the HP 8601A sweeper to make 
accurate swept measurements of 
network characteristics from 100 kHz 
to 110 MHz. Magnitude ratios ex
ceeding 100 dB can be measured, 
and 0.05 dB resolution is attainable. 
Phase range is 360° with 0.2° phase 
resolution. 

Use the 8407 A to measure voltage 
and current transfer functions, 
gain/ loss and phase shift. There are 
low-cost accessories for 500 and 75D 

HEWLETT' PACKARD MEASUREMENT NEWS 

Use the HP 8407A network analyzer for 
"touch-and-see" swept Impedance 
. measuring in circuits. 

coax and probes for circuit measure
ments. You can also measure 
impedance, return loss, and reflec
tion coefficient (magnitude and 
phase). The new impedance probe 
with O.W to 10 kn range is especially 
useful for swept impedance mea
surements of discrete devices or 
in-circuit elements. 

Complete network analyzer 
systems (sweeper, analyzer with pre
cision display, and full array of 
measuring devices) are in the $7000 
to $8000 price range. 

Check L on the HP Reply Card for 
more information . 

Real-time frequency 
and time analysis 

The 3720A Spectrum Display pro
vides a comprehensive and eco
nomical frequency and time analysis 
of complex electrical waveforms, 
usually those representing physical 
phenomena. 

After receiving the auto-correla
tion or cross-correlation function 
from the HP 3721A Correlator, the 
3720A Fourier transforms it and 
displays the resutling power spec
trum or cross-power spectrum on a 
CRT. It also provides ensemble aver
aging to reduce statistical variance. 

Frequency functions can be dis
played in Cartesian or polar coordi
nates with linear or log scales, as 
real and imaginary parts, or as 
Nyquist and Boqe plots. 

Prices: 3720A spectrum display, 
$5500; the 3721 A correlator, $7600. 

For more information, check item 
Fon the HP Reply Card. 

The 3720A spectrum display converts 3721A 
correlator to frequency domain analyzer . 

- - II .-:_· 



Your computer's running mate: 
HP's new graphic plotter 

Now there is an easy inexpensive 
way to automatically produce hard
copy graphs. Just connect one of 
HP's 7200 series graphic plotters to 
your computer or terminal and get 
those charts immediately. 

There are models that connect to 
practically any time-sharing or com
puter terminal operating up to 30 
characters/second. A switchable
speed unit permits operation at 10, 
15 and 30 characters/second. No 
special software is required, and the 
plotters can be driven using any 
source language such as BASIC or 
FORTRAN. 

If you have a minicomputer, you 
can couple the new high-speed 

The fast, versatile 7210A graphic plotter 
will even draw your schematics. 

7210A directly to the computer and 
plot up to 20 coordinate pairs per 
second. It takes only 5 minutes to 
install a 7210A-complete with 
interface, 1/0 card and software
to any HP computer. 

The 7200A costs $3300, and the 
7210A costs $3400. Rental and lease 
plans are available. 

For " The Full Story of Computer 
Graphics;' check item J on the 
HP Reply Card. 

Reduce time-share costs 
with two new systems 

System backup for 2000E and 2000F is 
completely disc-based, and magnetic tapes 
are available for sequential files. 

Two new systems, 2000E and 
2000F, make low-cost time-sharing a 
reality. The 2000E supports up to 16 
terminals, and is expandable to the 
2000F with up to 32 simultaneous 
terminals and dual processors. 

You get proven time-sharing soft
ware ; HP has installed over 200 such 
systems. The programming language 
is HP BASIC, conversational, easy-to
learn, but powerful. Two levels of 
libraries are maintained in mass 
storage: " public" programs available 
to any user, and "private" programs. 
This way, engineers can solve design 
problems without accessing the 
corporate payroll; students can pro
gram without contaminating doc
toral research. And over 100 
applications programs are available 
from HP, so your programmers 
don't have to write them. 

Both systems use the popular 2100 
computer with floating point arith
metic as the central processor. A 
unique HP fast moving-head disc 
eliminates the need for an expensive 
swapping disc. 

The 2000E costs less than $SOK; 
the 2000F, less than $110K. 

For more information, check C 
on HP Reply Card. 
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The new LED leader-by 0.7 inches 

Low cost, high brightness and the 
convenience of wire-wrap assembly-you 
get all three with the 5082-4880 LED. 

Designed to be wire-wrapped, the 
new 5082-4880 series LEDs are the 
first offered for solderless, socketless 

assembly. Not only are they the 
brightest for their size in the indus
try, but these gallium-arsenide
phosphide lamps have a long life 
for permanent installations. 

The long leads (0.7 inch) let you 
mount the lamp in a panel or 
printed-circuit board, then wire
wrap directly. 

Select one of three light levels 
(0.5, 1.0and1.6 millicandelas), each 
with three different lenses. You can 
choose red diffused, clear diffused, 
or clear. 

These LED lamps are available 
directly from stock. The price de
pends on quantity and light output. 

For more information and prices, 
check Ton the HP Reply Card. 

New LED display shows 0-9 and A-F 
For the first time, an inexpensive 

LED display converts binary logic to 
a base 16 numbering system and dis
plays letters A-F, as well as digits 
0-9. Used'in computers and test 
instruments, this solid-state display 
is suitable wherever you need to 
show more than 10 states. 

The 5082-7340 hexadecimal indi
cator has built-in decoder/driver and 
memory. The unique blanking con
trol lets you turn off the display, and 
retain or change the data stored in 
the on-board memory. The hexa
decimal indicator is also completely 
DTL and TTL compatib le. 

Prices: $22 (1-99), $18 (100-499), 
$15 (500-999), and $12.25 each for 
1000 or more. 

To learn more, check N on the 
HP Reply Card. 
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The new hexadecimal readout shows 
digits or letters. 

Logic comparator saves 
up to $50 per bad IC 

No unsoldering, no adjustments
the 10529A Logic Comparator cuts 
trouble-shooting time to save you 
up to $50 in labor cost per bad 
digital IC located. You merely: 

~ ~ Select the IC 
to be tested . 

Select a reference 
board with a good 
IC that has the same 
type number. 

Insert the reference 
board into the 
logic comparator. 

Attach the clip to 
the suspect IC 

< and check the 
comparator display. 

The suspect and 
reference !Cs are 
compared automat 
ically. Indicator 
lights signal wh ich 
pins are faulty. 

Because it only costs $295, the 
10529A Logic Comparator can pay 
for itself within a few days. 

To lea rn more, check M on the 
HP Reply Card. 



The HP spectrum analyzer family: 
audio to microwave 

A spectrum analyzer visualizes the 
frequency domain as an oscilloscope 
displays the time domain. HP's spec
trum analyzer family has an extra 
plus: you can custom-tailor your 
measurement system from 20 Hz to 
40 GHz. 

Each spectrum analyzer consists 
of a tuning section that determines 
frequency range: 

• 8556A-20 Hz to 300 kHz 
• 8553B-1 kHz to 110 MHz 
• 8554L-550 kHz to 1250 MHz 
• 8555A-10 MHz to 40 GHz 

and an IF section that determlnes 
resolution: 

• 8552B-10 Hz bandwidth 
• 8552A-50 Hz bandwidth. 

Both tuning and IF sections plug into 
a display-your choice of standard 
persistence, variable persistence, or 
large screen CRT. And you can add a 
tracking generator, preamplifier, or 
automatic preselector to extend 
performance range and applications. 
That's the convenience of our 
"Family Plan." 

All four analyzers offer excellent 
signal analysis capability through 
features like absolute amplitude 
calibration, low noise and distortion, 
high resolution, plus wide and nar
row frequency scans. Display the 

Plug-in flexibility plus versatile companion 
instruments make the HP spectrum analyzer 
famtly your best signal analysis value. 

whole tuning range at once, then 
zoom down to a very narrow spec
trum segment for that rigorous 
measurement. Measure signal ampli
tudes (as voltage and power) and 
frequency, quantity modulation 
levels and identify distortion prod
ucts-all with one instrument. Add 
the tracking generator and you have 

HEWLETTl:f; PACKARD 

Measurement, Analysis, Computation 

a precision swept frequency test 
system with 120 dB range. 

With the modular spectrum ana
lyzer family, you pay only for the 
capability you need. Tuning sections 
range from $1690 to $6175; the IF 
sections, $2275 to $2950; and the 
displays, $950 to $1800. 

For full details on precision 
spectrum analyzers, check P, Q, 
R or S on the HP Reply Card. 

Examine modulated RF 
by spectrum analysis 

The modern spectrum analyzer is 
a powerful tool for quantitative 
measurements of modulated RF 
carriers. Two new application notes 
cover the topic lucidly. AN150-1 
treats Amplitude- and Frequency
Modulation from theory to effective 
measurement techniques. AN150-2 
takes a similar approach with Pulsed 
RF signals, explaining how measure
ments are affected by pulse width 
PRF plus analyzer bandwidth and 
scan time. 

Check U and Von the HP Reply 
Card for your free copies. 

East-W 120 Century Road, Paramus, N.J. 07652, 
Ph . (201) 265-5000. 

South-P.O. Box 2634, Atlanta, Ga. 30328, 
Ph . (404) 436-6181. 

Midwest-5500 Howard Street, Skokie, Ill. 60076, 
Ph . (312) 677-0400. 

West-3939 lankershim Boulevard, North 
Hollywood, Calif. 91604, Ph. (213) 877-1262. 

Europe-Post Office Box 85, CH-1217 Meyrin 2, 
Geneva, Switzerland, Ph . (022) 41 54 00. 

Canada-275 Hymus Boulevard, Pointe Claire, 
Quebec, Canada, Ph . (518) 561-6520. 

Japan-Ohashi Building, 59-1, Yoyogi 1-chrome, 
Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 151 , Japan , 
Ph . 03-370-2281 /92 . 
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If we didn't build a lot 
more experience into our 
capacitors, we couldn't 

get a little ore for them 

We know you couldn 't care less about TRW 's expe
rience in making capacitors. Unless it affects your 
experience- in using them. 

It does. Because we come by it two ways. From in
novation, which gives us a lead in technology. And 
from specialization in wound film and tantalum types, 
giving us the deepest, broadest experience. The kind 
that makes our capacitors worth more to you. 

To see how, consider the metallized kind. 

Anyone can makethem small. Or reliable. But it takes 
real design experience to realize their full potential
making them small as possible, without sacrificing 
performanceorfulloperational reliability.And, plainly, 
no one has more experience than a company that 
specializes in them. Us. 

We also have more application experience. We know 
what metallized capacitors can and can 't do. How far 
they can be pushed. When and how to use them best. 
We can often solve a customer's size problems by fit
ting the right design to a specific application where 
metallized parts hadn't been previously considered. 

In manufacturing and handling, our experience 
means what you see in engineering design is what 
you get in volume. The same high performance. 

Why do so many companies gladly pay the little 
extra we have to charge for our capacitors? One 
reason is our experience. Another is theirs. 

To share it, write or call TRW Capacitors, an Operation 
of TRW Electronic Components, Box 1000, Ogallala, 
Nebraska 69153, (308) 284-3611. TWX 910-620-0321. 

TRW 
CAPACITORS 
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THE 
LONG 

LINE OF 

ECC 
Sensitive Gate 

TRIACS 
and SCH'S 

Fast delivery and 
competitive pricing 

make ECC Triacs and 
SCR's your best buy. 

SENSITIVE GATE TRIACS 
T0-5 Metal and Plastic; THERMOPAK0 

and THERMOTAB® Packages 

IT(RMSI 0.8 - 3 amps 

191 3, 10, 25 ma (all 4 quadrants) 

lrsM 20 amps 

VDROM 200 - 600 volts 

For more information, circle No. 221 

SENSITIVE GATE SCR's 
T0-5 Metal ; %" Hex Stud; THERMOPAK 
and THERMOTAB Packages 

ITIRMSI 0.8 - 10 amps 
191 50, 200, 1500 µ amps 

lrsM 50, 100 amps 

VDROM 30 - 600 volts 

For more information, circle No. 212 
All ECC Triacs and SCR's feature heavily 
glass passivated junctions for high re 
liability_ 

Detailed technical data on the complete line 
of ECC Triacs and SCR's is available from your 
nearest Sales Representative or Authorized 
Distributor. • trademark of ECC 
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ECC 
CORPORATION 

P. 0. Box 669 • Euless, Texas 76039 

817 /267-2601 

technology 
abroad 

A standard audio cassette tape pro
vides a low-cost analog memory for a 
new data-acquisition system to be 
used with large computer networks. 
Designed by Micro Computer Systems 
Ltd. , England , the cassette-tape stor
age is intended for use at remote 
sites that are linked by te lephone 
lines to the central computer. The 
signals are stored on the tape in 
analog form . When called for by the 
computer, the signals are converted 
to digital form by a standard digital 
voltmeter. The parallel data -bit out
put of the voltmeter-in ASCII Code 
-is converted to serial form by 
large-scale MOS ICs. The digital data 
is transmitted at 110 baud . With this 
tape system, between four and 32 
channels of data can be transmitted 
at scan rates of one to four per sec
ond . 

CIRCLE NO. 441 

An electro-acoustic system for a 
notepad type of input to a CRT dis
play has been introduced by Sie
mens, in Munchen, Germany. A thin 
piezoelectric ceramic sheet is 
pulsed at a 500-Hz rate, along its 
X and Y coordinates, with ultrasonic 
signals. Where the X and Y signals 
meet on the sheet, a voltage node 
is created . This voltage is picked off 
by a pen-like capacitive probe. An 
electronic analyzer, connected to the 
ceramic sheet and to the probe, 
produces a signal from the propa 
gation times of the acoustic pulses 
from the X and Y edges of the sheet. 
Resolution is better than 0 .2 mm. 
The output is adaptable to transmis
sion over telephone lines. 

CIRCLE NO. 442 

A prec1s1on de current transformer 
for loads from 250 to 20,000 A has 
been introduced by Brentford Elec
tric Ltd . of England . Typical linearity 
errors are less than 100 parts per 
million at 20,000 A. Hysteresis er
rors are negligible. The current trans
former has two high -permeability 
toroidal magnetic cores linking with 
the magnetic fields of load busbar. 
The cores are energized through di-

odes in alternate half cycles of an 
ac supply. Secondary-winding cur
rents from the two cores are com 
mutated from one to the other every 
half-cycle. Each core remains un 
saturated for about three-quarters 
of a cycle of the ac supply voltage. 
This design eliminates zero-current 
notches that characteristically occur 
every half-cycle in conventional se
ries-connected transductor de cur
rent transformers. 

CIRCLE NO. 443 

A liquid-crystal display in color has 
been developed at Thompson-CSF's 
Central Research Laboratories. The 
display, comprised of a matrix of 
1-mm square E'.lements , presents up 
to six characters. The colors vary 
with the applied voltage. At 10 V, 
yellow characters on a black back
ground were obtained. At 15 V, red 
characters on a green background 
appear, and at 18 V, green char
acters on a red background. With 
optical filters , excellent image con 
trast is reported obtained . 

CIRCLE NO. 444 

A three-chip calculator and a num
ber of other digital arrays have been 
produced by Philips of Eindhoven 
with a high-density bipolar process . 
The key to the process, which was 
announced last year as a laboratory 
development, is the limiting of tran 
sistor current by integrating a diode 
junction into the transistor structure. 
The diode eliminates a current-stabi
lizing resistor that normally occupies 
a large area of silicon . Other ben
efits include a reduction in power 
consumption and a very low speed I 
power factor of 1 picojoule (pJ). By 
comparison, a 7400 series gate has 
a factor of 130 pJ, Motorola's 10000 
series has a factor of 60 pJ , while 
a CMOS gate has a factor of 5 pJ _ 
Circuit densities for the Philips array 
are on the order of 200 gates per 
square millimeter. Power required 
by the three calculator chips is only 
21 mW. 

CIRCLE NO. 445 
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JJIY THIS MICRO SIZE 
'4fONOLITHIC CAPACITOR FOR 
EQUIPMENT OPERATING 
UNDER SEVERE ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONDITIONS. 

ERIE STYLE 8015 ---------
ACTUAL SIZE 

---------- •, .012 mfd. 
Hermetically Sealed in Glass 
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"SCOTCH FLEX" IS A R£011TER £D TRAD £ ... ARK Oft SJlll CO. 

" Scotchflex" Flat Cable and Connectors 
can offer you trouble-free packaging for 
your next generation equipment. 

There's built-in reliability for your circuit 
inter-connects. Our flat , flexible PVC Cable 
has up to 50 precisely spaced conductors. 
The gold plated U-contacts are set into a 
plastic body to provide positive alignment. 
They strip through the insulation, capture 
the conductor, and provide a gas-tight 
pressure connection. 

Assembly cost reductions are built-in, 
too. "Scotchflex" Connectors make up to 
50 simultaneous connections without strip
ping or soldering. No special training or 

costly assembly equipment is needed. 
Off-the-shelf stock offers you flat cable 

in a choice of lengths and number of con
ductors from 14 to 50. Connector models 
interface with standard DIP sockets, wrap 
posts on .100 x .100 in . grid, or printed 
circuit boards. Headers are available to 
provide a de-pluggable inter-connection 
between cable jumpers and printed circuit 
boards (as-shown) . Custom assemblies are 
also available on request. 

For full information on the " Scotchflex" 
systems approach to circuit- 3m 
ry, write to Dept. EAH-1 , 3M 
Center, St. Paul , Minn. 55101. comPANY 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 29 
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washington 
report Don Byrne 

Washington Bureau 

House to hold hearing on U.S.-Soviet agreements 
If you have something you want to say about the recent space, environ

ment and technology agreements between the Soviet Union and the United 
States, get in touch with Rep. James W. Symington (D-Mo.), chairman 
of the House Subcommittee on International Cooperation in Science and 
Space, a panel of the Committee on Science and Astronautics. He will hold 
hearings on the agreements during the third week in July. While the 
Senate usually holds such hearings, there is nothing to stop a House com
mittee from doing so to build a public record, and that, Representative 
Symington says, is exactly what he wants to do; he is seeking as many 
viewpoints as possible. 

Arms pact not likely to affect defense budget 
Capitol Hill sources say the Arms Limitation Agreement with the 

Soviet Union will have little effect on this year's Defense Dept. budget. 
"It'll be a little tougher to get passed, and there will be a lot of yak," one 
source said. Earlier estimates that about $3-billion will be hacked out of 
the $84-billion budget were still viewed as realistic. 

The Navy's Trident submarine development program, formally known 
as ULMs, is expected to continue, although a cut of about $300-million is 
anticipated. The Navy has asked for more than $900-million for the sub 
this year. With the numerical ceiling on missiles and other weapons, 
the emphasis will now switch to refining military equipment. "If we're 
limited by number, then we'll have to improve the quality," is the way 
it's being put. 

U.S.-Soviet space pact creates a bit of job fog 
In announcing the U.S.-Soviet space-cooperation agreement, NASA 

and White House spokesmen were quick to point out that the pact would 
create about 4400 jobs. But when pressed for a breakdown of those jobs, 
a highly reliable NASA source admitted that the figure probably repre
sented jobs held by people already on the payroll-either NASA's or a 
contractor's. 

Also, there is a little less "cooperation" in the agreement than was 
originally intended. During the negotiations, which began about 10 months 
ago, the Russians agreed to provide a space station-Salyut. But at 
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the last minute this was withdrawn. Now the Russians will merely fly 
a Soyuz mission, while the U.S. will provide the hardware for docking 
and crew transfer at a cost of about $250-million. 

FCC approves Chicago-New York microwave link 
The latest specialized microwave common carrier to get the nod from 

the Federal Communications Commission is MCI-New York West, an 
affiliate of Microwave Communications, Inc., which had proposed a 300-
voice channel system between New York and Chicago. The approval was 
the third since the commission issued its rules opening the specialized 
microwave field to competition about two years ago. The original award 
went to MCI for a Chicago-St. Louis link. Since then, authorization has 
been given to Interdata Communications, Inc., for a New York-to-Wash
ington service and to the Data Transmission Co. for Houston to Palo Alto, 
Calif. Meanwhile the rate fight between the specialized microwave com
panies and established carriers, such as Western Union and the 
telephone companies, continues before the FCC, with MCI asking the 
FCC to reject the Western Union tariff for the Chicago-to-St. Louis route. 
MCI contends that Western Union never showed any interest in private 
business for the route until MCI was granted a license. 

Import quotas challenged under antitrust laws 
While the U.S. Treasury Dept. continues to look for antidumping and 

government-subsidy violations by Japanese exporters that would warrant 
additional U.S. tariffs, the Consumer's Union in this country has filed 
a suit in Federal District Court here to eliminate restrictive import quotas 
of any kind. 

The suit, directed at steel, contends that limiting the amount of steel 
that can be imported causes artificially high prices and represents a 
restraint of trade. If the suit is successful, the court's ruling could be 
applied to any other commodity. 

Adding fuel to the import-export fire was the recent Commerce Dept. 
announcement that the U.S. had nearly a $1-billion trade deficit in 
electronics with Japan last year. 

Capital Capsules: The Senate has confirmed the appointments of Richard E. Wiley 
and Benjamin L. Hooks to the FCC. Hooks will be the FCC's first black 
member .... Down but apparently not dead, the SST gets $12.1-million 
in the form of a contract from the Dept. of Transportation to Boeing to 
complete advanced technological projects started during the development 
of the supersonic transport. Included are studies in electronic displays and 
flight controls. . . . The long awaited decision by the FCC on who can 
own and operate domestic communications satellites is expected in a few 
days. The reason: The agency's chairman Dean Burch has to leave for 
reserve military duty and FCC staffers say he wants to make the an
nouncement himself .... Composers of electronic music should not expect 
encouragement from composer-conductor Leonard Bernstein. It's like 
"glorified wallpaper-excessive Musak," he told a National Press Club 
audience. 
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SAVE 
$$$ 

GAIN 
performance 

over any other 50-MHz, 
plug-in oscilloscope. 

5
D-M Hz OSCi!~~~~~~: .:~~~~ delaying sweep .. .. $ 2 2 Q Q 

5-mV dual-trace amplifier and single time base .. . . . . .. . 19 0 0 
5-mV single-trace amplifier and single time base ..... . . 16 5 0 

AND LOOK AT THESE BONUSES: rs( 3 plug-in compartments and 
mainframe mode switching 

ROOM 
TO 

GROW 

SELECT 
FROM 

22 
PLUG-INS 

~ 74 0 3N 
~ OSCIUOSCOPf 

INT(Nlm 

' I , 

·QIUITICUU RWM 

"'"' TIUQ ..... ""''"'' 
~ - ·= 
~· · • :.:::. 
.,. . r.::: 

TEKTRONIX@ 
committed to 

technical excellence 

~ 6V2 -inch CRT - 50% larger 
than 8 x 10 cm CRT's 

rs( time bases have 5 ns/div 
sweep rate 

6d' amplifiers and time bases 
accurate within 2% 

~ high writing-speed CRT 
gives a brighter trace 

~ 5Y4-inch rackmount version 

If you wish , select a plug-in for the second 
vertical compartment to give you 10 µV/div at 
1 MHz or 1 mV/div at 55 MHz or 1 mA/div at 
55 MHz or another dual-trace unit for 4-trace 
capability, etc., etc. Plug-in prices start at a 
low $95. Call your nearby TEKTRONIX Field 
Engineer today for a demonstration, or write: 
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Ore
gon 97005. 

7403N Oscilloscope . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $950 

R7403N Oscilloscope ... . ... . .. . . . .. . $1050 

7A18N Dual-Trace Amplifier .. .. ... . ... $500 

7A15AN Single-Trace Amplifier . . . ..... $250 

7A17 Single-Trace Amplifier .. . . .... .. . . $95 

7B53N Dual Time Base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $750 

7B50 Time Base ...... . . .. . . . .. ...... $450 
U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton , Oregon 

TEKTRONIX lease and rental programs are available in U.S. 
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A digital multimeter that 
measures true RMS and 
Look what you can measure with the Hickok dB de I 
3310 Univer~al Multimeter: true RMS voltage m I re ct v. 
and current like these - 1 • n8 81 ·~·1 [\ [\ rl/1 /1 I For 

-IBOV v -165V u u -IOV vv • 
Sine wave synthesis by Load voltage using lull-wave Sawtooth waveform I ust 
voltage switching SCA phase control ERMS = 5.77 Volts; 17.4 dBm 
EAMS = 110.2 Volts ; 43.1 dBm ERMS = 98.6 Volts ; 42.1 dBm 

You save money and receive performance with the Hickok 3310. Here are 
some of its RMS specs -100-µV resolution, 4:1 crest factor, bandwidth 
from 20 Hz to 50 kHz, RMS current capability from 100 nA to 2 A plus all
solid-state circuits for reliability and ruggedness. 

But keep going. The 3310 reads from -40 dB to +60 dB with 0.1-dB resolu
tion directly; no conversion or mental additions are necessary. You can 
choose between a 600 and 900-ohm internal reference with a front panel 
switch . 

And don't forget the "multi." The 3310 measures DC voltage from 100 µV to 
1.5 kV, DC current from 100 nA to 2 A, and resistance from 100 milliohms to 
200 megohms. 

Then, there are the extras. You can add an internal rechargeable battery option 
with 20 hours consecutive operation or you can add a BCD-output option . Ac
cessories extend ranges to 30 kV or 100 A, and one converts the 331 O to a 
20-MHz counter. All accessories will fit into a convenient carrying case along 
with the 3310. 

Try the 3310 for yourself. Call Hickok or your nearest Hickok field engineer for 
a demonstration and see RMS for yourself. 

HICKOK 
the value innovator 

Instrumentation & Controls Division 
10514 Dupont Ave. Cleveland, OH 44108 
(216) 541-8060 

$845°0 

% actual size 
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power supplies for op-amps ... $14 

These 2.3x l.8x 1-inch modules have tracking 
outputs of ± 15V with regulation of ±0.l % and ripple 

of 1 mv. The Model 015-03 (25 ma outputs) 
costs $14.00 in 1000 lots and only $24.00 for one. 

The Model 015-05 (50 ma outputs) is $39.00. 
For ± 12V, the model numbers are 012-03 and 012-05. 

Same prices. Three-day shipment guaranteed. 

Acopian Corp., Easton, Pa. 18042 
Telephone: (215) 258-5441 
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TWT amplifier line 
four models: 10, 20, 100 
and 200 watts 
solid state with 
protective circuitry 
beam and helix 
current metering 
modular construction 
The industry's most advanced TWT amplifier line can 
now provide the microwave power and stability you 
need for EMl/ susceptibility testing, antenna pattern 
measurement, RF power instrumentation calibration 
and component testing. 

Modular construction and plug-in boards allow the 
versatility to accommodate a wide variety of TWT s. 
Options include VSWR protection, harmonic filtering 
and variable output. Solid state components (except 
series regulator and TWT) and conservative design 
provide the reliability and performance necessary in 
modem electronic instruments. 

Beam current and voltage protection are built in 
along with regulation of all power supplies. 

Maximum TWT life is assured through efficient cooling: 
the 10 and 20 watt systems use conventional air cooling 
and the 100 and 200 watt are cooled with a liquid to air 
heat exchanger for quiet. reliable and efficient operation. 

One of our twenty-six TWT amplifiers will meet your 
power, gain, and frequency requirements. And all have 
a one year warranty. For complete specifications call 
(312) 354-4350 or write: MCL, Inc., 10 North Beach 
Avenue, La Grange, Ill. 60525. 

100 and 200 wait TWTA 

200WATI 

lOOWATI 

20WATI 

lOWATI 

SERIES 200 

SERIES 100 

SERIES 20 

SERIES 10 

1 GHz 8 GHz 12.4 GHz 18 GHz 

Opportunities developing now for RF engineers at MCL, Inc. -an equal opportunity employer. 
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Press here 
to save on lighted 

pushbutton switches. 

buys all 
the switch 
you need. 

Oak's Series 300 gives you good looks and a 
small price-tag in lighted pushbutton switches. 
Plenty of switching performance for most jobs, 
without paying a premium. Even the Series 
300 Split-Legend/4 Lamp Switch is less than 
$1.60 (normal latch, 2P2T, glass alkyd insula
tion, no engraving, less lamps.) 

Three versions 
with switching up to 4P2T. 

Choose from si ngle, dual, or four lamp dis
play as well as non-lighted type. One to twelve 
station, momentary, interlock, alternate action, 
or any combination available on the same 
switch bank. Lockout feature available for all 
types . Power Module 3A125VAC. Lighted in
dicators are identical in size and appearance, 
but without switching. 

OAK 
SERIES 

300 

Built to take it. 
Series 300 is built for reliable perform
ance and long life. Applications galore 
-bank terminals, calculators, and copy 
equipment. 

Gang them up 
by the dozen. 
Order up to 12 switching 
stations on a single 
channel , any switching 
mix, with convenient 
panel-mounting studs. Color 
selection: white, lunar white, 
yellow, amber, orange, red, green, blue. 
Choose silk-screened, hot-stamped, or 
engraved-and-filled legends. Split
legend switches can be specified with 
any two, three, or four colors on insert
able legend plates. 

ttAI~ lmh1strie~ hie. 

Modular design. 
Single-legend /single-lamp, split-legend 
I 4-lamp, and single-legend I redundant 
lamp switches have snap-on lamp hold
ers. Plus replaceable legend plates, lens 
caps, and button assemblies. Front
panel relamping, too, without special 
tools on all types. 

Write for our Series 300 Brochure 

SWITCH DIVISION/cRvsTAL LAKE, 1LuN01s 60014 
TELEPHONE: 815 • 459 • 5000 • TWX : 910 • 634•3353 • TELEX : 72 • 2447 
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Advertisement 

SEMTECH NEWS 
Published from time to time by SEMTECH CORPORATION • 652 Mitchell Road, Newbury Park, Cal/lorn/a 91320 I Phone: (805) 498-2111 

METOXILITE RECTIFIERS SET INDUSTRY STANDARDS 
Metoxilite, the material that pushed Semtech to the forefront of the industry for sub-miniature 
medium power silicon rectifiers, now makes its debut in a whole new spectrum of 
"state-of-the-art" devices. Metoxilite (metal oxides) is fused to the metallurgically bonded 
junction-tungsten pin assembly forming a "tough" sub-miniature package. Designed to 
electrically approach the theoretical, the Metoxilite rectifier, introduced in 1969, is the 
result of years of applied research and extensive testing. You'll see them used in stringent 
military and space environments as well as industrial and commercial applications. JAN and 
SIN parts available in most types. 

PRESENT STANDARDS THE WORK HORSE 
The Metoxilite 3-amp series is the first family 
introduced by Semtech. Supplied in an axial 
leaded package, it filled the product gap in the 
industry between the lower current axial leaded 
rectifier and the higher current stud packages. 

3-AMP METOXILITE RECTIFIERS 
!Ii-AMP I MIL·STD-750) 

MEDIUM RECOVERY <Trrl 2 µs 
Peak Inverse Volt.: 200. 400 600, 800 & lOOOV 
Reverse Current@ 25°C: 1.0 µA; @l00°C:20µA 
Forward Voltage@ 3A, 25°C: 1.0 to 1.lV 
Single Cycle Surge: 150A; Recurrent Surge: 25A 
Body Dimension: .165" D x .165" L 
Types: 1N5550-54 

FAST RECOVERY <Trrl 15(}.250 ns 
Peak Inverse Voltage: 50, 100, 200, 400 & 500V 
Reverse Current@ 25°C: 1.0 µA; @ 100°C: 20 µA 
Forward Voltage: @ 3A, 25°C: 1.lV 
Single Cycle Surge: 150A; Recurrent Surge: 25A 
Body Dimension: .165" D x .165" L 
Types: 1N5415-19 CIRCLE NO. 191 

RECTIFICATION EFFICIENCY 
IMPROVED 

a 
The Metoxilite LO VF rectifiers open the door 
previously barred to the designer who required 
high efficiency rectification with ultra fast re
coverr. times. These units are ideally suited to 
todays power supply design technology. 

LO-VF WITH FAST RECOVERY ITrrl 100 ns 
Peak Inverse Voltage: 30 and 50V 
Reverse Current @ 25°C: 1.0 µA; @l00°C: 20 µA 
Forward Voltage @ 3A, 25°C: 0.9V 
Single Cycle Surge: 150A: Recurrent Surge: 25A 
Body Dimension: .165" D x .165" L 
Types: 3L03 & 3L05 CIRCLE NO. 192 

RADIATION RESISTANT 
RECTIFIERS 

Specifically designed to operate in a radiation 
environment. Now available in Metoxilite. Ex
tremely rugged part is ideally suited for missile 
and space applications. 
Peak Inverse Voltage: 100, 200, 300 & 400V 
Average Rectified Current: lA 
Forward Voltage @ lA 25°C: l.2V 
Reverse Current @ 25°C: 1 µA; @ 100°C: 25 llA 
Single Cycle Surge: JOA; Recurrent Surge: 6A 
Reverse Recovery: <Trrl 300-1000 ns 
Body Dimension: .070" D x .165" L 
Types: Rl, R2, R3 & R4 CIRCLE NO. 193 
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The Metoxilite 1-amp rectifier family introduced 
with the 3-amp family has since become the 
workhorse of the industry. Utilizin~ the .060" 
diameter die, it offers more capability than the 
similar devices now available in the industry. 

l·AMP METOXILITE RECTIFIERS 
(3-AMP I MIL-STD-750) 

MEDIUM RECOVERY ITrrl 2 µs 
Peak Inverse Volt.: 200, 400 600, 800 & lOOOV 
Forward Voltage @! lA. 25°C: r.2v 
Reverse Current@ 25°C: 0.5 µA; @100°C: 25µA 
Single Cycle Surge: 50A; Recurrent Surge: lOA 
Body Dimension: .110" D x .165" L 
Types: 1N5614-22 

FAST RECOVERY !Trrl 150-500 ns 
Peak Inverse Volt.: 200, 400, 600, 800 & lOOOV 
Forward Voltage @ lA. 25°C: l.2V 
Reverse Current @ 25°C: 0.5 µA; @ 100°C: 25 µA 
Single Cycle Surge: 25A; Recurrent Surge: 6A 
Body Dimension: .110" D x .165" L 
Types: 1N5615-23 CIRCLE NO. 194 

NEW GENERATION 1N645 
Our new 1/2-amp Metoxilite rectifier is small 
enough to replace the unreliable whisker type 
devices !1N645-7l. This rectifier is now available 
in the Metoxilite non-cavity case with a high 
temperature metallurgically bonded internal as
sembly. 

NEW Vz-AMP METOXILITE RECTIFIER 
MEDIUM RECOVERY (Trr) 2 µS 

Peak Inverse Volt.: 200, 400, 600, 800 & lOOOV 
Average Rectified Current: 0.5A 
Reverse Current @ 25°C: 100 nA ; 100°C: 7 µA 
Forward Voltage @ 0.5A, 25°C: lV 
Single Cycle Surge: 25A; Recurrent Surge: 5A 
Body Dimension: .070" D x .165" L 
Types M2, M4, MB & MO 

FAST RECOVERY !Trrl 150 ns 
Peak Inverse Voltage : 100, 200, 400 & 500V 
Average Rectified Current: 0.5A 
Reverse Current@ 25°C: 250 nA; @l00°C:l5µA 
Forward Voltage @ 0.5A, 25°C: 1 V 
Single Cycle Surge: 12.5A; Recurrent Surge: 3A 
Capacitance @ 4V: 20 pF 
Body Dimension: .070" D x .165" L 
Types: Fl, F2, F4 & F5 CIRCLE NO. 195 

LO-DYNAMIC Z-ZENERS 

Semtech's new Metoxilite low dynamic impedance 
zeners offer voltages of 30 to 120 volts for 1. 
3, and 5 watt applications. This new series of 
devices offers 113 lower dynamic impedance when 
compared at the same operating current to those 
presently available. As an added plus, the device 
1s radiation resistant. The zener body measures 
.165" long (max.) and is .110" in diameter (max.). 
Types SXJ0-120. CIRCLE NO. 196 

FOR VOLTAGE MULTIPLIERS 
Introducing the Ministac in Metoxilite, multi-chip 
high voltage rectifier, particularly adaptable for 
high frequency applications such as voltage 
multipliers. 

NEW METOXILITE MINISTAC 
MEDIUM RECOVERY !Trrl 2 µs 

Average Inverse Voltage: 2, 3, 4, & 5 KV 
Average Rectified Current: 125 mA 
Reverse Current @ 25°C: 100nA;@100°C: 7.0 µA 
Forward Voltage @ 125 mA, 25°C: 5V 
Single Cycle Surge: 7A; Recurrent Surge: l.25A 
Body Dimension: .070" D x .215" L 
Types: M20, M30, M40 & M50 

FAST RECOVERY !Trrl 250 ns 
Peak Inverse Voltage: 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 & 3 KV 
Average Rectified Current: 100 mA 
Reverse Current @ 25°C: 100 nA; @100°C: 7 .0 µA 
Forward Voltage @ 100 mA, 25°C: 5V 
Single Cycle Surge: 5A; Recurrent Surge: l.25A 
Body Dimension: .070" D x .215" L 
Types: Fl5, F20, F25 & F30 CIRCLE NO. 197 

SUB-MINIATURE HIGH VOLTAGE 
METOXILITE RECTIFIERS 

A sub-miniature high voltage rectifier obtained 
by Semtech's unique technology. A multi-junction 
device high temperature metallurgically bonded 
and fused in a non-cavity Metoxilite case. This 
small device is designed to solve packaging prob
lems where size and environmental criteria are 
critical. 

MEDIUM RECOVERY <Trrl 2 µsec 
Peak Inverse V: 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500 & 3000V. 
Average Rectified Current: 250 mA 
Forward Voltage @ 100 mA, 25°C: 3.5V 
Reverse Current @ 25°C: 1 µA; @ 100°C: 20 µA 
Single Cycle Surge: 14A; Recurrent Surge: 2.5A 
Body Dimension: . 110'' D x .215" L 
Types: 1N3643-47 & SM20, SM25 & SM30 

FAST RECOVERY !Trrl 300 ns 
Peak Inverse Voltage: 1500, 2000 & 2500V 
Average Rectified Current: 250 mA 
Forward Voltage @ 100 mA, 25°C: 4V 
Reverse Current @ 25°C: 1 µA; @ 100°C: 20 µA 
Single Cycle Surge: lOA: Recurrent Surge: 2.5A 
Body Dimension: . 110" D x . 215" L 
Types: S15F, S20F & S25F CIRCLE NO. 198 

, S!c~o!¥r~NH 
652 Mitchell Road; Newbury Park, California 91320 
(805) 498-2111, (213) 628-5392/TWX: 910-336-1264 

CHICAGO - 140 N. La Grange Road , 
La Grange, Illinois 60525 -
(312) 352-3227/TWX: 910-683-1896 
DALLAS - 402 Irving Bank Tower, Irving, 
Texas 75060 - (214) 253-7644 
TWX: 910-860-5906 
FLORIDA - 2304 Aloma Ave ., Room 2, 
Winter Park, Florida 32789 -
(305) 644-5404 
NEW YORK - 116-59 Queens Blvd., Forest 
Hills, N.Y. 11375 - (212) 263-3115 
TWX: 710-582-2959 
PHILADELPHIA - 209 Chester Ave., 
Rm. 5, Moorestown, N.J . 08057 -
(609) 234-1244 
SAN FRANCISCO - 941 E. Charleston, 
Suite 10, Palo Alto, Callf. 94303 -
(415) 328-8025 
EUROPEAN SALES - Bourns A.G. 
Baarerstrasse 8, 6301 Zug, Switzerland -
(042) 2 32-242 
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BOLD NEW LOOK 
IN ILLUMINATED 
SWITCHES I 

It not only looks good, the 
Series 67000 illuminated DW 
"Multi-Switch"® switch is a 
glamorous bit of switch packag
ing. It's compact, low-cost and 
operates beautifully, too! 

Large, square pushbuttons 
(19/ 32" sq.), in 6 different 
colors, provide brilliant (or 
soft), evenly-diffused 
I ighting over the entire face 
of the pushbutton. Front 
relamping. Really, this is a 
honey! 

Versatility? It's a low cost 
multiple station push-button 

switch available up to 18 

stations in a row, in interlock, 
all-lock, non-lock and 
push-lock/ push-release, with up to 
4PDT switching per station. 

Quality! You're getting the 
same reliability and perform
ance you're used to in other 
DW "Multi-Switch"® switches. 

You can get optional extras 
such as barriers, solenoid 
release, multi-row ganged 
assemblies, intermixed 
functions, P.C. terminals. 
Fact is, there's a Series 
67000 DW "Multi-Switch"® 
switch available for nearly 
every control panel require-

ment, from computers to 
home entertainment 
systems. 

For additional information 
contact a Switchcraft 
Representative or write for 
Bulletin 208. SWITCHCRAFT, INC. 
5531 N. Elston Avenue, 
Chicago, Illinois 60630. 



MODEL 99 20 MHz PULSER 

$285.00! 

MODEL 88 20 MHz PULSER 
PLUS 5 volt 1 amp POWER SUPPLY 

$395.00! 

• REPETITION RATES 2 Hz to 20 MHz • PULSE WIDTHS 20 nsec to 200 msec • RISE 
AND FALL TIME 5 nsec • OUTPUT + 1 volt to + 5 volts (40 ma sink) • POWER SUPPLY 
(Model 88 Only) 5 volts 1 amp. 

2newb boxes 
from 
Systron-Donne1'Datapulse 

The Models 88 and 99 both feature the same 
excellent pulse generating capabilities 
and, as an added convenience, the Model 88 
provides an independent power supply output. 
T2 L designers will really appreciate the 
exceptional versatility of the Model 88 ... 
an extremely compact, light and portable 
source of high quality TTL driving pulses 
with a useful +5 volts TTL breadboard power 
supply built right in. 
The Model 99 duplicates the 88's pulse 
generator characteristics precisely, making 
it an outstanding bench instrument for use 

E 
The Systron-Donner Instruments Group: 

in applications where a power supply is 
separately available or is not required. 
Both instruments employ advanced designs and 
incorporate standard, top quality components, 
with the emphasis on high grade performance 
and low end-product prices to meet and beat 
today's economies and purchase restrictions. 
Result: Two superbly engineered instruments 
at prices you can 't afford not to afford. 
For complete specifications, demonstrations 
etc., call your nearby Scientific Devices 
man or contact us directly. Datapulse Div., 
Systron-Donner Corporation, 10150 West 
Jefferson Boulevard, Culver City, California 
90230. Phone: (213) 836-6100. TLX: 67-3219 
TWX: 910-340-6766. 

Alpha Scientific o Computer Systems o Concord Instruments o Datapulse o Kruse Electronics o Microwave o Trygon Electronics 
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TOGGLE TE 
It's anywhere you are in the whole 
land. 

It's anywhere you have to put your 
hands on exactly the right toggle 
switch to complete your design. 

Especially if you need extra
ordinary design flexibility, distinctive 
appearance and proved perform
ance in your toggle switches. 

Cutler-Hammer not only provides 
the broadest line of toggle switches 
available, but offers you the greatest 
selection of ratings, terminations, 

hardware, toggle shapes, materials 
and colors. 

AC-rated. AC/DC. Low energy. 
Dry-circuit capability, or up to 25 
amps. One, two and four poles. Select 
Cutler-Hammer Designer Line, minia
ture, slow-make/slow-break or hesi
tation switches from the complete 
Cutler-Hammer line. We have thou
sands of varieties ready for delivery. 
And if the toggle you need isn't 
among those thousands, we'll work 
with you to build exactly what you 
want. 

You needn 't look very far to get 

I the finest quality in toggle switches. 
s "t h More thon just switches; Wherever you are in the U.S.A., get 

t N 1 field help, innovation, • • 
0 0. quality assurance, too. cover Toggle Territory best. With 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 38 

more distributors than anyone else. 
Call your Cutler-Hammer Sales Office 
or Stocking Distributor. Or write for 
full-line catalog LC' -llOA. 

CUTLER-HAMMER 
SPECIA LTY PRODUCTS DIVISION. Mil waukee. Wis. 53201 

Wyl C prompt availability, the toggle you want. Because we 

--~~~~~~~~--



up, 
dowfi, 
arOu~d, 

bacl( ~ JortJi 
A LEDEX stepping motor simplifies 

bid irectional positioning 

The next time you have a load to move in precise increments ... consider a Ledex stepping motor 

riewtJiings 
~ep 

Jiappery.ng 
at Ledex 

... the LMD-1, 
a versatile 

universal 
control circuit 

- now on the shelf 
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A Ledex stepping With a bidirectional 
motor gives you a sim- ~ • , model, a pulse to one 
pie and economical • • coil gives cw step, to 
way to drive a load in • • the other, ccw. Stand-
precise rotary incre- ard shelf models move 
ments. Its ± 1° index- • • in increments of 10, 15, 
ing accuracy assures • • • 20, 30, or 36 degrees . 
you of repeatability. 

When your load is rotary, couple directly to the shaft. If it's linear, 
you can use combinations of lead screws, gear trains, drive belts, 
or pulleys. Step up or step down, to whatever incremental motion 
you need. 

To drive, all you need is a simple square wave pulse. No ex
pensive logic circuitry. New Ledex Series 50/ 12S model goes 
even one better. It has built-in pulsing circuitry, so it self-steps 
as you apply voltage. 

And if it's torque you're after, our 36-position (10°) model, for 
example, gives you up to 246 ounce-inches. Of course, you can 
always step this up, or down. 
The next time you have a load to move ... up, down, around, 
back and forth ... talk to our positioning technology people. 

tJie total tech11plogrpeople 
LEDEX INC. 
123 Webster Street 
Dayton , Ohio 45401 

(513) 224-9891 

POSITIONING · SWITCHING · MICROELECTRONICS 

Over 400 ways to turn . .. push ... pull ... 
index .. . step ... and switch, plus new 
microelectronic interface circuits. All from 
the shelf. 
Ask for Catalog A-9500 

Shape, stretch, squeeze, and program pulses 
Vary repetition from 1 ms to 10 minutes, or get independent 
ON-OFF pulses from 0.1 % to 99.9%. You can also use the LMD-1 
as a power driver and control 10A 50V loads at continuous duty. 

v, JO voe 
UPPER 

CONTROL 
LIMIT 

SET 
POINT 
ADJ . 

LOWER 
CONTROL 

GNO LIMIT 

As an ON-OFF controller, LMD-1 can control any parameter convertible Into 
resistance change. A 0.5 kW load can be controlled with only 80 nA typical 
bias Input from the sensor. Schematics are available for applications at right. 
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ten LMD-1 
applications 
• Pulser, programmable rate 
• Pulaer, programmable 

on & off time 
• Pulser, programmable 

duty factor 
• Schmitt Trigger 
• Proportional pulse 

modulating controller 
• Time delay on power 

appllcation 
• Time delay on switch 

opening 
• Time delay/hold-In 

circuit 
• One-shot, trigger on 

plus slope 
• One-ahot, trigger on 

minus slope 

FOR MORE ON WESTON' S 1295, 
CIRCLE NO. 201 .... 



WESTON 
invites you to take 

apart the most reliable 
DPM ·ever made. 

We'd like to put a new Weston 1295 
series DPM into your hands for your 
personal evaluation. (Just send the 
reply card printed on the back of this 
page.) 

When you look inside the 1295, 
you'll see: 

1. Digital circuits combined in a 
single highly-reliable MOS LSI plug
in chip. 

Information retrieval No. 201 . 

2. Only one circuit board. It carries 
both AID and digital circuitry. 

3. An all-solid-state non-blinking 
plug-in LED readout module. 

4. Ruggedness. Designed for de
manding environments, the 1295 ex
ceeds requirements of the ASA C39.1 
spec. for analog panel meters. Also, it 
is conservatively rated to operate at 
60°C ambient (uses only about 21h 
watts of power). 

The prices are good news, too. Three 
models are available - two bi-polar, 
31h digit DPMs and one with 21h digits. 
They sell for under $100 in OEM 
quantities. 

Stability of these meters is excep
tional. All use the Weston patented 
Dual Slope conversion technique. 
You'll see a lot more when you see 

the 1295. So turn the page 
and send the card. 



Tough VOM for solid state. 
Weston 660 series VOMs are war
ranted in writing to withstand a five
f oot drop. Model 666 shown is designed 
specifically for semiconductor trouble
shooting. It features an input imped
ance of 10 megohms, and special ohms 
ranges with low voltage drops required 
for semiconductor testing. The most 
advanced portable instrument of its 
type, the 666 is smaller, lighter, and 
easier to read. Yet this Weston drop
proof ed VOM costs no more. Your 
Weston Distributor stocks five drop
proofed models. Try one. 
Circle No. 202. 

Business Reply Mail 

Postage will be paid by addressee 

Weston Instruments 

614 Frelinghuysen Ave . 

Newark, New Jersey 07114 

Fi rst Class 

Permit No . 392 

Newark , N .J . 

First LSI mini-multimeter. 
Our new Model 4440 mini-multimeter 
is the smallest digital multimeter on 
the market. Batteries inside the case 
supply up to 12 hours of continuous 
power between re-charges. 

The 4440 offers 17 full scale ranges 
that cover 200MV to 1000 volts AC/ 
DC, 200 ohms to 2 megohms, and AC 
and DC current. It uses the latest LSI 
circuitry for reliability. The 31h digit 
LED display indicates polarity auto
matically. Only $285, complete with 
leads, batteries and recharger. Your 
Weston distributor has it now. 
Circle No. 203. 

M.1nfi1.J 

Infor mat ion ret r ieval numbers 201 , 20 2 , 203 . 

(Fold card at center, seal or staple open e nds) 

Check to indicate request. 
=:! No. 201. I would like to take apart the new serie;; 

1295 panel meter . 
L...J Send literature only at this time. 
u No. 202. Send data on series 660 VOMs. 
=:J No. 203. Send data on model 4440 DMM. 

'-' Have salesman call. Phone--------

Com pany ____________ _ _ _ 

Addr ess ______ ________ _ 

C ity ________ S tate ___ Zip _ _ _ 



By Any Measure ... 

Ci~ 

GE MCMS and Ceramic 
Triodes Are 
Your Best Buy! 

High quality is what you 've become 
accustomed to from General Electric 
Ceramic Triodes and Microwave Circuit 
Modules (MCM 's) . Now, with the GE " Best 
Buy" program, you can expect even more. 
It's our No. 1 goal to make General 
Electric your best buy in quality, service 
and value. So ... no matter how you make 
purchasing decisions, make General Electric 
your best buy in microwave devices! 

Tube Products Department 
316 East Ninth Street 
Owensboro, Ky. 42301 

GENERALf/j ELECTRIC 

OUR NO. 1 GOAL· 
TO MAKE . 

G~~E~AL ELECTRIC 
BEST BUY 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 40 

IF INSERT RETURN CARD IS MISSING, 
~ CIRCLE NOS. 202 , 203 

360-09 
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SRL 
Power Supplies ... 
Performance. 
Versatility. 
Check the specs. 

Output Power Ripple (PARO) Regulation Full Load 
Line & Load Change 

Transient 
Model Voltage Current Volts Amps (Comb.) Response 

Programming* 
Voltage Current U.S.A. 
Mode Mode List 

Range (Ade) 
RMS P-P Time Ohms/Volt Ohms/Amp Price 

(Vdc) 55°C 60°C 71°C RMS Voltage Current Volts/Volt mV/Amp (4V) (mV) (µS) (±.53 ) (± 103 ) 

SRLI0-25 0·10 25 22 16.7 350 20 lOmA 0.023 150 200 1 40 20 $450 +4mA 

-50 0·10 50 44 33.5 300 10 20mA 0.023 150 200 1 20 8 $650 +4mA 

-100 0-10 100 88 67 300 20 30mA 0.023 150 200 1 10 2.5 $825 + 6mA 

SRL20-12 0-20 12 10.5 8 200 20 3mA 0.023 70 200 1 80 80 $435 +4mA 

-25 0-20 25 22 16.7 300 20 lOmA 0.023 150 200 1 40 20 $525 +4mA 

-50 0-20 50 44 33.5 500 40 lOmA 0.023 150 200 1 20 8 $775 
> +4mA 

SRL40-6 0-40 6 5.3 4 200 20 0.5mA E 0.023 70 200 1 150 150 $435 N 
+lmA ~ 

0 

:12 0-40 12 10.5 8 300 20 lmA l?R 0.023 150 200 1 80 80 $525 - +4mA 
0 

-25 0-40 25 22 16.7 500 10 lOmA 
0 0.023 150 200 1 40 20 $630 + 4mA 

-50 0-40 50 44 33.5 700 40 lOmA 0.023 150 200 1 20 8 $850 +4mA 

SRL60-4 0-60 4 3.5 2.68 300 20 0.5mA 0.023 70 200 1 250 250 $450 +lmA 

-8 0-60 8 7 5.36 300 20 lmA 0.023 70 200 1 125 125 $580 + lmA 

-17 0-60 17 14.9 11.4 500 10 3mA 0.023 150 200 1 50 40 $690 +4mA 

-35 0-60 35 31 23.4 700 40 lOmA 0.023 150 200 1 25 15 $970 + 4mA 
*Selectable: write for Sorensen performance note, PAN -1. 

Sorensen's SRL line. A family of high performance, general-purpose power 
supplies designed for laboratory and systems applications. Outstanding features include 
built-in overvoltage protection that is quickly set and checked even under full load. 
Selectable programming coefficient and voltage gain. Great ripple and transient response 
performance. But, check the specs. Evaluate SRL total performance and value for yourself. 

. ~ 

I -~· ~ ·- . __. . -·· 

J
,. ' • ' • ··.·· . ~ - ·-· l 

j) @ • - - . • -

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 41 
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Get information on our other power supplies 
too. Write for your free complete line catalog. 
Sorensen Company, a unit of Raytheon 
Company, 676 Island Pond Road, Manchester, 
New Hampshire 03103 . Tel. (603) 668-1600. 

rorensen 
JPOWER SUPPLIES 
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NOW ... 
the new 

0 
SERIES 6 

THE NEW SERIES 6 HAS ALL THESE NEW 
FEATURES PLUS ALL THE ADVANCEMENTS 
IN THE SERIES 5: 
• External access battery and fuse compartment. 
• Clip-type fuse holder. 
• 0-1 volt DC range. 
• 0-500 volt AC and DC ranges. 
• Available 5000 volt adapter-type DC safety probe. 

0 

• Multi-purpose, screw-on test leads with 
combination probe and alligator clips. 

• Only 2 batteries .. . one 9-volt NEDA 1604 
and one 1 V2-volt "D" cell. 

260-6RT (Roll-top protective case) . . . . . .. . $74.50 
260-6MRT (Mirror scale and roll-top case) $76.50 

• Rugged taut band movement. 260-6P (Overload protected) . .. . .. . ... . ... $99.50 
• Varistor overload protection. 260-6PRT (Overload protected and 

roll-top case) ... ... . . . .. .. . . ... . ...... . . $105.50 
260-6 . .. . ......... .. ... . .. ... ..... ...... .. $68.50 Safety Probe: 5000 volt DC adapter 
260-6M (Mirror scale) . . . . . . . . . ...... . ... . . $71.50 type #00506 .. . . . . .. . .. .. ... . ............ $4.50 

GET "OFF THE SHELF" DELIVERY FROM YOUR LOCAL ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR 
-OR WRITE TODAY FOR BULLETIN T-810. 

. SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
@ 5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, Ill. 60644, Phone: (312) 379-1121 

~==_,_,,"""=~~~Export Dept: 5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, Ill. 60644, Phone: (312) 379-1121, Cable SIMELCO 
I iNnRuMENTS THAT STAY Accuun 11N CANADA: Bach-Simpson Ltd., London, Ontario 01v1s10N 

• IN INDIA: Ruttonsha-Simpson Private, Ltd. , International House, Bombay-Agra Road, Vikhroli, Bombay 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 42 
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reasons why 
Monsanto 

counts 
with people 
who count. 

Here are 15 Monsanto counters. Their 
capabilities are as varied as the re
quirements of you who read this ad. 
Frequencies range from DC to 12.5 
GHz, prices from $250 to $3590. 

1. 
5 Hz-5 MHz $250 

2. 
5 Hz-32 MHz $475 

3. 
5 Hz-20 MHz $350 

4. 
5 Hz-40 MHz $575 

68 

5. 
5 Hz-50 MHz $695 

" .. 
• 

6. 
5 Hz-5 MHz $795 

7. 
10 Hz-8 MHz $815 

8. 
OC-75 MHz $895 

9. 
DC-2.5 MHz $995 

. . ) . . 
I < ' • ~'< ;:.., -

\...,. \ \.~ 

.. ·11, p - • 1 

10. 
0.1 Hz-20 MHz $995 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 43 

11. 
5 Hz-150 MHz $995 

I L I ti 
' :i ' I • 

.,.. . ....... . 
""~b ~:n .. Ql _ 

12. 
5 Hz-512 MHz $1550 

13. 
DC-150 MHz $1285 

DC-512 MHz $1795 

DC-12.5 Ghz $3590 

According to an independent , 
nationwide brand preference survey, 
we're No. 2 (of 67 counter manufac
turers mentioned). Not bad. But not 
good enough. In the year ahead, we 
plan to give you even more reasons to 
specify Monsanto for anything you 
want to count. Meanwhile, one of the 
15 shown here will probably do the 
job . Write for our catalog and 
see. United Systems Corp., a sub
sidiary of Monsanto Co. , 918 Wood
ley Road , Dayton, Ohio 45403. 

Monsanto 
ELECTRONIC D ESIGN 13, June 22, 1972 



(editorial) 

Know how and when 
to speak up 

A prominent space scientist, Dr. Kraft 
Ehricke, once said that a specialized education 
makes it possible for an engineer to build the 
best spacecraft in the world and still be un
able to explain the economic implications of his 
accomplishments. 

Are you working in such splendid isolation? 
Robert C. Wilson, president of the Collins 
Radio Co., says many of you are. He recently 
told engineers at the Southeastern IEEE Con
ference that they must make their voices heard 
in the struggle for world markets, becaftse 
U.S. industry is fighting for its life. Of more 
concern to you personally is the possibility that if you don't offer ideas 
to help your company make a profit, you could be indirectly helping to 
dry up the company income upon which your salary depends. 

So what can you do? Wilson urges you to develop business-oriented 
strategies that will help your management identify technologies that are 
really critical to the success of the business. To help make this identi
fication possible, it's important to learn how and when to speak up. 

Engineers who have trouble getting their ideas across often fail to 
realize that there's no objective, unbiased attitude toward ideas. When 
people are committed to other ideas, it's difficult to change their minds, 
even if your idea is better. So, think ahead. Time your presentation to 
the day when people's minds aren't made up yet-when they're prepared 
to listen. 

Be cognizant of the other guy's pride, too. Creative people and those 
in high positions don't like to be told that they've made the wrong de
cision; they also don't like to get all their ideas from others. So, exercise 
tact and diplomacy. Don't focus on competitiveness or conflict only; try 
interpretation and synthesis as well. 

Now, more than ever, your company needs your help to stay in business. 
The contract it loses today could be the paychecks you lose tomorrow. 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN 13, June 22, 1972 

~;/.~ 
RICHARD L. TURMAIL 

Management Editor 
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Simplify shift-counter design with this 
sequence-tree technique. The method provides the minimum 
feedback logic for a given count cycle. 

Though there are many approaches to counter 
design, two techniques-sequence tree and count 
multiplication-make it particularly easy to 
minimize the logic needed for any arbitrary
count shift counter. The sequence tree is handi
est for counters with up to four stages, while 
the count-multiplication technique is more useful 
for longer counters. 

A shift counter is basically a shift register 
that uses feedback to cycle the register through 
a prescribed sequence of states. Once a require
ment for a particular n-state counter is defined, 
the problem becomes one of determining the 
minimum feedback logic. 

The feedback, a Boolean function of the out
puts of the register, is applied to the first stage 
and determines the sequence and number of 
states per cycle. A shift counter that uses an n 
stage register has 2° possible states. With proper 
feedback, it is possible to obtain a cycle length, 
K, where K L 2°. If K is less than 2°, the un
necessary states can be used as redundancies to 
simplify the feedback equations. 

A potential problem, inherent in shift counters, 
is sensitivity to noise or transients (caused by 
power turn-on). This can divert the counter into 
an unwanted state. When this happens, the 
counter can remain locked up in that state or in 
a cycle of unwanted states. To insure that lockup 
does not occur, the designer must modify the 
feedback so all unused states lead to the desired 
cycle of states. 

In general, for any given cycle length, more 
than one feedback function is possible. Ideally 
the designer should determine the feedback func
tion that uses a minimum number of gates. But 
difficulty usually arises because of the existence 
of more than one solution. 

Use the sequence tree 

The simplest feedback function for a desired 
cycle length can be determined by using the 

Earl F. Carlow, Section Manager, 
Motorola, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz. 
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FEEDBACK 
F • I (A ,B.Cl 

CLOC K 

A 

1. Three-stage shift counter with feedback to the f irst 
stage. The goal is to determine t he minimum logic. 

sequence-tree method. The feedback is only to 
the first stage. This is a practical way of de
signing shift counters when one considers the 
shift-register building blocks currently available. 
The method is simple to use when four stages or 
fewer are required, and it guarantees a mini
mum-gate feedback function. 

Consider the design of the three-stage shift 
counter in Fig. 1. This shift register is comprised 
of three stages, A, B and C. The feedback is a 
function of the outputs of each of the three stages. 
The clock controls each change of state of the 
register, and since there are three stages in the 
register, there are eight possible states. With 
proper feedback, therefore, it is possible to cycle 

Table 1. Next-state table for Fig. l 

PRESENT NEXT STATE 
STATE F•O F• 1 

A B c A B c A B c 

0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 

0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 
0 I 0 0 0 I I 0 I 
0 I I 0 0 I I 0 I 

I 0 0 0 I 0 I I 0 
I 0 I 0 I 0 I I 0 
I I 0 0 I I I I I 

I I I 0 I I I I I 
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ABC 
000 

oroo 

010 110 

O~I 
o~ol 
® ~ 

010 110 
@ r--l-, 

011 111 

o~i o~o@ (J)v '@ 
011 111 

r-+--, CD 
001 101 

...---........, ® 
000 IQ.O 
@ (J) 

011 ' Ill 
~-------'' .--h 

10~1 011 Ill 

I 090~ 1do 0~1 CD 
,.l-,@ @ 000.-1 _ .... 1~....,01 ,....___, 

010 110 @~I~ 
O~I@ 001 101 

....-+---., ® o~o ® 
CJ) 000 100@ @ CJ) 

2. State-sequence tree for the three-stage counter. All 
possible state sequences are shown. 

the register continuously through a given number 
of states, equal to eight or fewer. 

The first step in determining the feedback 
function is to generate the "next-state table" for 
a general three-stage shift counter. The result is 
shown in Table 1. The table relates all possible 
present states of the register to the correspond
ing next states, as a function of the feedback, F. 
Each next-state entry in the table can be found 
by shifting the present state one column to the 
right and then setting the first column, A, equal 
to ONE (if the feedback is ONE) or to ZERO (if 
the feedback is ZERO). 

Next, we use the information in Table 1 to 
construct the state-sequence tree ihown in Fig. 2. 

FROM FEEDBAC 
GATING 

K,... 
~ 

CLOCK 0 

A 

0 

r--ic 

B c 

Qt----10 o~o of--o 

.......... c r-C 

Q Q Q 

3. Connections for a divide-by-seven shift register. D-type 
flip-flops are used for the basic memory element. 
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This tree shows all the possible state sequences. 
To start the construction, the counter is assumed 
to be in any one of its eight possible states. In 
this example, we have chosen state 000 and 
placed it at the top of the tree. 

Following this state, the tree shows the se
quence of possible states as a function of the 
feedback. A branch in the tree ends when a state 
is repeated, since this represents a completed 
cycle. The circled numbers under each branch 
indicate the total number of states in that cycle. 
For example, the tree shows that there are four 
possible seven-state cycles but only two eight
state cycles. 

The third step of the procedure determines the 
feedback equations that yield the desired cycle 
length for each sequence. In arriving at these 
equations, we can use the unused states as re
dundancies. The equations must then be examin
ed to see if any modifications are required to 
prevent lockup and to choose the simplest solu
tion. This procedures is illustrated in the design 
of a divide-by-seven shift counter. 

The divide-by-seven counter 

In this example, the memory elements for the 
register are D-type, clocked flip-fl.ops: a ONE 
at the D input causes the flip-fl.op to be set to 
a ONE on the clock transition, and a ZERO at 
the D input causes the output to be clocked to a 
ZERO. The basic connections are shown in Fig. 3. 
The register uses three flip-fl.ops, A, B and C. 
The problem is to find the simplest equation for 
DA that will cycle the register through seven 
states. The state sequence tree in Fig. 2 shows 
that there are four such sequences. The next
state tables for these sequences are given in 
Table 2. 

We can now generate a Veitch diagram for the 
DA input. This is mapped directly from the state 
tables and is shown in Fig. 4. The rule here ii 

SEQUENCE A 

A 

DA • B fOTUTOlJJ 
~ 

c 

SEQUENCE C 

A 

DA • B fOilJ'EIQ] 
~ 

c 

SEQUENCE B 

A I 0 0 B ._ _ __,..--.---. 

DA • I 001 
1--t--+-+-~ 

0 0 u 
c 0 0 

SEQUENCE D 

A 

OA •B~ 
~ 

c 

4 . Veitch diagrams for the three-stage counter. The dia
grams are obtained from the state tables. 
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Table 2. Next-state table for Fig. 3 

CLOCK 

@ 

® 
© 

SEQUENCE A 

PRESENT STATE NEXT STATE 
A B c A B c 
0 0 0 I 0 0 
I 0 0 0 I 0 
0 I 0 I 0 I 
I 0 I I I 0 
I I 0 0 I I 
0 I I 0 0 I 
0 0 I 0 0 0 

UNUSED STATE I I I 
SEQUENCE B 

PRESENT STATE NEXT STATE 
A B c A B c 

I 0 0 0 I 0 
0 I 0 I 0 I 
I 0 I I I 0 
I I 0 I I I 
I I I 0 I I 
0 I I 0 0 I 
0 0 I I 0 0 

UNUSED STATE _Q _Q__Q_ 

SEQUENCE C 
PRESENT STATE NEXT STATE 

A B c A B c 
0 0 0 I 0 0 
I 0 0 I I 0 
I I 0 0 I I 
0 I I I 0 I 
I 0 I 0 I 0 
0 I 0 0 0 I 
0 0 I 0 0 0 

UNUSED STATE I II 
SEQUENCE D 

PRESENT STATE NEXT STATE 
A B c A B c 
I 0 0 I I 0 
I I 0 I I I 
I I I 0 I I 

0 I I I 0 I 
I 0 I 0 I 0 
0 I 0 0 0 I 
0 0 I I 0 0 

UNUSED STATE 0 0 0 

5. The f inal divide-by-seven counter, using two AND 
gates and one OR gate. The timing waveforms are in b. 
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SEQUENCE A 

A A 

JA ' B~ X X 0 I 
KA • B8ffillij I 0 X X 

c c 
SEQUENCE B 

A A 

JA ' B[fililiffi X X I X 
KA • B~ I 0 X X 

c c 

A 
SEQUENCE C 

A 

B~ B~ J • K • A X X 0 I A 0 I X X 
c c 

A SEQUENCE D A 

B~ Btffiiilij J • K • A X X I X A 0 I X X 
c c 

6. Veitch diagrams for a t hree-stage, J-K flip-flop count 
er. Design procedure is same as fo r D flip -flop . 

to plot a ONE in the squares representing the 
present state when a corresponding ONE exists 
in the next state. For sequence A, for example, 
we plot a ONE for the present states 000, 010 
and 101. The DA input equations are then 
written : 

Sequence A : DA = A C + A B C 
Sequence B: DA= BC+ BC 
Sequence C : DA = B C +A B C 
Sequence D : DA = A C +A C 
The next step is to determine if the equations 

must be modified to prevent lockup. Examina
tion shows that the unused state, 111, for se
quence A will not be a lockup state. However, 
unused state 000 of sequence B is a lockup state. 
To prevent lockup, therefore, the A flip-flop 
must be set whenever the 000 state occurs. This 
can be done easily on the DA map by placing a 
ONE in the 000 square. The new equation for 
DA is: 

DA = B c + B c + A B. 
Following a similar procedure, we find that 

sequence C does not require modification to pre
vent lockup, but sequence D must be modified . 
.The final results are: 

Sequence A : DA = A C +A B C 
Sequence B : DA = B C + B C + A B 
Sequence C : DA = B C +A B C 
Sequence D : DA = A C + A C + A B 
To complete the design, therefore, we choose 

sequence A as the simplest solution. Fig. 5 shows 
both the final logic diagram and the correspond
ing timing waveforms. 

The same procedure holds for other types of 

ELECTRONIC D ESIGN 13, June 22, 1972 



flip-flops, such as the J-K, except for the con
struction of the Veitch diagrams. For the J-K 
flip-flop, the diagrams for the J and K inputs 
can be mapped directly from the state tables by 
using the following rules : 

• On both the J A and KA maps, plot redun
dancies (X) for each unused state in the se
quence. 

• On the J A map, plot redundancies on the 
entire A side of the map. 

• On the KA map, plot redundancies on the 
entire A side of the map. 

• On the KA map, plot ONEs for each state in 
the present-state column for which A goes from 
a ZERO in the present state column to a ONE 
in the next state column. 

• On the KA map, plot ONEs for each state in 
the present state column for which A goes from 
a ZERO in the present state column to a ONE 
in the next state column. 

Use of these rules results in the J A and KA 
maps shown in Fig. 6 for sequences A through D. 

From the maps, the equations for J A and. KA 
can be written: 

Sequence A: JA =KA= C 
Sequence B : J A = B + C ; KA = B C + B C 
Sequence C : J A = B C + B C ; KA = B + C 
Sequence D : J A ·= KA = C. 

An examination for lockup conditions shows 
that sequences A and D are susceptible. To pre
vent lockup for sequence A, flip-flop A must be 
reset whenever the 111 state occurs. This can be 
done on the KA map by placing a ONE in the 111 
square. The resulting equation becomes : 

KA= B + c 
After modification, the final equations are: 
Sequence A : J A = C ; KA = B + C . 
Sequence B : J A = B + C ; KA = B C + B C 
Sequence C : J A = B C + B C; KA = B + C 
Sequence D: J A = B + C; KA = C 
From the equations, we see that sequences A 

and D are the simplest to implement. Choosing 
sequence A, we generate the logic diagram of 
Fig. 7. Note that flip-flops B and C can be either 
D or J-K types. 

Count multiplication may be needed 

The vast number of possible sequences makes 
the sequence-tree method impractical for shift 
counters of more than four stages. For these 
cases, we can extend cycle length by using the 
count-multiplication technique. Count multiplica
tion is achieved by gating together the outputs 
of two or more subcounters. The cycle length of 
the resulting composite counter is the lowest 
number that is evenly divisible by each of the 
cycle lengths of the individual subcounters. If 

EL ECTRONIC D ESIGN 13, June 22, 1972 

A B c 

CLOCK 

7. The final three-stage, seven-state counter using J-Ks. 
Only one OR gate .is required .. 

A B c 

0 0 D 0 

CLOCK 

A B c 
0 0 0 

c c c 

K K K 

CLOCK 

8. A divide-by-seven shift counter designed with the 
sequence-tree method. Both flip-flop types are shown. 

Table 3. Next-state table for Fig. 8 

PRESENT STATE NEXT STATE 
A B c A B c 

0 0 0 I 0 0 

I 0 0 I I 0 

I I 0 0 I I 

0 I I 0 0 I 

0 0 I 0 0 0 

0 I 0 
UNUSED STATES I 0 I 

I I I 
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Togetherness! 
Hathaway's Wire Termination System 

Hathaway Modular Terminals are more compact 
than the wire terminals you are now 

using. possible 30% smaller at 
equivalent rat ings. This saves 

you expensive cabinet space 
and redu ces the total size of 

your electrical ins tal lat ion. 
Hathaway Terminal s are also 

installed faster and modified 
quicker. terminal by terminal. 
saving you labor cost. Hathaway's 

complete rail mounted termination 
system is rated from 24 AWG to 

400 MCM. 125 to 1500 volts 
and 12 to 630 amps. Plug

in accessories include 
knife switches. !usable 
links. jumper bars. test 
plugs. insulated slide 
links. clear protective 
covers and iso lating 
petit ions. 

Let us show how you 
can save. Write to Hathaway 

for complete details. 

1nstrumcints inc 

S250 EAST EVANS AVENUE DENVER COLORADO IOl21 

tl031 7!16-l!ll01 TWX 910 931 O~ 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 44 

Star Performers 
Hathaway Drireed Switches 
The most advanced production techniques. rugg ed testing 
and quality control helps assure you that the Hathaway 
Drireed Switch you specify meets the standards you need. 
Hathaway has the broadest l ine of dry reed switches. one 
to fit most any application. Form A and Form C. in Micro 
Subminiature. Miniature. Intermediate. Compact and Stan
dard sizes. have off-the-shelf availability. Write to Hatha
way for our new Drireed Switch Handbook and 
free samples. 

HAT HA -...:1\T A Y 
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instruments . in c 
52!>0 EAST EVANS AVENUE DENVER COLORADO 80222 

tJOJI 7S6·8301 TWX 910 931 0568 
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Table 4. Next-state table for Fig. 9 
PRESENT STATE NEXT STATE 

A B c D A B c D 

0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 
I 0 0 I I I 0 0 
I I 0 0 0 I I I 
0 I I I 0 0 I 0 
0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 I I 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 I I 0 I 
I I 0 I 0 I I 0 
0 I I 0 0 0 I I 
0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 

0 I 0 0 
0 I 0 I 

UNUSED STATES I 0 I 0 
I 0 I I 
I I I 0 
I I I I 

9. J-K and D-type divide-by-10 counters are obtained by 
using divide-by-five and divide-by-two counters. 

the cycle lengths have no common factor, this 
number will then be the product of the cycle 
lengths of each of the subcounters. 

For example, count multiplication can be used 
to combine a divide-by-three counter with a divide
by-seven counter to obtain a divide-by-21 counter. 
However, count multiplication cannot be used to 
combine a divide-by-eight counter with a divide
by-four counter to obtain a divide-by-32 counter. 
An attempt to do this would result in a counter 
with an eight-state cycle length-not a 32-state 
length. 

To illustrate the count multiplication technique, 
consider the design of a simple counter which 
develops an output pulse for every 10 input clock 
pulses. This counter can be designed by combin
ing a divide-by-five counter with a divide-by-two 
counter. 

For designing the divide-by-five counter, we can 
use the sequence tree method. One solution is 
shown in Fig. 8. This counter has the state 
sequence shown in Table 3 and has no lockup 
states. A divide-by-two counter can be obtained 
simply by toggling a flip-fl.op with the clock. 
When these two counters are combined, the state 
sequence shown in Table 4 results. The output 
can be obtained by decoding any of the states 
yielded by the table. Fig. 9 shows two possible 
designs in which the 0000 state has been chosen 
for the output. • • 
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Before you start building your next 
minicomputer; phototypesetter, 
automatic test equipment, numeri
cal control or other system, why 
don't you get in touch with us. 

You see, it won't cost you a 
penny to talk to us about how we 
can help you make your equipment 
better. 

How do we do it? That's easy. By 
showing you why it's smart to have 
some of our peripheral equipment 
designed into whatever you're put
ting together. 

ELECTRONIC D ESIGN 13, June 22, 1972 

Our staff will show you how it's 
possible to save time, money and 
effort by designing one of our digi
tal magnetic tape cassette systems, 
compact perforator/reader com
binations, tape readers or reader/ 
spooler combinations into your 
product. 

You'll be back again and again to 
pick our brains and buy our prod
ucts. That'll be good for business, 
yours and ours. 

We've built our reputation as a 
peripheral innovator over the past 

Pick our brains. 

A UNIT OF 

"XLa ~~® 
EX-CELL·O CORPORATION 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 46 

decade this way. Our price/per
formance has helped, too. 

Use your head by using ours. 
Remex, 1733 Alton St. , Santa Ana, 
California 92705. In Europe and the 
U.K., contact S.p.A., Microtecnica, 
Torino, Italy. 

Give us a call (714) 557-6860. If a 
genius answers, hang on. 

REM EX , -=-·~ 
f~. - · - 01~--- J 
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These new additions, 
Duals 
5&10APNPs 
20ANPNs ... 
New Dual 10A NPN Power Darlingtons give you twice as much 
in a single package. And double.the space efficiency. They're 
ideal for full wave bridge applications such as stepper motor 
drivers and converters and desirable as print hammer, servo, 
relay and lamp drivers, and linear amplifiers. They provide 
inherently higher reliability through the use of monolithic planar 
Darlington chips. 

The completely new PNP line beginning with 5A and 10A 
devices and the 20A NPN additions provide design advantages 
through unsurpassed performance in saturation voltage, 
current gain, compact packaging and voltage ratings. It adds 
up. We'll continue to give you more in Darlingtons because our 
capabilities are still growing. 

For complete specifications and prices, call Sales Engineering 
QOllect at (617) 926-0404 Unitrode Corporation, Dept. 6 x, 
$-Pleasant Street, Watertown, Mass. 02172 



tt-LINE 
'POWER DARLINGTONS 

add to our unequaled · 
Darlington capability. 



·cut · system testing and troubleshooting 
by designing subsystems with the total system in mind, 
not just 'black boxes' that meet their own individual specs. 

Giving a subsystem designer only a few basic 
specs-such as the electrical input-output require
ments-is a sure way to a disaster. His subsys
tem-which is often a logic card among hundreds 
of other cards (Fig. 1)-will, after meeting its 
own specifications, either fail itself or cause fail
ures of adjacent cards during the complete sys
tem test. This quickly turns what was supposed 
to be a short test run into a costly troubleshoot
ing sequence, with flying tempers, overtime 
charges and missed deliveries. 

To insure that a system test is quick confirma
tion of the ability of all subsystems to function 
together, subsystem designers should be kept in
formed of all the requirements-electrical, en
vironmental and mechanical-that their "black 
boxes" will have to meet in the system. Here are 
some major trouble spots that commonly plague 
many electronic systems : 

• Multiple ac/ dc ground points. 
• Error detection when using common support 

logic for monolithic storage. 
• Input-signal noise when detecting low-level 

analog signals from various transducers. 
• An underdesigned power-distribution system. 
• Pitfalls in designing circuitry around specific 

vendors' components. 
• Unexpected heat generated within a system. 
• Maintainability and serviceability of the 

subsystems. 
Let's examine some solutions to these problems. 

Anticipating multiple ac/dc ground points 

As each engineer designs his subsystem, he 
uncovers and eliminates various noise problems, 
often by grounding certain strategic points. But 
when the design is incorporated into a system, 
ground loops develop that result in ground shifts 
or noise. Analog circuits are especially sus
ceptible to this problem. Figure 2a shows a typi
cal case in which many ground loops may develop 
in a system. 

To prevent this, a system ground should be de-

George F. Gibson, Project Engineer, IBM General Sys
tems Div., Boca Raton, Fla. 33432 
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signed (not usually done) to accommodate the 
independently designed circuits. This "common" 
ground will help eliminate ground shifts and 
noise problems (Fig. 2b). 

Detecting errors with common support logic 

Monolithic storage is often laid out with two 
bits per card and common support logic for both 
bits. In some instances the system data word is 
made up of 16 bits with odd parity checking per 
byte (eight bits) . The system uses the storage 
by checking bits in consecutive order on the 
cards. If the common support logic fails, the 
system error-checking circuits may not detect 
the error. 

To correct this, it is only necessary to alternate 
bits on the card between the bytes of the word. 
Thus a common logic failure would be detected. 

Reducing input-signal noise 

When amplifiers detect low-level analog signals 
from various transducers, protection against 
input-signal noise is often overlooked by the cir
cuit designer. The amplifier circuits are designed 
and tested independently instead of in the system 
where they will be used. When placed in the sys
tem, the surrounding electrical noise is suddenly 
too high. 

To solve this problem, the input analog signal 
should be applied to a differential amplifier (a 
method that might seem superfl.ous while the cir
cuit is being designed and tested as a subsystem). 
The noise then appears as a common-mode input, 
and the differential amplifier can reduce signifi
cantly the effects of the common-mode input 
noise (Fig. 3). 

Design an adequate power-distribution system 

Power-supply requirements are usually based 
on maximum loads. Cabling (wire size) is often 
designed for an average of about 75 % of load. 
When a system is fully loaded, the power-distri
bution subsystem is stressed beyond the designed 
capabilit)'.:. Therefore it may no longer meet its 
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voltage specifications. 
On the other hand, mm1mum loads are not 

usually specified in the basic design (other than 
in the power supply itself). Minimum loads, how
ever, should be taken into account in systems 
with variable features that will affect the power
system loads. Also, if the power supply has too 
much power, regulation can be lost. 

One remedy for these problems is a variable 
preload, which can be set, depending on the fea
tures within each system. With a modular sys-

1. Do you know where your subsystem will go? It might 
be a single logic card, surrounded by hundreds of other 
cards, some of which will generate heat, others electro· 
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2. Ground loops develop when individual subsystems 
are integrated into a total system and de ground points 
are connected to multiple ac grounds (a). By tying to
gether all de grounds and then connecting them to a 
single ac ground , the problem is eliminated (b) . 
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tern, rather than design separate power supplies 
for each module, use one power supply. This will 
enhance the system by centralizing the power
supply subsystem, and it .will also provide the 
flexibility required for modular systems. 

Don't design around specific vendor's parts 

One of the most frequent problems encountered 
during system testing is caused when engineers 
design their circuits around a particular vendor's 

magnetic waves, others light. Find out whether or not 
your card can cope with its neighbors. This should be 
checked before starting a design. 

3 . Input-signal noise is often a problem in a single-end
ed amplifier (a). Thus, while a subsystem test may 
show that a single-ended amplifier is adequate, a dif
ferential amplifier should be considered in anticipation 
of possible high-level noise in the system (b) . 
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component specification. A problem occurs when 
the component is purchased from another source. 
Even though the parameter specifications of both 
vendors are identical, it has been found that the 
secondary-source component may not function 
properly in the particular design situation. The 
reason for this is usually that there are differ
ences in the fabrication process of the two ven
dors, causing subtle performance differences. 

Consider a hypothetical case of a particular 
MOSFET built by two vendors. The FET built 
by one is used in the original circuit design. It 
is found to be unnecessary to tie the substrate 
lead (the fourth lead) to a voltage source; the 
circuit functions well with the fourth lead float
ing, thus simplifying the circuit. 

At a later time, however, these FETs are 
bought from several other vendors. Suddenly, 
during system testing, circuits that have been 
functioning well begin to fail. Investigation re
veals that one vendor's MOSFET is much more 
sensitive to normal circuit transients than the 
original FET. Further investigation might reveal 
that this particular vendor's FET displays high
er leakage currents than the other vendor's FET. 

One solution is to connect the substrate to a 
bias voltage. The over-all remedy is for the cir
cuit designer to keep in mind that there may be 
inherent differences among similar components 
made by different manufacturers. To avoid prob
lems, no attempt should be made to design close 
to the component performance limits. Keep a 
margin of safety in the design. 

Is your subsystem next to a 'hot spot'? 

"Hot spots" often occur in systems because 
of packaging design faults. The hot spots can 
cause component overheating and failure. 

This trouble develops when circuit cards that 
dissipate large amounts of heat are placed in the 
same module with cards that dissipate very little 
heat. Usually a subsystem designer develops his 
design based on the expected heat dissipation 
within his circuit. He lays out all the components 
to prevent the occurrence of hot spots on his 
card. When his card is "integrated" into the sys
tem, however, it may land right next to a card 
that gives off large amounts of heat. The compo
nents on his card begin to fail, even though his 
card, by itself, passed all the tests including 
environmental. 

There are four steps to solve this problem. 
First, the circuit designer must become familiar 
with the environment for which his circuit is 
being designed, including the card orientation 
within the system. Second, the packaging engi
neer should place cards that are susceptible to hot 
spots away from heat sources. Third, adequate 
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system cooling should be designed to make sure 
that no hot spots occur. Fourth, the designer 
should keep in mind the total system · environ
ment, especially the ambient temperature. 

Will your card take vibration? 

Several packaging aspects tend to be over
looked and lead to problems when the system is 
subjected to vibration. They include: 

Circuit card contact w ear. Cards tend to rock 
back and forth in their mounting slots as a re
sult of vibration. This causes wear of connector 
pins, which, in turn, causes electrical inE>tability 
and discontinuities. This problem is particularly 
troublesome in the case of low-level signals. 

Components and subassembly mounting. Com
ponents and subsystems are often assembled so 
as to produce a cantilever effect. Under vibration, 
this will quickly lead to structural failure, be
cause of metal fatigue, resulting from vibration 
at resonant points. 

Strength calculations. It is an unfortunate fact 
that, by and large, subsystem designers tend to 
disregard strength calculations during the design 
phase. Little or no effort is made to employ dy
namic design techniques when the packaging of 
a subsystem is considered. Usually the problems 
are resolved during system testing. This leads to 
greatly increased testing and troubleshooting, 
as well as added costs in making changes in the 
fully designed system. 

To prevent vibration-induced problems, sub
system designers should understand thoroughly 
the vibrational requirements that the system 
must meet. The common tendency to stick a 
component here and a component there, without 
really choosing the locations carefully, often leads 
to mechanical failures. 

Is your card serviceable and maintainable? 

Another common oversight is failure to take 
into consideration maintainability and service
ability during the subsystem design. A card may 
be easy to troubleshoot on the bench, but not 
when it is incorporated into a densely packaged 
system. Problems occur when circuit boards are 
designed and built by different designers. Such 
simple serviceability aids as test points are fre
quently left out, or additional logic for software 
diagnostics is overlooked. If not corrected during 
the subsystem design, these shortcomings can be 
costly and time consuming later. 

To enhance serviceability, include test points 
and test logic. Package the cards so they are easy 
to extract and easy to troubleshoot. Simple de
sign should be the goal of each subsystem design
er from the outset. • • 
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I circuit applications, the greatest range of form I 

factors , capacitance values and voltage ratings in 

I 
the industry. For the latest information about 
these popular KEMET®tantalum, ceramic and I 
film capacitors, fill in and mail this coupon to 

I 
the address below. Or circle the appropriate 

1 number on the Reader Service Card. 

D KEMET MIL CASE & CSR HERMETIC 

I SEALSOLIDTANTALUMCAPACITORS. I 
Circle number785 on Reader Service Card. 
D KEMET ECONOMICAL EPOXY DIPPED 

I SOLID TANTALUM CAPACITORS. I 
Circle number786 on Reader Service Card. 

I D KEMET EPOXY MOLDED AXIAL LEAD I 
SOLID TANT ALUM CAPACITORS. 
Circle number787 on Reader Service Card. 

I D KEMET SUBMINIATURE EXTENDED I 
RANGE EPOXY MOLDED AXIAL LEAD 

I 
CAPACITORS. 
Circle number788 on Reader Service Card. I 
D KEMET MICROMINIATURE PLASTIC 

I CASE POLAR AND NON-POLAR SOLID T AN-1 
TALUM CAPACITORS. 
Circle number 789 on Reader Service Card. 

I D KEMET HIGH RELIABILITY SOLID I 
TANTALUM CAPACITORS. 

I 
Circle number790 on Reader Service Card. I 
D KEMET HIGH TEMPERATURE 
CAP ABILITY TANT ALUM CHIP & CERAMIC 

I CHIP CAPACITORS FOR HYBRID CIRCUITS. I 
Circle number791 on Reader Service Card. 

I D KEMET MONOLITHIC BX, CK & CKR I 
CERAMIC CAPACITORS. 
Circle number 792 on Reader Service Card. 

I D KEMET "FLAT KAP" ULTRA ST ABLE- I 
PRECISION FILM CAPACITORS. 

I 
Circle number 793 on Reader Service Card. 

NAME I 
COMPANY ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

I STREET ADDRESS I 
CITY ST ATE ZIP _ 1.----.. ml ... 

• COMPONENTS DEPARTMENT 

P.O. Box 5928, Greenville. S.C. 29606, (803) 963-7421 
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The Industry's #1 
High-Speed Logic Family 

Since introducing MECL 10,000 
in March, 1971, we have evaluated 
designers' response and additional 
market needs. The basic family 
has been widely accepted and is 
finding its way into major new 
designs. Now, recommendations 
for product innovations have led 
to further expansion - the MECL 
10,200 series - offering a higher 
speed option for applications 
requiring faster toggle rates such 
as digital communications and 
high-speed instrumentation. 

This higher speed option - 1.5 
ns typical propagation delay/gate 
vs 2 ns typical for the 10,100 series 
- is directly compatible with 
10,100 counterparts. Power dissi
pation per gate is approximately 
the same and rise and fall times 
have been adjusted to allow full 
system utilization. Here's a brief 
rundown on the first three new 
10,200 devices: 

I MC10210 Dual 3·1nput 3·0utput "OR" Gate I 

MECL and MECL 10,000 are traden1arks of Motorola Inc. 
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Still Growing • 
IS 

MC10211 Dual 3·1nput 3·0utput "NOR" Gate 
These dual gate packages are 
designed to drive large fanout/high
speed clock lines in synchronous 
applications. The multiple outputs 
along with minimum delay times and 
fast rise and fall times are useful in 
clock distribution where minimum 
clock skew is desired. 

MC10231 High·Speed Dual D Flip-Flop 
This device has the lowest industry 
power (225 mW/pkg) for a dual 225 
MHz master-slave type D flip-flop and 
is ideal for applications such as air
borne digital equipment. 

As part of the planned growth of 
the 10,100 series here are three 
new additions. 

MC10135 Dual J-K Master-Slave Flip-Flop 
Recommended for storage and count
ing applications. Particularly useful 
where minimum gating logic is 
required. Has the ability to inhibit 
operation and store information inde
pendent of the clock. Also can be 
use<i_ to s!_Qre data by holding both 
the J and K inputs high. 

MC10141 Four-Bit Universal Shift Register 
A versatile function for applications 
requiring synchronous shift and/or 
storage capability. The 10141 can 
shift left, shift right, serial load, par
allel load, and hold data. All four out
puts have 50 ohm drive capability. 
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MC10174 Dual 4-To-1 Multiplexer 
Useful for communications and corn · 
puter applications requiring multi · 
plexing of four inputs. Features an 
EnaDTe input which can place the out· 
puts low to allow data bussing the 
outputs with other devices. 

MECL 10,000 - The Comprehensive Line 
Here's a look at functions now available and an indication of future 
product planning. 

GATES 
MC10101 Quad OR/NOR Gate With Strobe 
MC10102 Quad NOR Gate 

• MC10104 Quad AND Gate 
MC10105 Triple 2-3-2 OR/NOR Gate 
MC10106 Triple 4-3-3 NOR Gate 
MC10107 Triple Exclusive OR/NOR Gate 
MC10109 Dual 4 -5 OR/NOR Gate 
MC10110 Dual 3-lnput/3-0utput OR Gate 
MClOlll Dual 3-lnput/3-0utput NOR Gate 
MC10117 Dual 2-Wide OR-AND/OR-AND-

INVERT Gate 
MC10118 Dual 2-Wide OR-AND Gate 
MC10119 4-Wide OR-AND Gate 
MC10121 4 -Wide OR-AND/OR-AND-

INVERT Gate 
MC10210 High-Speed, 3-lnput/3-0utput 

OR Gate 
MC10211 High-Speed, 3-lnput/3-0utput 

NOR Gate 

COUNTERS 
• MCI0136 Universal Up/Down Binary 

Counter 
• MCJOJ37 Universal Up/ Down Decade 

Counter 

TRANSLATORS 
• MC10124 Quad TTL·TO·MECL Translator 
• MC10125 Quad MECL·TO-TTL Translator 
• MC10127 Dual MECL-TO-MOS Translator 

MULTIPLEXERS 
• MC10132 Dual Multiplexer With Latch 

(Common Select) 
• MC10134 Dual Multiplexer With Latch 

(Separate Select) 
MC10164 8 Line Multiplexer 

• MC10173 Quad Multiplexer With Latch 
MClOl 74 Dual 4-1 Multiplexer 

DRIVERS AND RECEIVERS 
MC10115 Quad Line Receiver 
MC10116 Triple Differential Line Receiver 

• MC10216 High-Speed, Triple Diff. Line 
Receiver 

• MC10128 Bus Driver 
(Se pa rate Select) 

• MC10129 Bus Receiver 

FLIP-FLOPS AND LATCHES 
MC10130 Dual D Latch 
MC10131 Dual D Master-Slave Flip-Flop 
MC10231 High-Speed, Dual D 

Master-Slave Flip-Flop 
MC10133 Quad Latch with Output Enable 
MC10135 Dual Master-Slave J-K Flip-Flop 

MEMORIES • MC10175 Quint Latch 
• MCM10140 64-Bit RAM (64xl) ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS 
• MCM10145 64-Bit RAM (16x4) MC10179 Look Ahead 
• MCM10146 1024-Bit RAM (1024xl) • MC10180 Dual 2-Bit Adder/Subtracter 
• MCM10149 1024-Bit PROM (256x4) MC10181 4-Bit Arithmetic Logic Unit 

OTHER LOGIC FUNCTIONS 
MC10141 4-Bit Universal Shift Register MC10161 Binary 1 of 8 Low Decoder 
MC10160 12-Bit Parity Generator/Checker MC10162 Binary 1 of 8 High Decoder 

• MC10165 Priority Encoder 
*To be introduced 

In addition, MECL 10,000 will 
shortly be available in the full 
military temperature range of 
-55°C to +125°C as well as the 
present commercial temperature 
range listed above (-30 ° C to 
+85°C). 

For complete specifications on 
these new products write to Moto
rola Semiconductor Products Inc., 
P .O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 

85036. And for immediate evalu
ation call your local Motorola 
distributor. 

MECL 10,000 technology will 
meet your present high-speed 
requirements and is flexible for 
future evolution. _Designers now 
have available more MSI and SSI 
functions than any other high
speed digital logic line; truly the 
industry's # 1, fastest growing 
high-speed logic family. 

MECL •i;;;J,i;;;Ji;;;Ji;;;J eliminates 
the alternatives. Evaluate 

and compare! 

MOTOROLA MECL 
for faster computers & systems 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 49 
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Replace your bridge circuit with this 
unique meter movement. It offers a novel approach 
to monitoring small variations around a .large current level. 

Need a sensitive current meter for an instru
ment system? A unique rotary device, called a 
synthetic bridge, detects small current variations 
around a large nominal level. The device can be 
easily constructed in the laboratory, since it con
sists of only three major parts : a laminated 
stator core, the stator windings and a permanent 
magnetic rotor. 

Rotating field vector is the key 

The synthetic bridge develops an electromag
netic-field vector whose direction is a spatial 
analog of the de current being monitored. A 
simple, magnetized rotor aligns itself with this 
field vector to provide a direct readout of the 
unknown current. 

The spatial variance of the field vector is 
achieved with a controlled set of biasing fields. 
The vector diagram of Fig. 1 shows the relation
ship between these interacting fields. One field, 
Bp, is in phase opposition to the unknown cur
rent, and the other field, Bq, is in space quad
rature. 

The magnitudes of the biasing fields depend 
on the anticipated range of the unknown cur-

Bernard J. Petrillo, Staff Engineer, Rhodes Instrument 
Corp., Rye, N.Y. 10580 

Bq 

t -. 
UNKNOWN CURRENT 

RANGE 

1. Electromagnetic-field vectors associated with the syn
thetic bridge. Bias currents establish two field com
ponents, one of which is out-of-phase, and the other in 
quadrature with the test current . 
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rents. With knowledge of these currents, you can 
establish the range of the field-generating cur
rents, I mi n and Imax · The phase-opposing field, BP, 
is then set to center the input range about the 
origin of the vector diagram (Fig. 2). 

The quadrature field, Bq, is adjusted to equal 
some fraction of the expected range of current 
values. The net result of this composite array of 
field vectors is a vector whose direction changes 
from an angular position in the second quadrant 
to one in the first quadrant as the unknown cur
rent varies fr.om minimum to maximum. A near
linear 90-degree excursion can be obtained over a 
range of unknown currents equal to twice the 
value of the quadrature current. 

If the quadrature field is made equal to half 
the field generated by the anticipated current 
range, Imin to Imax. the angular readout will have 
the linearity deviation shown in Fig. 3. This 
yields a maximum deviation of only 4.1 degrees 
over the total range. 

Values outside this range will cause progres
sively compressed angular excursions of the re
sultant field vector. In this way you avoid some 
of the problems you get with conventional 
meters. There is virtually no possibility of burn
ing out a sensitive coil movement or precision 
shunt resistors with overrange currents, or of 
pegging the meter needle, or of getting unread
able off-scale values. 

2. The phase-opposing field, BP, centers the current-pro
duced vectors about the origin. The resulting field, B,, 
moves from second quadrant to the first as the current 
changes from I (min) to I (max). 
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DEVIATION (DEGREES) -

so 

3 . ·Linearity remains within ±4.1 degrees over a ±45-
degree excursion of the resultant field. The quadrature 
bias equals one-half of the difference between the maxi
mum and minimum fields. 

You can expand or contract the scale merely 
by altering the magnitude of the quadrature 
biasing field. If a current range with a different 
center reading is required, the phase-opposing 
bias field is correspondingly altered. The meter 
thus provides a flexible readout, with the ability 
to expand any selected portion of a range of de 
currents. 

The construction of the readout device is sim
ilar to that of a two-pole stepping motor. How-

CONVENTIONAL 
METER 

SYNTHETIC BRIDGE 
METER 

4. Schematic comparison of the synthetic bridge with 
a conventional meter movement. No rotational restraints 
are encountered with the synthetic bridge since the de
vice has no moving coil or slip rings. 
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5. Lamination and rotor used in the breadboard model. 
The magnetic rotor is suspended in a low-friction pivot. 
Rotational restraints are not needed since there is no 
moving coil or flexible conductors. 

ever, the rotor magnet does not have a pro
nounced attraction to any of the stator poles 
until they are excited by their coil currents. 
Further, since the only work being done is the 
positioning of the rotor shaft with a balanced 
needle at low-frequency rotations, the rotor can 
be small and light. Small-area, low-friction sus
pension pivots can be used. Fig. 4 schematically 
compares the synthetic-bridge meter with a con
ventional D' Arson val movement. Unlike the 
D' Arson val, the synthetic bridge has no electrical 
conductors in the rotor. This simplifies the device 
construction since slip rings or flexible conductors 
are not needed. The stator lamination used for 
the test model is shown in Fig. 5. Seventy-five 
laminations (Magnetics, Inc., PN-65205, with a 
thickness of 0.01 inch) are bolted together to 
form the basic pole structure. The coils consist of 
1000 turns of 34-gauge magnet wire. 

The figure also shows the rotor shaft and 
magnet assembly. The steel shaft has a diameter 
of 0.050 inch and a conical taper at each end 
for pivotal surfaces. Centered on this shaft is a 
soft bar magnet. A set of conventional meter 
pivot jewels can be used to support the rotor in 
the completed assembly. 
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·6. Typical meter scale calibration. The upper scale reads 
current magnitudes while the lower scale is used for 
balanced -bridge applications. 

Table 1. Maximum linearity 

Test Conditions: Quadrature Bias 50 mA. 
Opposition Bias 50 mA. 
Test Currents 0 to 100 mA. 

Test Current Readout Angle (degrees) 

0 44 
10 38 
20 30 
30 20 
40 9 
50 - 3 
60 - 15 
70 - 26 
80 - 34 
90 - 40 

100 - 46 

Table 2. Max. linearity, offset range 

Test Conditions: Quadrature Bias 40 mA. 
Opposition Bias 60 mA. 
Test Currents 20 to 100 mA. 

Test Current Readout Angle (degrees) 

20 42 
30 33 
40 22 
50 9 
60 - 6 
70 - 20 
80 - 31 
90 - 39 

100 - 46 
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7. The results of various tests conducted with the model 
define the device characteristics for various operatiAg 
modes. The curve resembling a magnetization curve gives 
the performance in the balanced condition. 

Table 3. Expanded range 

Test Conditions: Quadrature Bias 25 mA. 
Opposition Bias 50 mA. 
Test Currents 0 to 100 mA. 

Test Current Readout Angle (degrees) 

0 68 
10 62 
20 54 
30 39 
40 18 
50 - 7 
60 - 30 
70 - 46 
80 - 55 
90 - 61 

100 - 66 

Table 4. Balanced bridge 
Test Conditions: Quadrature Bias 5 mA. 

Opposition Bias 0 mA. 
Test Currents +100 to 

-100 mA. 

Test Current Readout Angle (degrees) 

100 87 
50 84 
10 63 

6 52 
2 23 
0 0 

- 2 - 26 
- 6 - 50 

- 10 - 62 
- 50 - 84 

- 100 - 87 
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The synthetic bridge, while completely differ
ent in concept and structure from a conventional 
bridge circuit, accomplishes similar objectives. It 
measures slight variations from a non-zero quie
scent value of current. But since the metered arm 
of a conventional bridge sees zero (or near zero) 
current under balanced conditions, it requires a 
sensitive current meter (usually a microam
meter) that can be easily damaged. This does not 
occur with the more rugged synthetic bridge. 

Advantages over a conventional bridge 

A number of other advantages make the new 
rotary device superior to the bridge in many 
applications. These advantages include: 

• There is de isolation from the circuit being 
monitored; de coupling between the legs of the 
synthetic bridge is avoided. Scale changes can 
be made without affecting the circuit under test. 
• The monitored current drives the readout di
rectly. A conventional bridge measures currents 
that are an order of magnitude less than the 
actual current in the legs of the bridge. A sensi
tive meter movement is needed to detect the small 
currents. 

• No power supply regulation is required. 
When the windings are excited by a common 
power supply, the readout becomes ratio-sensitive 
and is not primarily dependent on the absolute 
values of the circuit currents. 

• Full-range capability is provided. The de
vice gives a near-linear, wide-angle, 90-degree 
scale (Fig. 6) for a desired range of values, and 
it displays all values in excess of this range on 
a progressively compressed scale. The total pos
sible angular deflection is 180 degrees. 

• There is no moving coil, because there are 
no electrical conductors in the rotor. This greatly 
simplifies the construction of the readout de
vice, by avoiding the need for slip rings or flex
ible conductors. 
• Only two precision resistors are needed. Each 
scale change requires only one additional re
sistor. In contrast, the conventional bridge uses 
a minimum of three precision resistors, with each 
scale change requiring three additional resistors. 

Four general tests were conducted with a 
breadboard model to determine the device's char
acteristics, both as a standard current meter and 
as a bridge. These are: the maximum linearity, 
response to an offset current range, expanded 
range operation and, finally, use as a balanced 
bridge. The results of the tests are plotted in Fig. 
7 and listed in Tables 1 to 4. 

The tests generally show that the 90-degree 
scale represents the best compromise between 
viewing angle and reading linearity, and that op
timum readout is obtained by tailoring the bias 
currents for a particular application. • • 
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Your old counter and 

$ 
gets you to 

MHz 
The new Heath/Schlumberger SM-114A Scaler extends the 
useful range of any counter with more than 100 kHz capability. 
Three pushbutton-selected ranges allow division of input fre
quency by 1, 10 and 100. The + 1 range provides for direct 
transmission of frequencies from 10 MHz to 100 MHz with a 
gain of 17 dB; + 10 and + 100 ranges will scale frequencies 
between 40 MHz and 600 MHz. 
Output voltage and impedance matches all counters. The 
new SM-114A features a 50 ohm output impedance with 50 
mV rms sensitivity and an output of 1 V P-P into a 50 ohm 
load. The input is protected to 5 V rms and has a VSWR of 2:1 
up to 2 V rms. The 1 V P-P output will drive virtually every 
counter on the market, and with only 50 mV required from the 
signal source. 
Simple to use. Uni ike many other frequency scalers, the 
Heath/Schlumberger SM-114A has no sensitivity adjustment 
or input attenuator. Just connect the input and output signals 
with standard BNC-type cables and select the dividing range. 
Scale frequency into the UHF region at low cost. 
Order the SM-114A now. 

Assembled SM-114A, 8 lbs .. ........... ......... $365.00* 

SM·114A SPECIFICATIONS - INPUT- Frequency Range: + 1 - Sine or square 
wave: 10 MHz to 100 MHz. + 10 - Sine wave: 40 MHz to 600 MHz (typical 15 
MHz to 600 MHz). Square wave: 10 MHz - 600 MHz. + 100 - Sine wave: 40 
MHz to 600 MHz (typical 15 MHz to 600 MHz). Square wave: 10 MHz - 600 MHz. 
Amplitude: Minimum - 50 mV RMS. Maximum - 2.0 V RMS (to maintain 2:1 
VSWR) protected to 5 V RMS. Impedance: 50 R with less than 2:1 VSWR from 10 
MHz to 600 MHz and less than 2 V RMS input voltage, AC coupled. OUTPUT -
Amplitude: 1 V P·P. Impedance: 50 R, AC coupled. POWER REQUIREMENTS -
120 V, 50/ 60 Hz, 7 watts. May be changed to 240 V with internal switch and 
change of fuse. DIMENSIONS - 9)16" deep, 63/•" wide, 21;4 11 high. 

Count Frequency 
To 80 MHz For 
As Little As $350. * 

For counting capability into the high frequency region at 
modest cost, check out the Heath/Schlumberger 80 MHz fre
quency counters: 
Our SM-105A provides 10 Hz to over 80 MHz range, 5-digit 
LED readout, 100 mV rms input sensitivity and time base sta
bility of ±10 ppm ... for just $350. * 
Our SM-104A counter provides the same range and readout 
as the SM-105A, but has a research-grade TCXO time base 
guaranteed stable to 1 part in 106 per year and 5 digits of 
TTL-compatible BCD output ... for only $500. * r------. 

r
1 
~;;;c~;;;;;~~;~;;~;;T-;;;;;;;;-----10i·lfrdl1 Dept. 531·263 

I Benton Harbor, Mich igan 49022 • I 
I O Please send additional information on the SM-114A Scaler. I 
I 

O Please send latest Scientific Instruments catalog, which I 
includes SM-104A & SM-105A information. 

I Name I 
I Title I 
I Company/ Institution I 
I City State Zip___ I 
I *Mail order prices; F.O.B. Benton Harbor, Michigan 

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. EK-338 I 
L------------------------~ 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 50 
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FIFO: Our3341OPTIMOS4x64-BitBuffer Memory. 
Most cost effective way to int.erface two syst.ems with different data rat.es. 

Instead of designing your own special subsystem, use our new FIFO. For example: 

1. Irregula~ data can be collected.from a tel~metry system 111111 111 I ~ 1111111111 
and stored m FIFO for use when it's convenient. ~ 

2.Dataf~rprintou~canbeloadedinto .FIFO, freeingtheCPU, 1111 1111 1111o111111111 111 
and allowmg the prmter to proceed at its own slower pace. 

3. Inserted between an A/ D and a D/ A Converter, FIFO can be used 

to stretch or contrac.t the tim~ bas~ or change the 1111 1111 1111 o 111111111111 
frequency of acoustic or sensmg signals. 

4. Information input at keyboard rate can be stored 1111111111 I I o 111111111111 
and transferred at high speed on demand from a CPU. 

5. From peripheral equipment, you can input to a computer at a steady rate; 

FIFO stores in~ormatio_n and re-formats it in even 11 I 111 11111 I o 1111 1111 1111 bursts for efficient off-lme use. 

FIFO is an asynchronous buffer subsystem designed specifically to solve the kind of handshaking problems 
that occur between a computer and its peripheral equipment. Input and output operate completely 
independent of each other-without common clocking - translating two dissimilar data rates 
simultaneously, and giving the system designer more freedom. 

Now the faster part of your system doesn't have to wait for the slower part to catch up. Instead, FIFO 
translates the data rates, and the CPU can move on to more important things. 

FIFO, as its name implies, operates in a first-in first-out mode. Four bits of input data are clocked into the 
FIFO device and 'bubble' automatically to the last unoccupied location. Special on-chip input pullup 
circuits and bipolar compatible output buffers provide direct compatibility with TTL and DTL, without 
any external components. Control signals make vertical and horizontal expansion easy. 
lMHz input/ output rate guaranteed. 

FIFO is available now from your friendly Fairchild distributor in 16-lead ceramic DIP. 

FIFO: Another example of OPTIMOS practical problem solving. 

FAIRCHI LD SEMICONDUCTOR, A Division of Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp., 464 Ellis St., Mountain View, Ca. 94040. (4 15) 962-5011. TWX: 910-379-6435 
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CHALLENGES TO THE ENGINEER WHO MANAGES 

Put 'tiger teams' in your managing game. 
Used discretely, a few creative, highly motivated people help keep 
the manager's organization technically strong and cost-effective. 

Herb Sobel, Lab Manager, Raytheon , Bedford , Mass. 
0 2 173. 

How does a manager who's responsible for 250 
people and more than two dozen projects a year 
keep his operation technically strong and cost
effective? If I didn't have some kind of staff 
group that I could motivate quickly to handle 
sudden problems, I'd probably lose a year or 
more in getting some projects started. I call the 
group that helps me the "tiger team." 

Who are these 'cats'? 

The tiger team is a staff of about six creative, 
highly motivated guys who take on new concepts 
and step in to guide faltering segments of various 
projects. If I had to come up with the over-all 
prerequisites for the members of this kind of 
team, I'd list these qualities : ability to solve 
engineering problems from a total systems point 
of view; multiple capabilities-you can't afford 
to hire specialty services ; enough persuasion to 
defend or challenge specifications; self-motiva
tion-the manager motivates the group, and 
they'll reciprocate; ability to write a proposal or 
a report without assistance--you can't afford to 
hire a ghost writer. 

Part of my function as the manager is to de
fine the initial concept. I might even come up 
with the initial concept myself, and one of the 
guys might say, "Hey, how about doing it this 
way, instead?" So I apply the initial thrust and 
let their ideas take over. I allow them to express 
their creativity, which gets them personally in
volved and committed, and then I can back off a 
bit and let them run with the ball. 

Who are Lhese highly motivated people who 
make good tiger-team material? There are six 
basic types : 

1. The p1'0ject engineer type: He's more of an 
administrator than some of his teammates. He's 
innovative in project :rp.anagement, and he may 
be a good systems engineer. He's not as creative 
as they are, but he'll pick up the details that 
some of the other guys might tend to slough off. 
He's a practical stabilizer, and he coordinates 
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the team into a force. He's a good project engi
neer, because he knows all the ways of getting 
something done in an organization. He knows 
how to feed things into drafting and fabrication, 
and he knows who's likely to do what to whom, 
because he's been there before. As a young engi
neer, he started off curious about everything, and 
when he started running projects, he did it better 
than anyone else. 

2. The spectral type: This guy has a moderate 
knowledge of machines, but he also knows soft
ware and something about military systems. He's 
spectrally oriented and wants to know systems 
hardware, software and marketing. He has grown 
through the ranks, has about four year's experi
ence, is energetic and bright, and was hired from 
college. He has matured to this capability. 

3. The machine designer type: He's not just 
a logic designer; he's not interested in just a 
piece of logic. He's interested in the total machine 
design, the total architecture. Usually he _has 
about 10 years' experience, and he comes recom
mended to you. 

4. The software specialist type: He can take 
a problem from the beginning, establish how he's 
going to solve it, what kind of language he's 
going to use, and do it. He's usually well-versed 
in higher order and machine language; he's prob
lem oriented and software systems oriented. He's 
also a very fast contributor. He's broad enough to 
do the whole job by himself. He's a senior guy 
with 15 years' experience in the field and has done 
everything from managing large groups of pro
grammers to developing new compiler structures. 
He likes a challenge, wants to be a prime con
tributor, and can usually be found working on 
four or five projects at once to keep his mind 
occupied. 

5. The genius type: This guy has a genius IQ 
with a specialty, say, in arithmetic design. If 
you turn him loose on a computer, he'll come up 
with the most novel, creative algorithmic ways 
of dividing and multiplying that you can 
imagine. He's also the kind of guy that you can 
put into a new area like signal processing. He'll 
also show you slick ways of doing arithmetic 
processing for fast Fourier transforms or other 
special purpose arithmetic operation. He's in an 
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Herb Sobel 
Education: M.S.E.E., Northeastern University, 
1965; B.S.E.E., M.l.T., 1958; B.S.B.A., Boston 
University, 1953. 

Experience: Responsible for the technical and 
administrative activ~ties of approximately 250 
engineers at Raytheon, and for the design and 
development of the computer-controlled SAM-D 
advanced multi-mode radar system; machine
aided design for SAM-D; the radar control unit, 
the radar signal processor, the central test 
facility of SAM-D, and many other programs. 

Professional Affiliations: IEEE-PGEC; Massa
chusetts Professional Engineer. 

Patents: Magnetic control system granted 
1964; modular-general purpose signal proc
essor, 1972 pending. 

Publications: Text (Addison-Wesley), "Intro-
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duction to Computer Design," (1971); Periodi
cal (Electronic Progress), "Multi-Mode Digital 
Radar Control," (1968); Design Considera
tion for an Advanced Digital Beam Steering 
Computer," (1966); "Digital Module Testing 
Concept," (1964); "Digital Data Processing," 
(1961). 

Employer: Raytheon is an international science
based company with annual sales in excess of 
$1-billion. It provides electronic products, sys
tems and services to defense and other gov
ernment markets and is active in commercial 
and consumer fields. Headquartered in Lexing
ton, Mass., Raytheon has eight divisions, seven · 
major operating subsidiaries, and 50 plants 
and laboratories in the U.S. Overseas sub
sidiaries and affiliates are located in eight 
nations. Over 46,000 people are employed. 
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ivory tower. Everyone comes to him as an expert 
and asks him if he can beat a problem; he be
comes the super expert. You can put him into a 
new discipline and within a week or two he 
becomes an expert; inside of six months no one 
can touch him. These types are fun to work with 
because after awhile they sort of leave you in a 
cloud of dust. You have to take a lot of what they 
say on faith. 

6. The high capacity, accuracy type: He takes 
on a tremendous quantity of design work and 
executes it to a precision that few people can 
equal. For example, in the control sections of a 
computer, people use read-only memories in the 
current technology. This guy can make 10,000 
entries and rarely make a mistake. 

Ground rules for the game 

Ten years ago I organized my first tiger team 
here. I decided that rather than change the direc
tion of the existing project team, it was more 
cost-effective to bring in a new team. It's easier 
to do it all over again than to make a patch-work 
quilt. I've stopped ailing projects that were ready 
to release for fabrication and brought in a tiger 
team. Within a month or two the team caught up 
with the original schedule. 

I've never used more than six people on these 
teams to replace as many as 30 engineers. On 
those rare occasions that represented an 80 % 
reduction in manpower, and an average of a 2-to-
1 savings in time and money. 

There are some limiting ground rules for the 
tiger-team game, however. For instance, you can 
afford to play only in cases where you are in 
deep trouble in developing the equipment, or with 
advanced-research, internal-development-funded 
projects, where there's a limitation on money. 

You couldn't possibly run a project with 
stringent contract requirements with a tiger team 
or even a group of tiger teams. Why? There's 
an analogy between the liberal and the conserva
tive here; the liberal has very creative ideas, but 
have you noticed how difficult it is to organize 
a group of liberals? Remember that you're usual
ly negotiating with a customer who's on the con
servative side, and if you try to deal with him 
in a laissez-faire manner, ultimately he won't 
want to do business with you. 

Besides, a member of a tiger team isn't happy 
working on the average project. He's unhappy 
with red tape. He's a rebel in his own right, but 
a creative rebel, and you exploit that for what 
it's worth. During this exploitation, however, 
remember another ground rule: Rebels are apt to 
have personality hangups. 

The more mature, experienced manager, who 
has had the benefit of a well-balanced background 
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will usually be sensitive to the types of personali
ties that can cause trouble. But the younger 
managers and the engineers who look forward 
to becoming managers should watch out for the 
following personality problems : 

Stubborness-unwillingness to negotiate; lack 
of open-mindedness. How do I cope with a stub
born man? I give him jobs where he can make 
all the decisions himself. If he can't make sound 
decisions, his stubborness is a real liability. 

Uncooperativeness-inability to work with a 
team or to organize quickly. I often give him 
one-man jobs. The manager should cultivate a 
climate where intellectual stimulation will grow. 
Also, feed the tigers' ego three or four times a 
day. 

Drifting-the tendency for a tiger to pick up 
his own assignment and drift away from the 
over-all problem. The manager must give each 
man a deadline. The project man must relate 
each man's specialty to the over-all problem, 
keeping what he's doing in perspective. There 

must be a frequent, often daily, update on 
activities. 

Lack of enthusiasm-which can happen if the 
project continues too long. A manager can sus
tain interest pretty well up to a year. But if the 
project lasts longer than a year, tigers start to 
lose interest. 

My involvement with these guys keeps me on 
my toes in engineering. They allow me, as a 
manllrg~r, to keep the organization strong tech
nfoalfy: T know that' we can turn out hardware; 
I know that we can turn out advanced concepts. 
The main problem is finding these budding-genius 
types and recognizing them. They're the ones who 
work faster than anybody else and are always 
asking for more work. I can't find them by 
staying in my office; I have to get out and circu
late a lot. 

There's also a group of people with profes
sional standing in the industry that we constant-
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ly track. When an R&D-oriented company fails, 
many tiger types are available in the job market. 
We interview them to find out what they've 
learned-since we knew what they were--and if 
they have the right combination of capabilities, 
we pick them up. 

Tiger teams are maintained without turnover 
on an average of one and a half to two years. The 
secret is to keep them stimulated, keep them busy. 

So what does the tiger team do in the off
season when they're not working on a project? 
They're involved in what I call advanced develop
ment and research. You can give them advanced 
concepts to keep them stimulated-new machine 
structures, new software techniques or new simu
lation activities. In our case, it's often advanced 
signal-processing, or computer techniques. 

How the game is played 

A typical tiger-team project has been to elimi
nate three or four subsystems from a major pro
gram. If they could be eliminated, hardware and 
labor could be reduced and the project schedule 
improved. 

The first time I tried to solve this problem, 
I tried it with one man, a project engineer type. 
His solution: no reduction. I figured that the 
job was too big for one man. So I called in a 
computer-oriented specialist to lead a tiger team 
consisting of a machine designer, a software 
specialist, a high-capacity-for-accuracy type and 
a peripheral-equipment specialist. These guys 
were dedicated to putting together a concept for 
this kind of machine in something like eight to 
12 weeks. When they finished they put out a re
port stating the concept they intend to use. 

The leader had to have a good solid computer 
background across the board. Why? Because his 
concept was supposed to evolve into a computer 
concept, as opposed to a special-purpose piece of 
logic. The software guy had to do the analysis 
of the throughput to find out if what they postu
late is really going to work on a capacity basis. 
The peripheral-equipment specialist had to find 
out if all the interfaces with which this machine 
had to communicate would really work. The ma
chine-designer title is self-explanatory, and the 
accuracy type filled in where he was needed most. 
The leader used the project type, who was also a 
detailer, to pump in all the requirements for the 
whole system, because he had working knowledge 
of the job. 

The most serious problem with a group like 
this is that the project type may feel that he's 
being replaced when in fact he's getting addi
tional support. 

So I say : "Look, I'll take on some of your 
administrative responsibilities, or I'll get some
one to assist you with them. Finally I convince 
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him that a lot of his administrative tasks are 
not as important as a sound technical approach. 

He then starts to participate in the program 
after we get locked up in a room and personally 
gets involved in the project. He feels that if it's 
important enough for me to spend my time at 
it, it's important enough for him. The group and 
I may challenge him with suggestions for simpli
fication. After a while, his intellectual curiosity 
and personal involvement take over. 

Manage but ~on't control 

For tiger teams to be successful, they must be 
managed, not controlled. I think the electronics 
industry loses tremendous creativity by having 
too many controls on its people. Many policies 
and procedures are designed to control people, 
schedules and dollars. Certainly, controls are 
necessary for business to function in an orderly 
fashion. However, management methods should 
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have enough flexibility to foster creativity. The 
tiger team can't do its thing under a regimented 
set of controls and regulations. 

The most serious problem our industry faces 
today is that it doesn't have enough money to 
expand advanced development. Most of the cus
tomers are looking for off-the-shelf systems and/ 
or hardware. This requires an advanced-develop
ment activity that places a strong burden on the 
company. We must develop advanced-technology 
equipment in a shrinking market area. That's 
tough. Companies don't have the money to invest 
in technology, unless there's going to be a market 
return. 

This show-me-before-I-buy attitude makes the 
manager's job more difficult than ever before. I 
can't have inefficiency in an R&D program. This 
is the problem today. Get the thing out with no 
money. I'd have trouble doing it without tiger 
teams. •1• 
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DelcOs 
T0-66 silicon 

transistors for 

Now the high-energy capability of Delco's 
silicon power transistors is available in the 
T0-66 package. 

Like all the Kokomoans' silicon power 
transistors, they're triple diffused and built to 
survive the most rugged applications. Their 
high-voltage ratings make it practical to oper
ate them directly from rectified 117-volt or 220-
volt ac line. This allows lower weight and 
smaller circuit size because fewer, less bulky 
components are required than with low-voltage 
higher current systems. And, their energy capa
bility is backed by the surest rating in the 
business-Pulse Energy Testing. 

Use the new DTS-660 series when you 
need the high-voltage capability of our DTS-
410, DTS-423 or DTS-425 but, in T0-213MA 
(T0-66) size. 

They're in stock at Delco distributors now. 
For additional information, prices, and com
plete data, give yours a call or contact us at 

Type le~ Peak) 

OTS-660 3.:x 10.0A 

DTS-663 3.:x 
10.0A 

OTS-665 3.:x 10.0A 

hFE@ le= LOA Vern (sus) Po min. Vern min. / max. min. 

200V x 0 200V GOW 

400V x 0 325V GOW 

500V x 0 400V GOW 

OUr nearest regional Office. NPN t ri ple-d iffu sed silicon transistors in JEDEC T0-213MA (TO-GG) packages. 

Suggested 
resale price 

1-99 qua ntity 

$5.93 ea. 

$9.57 ea. 

$14.94 ea. 
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Now available from these 
distributors in production quantities: 
ALA., BIRMINGHAM o Forbes Distributing 
Co., Inc. (205) -251-4104 
ARIZ., PHOENIX • Cramer/ Arizona (602)-
263-1112 o Sterling Electronics (602 )-258-4531 
CAL., LOS ANGELES o Kierulff Electronics, 
Inc. (213)-685-5511 • Radio Products Sales, 
Inc. (213)-748-1271 
CAL., PAI,0 ALTO o Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
(415)-968-6292 
CAL., REDWOOD CITY o Cramer/ San 
Francisco, (415)-365-4000 
CAL., SAN DIEGO o Radio Products Sales, 
Inc. (714)-292-5611 

COLO., DENVER • Cramer/Denver (303)-
758-2100 • Denver Walker Electronics (303)-
935-2401 

CONN., NOllWALK • Harvey / Connecticut 
(203)-853-1515 

ILL. , ROSEMONT (Chicago) • Kierulff Elec
tronics (312)-678-8560 
ILL., SKOKIE (Chicago) o Merquip Electronics 
(312)-282-5400 
IND., INDIANAPOLIS o Graham Electronics 
Supply, Inc. (317)-634-8202 
MD., BALTIMORE o Radio Electric Service 
Co. (301)-823-0070 
MASS., NEEDHAM HEIGHTS o Kierulff 
Electronics, Inc. (617)-449-3600 
MASS., NEWTON • The Greene-Shaw Co., 
Inc. (617)-969-8900 
MICH., ROMULUS• Harvey/ Michigan (313)-
729-5500 

MINN., MINNEAPOLIS o Stark Electronics 
Supply Co. (612)-332-132/; 
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DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION, KOKOMO, INDIANA 

MO., KANSAS CITY o Walters Radio Supply, 
Inc. (816)-531-7015 

MO., NO. KANSAS CITY o LCOMP-Kansas 
City, Inc. (816)-221-2400 
MO., ST. LOUIS o LCOMP-St. Louis, Inc. 
(314)-647-5505 

N.J., CLIFTON o Eastern Radio Corporation 
(201)-365-2600, (212)-244-8930 

N.M., ALBUQUERQUE o Cramer/ New Mexico 
(505)-265-5767 o Sterling Electronics (505)-247-
2486 

N.Y., BINGHAMTON Harvey/ Federal 
(607)-748-8211 

N.Y., EAST SYRACUSE • Cramer/Eastern 
(315)-437-6671 

N.Y., ROCHESTER 
(716)-275-0300 

Cramer / Rochester 

N.Y., WOODBURY o Harvey/ New York 
(516)-921-8700, (212)-582-2590 

OHIO, CINCINNATI o United Radio, Inc. 
(513)-761-4030 

OHIO, CLEVELAND o Pattison Supply (216)-
441-3000 

OHIO, DAYTON o Kierulff Electronics (513)-
278-9411 

OKLA., TULSA o Radio, Inc. (918)-587-9123 

PENN., PHILADELPHIA o Almo Electronics 
(215 )-676-6000 

PENN., PITTSBURGH • RPC Electronics 
(412)-782-3770 

S.C., COLUMBIA • Dixie Radio Supply Co., 
Inc. (803)-253-5333 
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TEXAS, DALLAS o Adleta Electronics Co. 
(214)-741-3151 

TEXAS, FORT WORTH o Adleta Electronics 
Co. (817)-336-7446 

TEXAS, GARLAND • Kierulff Electronics, 
Inc. (214)-271-2471 

TEXAS, HOUSTON o Harrison Eouipment 
Co., Inc. (713)-224-9131 

UTAH, SALT LAKE CITY o Cramer/ Utah 
(801)-487-3681 

VA., RICHMOND o Meridian Electronics, 
Inc., a Sterling Electronics Company (703)-
353-6648 
WASH., SEATTLE o Kierulff Electronics, Inc . 
(206)-763-1550 

WASH., TACOMA • C & G Electronics Co. 
(206)-272-3181 

CANADA, ONT., SCARBOROUGH o Lake 
Engineering Co., Ltd. (416)-751-5980 

ALL OVERSEAS INQUIRIES: 
General Motors Overseas Operations 
Power and Industrial Products Dept., 
767 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 
10022. Phone: (212)-486-3723. 

Kokomoans' Regional 
Headquarters. 
Union, New Jersey 07083, 
Box 1018, Chestnut Station, 
(201) 687-3770. 
El Segundo, Calif. 90245, 
354 Coral Circle, (213) 
640-0443. 
Kokomo, Ind. 46901, 700 E. 
Firmin, (317 ) 459-217f> 
(Home Office) . MAAK OF EXCELLENCE 
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(ideas for design J 

Complementary transistor latch 
is built with two tunnel diodes 

A memory or latching function results from 
a complementary transistor switch when two tun
nel diodes are added across the transistor base
emitter junctions (Fig. 1). 

When the input ei is zero, then (assuming a 
V BE of 0. 7 V for each transistor) hi will be 0.59 
mA. The values of the currents io, and ib1 depend 
on the load on the switch, but Dl is forced into 
its high-voltage, forward-conductance region. 

The latching or memory operation occurs when 
the input (point A) is open-circuited. The oper
ating point of diode Dl moves down its forward 
characteristic to a point determined by the new 
total series resistance, 2 · Rl, and the loop volt
age drops. If diode current, io,, is above the 
diode's i,. value, and io2 is below its ip value, the 
circuit will remain in the original state. 

Branch currents iT1 and iT2 are equal to 0.28 
mA under the worst-case assumptions of V BE = 
0.7 V and Vo2 = 0.08 V. These currents flow 
through diodes Dl and D2, if negligible base 
currents (ib1 and ib2) are asl'.!umed. The value of 
0.28 mA is above iv and below ip, thus satisfying 
the conditions for latching operation. 

The opposite situation occurs when a 3-V level 
is applied at point A and then removed. Transis
tor Q2 will then be held ON and Ql will be OFF. 

For the latching operation, the upper and low
er trip points (with one of the two diodes in the 

HIGH state when the input is open-circuited) are 
2.2 V and 0.8 V, respectively. Open-circuit con
trol of point A can be obtained by using a series 
switch or a tristate logic element. Applications 
for the circuit include memory-reference switch
es in successive-approximation a / d converters, 
offboard output latch drivers, low-power memo
ries and single-switch, D-type flip-flops. 

C. J. Huber, Westinghouse Electric Corp., Sys
tems Development Div., Baltimore, Md. 

3.9k 

3.9k 

RZ 'rz 
5•411ew 

CIRCLE No. 311 
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Bipolar complementary switch exhibits latching 
function when tunnel diodes 01 and 02 are added . 

Inverted mode switching gives 
digital control of analog signal 

Digital control of an analog signal can be real
ized with inverted-mode switching, as shown in 
Fig. 1. Transistor Ql, operated in the inverted 
mode, is turned on and off directly by the TTL 
gate, Gl. The VcE of Ql, a 2N2432A, is typically 
5 mV, and the effective ON resistance is 20 .fl. 

When operated in the inverted configuration, 
as shown, Ql's turn-on conditions depend on the 

96 

base current. The resistor-diode network Rl, Dl, 
D2, D3 determines the base current independent
ly of the high-state voltage of the TTL gate. 

In the high state, G 1 supplies no current to 
the base of Ql. The gate only has the potential 
to back-bias the input diode Dl. For the low 
state, the gate must sink the current through 
resistor Rl. Ql's base is held about 0.7 V below 
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lew Imm Helipat: the lowest 
trimmer profile in the business. 

SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE 

You can't do better than our 
Series 82 Trimmers for small 
size and low cost ... and, of 
course, Helipot dependability. 
These%:' single-turn, 
general-purpose cermet 
models have the lowest 
profile in the industry with 
a proven cermet resistance 
element that can be set to 
any voltage ratio within 
0.05% of full scale. Sealed 
metal housings, solid stops, 
and essentially infinite 
resolution. They'll save 
you space-they'll save you 
money. (Our prices start at 
$1.40 list.) Two good reasons 
to write for specs and prices 
today. 

Beckman" INSTRUMENTS , INC. 

HELIPOT DIVISION 
2500 Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, Calif. 92634 

HELPING SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 53 
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IDEAS FOR DESIGN 

ground resistor R2. 
If three such inverted-mode stages are joined 

at their outputs to an op amp, digital gain con
trol of the analog amplifier results (Fig. 2). 

Mike Black, Texas Instruments, P.O. Box 6015, 
M.S . 257, Dallas, Tex. 75222 

CIRCLE No. 312 

ANALOG SIGNAL 
O-~-'l.Mr-~~~~...-~~--Q 

IN4148 R 2 10 k 

-5V 

1. Inverted mode transistor Ql is switched from 
the TIL output of gate G 1. 

5.1 k 

2. The gain of analog amplifier Al is digitally con
trolled by the three transistors, Ql , Q2, and Q3. 

Counter delay slashed in half 
with interconnection scheme 

An interconnection technique for any ripple 
counter that uses J-K flip-flops cuts the usual 
propagation delay in half while retaining the 
nor mal binary weighted output. No extra com
ponents are required. 

The scheme (see figure) arranges the flip
flops into synchronous pairs. The pairs are then 
joined, ripple fashion. There are three pairs: Ul 
(A and B), U2 and U3. Each pair is connected 
to produce a binary-weighted output, as shown 
in the count sequence. 

Each pair is clocked on the negative transition 
of the most significant bit of the preceding pair. 
An over-all binary-weighted output results, just 
as in a standard ripple counter. The propagation 
delay is reduced by one-half, however, because 

AO Al A2 

CLOCK 
IN o-~.-~~-+---. 

("'l.) 

NOTE: ALL FUP-FLDPS ARE 1/2 SN74107,SN743114,MC3061,0R EQUIVILENT 

A3 

there is only one flip-flop propagation delay for 
each pair of flip-flops . In a conventional ripple 
counter there is one propagation delay per flip
flop. 

Since all the possible states of two flip-flops 
are included in the desired counting sequence, 
there is no danger of the synchronous counters 
becoming "lost" in branch loops. The same ar
rangement also works for D flip-flops. The pairs 
are connected as ring counters. The output of 
each ring would then be a Gray code. 

William Farnbach, H ewlett-Packard, 1900 
Garden of the Gods Rd., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
809.07 

A4 

CLOCK 
TO 
NEXT 
PAIR 

CIRCLE No. 313 

COUNT 
SEQUENCE 
(ONE PAIR) 

STATE Al 

0 0 

I 0 

2 I 

3 I 

AO 

0 

I 

0 

I 

Modified ripple counter cuts propagation delay in half by pairing flip-flops. 
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( Solitron/Microwave) 
NOW OFFERS THE BIGGEST, 
MOST COMPLETE LINE OF 

RIGHT ANGLE CONNECTORS 
in the industry! 

We've put it all together .. . the largest selection of RIGHT ANGLE 
CONNECTORS now available for your application requirements. There's 
MITRE Right Angles. RADIUS Right Angles. Standard types. Custom 
designs. Constructed of brass, stainless steel, aluminum or beryllium 
copper. Solitron/ Microwave has them all. Look over our typical in-stock 
selections. Then call us. We'll give you a quote FAST (at very competitive 
prices ). And, deliver the quantity you need ... when you need them! 

Type Series No. 

N Type 
BNC Type ........ .. . .. . 

5000 
4700 
4500 
4000 
3000 
2900 
2700 

PTNC Type 
TNC Type .... 
TM Type 
SMA Type 
SSMA Type 
SMB Type 

( MIL-C-2557) 
SMC Type 

(MIL·C-2557) 

2300 

2200 

Remember: When it come to Right Angle 
Connectors, Solitron/ Microwave has more of 

everything than anybody else! 

TYPICAL VSWR/FREQUENCY PERFORMANCE 
OF 2994-6002 

rnu:: I ::11 t~Wt:::I ] ::111
7

=+-R 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 

FREQUENCY in GHz 

WRITE TODAY FOR OUR NEW RIGHT ANGLE CONNECTOR CATALOG! 

( Solitron/Microwave) Telephone (305) 287-5000 ·TWX (510) 953-6010 
Cove Road, Port Salerno, Florida 33492 

SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
8808 Balboa Ave. 
CMOS, PMOS Circuits 
Diodes, Rectifiers, & 

Zeners 
FET & Dual FET 

Transistors 
High Voltage Assemblies 
Linear & Monoli th ic IC's 

CONNECTOR DIVISION 

A Division of Solitron Devices, Inc. 
RIVIERA BEACH, FLA. PORT SALERNO, FLA. JUPITER, FLA. TAPPAN, N.Y. 
1177 Blue Heron Blvd. Cove Road 1440 W. Indiantown Rd. 256 Oak Tree Road 
Hi-Rel Power Transistors Microwave Connectors Microwave Stripline Diodes & Rectifiers 
SI & Ge. Power Plaxial (Rl Cable Components Ferrite & Ferrite Devices 

Transistors Precision RF Coaxial Microwave Diodes High Voltage Assemblies 
Hi-Rel Power Hybrids Connectors Rf and Microwave Power Rectifiers 
PNP-NPN Industrial Transistors Thick film 

Transistors Hi-Rel Power Hybrid Circuits 
Transistorc: 
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KENT, ENGLAND 
Tubbs Hill House 
London Road, 

Sevenoaks 
Solidev, ltd. 
full line of 

Solitron devices 

BEN BARAQ, ISRAEL TOKYO 105, JAPAN 
51 Hayarkon Street Rm. No. 21 , 
AEL Israel, ltd. Kyodo Bide. 
Full line of No. 4-10 2 Chome 

Solitron devices Higashi Shinbashi 
Minato-ko 
Full line of 

Solitron devices 
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IDEAS FOR DESIGN 

Gating scheme maximizes 
de-de converter efficiency 

When power-switching transistors in de-de 
converters are on, overlap of the ON states de
creases efficiency as the switching frequency in
creases. But a gating scheme can sense the de
lays, as the transistors turn off, and minimize 
overlap. 

Overlap results from turn-off delay once the 
transistor's base drive has been removed. If the 
delay, which can be on the order of 10 µ,s, is 
sensed, overlap can be minimized by preventing 
one transistor from turning on until the other is 
off. 

The de-de converter in Fig. 1 consists of an 
oscillator that clocks a toggle flip-flop. The flip
flop in turn switches the primary of transformer 
Tl about its de-biased center tap via transistor 
amps Al and A2. The winding configuration of 
Tl and the rectifier · network determine the de 
voltage output. Tl is a nonsaturating transform
er. 

When the delay is sensed, transistor Al is 
gated with the output of A2, and vice versa. 
Diodes Dl and D2 prevent the high primary 
swing voltages from damaging the 5-V powered 
logic gates. Resistors R 1 or R2 bias the inputs of 
gates Gl or G3 HIGH, while Dl or D2 are back
biased. 

Assume FFl is reset and all power-transistor 
delays of Al and A2 have passed. Since V B is 
greater than 5 V and Al is biased off by FFl, 
Dl is off and A2 is on. Flip-flop FFl supplies 
logic ONE to Al and logic ZERO to A2. The 
logic ZERO starts to turn off A2 (turn-off de
lay), but D2 remains forward-biased and G4 pre-

Qt---+-----

FFI 

OSCILLATOR K Qi----1----~ 

NOTE: Gl-G4,FFI :SN700N 

vents Al from turning on until A2 actually turns 
off. After the J\2 turn-off delay has passed (logic 
ZERO output of A2 removed), D2 is back-biased 
and Al is turned on via R2, G3, and G4. The 
sequence simply repeats each time FFl toggles 
on each cycle. Fig. 2 shows the effects of gating 
on overlap and efficiency. 

Alphonso H. Marsh, Sr . Engineer, Raytheon 
Co., Sudbury, Mass. 01766 

osc 

Al-....-oN-..."'""" 

A2--..... 
OFF 

TURN-ON 
OVERLAP 

Al __ oN __ 

A2---l-I 
OFF 

CIRCLE No. 314 

OFF ON OFF ON 

ON OFF ON 

i--
CONVERSION WITHOUT GATING 

8 

OFF ON OFF 

ON OFF ON 

CONVERSION WITH GATING 

G 
2. Conversion efficiency with and without gating. 
Gating prevents an increase in overlap from accom
panying an increase in switching frequency. 

5V 
RI 
510 

DI 
1N914 .-----------~ 

I I 
.)o---__.:....._ ______ Tlr------1--....,._ 

02 
IN914 

R2 
5 10 

5V r 
de 
OUTPUT 

-1---0+ 

L----------

1. Gates Gl and G4 sense turn -off delay of transistors Al and A2 and minimize overlap. 
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The Gralex Series 45 DPM. 

4Y2 digits . 

. 01% accuracy. 

20 ppm/°C stability. 

7-segment Sperry planar display. 

1000 Mo input Z. 

Auto-polarity. 

120db CMR. 

And a price tag of $2750 tog qty.) · 

Want more 
details and specs? 

Write or phone. Now. 

GHBLEX 
INDUSTRIES 

DIVISION OF GENERAL MICROWAVE CORP. 

155 MARINE ST., FARMINGDALE, N. Y. • 516-694-3600 



Clock-select circuit minimizes 
initial phase uncertainty 

When a local clock is synchronized to incoming 
data or timing signals, the initial phase error 
is critical. The usual way to minimize this error 
is to count down a higher frequency signal 
(CLK11r ) to the basic clock rate (CLKbasic ) of 
interest. The maximum initial phase uncertainty 
is thus reduced from the period of the basic 
clock to the period of CLKhr· The circuit in Fig. 1 
further reduces the phase uncertainty to half the 
period of CLKhr· 

Assume the incoming timing signal causes the 
pull-over (PO) bus to change state from logic 
ONE to logic ZERO (Fig. 2). This enables gates 
G3 and G5, whose respective outputs reflect the 
phase of their associated complementary clock 
inputs from Gl. Either gate G3 or G5 will go 
to logic state ONE, depending on the phase of 
the clock input when the PO bus changes states. 
The other phase of the clock is thus disabled 

CU< hi 

TIMING 
SIGNAL 

1/ 2 MCI004 

MCIOl3 

RESET 

1/4 MCIOIO 

l/3 MCl007 

1. Gates G3 and GS select a clock synchronized to 
the moment when the timing signal changes the 
state of the PO bus. 

IFD Winner of February 17, 1972 

Erno Borbely, Design Engineer, Dynaco, 
Inc., 3060 Jefferson St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
19121. His idea "Phase-locked loop generates 
stereo multiplex switching source" has been 
voted the Most Valuable of Issue award. 

Vote for the Best Idea in this issue. 

(G2 in Fig. 2), synchronizing the incoming clock 
to the leading edge of the clock. The same results 
follow from using a clock of frequency that is 
twice CLKbr by synchronizing with the usual 
technique. 

The highest frequency of operation is given by 
the equation: 

where t pct 

1Wc11 
4c10 

1 
24ct + 4ct·1 - 4cto 
4a1 + t pdO 

2 
= propagation delay to logic ONE. 
= propagation delay to logic ZERO. 

Oscillations occur if operation at frequencies of 
greater than f max is attempted. 

H. Corday and D. Zagardo, Hazeltine Corp., 
Greenlawn, N.Y. 11740 

CLK hf 

PO BUS 

G2 
G4 

G3 

G5 

SELECTED 
CLOCK 

CIRCLE No. 315 

2. Waveforms show the selected clock in relat ion 
to the various gate outputs. Maximum phase un· 
certainty is equal to the period of CLK1ir· 

SEND US YOUR IDEAS FOR DESIGN. You may win a 
grand total of $1050 (cash)! Here's how. Submit your 
IFD describing a new or important circuit or design 
technique, the clever use of a new component or test 
equipment, packaging tips, cost·saving ideas to our 
Ideas for Design editor. Ideas can only be considered 
for publication if they are submitted exclusively to 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN. You will receive $20 for each 
published idea, $30 more if it is voted best of issue 
by our readers . The best·of-issue winners become 
eligible for the Idea of the Year award of $1000. 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN cannot assume responsibility/ for circuits shown nor represent freedom from patent infringement. 
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That's right ... We designed our Model 
4700 DMM with total measurement ca
pability in one box (no options to add) 
... and it sells for only $985. 

When you consider 5-DC, 4-AC, and 6-kn 
ranges; your choice of manual ranging or 
complete autoranging; 100% overranging; 
isolated BCD and Programming; and front 
panel remote override ... you've got to 
admit that's a lot. But that is only part of the 
capability. 

Behind the front panel you get ±0.01 % ac
curacy when measuring DC and Ohms, and 
±0.1 % in AC. Outstanding resolution is also 
built-in to further extend measurement 
accuracy ... and to maintain it you need 
calibrate the 4700 on only a 90-day cycle. 

We even went further by putting in a wide 
operational band for AC measurements 
(from 40 Hz to 100 kHz), and backed up 
reliability with plug in IC's and solid state 
fully isolated digital output and remote 
programming. 

Instrument operating specifications are available in the 
4700 Data Sheet. Why not get a copy ... or better still 
call up for an on-the-spot demonstration. 

IDIRlnlRI 
When Test and Measurement Count 

Dana Laboratories, Inc. 
2401 Campus Drive , Irvine 

California 92664 (714) 833-1234 

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS • ELECTRONIC COUNTERS • FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS • DATA AMPLIFIERS 



Low energy switching problem? 
Leave it to our"GOLDIE:' .. 

"Goldie"-the new Cherry gold crosspoint contact 
switches solve practically every low energy switching 
problem. They do it with a contact design innovation that 
helps prevent the two main causes of contact failure : 
1. F.ormation of insulating chemical films on contacts 
2. Mechanical interference of foreign particles on contacts. 
Our new " Goldie" switches combine a solid layer of gold 
alloy (69% gold, 25% silver, 6% platinum) contact material 

Hewlett -Packard Desk Top Calculator uses 63 Cherry "'Goldies'" 

E68 Push Button 
Circle Reader 

Service No. 231 

with a crossed knife - edge configuration . These provide 
interfaces inert to chemical action and virtually eliminate 
contact closure interference from foreign particles. Low 
contact resistance is maintained throughout the switch 
lifetime, which is measured in millions of operations. 
Initial insertion resistance is below 50 milliohms. 

Take a closer look at our problem-solving " Goldie" 
switches. Send for the sample of your choice today. 

FREE SAMPLE SWITCH 

E53 Low Torque 
Circle Reader 

Service No. 232 

E63 Subminiature 
Circle Reader 

Service No. 233 

S31 Open Miniature 
Circle Reader 

Service No. 234 

E21 Miniature 
Circle Reader 

Service No. l35 

Makers of patented leverwheel/Thumbwheel Switches, Matrix Selector Switches, Snap-Action Switches and Keyboards . 
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(new products) 

Endless-loop signal recorder converts 
real-time scope to storage unit 

Ballantine Laboratories, P.O. Box 
97, Boonton, N.J. 07005. (201) 
935-0900. $985. 

Nearly every engineering group 
has access to an oscilloscope. A stor
age scope-well, that's another 
story. If the company's equipment 
is seldom free, this new Ballantine 
storage instrument may be just 
what your group should order. 

Designated the Model 7050A 
Electronic Signal Recorder (ESR), 
the unit records repetitive or tran
sient signals (up to 100 kHz and 
3.6-,µ,s rise time) on a small, end
less loop of computer-grade mag
netic tape. The captured signal can 
then be played back on any scope 
at a writing speed of 3000 divi
sions per millisecond, and it can be 
minutely examined with any of the 
scope's display features. 

Unlike a storage scope, in which 
displays can be stored and viewed 
for limited periods, the recorded 
signals may be stored indefinitely 
and viewed at any time. Thus a 
transient can be stored for later 
analysis, freeing the ESR and scope 
for other measurements. 

The Model 7050A operates in 
either of two modes: record or 
playback. In the record mode the 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN 13, June 22, 1972 

capstan-driven loop makes one revo
lution every 20 ms, and an erase 
head erases prior signals before 
each revolution. 

Both recording and erasure stop 
when a transfer command is re
ceived; the previous 20 ms of re
corded signals are then read out 
(playback mode ) as a continuously 
repeated analog voltage. The trans
fer is done automatically either by 
a trigger signal derived from the 
input signal, or by an external sig
nal, or manually by a front-panel 
pushbutton. Another front-panel 
control allows the transfer to be 
variably delayed up to 20 ms after 
the trigger. This shifts the storage 
duration so that only those signals 
that occur after the triggering are 
displayed. 

In playback, a +13-V pulse out
put--which can be adjustably de
layed from 4 to 17 ms (not to be 
confused with the transfer trigger) 
-can be used to trigger the scope 
sweep. By using the recorder's out
put trigger delay (horizontal-posi
tion control) in combination with 
the scope's sweep-rate control, you 
can expand and zero in on any part 
of a waveform. A separate 13-V 
pulse output can be used for Z-axis 
brightening or blanking, to identi-

fy the start of the recording. 
In use, a one-shot or repetitive 

signal of up to 400 V (de plus peak 
ac ) is connected to the 1-Mn, 36-
pF input jack. The sensitivity 
switch is then set to the appropri
ate level. Nine ranges are pro
vided (for a scope deflection factor 
set at 100 mV /cm ) , varying from 4 
mV /cm to 2 V / cm. A signal that 
is 10 times the sensitivity setting 
will then give the full recording 
level. If the correct level is not 
known, the ESR can be switched 
to a through mode and the signal 
measured directly on the scope. 

A pushbutton is then hit to ini
tiate the record mode, which is so 
indicated by a panel light. In the 
internal mode, transfer to playback 
is automatic and is indicated· by 
another panel light. The captured 
signal will now be displayed on the 
scope, provided the scope trigger 
level is correctly set. 

Transfer can also be accomplish
ed by an external signal of at least 
50-mV amplitude and 100-ns dura
tion, or by manually pressing a 
pushbutton. The button overrides 
the other transfer methods. 

Other specifications and features 
of the ESR include: 

• A maximum distortion of 
1.5 % at 1 kHz. 

• A mm1mum signal-to-noise 
ratio of 34 dB, referenced to full 
scale. 

• An output impedance of 50 
ohms. 

• A short-duration, reference
level pulse recorded on the tape 
during transfer. 

• A ground-reference adjust
ment that allows the recorded sig
nal to be offset by ± 3 times the 
input sensitivity setting. 

The 7050A weighs 6-1 / 2 pounds, 
measures 11-1/4 by 9-1/2 by 4-1/3 
inches and consumes 35 W. It can 
operate over a temperature range 
of 0 to 40 C and can be stored 
over a range of - 30 to + 75 C. 

CIRCLE NO. 256 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

7-bit a/d converter 
doubles word rate 

Computer Labs Inc., 1109 S. Chap
man St., Greensboro, N.C. 27409. 
(919 ) 292-6427; 4-6 wks. 

Computer Labs has announced 
two new high-speed a / d converters. 
The VHS-720 is capable of 7 bits 
at ·20-MHz word rates; and the 
VHS-815 provides 8 bits at 15-
MHz rates. The highest speeds 
previously available were 7 and 8 
bits at 10 MHz. Both of the latest 
units are self~contained and in
clude track-and-hold; power sup
plies; and built-in test circuits. 

CIRCLE NO. 257 

Modular test system 
offers many plug-ins 

Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, 
Beaverton, Ore. 97005. (50~) 644-
0161. 

The plug-in concept, pioneered 
by Tektronix for their scope line, 
is now being offered in a low cost 
per function measurement system. 
Designated the TM 500 System, it 
features a full line of compact, in
terchangeable plug-ins, comprised 
of counters, DMMs, function gen
erators, power supplies, oscillators 
and other instruments. The system 
is designed for rack, bench, or 
mobile use and comes in single or 
triple compartment mainframes 
with rear-panel access to the intra
compartment, plug-in interface. 

CIRCLE NO. 258 

Dual-channel scope 
offers 10 MHz, is 14 lb. 

Dumont Oscilloscope Laboratories, 
Inc., 40 Fairfield Place, W. Cald
well, N.J. 07006 (201 ) 228-3665. 
$995; 30 days. 

Dumont's new, dual-channel 
scope, called the 2100, features a 
de to 10 MHz BW, sensitivity of 
10 mV / div, maximum sweep speed 
of 50 ns/ div, 8 x 10 div display 
and delayed sweep. Push-button 
front panel controls and function
al color - groupings make the in
strument easy to use. Use of ICs 
eliminates variable components. 
Full auto triggering is included in 
the 2100, as well as AND I gate 
logic for external triggering of as 
many as four simultaneous inputs. 

CIRCLE NO. 259 
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The evidence is 
accumulating. You may 
eliminate all discrete by
pass capacitors - and get 
a lower-noise printed circuit 
board at frequencies 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 59 
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where it counts - with a 
single Rogers Mini/Bus. 

DELIVERY: Standard configurations w 
are available on short notice. ~ 

z Telephone EAST: (203) 774-9605; 
WEST: (602) 963-4584 to know 
where we stand today on your 
requirements. Ask for our Mini/Bus 
brochure, showing standard parts. 

MINI/Bus 

I / 

' / I / 

'\ ,,'' 
"-"'FILTERED 

CIRCUIT BOARD 

10 
MHz 

100 

Rogers Corporation Rogers, Co1in. 06263 (203) 774-9605 
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Control what you're doing 
... with RCA Tliyristors. 
Cut tune-up requirements in marine en
gines with RCA SCR's designed-in as part 
of capacitive discharge ingnition systems. 
Use 40655 (illustrated below) for 100 Am
pere surge and high di/dt capability. Volt
ages to 600 V are standard. 

From simple time and temperature dis
plays to scoreboards in sports arenas, your 
indicator board circuits should include 
RCA. For electronic accuracy and solid
state reliability, pick the 40530 family for 
low-level logic circuits. For heavier surge 
capability, select plastic VERSAWATT 
types such as 40668 and 40669. 

Handle oven heater loads reliably with 
RCA-40661, 30 A triacs. Use RCA-40706, 
30 A triac in conjunction with RCA zero 
voltage switch CA3059 for precise tem
perature control. Choose RCA-40669 
VERSAWATT or 40902 ISOWATT for 
electric top burner controls. 

In home comfort systems - heating, cool
ing, humidifying, and pollution control 
equipment - use the solid-state techniques 
that offer reliability in interfacing low
level logic with high power motor con
trols. Choose your devices from RCA : 
40530, 2N5445, 40918, 40868 and 
40869, all designed for new and improved 
systems. 

For more information on these and other RCA thyristors, see your local RCA 
Representative or your RCA Distributor. For technical data on specific types, 
write: RCA Solid State Division, Section 57F·22/UR15, Box 3200, Somerville, N.J. 
08876. International: RCA, Sunbury-on-Thames, U.K., or Fuji Building, 7-4, 
Kasumigaseki, 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan. In Canada : RCA Limited, Ste . 
Anne de Bellevue 810, Quebec. 
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40640, 40641, and 40888 and 40889, 
proved in hundreds of thousands of TV 
sets, take the critical aspects of design out 
of horizontal deflection circuits. SCR's are 
the superior approach world-wide . Investi
gate, too, RCA's full line of diodes: 
40642, 40643, 40890, 40891. 

With 30 A and 40 A triacs to choose from, 
you can select the proper device to control 
the high intensity lamp in your photo
copier . RCA can easily adapt any standard 
stud or electrically-isolated stud package 
to a custom package configuration to meet 
your needs as well as UL requirements. 

Ren Solid 
State 

products that make products pay off 
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Low Cost, Size only 
2-3/4"x2-3/4" 

astrosystems 

astrosystems, inc. 
6 Nevada Drive 
Lake Success, New York 11040 
(516) 328-1600 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

Pocket-sized ohmmeters 
have built-in buzzer 
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·~ 
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Epic Inc., 150 Nassau St., New 
York, N.Y. 10038. (212) 349-2470. 

Ehlomi 5 and 6 are battery-oper
ated ( 1.5 V), pocket-sized ( 4 x 
3-1/2 x 1-1/2 in.) ohmmeters. 
Model 6 is especially suitable for 
resistance measurements of trans
former windings motors, printed 
circuits and brush contacts. Model 
6 has a range of 0.1 to 500 n and 
Model 5, 1 n to 1 Mn. Model 5 has 
a scale for estimation of capaci
tances up to 50,000 µ.F. Both mod
els test continuity with a built-in 
buzzer. Accuracy is within ± 1.5 %. 

CIRCLE NO. 260 

2-1 /2-inch panel meter 
offers slide-in scales 

~ 

LFE Corp., Process Control Div., 
1601 Trapelo Rd., Waltham, Mass. 
02154. ( 617) 890-2000. 

The 7025 panel meter, a 2-1/2-
inch model in the API 7000 series, 
features slide-in scales. The meter, 
especially useful for power supplies 
and portable instruments, is avail
able as a VU meter for audio 
equipment and in pyrometers for 
ovens. Thus, a small, basic stock of 
meters can be modified with a larg
er number of slide-in scales. A wide 
range of standard dials is avail
able. 1 % tracking is standard for 
many popular ranges and available 
for all; 1/ 2% tracking is also 
available. 

CIRCLE NO. 261 

Synchro-digital converter 
or programmed bridge 

[
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·-(IA ........ ---- .. 
The Singer Co., Los Angeles Oper
ation, 3211 S. La Cienega Blvd., 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90016. (213 ) 
870-2761. 

A series of main frames and 
plug-in modules which can be used 
either as synchro/ resolver-to-digi
tal converters or as programmable 
bridges are available from Singer. 
The main frames differ only in 
accuracy and frequency capability. 
As a converter, the ADC presents 
a digital readout of angle within 
250 ms. As a bridge, it compares 
input angle to angle selected and 
provides an error voltage input. 
Major features are: 0.001 degree 
accuracy; 0.0005 degree resolution; 
input impedance greater than 500 
kn. 

CIRCLE NO. 262 

Function generator 
gives 10-4 Hz to 11 MHz 

Exact Electronics Inc., 455 S.E. 
2nd Ave., Hillsboro, Ore. 97123. 
(503 ) 648-6661. $995; 2 wks. 

The Model 7056 is an AM/ phase 
lock function generator with a 
0.0001 Hz to 11 MHz range and 
trigger and gate capability for 
single shot and burst waveforms. 
AM modulation is variable from 
zero through 100 % to suppressed 
carrier. The VCA (voltage con
trolled amplitude ) input allows am
plitude control from de to wide
band ac. Output amplitude can be 
varied without changing the per
centage of modulation. The unit 
offer,s sine, square, triangle, ramp, 
pulse and sync waveforms. The op
erator can select variable ± 15 V 
of de offset to position the wave
form above or below ground. 

CIRCLE NO. 263 
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OUR ANGLE: angle position indicators 
that do more and cost less 

SHOULDN'T YOU TAKE A NEW READING 
ON THIS COST-PERFORMANCE ANGLE? 

For better ways to measure synchro and resolver data, North 
Atlantic offers the best of both worlds: budget prices for the 

popular APl-8025; superior performance and increased 
capability of the new 8525. • Both are interchangeable 

without any mechanical or wiring modifications. 

ANG f PO..> r 8._ •Nc:JICA'G!! 

I 6 9 .74 

North Atlantic's solid-state 8525 offers an accu
racy of 0.05° (3 minutes). Following a 180° 

step input, it synchronizes a five-digit 
NIXIE readout in 1/2 second flat. And 

it tracks at up to 1000° per second. 
Where cost can be traded 

against performance, the 
proven electromechani

cal APl-8025 . . . a 

minute accuracy, 25°/ 
second slew speed, and 

many options. • Input of the 
8525 is any 60 or 400Hz resolver/ 

synchro data from control instrumen
tation. The patented servo design elimi

nates all inertia and improves dynamic per
formance many times over. Its digital outputs 

are especially suited to the computer-oriented 
requirements of today's automatic test systems. 

The 8525 . . priced at $1885 ... and the APl-8025 
priced at $995 actually cost less because they perform 

more functions per dollar. And with greater reliability. 

For complete information on the cost-performance angle, please write or phone now. 

" See us at IEEE-Booth #2123" 

NORTH .A.TL.ANTIC 
industries, inc. 

200 TERMINAL DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803 
cable: noatlantic / twx : 510-221-1879 /phone: (516) 681-8600 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

Ultrasonic wirebonder 
has two channels, ten W 

Orthodyne Electronics, 817 W. 17th 
St., Costa Mesa, Calif. 92627. (714) 
646-8349. $675 ; stock to 2 wks. 

The Model 363 ultrasonic .gener
ator, designed for production wire
bonding, features two channels and 
power output to 10 W. The time 
and power controls are ten-turn, 
high-resolution potentiometers. A 
test meter and switch allow the 
user to check wedge tuning, system 
lock and other characteristics with
out scopes or other test equipment. 
A number of factory options are 
available to adapt the 363 to most 
:wirebonders. 

CIRCLE NO. 264 

Scribe tool 
cuts repro masters 

Electronic Associates, Inc., W. 
Long Branch, N.J. 07764. (201 ) 
229-1100. 

Electronic Associates, Inc. has 
announced a new scribe tool ac
cessory for their 430 DATAPLOT
TER. The tool mounts in the ex
isting, standard plotter pen assem
bly. Up to four cutters may be used 
to produce top-quality, reproduction 
masters of any preprogrammed 
drawing. The tool is a motorized, 
rotating scribe, using a sapphire 
cutter and is available in cutter 
widths of 0.009, 0.018 and 0.030 in. 
The cutting depth is adjustable by 
setting a ball limit stop. 

CIRCLE NO. 265 

Multi-band sweeper 
covers 1 to 18 GHz 

S ervo Corp. of America, 111 New 
South Rd., Hicksville, N.Y. 11802. 
(516) 938-9700. 

A new, extended-range, micro
wave sweeper designated Model 
404-A, is completely self-contained. 
It sequentially sweeps the multi
band range of 1 to 18 GHz with 
5 mW ± 1 dB of internally-leveled 
rf power. Four discrete oscillators 
covering 1 to 2 GHz, 2 to 4 GHz, 
4 to 8 GHz and 8 to 18 GHz, allow 
the user to operate the instrument 
in single-octave, straddle-band, or 
multi-band configurations in any 
part or all of the instrument's 
range. Sweep time, from 1 to 18 
GHz, is 50 ms. 

CIRCLE NO. 266 

Now we have two sides 
to our Pin Bar story. 

110 

Now you can pick up 
every pin with a single 
new Lear Siegler Pin 
Bar""'. The new design 
utilizes both sides of 
the bar to pick up 
adjacent pins. Your 
installation time and 
production costs 
therefore are signifi
cantly reduced . Un-
1 i k e most common 
connectiori methods. 
no soldering is re
quired so making 

terminal connections 
has never been easier 
or less expensive. 

So if you ' d like to 
simplify your bussing 

operation for as low 
as 2 or 3 cents per 
terminal, pin us down 
for details and a free 
sample. 

~ 
LEAR~ 
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Viewed from every angle, our new R. B. 
Delay Timer is a great value at $8.38* 

To keep manufacturing costs 
in line and increase depend
ability, the R.B. is your an
swer. Has dial adjustability, 
automatic reset and guaran
teed 100% electro-mechani
cal reliability and accuracy. 
Replaces cheaper delay de
vices of questionable per
formance. 

Except for the motor, it is 

"Maximum quanlily discount . 
tTrademark G.E. Co. 

completely enclosed in G.E. 
Noryl SE-1t plastic for total 
insulation and dimensional 
stability. Repeat accuracy is 
± 1'% of total time cycle. 
Load switch capacity is 15 
Amps. SPDT-120/240 VAC 
Non-Ind. snap action. 

Choice of 7 time cycles 
between 5.5 sec. and 4 min.-
24 sec. max. Ask for Bui. 307. 

:Ell INDUSTRIAL TIMER I 
A UNIT OF ESTERLINE CORPORATION 

Industrial Timer Corporation , U.S. Highway 287, Parsippany, N.J. 07054 
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Introducing 

MILLIVERTER II 
- the flexible ADC 

that gives your analog signals the 
careful conditioning they deserve. 

Check the performance features 
of MILLIVERTER II -

They're all designed to save 
you time and trouble -
and lots of money, too! 

Expandable up to 1024 analog 
inputs - now or at any time! 

15 bit A-to-0 converter with 16 microsecond conversion time. 

Analog signal amplifiers 
cover the entire range from 
5 mv to 10 volts full scale. 

Design prevents overvoltage 
condition on one channel from 
affecting other input data points. 

AND HERE'S 
THE BONUS 

Low Level signals Three pole active filter in each 
conditioned with '------=- amplifier reduces system noise. 

amplifier-per-channel 

High level signals 
multiplexed prior to 

conditioning. 

Additional amplifiers 
at only $120 each! 

Track-and-hold amplifier is 
standard in every system for 
minimum conversion error. 

Increases system capacity 
with 16 channels per card. 

Accepts both differential 
and common low 
analog inputs. 

Front panel controls for system monitoring and 
check-out feature long-life LED indicators. 

The MILLIVERTER II team -
ready with the know-how, and the circuits, to interface 
with your minicomputers, controllers and mag-tape units. 

Give them a call collect - (714) 546-7160 ext. 567 -
and they'll come back to you with 
the finest , fastest , and most flexible 
A-to-0 conversion system 
you 've ever seen! 
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ICs & SEMICONDUCTORS 

Monolithic, phase-locked loops extend 
the frequency range to 35 MHz 

PHASE 

COMPARATOR 
FILTER 

VOLTAGE CONTROLLEO 
OSCILLATOR 

Exar Integrated Systems, Inc., 733 
N. Pastoria Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif . 
94086. ( 408) 732-7970. P&A: See 
text. 

A monolithic phase-locked loop 
(PLL), the XR-215 by Exar Inte
grated Systems, boosts typical fre
quency capability to 35 MHz. Com
pared with Signetics' SE 560, 561 
and 562-earlier high-frequency 
phase loops-that's a gain of 5 
MHz. 

The XR-215 is comparable to the 
recently announced high-frequency 
PLL offered by Harris Semiconduc
tor-the HA-2800. Both list a typi
cal high frequency of 35 MHz and 
operate over the MIL spec range 
of - 55 to 125 C. But minimum 
frequencies over this temperature 
range are given as 20 MHz for the 
XR-215 and 25 MHz for the HA-
2800. 

Other differences exist. The XR-
215 can operate from a supply 
ranging from 5 to 26 V. At the 
low end, total power drain reaches 
about 50 mW. It's higher for the 
Harris device, which typically re
quires ± 15 V supplies. 

Comparing the XR-215 with Sig
netics' PLLs, the advantages in-
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elude improved signal-to-noise 
ratio-65 dB vs 35 dB, typically. 
And reduced distortion- 0.15 % 
vs 0.3 to 0.5 % typically. And power 
dissipation for the XR-215 can be 
much less at the low end of its 
supply-voltage range. 

The XR-215 consists of a bal
anced phase comparator, stable 
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) 
and high-speed op amp. The phase 
comparator outputs are internally 
connected to the VCO inputs and 
to the noninverting input of the op 
amp. A self-contained PLL system 
can be formed by simply ac-cou
pling the VCO output to any of 
the phase-comparator inputs and 
adding a low-pass filter to the 
phase-comparator output terminals. 

The VCO section has frequency 
sweep, ON-OFF keying, digital 
programming and sync capabilities. 
A single capacitor sets the fre- , 
quency of the VCO, and the sweep 
range is listed as 8: 1. The op amp 
can be used for audio preamplifica
tion in FM detector applications or 
as a sense amp in FSK demodula
tion. 

In addition the XR-215 has two
channel multiplex capability. The 

operating frequency can be step
ped by a digital control (channel
select pulse), allowing fo1· the t ime
sharing of a single circuit between 
two separate data channels 

The use of the XR-215 for fre
quency synthesis requires a digital 
binary counter in feedback around 
the circuit. 

The XR-215 is available in a 16-
pin DIP. Unit costs at $10 (100-
999) are essentially the same as 
for the Harris device-$9.85 ( 100-
999) . Delivery for the XR-215 is 
from stock. 
For Harris CIRCLE NO. 253 

For Signetics CIRCLE NO. 254 

For Exar CIRCLE NO. 255 

Low-drift op amps move 
only 10 µ V in 1000 hrs 
National Semiconductor Corp., 
2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa 
Clara, Calif. 95051. (408) 732-
5000. LM725: $15; LM725A : $20; 
LM725C: $5.95 (100 up). 

High gain with low noise and 
drift are t he main features of t he 
company's LM725, LM725A and 
LM725C op amps. Long-term drift 
is typically 10 p. V per 1000 hours, 
while the open-loop gain exceeds 3 
million. Common-mode rejection 
reaches 120 dB, and supply rejec
tion is 10 p. V / V. Supplies and in
puts up to ± 22 V can be handled. 
The LM725 has a maximum initial 
offset of 1 mV. When nulled, its 
offset drift is typically 0.6 p. V /°C 
over the MIL temperature range. 
The LM725A provides higher accu
racies, while the LM725C is a low
cost commercial version of t he 
LM725. 

CIRCLE NO. 267 
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~TELEDYNE SEMICONDUCTOR 

Hot off the press. 
Teledyne's new FET Fact Finder 
From the company with the broadest line of 
FETs, comes the most comprehensive FET 
data book ever. Its 164 pages present a big 
section of applications and complete charac
teristic curves on every FET we make. It also 
contains detailed min/max parameters on 
every device. It's the most complete J FET 
data manual ever compiled. 

Get yours now from your local Teledyne 
Semiconductor sales office or representative. 

r---------------, 
I Quick, I 

have a salesman bring me a new FET data book. 

I I I Name Title I 
I I I Company I 
I I I Address I 
I I 

L---------------~ 

~TELEDYNE SEMICONDUCTOR 
1300 Terra Bella Avenue Mountain View. California 94040 (415) 968-9241 TWX: 910-379-6494 Telex : 34-84 16 
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ICs & SEMICONDUCTORS 

Video sync generator on chip 
provides all waveforms for TV signal 

Fairchild Semiconductor, 319 Fair
child Dr., Mountain View, Calif. 
94041. ( 415) 962-5011 . $19.50 (99-
999). 

A monolithic video sync genera
tor, the FSC 3261, can be used to 
obtain the six waveforms required 
by EIA specification for composit
ing a TV signal. One chip does the 
job of an array of IC packages
and at a corresponding reduction 
in cost. Applications include color 
TV cameras, as well as black and 
white, video tape recorders and 
computer terminals. 

The 3261-fabricated with p
channel, enhancement-mode, silicon
gate technology-generates these 
six waveforms for a TV signal: 
horizontal drive, vertical drive, 
composite sync, composite blank
ing, color subcarrier (zero-degree 
phase ) and color burst flag. In ad
dition the IC generates 0 and 180-
degree frame waveforms. All wave
forms are directly decoded from a 
low-voltage, two-phase clock. 

Each output buffer, except for 
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the color subcarrier, can drive a 
bipolar load directly without the 
addition of external components. 
The color-subcarrier output is de
signed to drive a capacitive load., 
Different input frequencies can be 
used when the standard 59.9-Hz 
scan rate is not required. 

The generator chip uses count
ers and decoders to obtain the vari
ous waveforms. The counters divide 
down the master-clock frequency at 
14 MHz for color signals, or 2 MHz 
for black-and-white signals. Divi
sion occurs in three steps for color 
(-:- 7, -:- 65, -:- 2) or two steps for 
black and white (-:- 65, -:- 2 ). 
The horizontal rate is divided 
down to the vertical rate in one 
-:- 525 step. A separate -:- 4 count
er furnishes the color subcarrier 
signal at 4 MHz. All counters are 
synchronous. 

The decoders generate the stand
ard waveforms by decoding from 
the counter edges. The decoding is 
done in three sections. 

The hori_zontal drive is obtained 

from a line decoder. It decodes the 
edges at a ho·rizontal rate from the 
-:- 65 and -:- 2 counters. Similarly 
a frame decoder generates the 
vertical drive from the vertical rate 
and a -:- 525 counter. Finally a 
composite decoder combines the 
pulses at horizontal and vertical 
rates to generate the remaining 
standard waveforms. All pulse 
widths are fixed. 

The 3261, with a maximum pow
er dissipation of 1000· mW, can be 
operated over a O-to-70-C tempera
ture range. The de output current 
(with the output low) is 10 mA 
max. The 3261 is avai lable in a 16-
lead DIP package. On request, a 
package with more pins can also 
make available the 90-degree color 
subcarrier. 

CI RCLE NO. 268 

1-k RAM otters high 
speed with low power 

I 
I 

Electronic Arrays, 501 Ellis St., 
Mountain View, Calif. 94040. (415) 
964-4321. $19.50 (100 quantities); 
stock. 

A 1024-bit, n-channel silicon gate 
RAM with 125 ns typical access 
time has a typical power dissipa
tion of 60 mW. Termed the EA-
1501, it operates off ± 12 V sup
plies and draws only 0.01 mW / bit 
typically in standby. The memory 
is organized in a 1024 x 1 con
figuration. 

CIRCLE NO. 269 
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Support. 
Giving assistance. Making difficult problems easy. 

Making cooperation something more than an offer to talk. 
Support is what justifies a company's bigness. It 

shows that a company wants to further everyone's interests, 
not just its own. It shows that a company is interested not just 
in growth, but in improvement as well. Support is an 
industry's strength. 

At Matsushita Electric, support is business as usual. 
Support is part of our philosophy ... the improvement of life 
through the improvement of technology. Trying to make things 
bet~er for everyone. All of the time. 

As the parent of Panasonic, Matsushita Electric 
makes life easy for consumers. Behind the scenes, we make life 
easy for the OEM. With a variety of industrial products that 
staggers the imagination. 

Matsushita Electric supplies motors to hundreds of 
electrical industry manufacturers. All kinds of motors. Electric 

and electronic. From big to small. From 200 horsepower to 
1 /200 horsepower. Many of our motors are unique. Like our 
direct-drive phonomotor for phonographs. A special design that 
drastically reduces wow, flutter and rumble. 

We supply compressors too. For everything from 
coolers to refrigerators to air conditioners. Matsushita Electric 
makes more than 1,200,000 compressors a year. Each with 
the quality you'd expect from one of the world's largest 
electronics manufacturers. 

Motors and compressors are just two of the ways 
Matsushita Electric supports the OEM. There are many, many 
more. The next time you're.looking for help, look to Matsushita 
and Panasonic. Help is what we're here for. 

Panasonic./Matsushita Electric 
Industrial Division, 200 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.10017 
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SOLID-LITE 

Gallium Phosphide 
LED's .. 

THE HIGH-EFFICIENCY DIODES 
FOR BRIGHT LIGHT 
AT LOW CURRENT. 

OPCOA 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 69 
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ICs & SEMICON DUCTORS 

Improved op amps are 
plug-in replacements 

Sprague Electric Co., 347 Marshall 
St., North Adams, Mass. 01247. 
(413) 664-4411. ULN-2139: $2.36; 
ULS-2139: $3.54; 1-24; stock. 

The Series 2139 op amps are 
improved plug-in replacements for 
the company's MC-1439 and MC-
1539 op amps. The 2139 op amps 
feature 4.2 VI µ.s slew rate at unity 

· gain, 20-V pk-pk voltage (min) at 
20 kHz, 1 m V offset voltage and 
20 nA offset current. The ULN -
2139 covers the - 55 to + 100 C 
range and the ULS-2139, the mili
tary temperature range. 

CIRCLE NO. 270 

Long static SRs draw 
only 28 mA at 3 MHz 

Signetics, 811 E. Arques Ave., Sun
nyvale, Calif. 94086. ( 408) 739-
7700. $9.20 (100-999 ) ; stock. 

A dual 256-bit shift register, the 
Model 2527; a dual 250-bit regis
ter, the Model 2528; and a 240-bit 
version, the Model 2529 are capable 
of operating over a wide range of 
power supply voltages. And with 
typical supply voltages of + 5 V 
and - 12 V, power supply current 
is 28 mA when the register is in 
continuous operation at 3 MHz. 
The three circuits, among the long
est static shift registers currently 
available, can also be operated 
from a single supply of - 17 V. 
The registers are rated for the 
temperature range 0 to 70 C. 

CIRCLE NO. 271 

Power SCRs 
good to 10 kHz 

,.r 

Westcode Semiconductors, 282 B el
field Rd., Rexdale 605, Ontario, 
Canada. 

Three SCRs combine speed with 
power. The 444DGT, largest of the 
three, can handle a sine-wave 
peak of 1050 A for a pulse base
width of 50 µ.s at 5 kHz. A 50-µ.s 
square wave at 10 kHz can have 
a repetitive peak of 520-A. The 
medium-size Dll 70 has a rating 
of 125-A (half-wave average) up 
to 400 Hz. It can handle a 225-A 
sine wave peak (50% duty cycle) at 
10 kHz. And the D1162 offers a 
half-wave average current of 30 A 
up to 40 Hz. 

CIRCLE NO. 272 

ECL/ MSI devices 
include 200-MHz SR 
Fairchild, Semiconductor Compo
nents Group, 464 Ellis St., Moun
tain View, Calif. 94040. (415) 962-
3816. 95HOO: $12.50; 9580: $5.20; 
95H55: $5.20; 95H28: $5.55 . 

Four MSI devices are added to 
the company's 9500 family of tem
perature-compensated ECL prod
ucts. Three devices-the 95HOO, 
95H55, and the 9580-are the only 
such devices in ECL logic. The 
95HOO, a 4-bit universa•l shift reg
ister, has a typical shift frequency 
of 200 MHz. The 95H55 compara
tor can compare two 5-bit words in 
less than 6 ns. And the 9580 triple 
two-input multiplexer has a data 
delay of 2.6 ns and select-to-output 
delay of 3.2 ns. The other new de
vice is the 95H28, a high-speed ver
sion of the 9528 dual-D flip-f lop; 
it extends the operating frequency 
from 150 to 260 MHz. 

CIRCLE NO. 273 
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If you need 
panel instruments 
with custom dials, 
cases, accura~ 

tracking, resistance, 
response time, or 

practically any 
combination of 
unusual specs ... 

-- ·-- --

Buy 
li-ipleHs 

designed-for-you 
Panel 

Instruments 

Although we stock some 1369 differ
ent styles, sizes and types of standard 
panel instruments, a very large pro
portion of our customers buy custom 
instruments. 

Because they need: 

custom dials 

reading in such units as pH, roent
gens, mm Hg, rpm, %, inches. 

custom cases 

square, round, rectangular, edge
wise (horizontal and vertical}, wide, 
narrow, shallow. 

custom accuracy 

to within 1/ 2 % with mirror scales 
and knife-edge pointers. 

custom tracking 

to match the specific needs of exist
ing or new instrument designs. 

ELECTRONIC D ESIGN 13 , June 22, 1972 

custom resistance 

for low circuit loading with toler
ances as low as ± 1 %. 

custom damping 

to meet stringent electrical and 
vibration requirements. 

For instance, one of our customers had 
us design and manufacture a custom 
instrument to replace - in every de
tail of physical and electrical specifi
cations - one which he was using on 
a delicate piece of medical instru
mentation. Rejects from his previous 
source had risen to over 20% . He re
jected only 3 of the first hundred we 
shipped-with almost negligible 
rejections from the many hundreds 
we've shipped since. 

What custom panel instrument speci
fications do you need to make your 
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~ SEISMOMHIER 
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product more reliable, more accurate, 
more rugged and - in the long run 
- less expensive? For quick, depend
able delivery of small quantities of 
Triplett's "designed-for-you" panel 
instruments, contact your Triplett 
Sales/Service/ Modification Center. 
For prototypes or production quanti
ties, contact your Triplett representa
tive. He' ll put you in touch with our 
Instrument Designers/ Engineers who' I I 
help you analyze the problem and 
suggest the optimum cost/result 
solution . 

1lfTRIPLETT 
BLUFFTON, OHIO 41!5817 

Manufacturers of the World's 
most complete line of V-0-M's 
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DC POWER MODULES 

medium and 
high power 

from $108.00 

(with OVP) 

A new design for greater performance. 
Improved regulation as well as relia
bility and maintainability. Lower cost at 
the higher quantity price breaks. Select 
from 32 different outputs in four basic 
case sizes. 

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES: 
• 30% to 40% smaller than competi

tive models. 
• Over voltage protection standard on 

all models. 
• Computer grade components 

throughout. 
• Full rating to 55°C, derated to 71 °C. 
• All models deliverable in 24 hours. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
• Input: 115 VAC ±10% 47 to 440 
Hz; • Outputs : From 5 to 28 VDC, Cur
rent to 35 AMPS; • Ripple: 1 mv RMS; 
• Response : 20 to 50 µsec. typical ; 
• Foldback current limiting overload 
protection . 

The best power/cost ratios in the in
dustry ... consistently from Powertec. 
Write or call for our new catalog. 

POWERTEC, INC. 
An Airtronics Subsidiary 

9168 DeSoto Ave ., Chatsworth , Ca . 91311 
(213) 882-0004 •TWX (910) 494-2092 

P WERTEC 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 71 
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ICs & SEMICONDUCTORS 

747 op-amp replacement 
boasts improved specs 

Sprague Electric Co., 347 Marshall 
St., North Adams, Mass. 01247. 
(413) 664-4411. ULN-2157; $2.68; 
ULS-2157: $4.20 (1-24). 

The 2157 dual op amp, a direct 
p lug-in replacement for the µ,A74 7 
op amp, features an input offset 
voltage of 0.7 mV, with an input 
offset current of 2 nA. In addition, 
the 2157 has an input bias resis
tance of 3 Mn and an open loop 
voltage gain of 250 V / mV. A com
mercial version, the ULN-2157, 
covers the - 55 to + 100 C range, 
while the ULS-2157 operates over 
the MIL-spec temperature range. 

CIRCLE NO. 274 

Four functions and 
memory on a chip 
Cal-Tex, 3090 Alfred St., Santa 
Clara, Calif. 95050. ( 408 ) 247-7660. 

The CT5005 FlexiChip offers 
not only the standard four caiJcula
tor functions (add,subtract, multi
ply, divide) but a memory register 
as well. This is believed to be an 
industry first. The CT5005 con
tains the equivalent of 3000 tran
sistors .and a logic circuit with over 
400 gates and 230 shift-register 
bits. Designed for a 12-digit dis
play calculator, the CT5005 is a p
channel MOS chip. Packaging is a 
28-pin DIP. 

CIRCLE NO. 275 

Liquid crystal, COS/MOS 
display kit offered 

Semiconductor Specialists, Inc., 
P.O. Box 66125, O'Hare Interna
tional Airport, Chicago, Ill. 60666. 
(312 ) 279-1000. $85. 

With this liquid crystal, COS/ 
MOS display kit, the user can build 
a one-digit-up counter for use in a 
digital display system. The kit 
comes complete with a single-digit 
7-segment numeric liquid-crystal 
readout, six Augat sockets and sev
eral COS/ MOS ICs. All the user 
has to add to complete his digital 
display system is four fixed resis
tors, one capacitor and two small 
9-V batteries. 

CIRCLE NO. 276 

Dual peripheral AND 
driver delivers 300 mA 

SGS/ ATES, Via C Olivetti 1, 20041 
Agrate Brianza, Milan, Italy. 

A dual peripheral positive AND 
driver, the T75451A, has a maxi
mum output sinking current of 300 
mA at a guaranteed output low 
voltage of 0.7 V. And a leakage 
current of 100 µ,A is guaranteed at 
30 V of output high voltage. The 
driver can be used in systems that 
employ TTL and DTL logic, and to 
meet requirements such as a high 
speed logic buffer, power driver, 
relay driver, lamp driver, MOS 
driver and memory driver. 

CIRCLE NO. 277 
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If you're not an engineer, 
scientist or technician, 
don't read this page. 

Programming : Choose 
either 128 or 256-step models. 

Accessory card reader available 
for automatic entry of programs 
and additional functions not 
available through keyboard. 

Automatic special functions tor: 

[]0 
[ID@] 
§[~6~:: ] 

Model 1666. Available everywhere in the USA and Canada. 
Call (800) 631-1971 free for the Monroe office nearest you. 
In New Jersey call (800) 962-2804. 

Dynamic range of 10+99 to 10- 98 
in either preset or scientific notation. 

10 completely separate storage registers with complete 
entry, recall , transfer and accumulation flexibility. 

Complete program library covering every scientific and 
engineering discipline available to Monroe users. 

11111111 

rnMonroe. The 
Litton Calculator 

Company. 
550 Central Avenue, Orange, New Jersey 07051 
81 Advance Road. Toronto 18, Ontario, Canada 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 72 
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Miniature, Economy 

AID Converter 
ADC590-8 
• 2" x 2" x 0.4" 
• 8-Bit 
• 200,uS Conversion 
• ±5V Input 

$59. 
in singles 

This general purpose A/D converter is a new compact, low cost unit ... with a 
reliability bonus. It uses only hermetically sealed active components - no plastic 
or silicone transistors or IC's. 

The ADC590-8 is complete with built-in reference logic, clocks, etc., with lull DTL, 
TTL compatibility. It is pretrimmed and ready to use. Contact us for lull details. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 73 

our international interpreter 
(it reads and writes any language) 

It 

* ASCII 
BCDIC 

EBCDIC 
HOLLERITH 

OEM 64, programmable card terminal , can read 
and write anything you can mark, punch or 
edge notch. In any code. Or many codes on 
the same card . You can change its internally 
stored program. In 5-10 seconds. Edit data 
before entry. And , it is designed for easy inter
lace. Talk to us about OEM 64 in any language. 

vol are 

parlez vous 

buenas dias 

We also have a full line of readers, punches and printers. 

For more Information 
cell Frank Misiewicz 
OEM Products 
(201) 935-2200 

[8 ~~tT!~~u!~~Systems 
Litton 600 Washington Avenue, Carlstadt, N. J . 07072 
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MICROWAVES & LASERS 

Frree samples introduce 
line of lasers 

Hughes Aircraft Co., Electron Dy
namics Div., 3100 W. Lomita Blvd., 
Torrance, Calif. 90509. (213) 534-
2121 . see text. 

A line of He-Ne laser plasma 
tubes offer the smallest size, lowest 
price and highest reliability avail
able, according to the company. In 
addition, free samples are offered 
to qualified OEMs. Available in 1 
and 2-mW versions, with polariza
tion optional, plasma tubes meas
ure 9 inches in length. Thousand
piece price of the tube is $79.95, 
and an 18-month, no-hour-limit, 
OEM warranty is offered. 

CIRCLE NO. 278 

Transistor amp offers 
1-W class A output 

A vantek, Inc., 2981 Copper Rd., 
Santa Clara, Calif. 95051. ( 408) 
739-6170. 

The AP-2300N transistor ampli
fier offers 1 W of linear, class A, 
output power across any 200-MHz 
portion of the 1.7 to 2.3 GHz fre
quency range. Other features in
clude a gain of 25 dB (min ) , gain 
flatness of ± 1.0 dB (max) and 
noise figure of 10.0 dB (max). The 
input VSWR is 1.5 :1. 

CIRCLE NO. 279 
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Fixed attenuator line 
in 50 to 600-n offered 

Allen Avionics, Inc. , 224 E. 2nd 
St., Mineola, N.Y. 11501. (516) 
747-5450. stock. 

Fixed attenuators from 0.5 dB 
to 40 dB attenuation are offered in 
50, 75, 100 and 600-n character
istic impedances. The units are 
manufactured with 1 % precision 
film resistors and are designed in 1T 

networks. The frequency response 
is extremely fiat from de to 100 
MHz, according to the company. 
Standard units are produced in 
3/ 4" diameter brass enclosures 
with B.N.C. connectors on each end. 

CIRCLE NO. 280 

Down converter takes 
2 GHz, gives 1 /2 GHz 

Aertech Industries, 825 S tewart 
Dr., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 ( 408 ) 
732-0880. 

A six-channel down converter , 
the Model C5247, accepts input 
frequencies from 2.2 to 2.3 GHz 
and provides output frequencies 
from 400 to 500 MHz. The remote 
control panel features selectable 
LOs (internal standard or external 
standard ) . The unit also contains 
two sum-channels for use in con
junction with low noise paramps 
and fou r error-channels that fea
ture bui lt- in transistor preamps. 

CIRCLE NO. 281 
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MODEL 72AD 

PROGRAMMABLE 
1 MHz CAPACITANCE 
METER 

1~~lllSCALE-PF 
100 

,. 
1 

•uto . 

• Three-Terminal and Differential Measurements. 
• Capacitance Range: 0.05 to 2000 pF. 
• Accuracy: 0.25% rdg ± 0.05% fs ± 1 Digit. 
• Resolution: 0.001 pF. 
• Test Signal: 15 mV rms, 1 MHz, Crystal-Controlled. 
• Logic-Level Programming. 
• BCD Output : 1, 2, 4, 8, Digit Parallel. 
• DC Analog Output. 
• Provisions for up to 600 vdc Bias. 
• Connection Adapters: BNC and Wire-lead. 
• Optional Autoranging, Rack-Mounting. 

Model 72AD: $1135 
(Model 72A analog version available at $875) 

BOONTON 
CORPORATION 
ROUTE 287 AT SMITH RD., PARSjPPANY, N. J. 07054 U.S.A. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 75 
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Here's the rechargeable battery for 
your tough, high-temperature design 
applications. General Electric 's new 
Goldtop nickel-cadmium batteries have a 
maximum sustained temperature 
capability of 65°C- permitting. their use 
in spots previously too hot for nickel
cadmium batteries. And, at 65°C cell 
temperature, Goldtop batteries have a 
longer life expectancy than conventional 
units at 50°C cell temperature. Goldtop 
batteries are also available in a quick
charge version that can be recharged in 
3% to 4 hours using a standard charger. 
These cylindrical cell batteries are 
available in a wide variety of sizes and 
ratings. 

For more information, write Section 
452-02, General Electric Co., 
Schenectady, New York 12345, or 
circle reader service card . 

452-02 

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 76 
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MICROWAVES & LASERS 

Varactor diodes combine 
high Qs .and low leakage 

Varian Associates, Solid State Div ., 
8 Salem Rd., Beverly, Mass. 01915. 
( 617) 922-6000. 

The V AT-200 series of micro
wave tuning varactors offer Qs up 
to 4000 with leakage currents as 
low as 5 nA (at 25 C) . Fabricated 
with the company's Plesa passiva
tion technique, the varactors also 
feature reverse breakdown voltages 
of 30, 45 and 60 V; a capacitance/ 
temperature coefficient of 200 
ppm/° C (typical ) and an ambient 
operating temperature range of 
- 55 to 175 C. 

CIRCLE NO. 300 

Microwave/ Systems, Inc., 1 Adler 
Dr., E. Syracuse, N.Y. W057. 
(31 5) 437-9951. S ee text. 

The Model 209 stripline frequen
cy discriminator, with built-in de
tectors, is priced at $850. Accord
ing to the company, this price can 
save the user $250-$350 over the 
conventional method of purchasing 
discriminator and detectors sepa
rately. The 209 discriminator has a 
frequency range of 8-12.4 GHz, de
tector sensitivity of 250 mV / mW, 
tangential sensitivity of - 34 dBm 
(with 2-MHz video bandwidth ) and 
frequency sensitivity of 325 ° / 4 
GHz. 

CIRCLE NO. 301 

Rf current probes 
measure rfi to 1 GHz 

- - ..... 
- -
iiiim r 

Singer Instrumentation, 9211 S. 
La Cienga Blvd., Los Angeles, 
Calif . 90016. (213) 870-2761. 

A line of rf current probes cover 
the range 1 kHz to 1 GHz. The 
probes feature a split, two-piece 
structure enabling them to be 
clamped around a conductor, rather 
than breaking the conductor as with 
standard probes. Models are avail
able with maximum ratings of 1 A 
for rf current, 350 A for power 
current and 500 A for pulse cur
rent. 

CIRCLE NO. 302 

Oscillators offer high 
power, octave tuning 

T exscan Corp., 2446 N. Shadeland 
A ve., Indianapolis, Ind. 46219. 
(317) 357-8781 . $195; stock to 2 
wks. 

The VTS series of electronically 
tuned solid-state oscillators offer, 
as much as 600 mW output power 
over octave tuning ranges from 10 
MHz to 2 GHz. The minimum pow
er output falls below 600 mW in 
the 500-to-1000 MHz octave range 
(where it is 400 mW) and in the 
1-to-2 GHz range (where it is 200 
mW ) . Power flatness is ±1 dB 
(max ) and spurious outputs are 
greater than 50-dB down. 

CIRCLE NO. 303 
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ZELTEX DACability! 
Meet the two newest current DAC's to join 

ourµ verterT" line: The ZD400 and ZD401. .. 8- and 
10-Bit Models that sell for only $8.00 and $12.65 (in 
OEM quantities). 

The ZD400 settles to ~ LSB in less than 1 
µsec; the ZD401 is accurate to + 0.05% -1-~ LSB. 
Output current for both converters is rated at 0 to 
+2.6 mA with a compliance voltage of +L2V. 

Plus higher reliability: Our thick-film DAC's 
are subject to 16 hours "stabilization bake" at 85°C 
reducing infant mortality to virtually zero; active 
resistor trimming guarantees accuracy; DIP leads 
provide compatibility with most DIP printed circuit 
boards, and high quality packaging meets most 

shock, stress, and environmental conditions. 

Use them for CRT ramp generators, special 
function generators, and for building custom ADC's. 

Ask about our other 17 versions of DAC's
from 2-Digit BCD to 12-Bit Binary, from modules to 
systems-µvertersrn mean DACability! 

Call or write today for a complete Zeltex 
Data Pak. 

(415) 686-6660 
TWX (910) 481-9477 
1000 Chalomar Road 
Concord, Ca. 94520 

Con.version Products Specialists 
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The 
plus and minus 
counters with 
a plus. 

J'o 
-/3 

They are bi-directional; they add 
and subtract. One big difference be
tween these Hecon models - GO 431, 
GO 432 - and others is that there's no 
way to jam or lose counts with simul
taneous + and - signals (thanks to 
ou r true differential mechanism). 

The Hecon GO 431 is a six-digit 
device; the GO 432 is a four-digit de
vice with switch closu re at zero. (Sus
tained closure below zero optional.) 

Other differences you' ll like: reli
able, modular design employing the 
Hecon-developed free-floating arma
ture and a fast-acting escapement me
chan ism; corrosion-proof for long life 
in host il e envi ronments. 

Feat u res: white-on-b lack digits, 
5/32" high, avai lab le for 6 to 220 V AC 
and DC and offers count speeds up to 
25 counts per second . 

The bi-directional counters are just 
two of an extensive line of modular 
counters manufactured by Hecon. 

For fu rther information or applica
tions assistance, call or write : 
Hecon Corporation 
P.O . Box 247, Eatontown, N.J. 07724 
Tel : (201 ) 542-9200. 
In Canada : Hecon of Canada Ltd. 
80 Ga laxy Blvd ., Rexdale, Ontario 
Tel: (416) 678-2441 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 78 
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COMPON ENTS 

Double-break provides 
better switching action 

Licon, Div . of Illinois Tool Works 
Inc., 6615 W. Irving Park, Chicago, 
Ill. 60634. (312) 282-4040. 

In Licon's patented, double-break 
. Butterfly switch there are twice as 
many contact gaps, contact sur
faces, and blades. The latter trans
fer simultaneously, like a butter
fly's wings, and actuate with a 
snap. This dissipates arc heat fast
er, and results in higher current 
interrupting capability. Wiping ac
tion helps prevent contact welding 
by producing a shear force, and 
also penetrates surface fi lm with 
ever y actuation. 

CIRCLE NO. 304 

Hyper-abrupt varacters 
tune uhf/vhf bands 

MS! Electronics, Inc., 84-32 57th 
St., W oodside, N .Y. 11377. (212) 
672 -6500 . $14 .00 (100-999 ) ; 2 
weeks. 

Th e HA1915A Series hyper
abrupt tuning varactor changes its 
capacitance by 25 % more than 
other abrupt-junction diodes, in go
ing from 2 to 30 V, reverse bias. 
Available in the D0-7 package, 
there are 20 different types rang
ing from 2.7 pF to 100 pF at 
4 V. The HA Series can be match
ed for "ganged" tuning applica
tions. 

CIRCLE NO. 305 

Multilayer-monolithic 
capacitors use DIP 

I ...... 
I ., 

, + , ., 
, ' , + 

~ 

The Potter Co., 500 W. Florence 
A ve. , Ingelwood, Calif. 90301 . 
(213) 781-3034 . $1.00; 6-8 weeks. 

With improved performance 
claimed, the multilayer ceramic-ca
pacitor matrix is available in DIP. 
Monolithic construction of the unit 
eliminates the need for installing 
individual multi layer chips. The in
herent matching characteristics 
thus achieved make this high
density matrix suitable for use in 
delay lines, RC networks, and ca
pacitor assemblies. They are avail
able with up to 16 capacitors hav
ing values from 50 pF to 0.1 µ,F. 

CIRCLE NO. 306 

LED-sensor package 
reads punched tape 

Centralab S emiconductor, 4501 N . 
Arden Dr., El Monte, Cali f. 91734 . 
(213 ) 579-0700. $100 (1-9 ) ; stock. 

A complete, packaged, solid
state LED/ sensor/ amplifier sub
system for tape and card reading, 
combines matched light-emitting 
diodes and sensors that are ready 
to install. The standard PP900 has 
nine channels, is compatible with 
DTL/ TTL logic systems, and is 
capable of operating at speeds in 
excess of 1000 char/ s. The unit 
operates at 5 V and 120 mA max. 

CIRCLE NO. 307 
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MAN6 - .6" high, the MANS looks an Inch high from across the room. The complete , 
gapless font makes all ten digits and nine letters unmistakably clear. It should find application 

in many instruments, consumer electronics, and cockpit displays. 

MAN1 -The standard of the industry, the .27" MAN1 is mounted on a 14-pin DIP and 
encapsulated in clear epoxy. Directly compatible with IC 's, it is being used in a wide variety 

of alphanumeric display sockets. (Shown in a demonstration clock lace.) 

The Monsanto GaAsLITE Display display.· 

MDA6101-
Typical of 
our modules, the 
MDA6101 single
digit display module 
requires minimum space 
in computer, avionic and mili
tary systems. Contains a decoder-
driver circuit designed to accept four
input BCD (8, 4, 2, 1) code and to pro
vide .27" visual readout of decimal num
bers and nine distinct letters. Provides 
decimal point input and has ripple
blanking input and blanking input/ripple
blanklng output terminals for zero sup
pression and intensity control. 

We're displaying our array of light
emitting diode displays to point out 
the obvious: We've got them all. 
Big GaAsLITEs-the 
new .6" MAN6. 
Low-cost little MAN3's, in 
single-digit or multi-digit packages. 
5 x 7 dot matrix MAN2's. 

9-segment hexidecimal MAN1002's. 
Red, green, and yellow. 

And a line of display modules 
that will answer the industry's felt 
need: pre-designed display 
sub-assemblies for nixie retrofit, 
edge-card plug-ins, etc. 

So what more can you look for 
in solid-state, TTL-compatible, 

ELECTRONIC D ESIGN 13, June 22, 1972 

MAN3A- Encapsulated in 
transparent red epoxy, this 
small (.115"} readout is very 
useful in desk calculator dis
plays , portable instruments, 
and film annotation sockets. 
Displays ten digits and nine 
letters. 

MAN2 - A 5 x 7 light-emit
ting-diode matrix , the .35" 
MAN2 alphanumeric displays 
the lull 64-character ASCII 
code . Finds application as 
keyboard verifier, avionics 
display, in computer periph
erals and has 2i• bits avail
able for film annotation work. 

MAN1002 - A .27" 7-segment 
hexinumeric display, the 
MAN1002 provides all num
bers and the letters A, B, C, 
D, E, F, H, I , J, L, 0, P, S, 
and U for digital and cockpit 
readouts that require this ca
pability. Like all our GaAs
LITE displays, it is shock re
sistant and impervious to vi
bration. 

long-lived light-emitting-diode 
displays? They're all in stock at our 
distributors. And the time is right. 
Get into GaAsLITEs. Display your 
wisdom. 

If you'd like more information 
on our expanding line of module 
display products, clip the coupon 
and shoot it in. 

If you need more information 
on displays, circle the bingo card 
number below. And if you're smart 
enough already, just tuck this 
name into your head when you 
order displays: Monsanto 
Commercial Products Co., 
Electronic Special Products, 
10131 Bubb Road, Cupertino, 
California 95014. 

Monsanto 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 79 

r------------------
FREE DISPLAY MODULE BROCHURE 

Dear Monsanto: 

I'm curious about your new line of dis
play modules. Do some contain complete 
IC driving circuits? Send me the Module 
Brochure, please. 

Name ______________ _ 

Title ______________ _ 

Company ____________ _ 

Address _____________ _ 

City / State/Zip _________ _ 
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ElectJ 10Jl1ic Desig11, Co1igratulates the 

READER-WINNERS 
of thP 1972 Top TPJ1 rontPst 

2nd Prize 
HEATHKIT 25-INCH 
SOLID STATE COLOR TV 

THE WINNER IS: 
William R. Austin 
Senior Engineer 
Singer, Simulated Products Division 
Bi~ghamton, New York 

Mr. Austin selected 37 ads 
which he considered potential 
winners. Then he made a chart, 
assigning points to each ad for 
esthetic appeal , copy approach, 
usefulness, etc. - six rating 
categories in all. The final re
sults were then modified using 
a purely subjective approach. 
His system must be a good one 
. . . 2 or 3 hours of work paid 
off with second prize! 

• 1st 1Z8 
10 DAY WINDJAMMER CRUISE 
OF THE CARIBBEAN, PLUS FLIGHT FOR 2 
VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES 727 ASTROJET 

THE WINNER IS: 
Ronald S. Newbower 
Associate in Anesthesia 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Dr. Newbower looked through the contest issue with 
particular attention to general-interest advertisements. 
He assumed, rightly, that those ads with appeal to a 
large fraction of readers would place in the " Top 
Ten." He also tended to choose ads for products 
that were (a) new, and of general interest, or (b) had 
their logos emphasized. He writes, "As you can see 
from the photo-the cruise will be much appreciated ." 

3rd Prize 
BROTHER MINIATURIZED 
DESK-TOP DIGITAL 
CALCULATOR 

THE WINNER IS: 
Arthur L. Moorcroft 
E.E. 
Naval Underwater Systems Center 
New London, Connecticut 

Mr. Moorcroft first selected the 
15 or 20 ads that he considered 
exceptional , then culled them 
to pick the " Top Ten . " He 
leaned heavily toward new ad 
vertisements, new products, or 
new features in making his 
choices. The system worked 
well enough to make him one 
of the 3 big winners in this 
year's contest. 

PLUS 100 OTHER PRIZE WINNERS who will be notified by mail. Readership really pays off in Electronic Design - in more ways than one. 
Next time, vnu can be a winner! Be sure to watch for next year's Top Ten contest announcements. 



COMPONENTS 

Crystal oscillator goes 
down to 1 cycle/minute 

=·~------,,--:.-~:~~ft. ·------

Fork Standards, Inc., 205 Main St., 
W. Chicago, Ill. 60185 . (312) 231 -
3511. $39.75 (100 and up) 4-6 wks. 

A millihertz-to-megahertz fre
quency range and a case volume of 
less than haiJf a cubic inch are fea
tures of t he Model LQ crystal os
ci llator. Designed for PC board 
mounting, it wi ll drive commonly 
used IC logic. Frequency range is 
16.67 mHz (one cycle per minute) 
to 20 MHz; output is a square 
wave with nanosecond transition 
times. A 5 V de ± 10 % supply 
with current drain to 40 mA max., 
depending on frequency, is re
quired. 

CIRCLE NO. 308 

Numerical display make 
resistance setting easy 

General Resistance, Inc., 500 Nuber 
Ave., Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10550. 
(914) 699-8010. Stock to 90 days. 

Total resistance values range 
from 999 n to 9.999999 Mn. T he 
DA-X Series t hus provides resist
ance in decade steps from 0.01 n 
to 10 Mn with resolution · to 0.1 
ppm. Precision wirewound resis
tors are used . Switching circuitry 
is coded so that a minimum num
ber of resistors per decade is re
quired . 

CIRCLE NO. 309 
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Pulse transformers are 
available in DIP form 

Vanguard Electronics, 930 W. Hyde 
Park Blvd., Inglewood, Calif. 90302. 
(213) 678-7161. $2.00 (large quan
tities) ; 4-6 weeks . 

The new DI P pulse transformers 
provide high layout density, and 
are offered in 14 and 16-pin con
figurations, with up to four trans
formers per package. Primary in
ductance ranges from 5 to 2000 µ.H 
in a 1: 1 turn ratio, and from 5 to 
200 µ.H in a 2 : 1 t urns ratio. 

CIRCLE NO. 310 

Power Transformers. Single phase and three 
phase . . . 50 to 150 Hz . . . Wattage to 15x 
frequency. 
Inductors (with DC current). Size up to Ll' = 10 
(I= DC current ... Frequenc ies to 100 KHz. 
Scott-T transformers in synchro applications 
... Precision ratio transformers . .. Instrument 
transformers . . . Magnetic amplifiers ... 
Special application transformers. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 80 
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DATA PROCESSING 

Digital cassette tape transport 
stores up to 8. million bits in 300 ft 

Peripheral Dynamics Corp., a sub
sidiary of Datum, Inc., 1809 Na
tional Ave., Anaheim, Calif. 92801. 
(714) 871-2200. $1000 (basic drive) , 
to $1600 with options; 60 days. 

Up to eight million bits can be 
stored on a standard Philips type 
of data cassette loaded with 300 
feet of 0.7-mil, 0.15-inch magnetic 
tape. This is possible with the new 
Peripheral Dynamics Model 4200 
Digital Cassette Tape Transport 
in its optional 1600 bpi, phase
encoded, four-track recording con
figuration. No other data recorder 
using Philips-type cassettes can 
store this much information in a 
single cassette. 

128 

Standard recording speed on the 
4200 is 37.5 ips, but options offer 
from 10 ips to 75 ips. Start/ stop 
times are 5 ms at 75 ips and 10 ms 
at 37.5 ips. This gives a total 
start/ stop distance of 0.375 inch. 

Either single-gap read/ write or 
dual-gap read-after-write magnetic 
heads are available in one, two or 
four-track configurations. 

Unlike cassette drives that pull 
the tape out of the cassette me
chanically to guide it more accu
rately, the 4200 preserves accuracy 
with a spring-loaded tracking sur
face. It provides ± 0.001-inch track
ing with a total skew of less than 
2 µ.,s at 37.5 ips, and does it with-

out pulling the tape out. 
A reel-driven servo control, with 

only two moving parts, provides 
constant tape velocity across the 
heads without capstan, pinch roll
ers or solenoids. The two reel-drive 
motors operate together in a dual
servo loop. The take-up reel motor 
is in a loop whose feedback signal 
is tape-velocity information de
rived from shaft-velocity informa
tion. The input signal to this loop 
is a voltage proportional to the 
desired tape velocity. The supply 
reel motor is in a loop whose feed
back signal is tape-tension infor
mation derived from motor-torque 
and shaft-velocity information. The 
input signal to this loop is a volt
age proportional to the desired 
tape tension. 

Complete bidirectional operation 
is offered: high speed or low 
speed; local or remote control. Op
erating modes include forward / re
verse, normal/high speed, rewind 
and on-line/ off-line. 

The rewind speed is 120 ips. Be
ginning-of-tape and end-of-tape 
limits are sensed optically, and 
tape motion is inhibited in these 
areas. 

Power supplies are included in 
the basic transport price. Options 
include controllers and software. 

Although the drive is to be sold 
unpackaged to OEMs, it will also 
be available packaged, with up to 
three drives to a package. 

CIRCLE NO. 320 
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Hi-Voltage 
Power 
Supplies 
MINIATURE 
10W FLATPACK 
POWER SUPPLIES
"F" SERIES 

• Only 6.4 cu. in. 
2"x4"x0.8" 

•Remotely 
Adjustable 

• Output Floating 

• Efficiency > 60% 

• Short Circuit & 
Reverse Polarity 
Protected 

• -55°C to +100°C Temp Range 

F-50 SOOOV to 2500V @ 2ma $285 

F-25 2500V to 1250V @ 4ma $260 

F-12 1200V to 600V @ 8 ma $235 

F-6 600V to 300V @ 16ma $209 

PRECISION MINIATURE 
CRT POWER SUPPLIES
''G" SERIES 

•Miniature 
15 cu. in. 

•Remotely 
Adjustable 

• Short Circuit & 
Reverse Polarity Protected 

• MTBF 42,000 Hrs. 
• Airborne Applications to 50,000 Ft. 

Output Voltage Reg Ripple 
Model Range L/L P· P Price 

G-5 500V to SOOOV 0.1% 0.15% $450 

G·10 1000V to 10,000V 0.1% 0.15% $490 

G·12 1200V to 12,000V 0 .1% 0 .15% $550 

VS/ manufactures a complete line of 
high voltage power supplies for 
Image Intensifiers, Photomultiplier & 
Cathode Ray Tubes. Send for our 
new catalog. 
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Venus 
Scientific 
Inc. 399 SMITH STREET 

FARMINGDALE, N.Y.11735 
Telephone (516) 293·4100 
TWX: 510-224-6492 
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DATA PROCESSING 

Flexible disc recorder 
competes with cassettes 

Potter Instrument Co., 532 Broad 
Hollon· Rd., Melvill e, N.Y. 11746. 
(516) 649-9000. $500 (large quanti
ties ) . 

Using a single, flexible disc, the 
DD 480 can be used in applications 
where cassette units have previous
ly been specified. Advantages of the 
disc recorder include fast random 
accessing and abi li ty to check read
ing within 667 ms (one disc revo
lution). Packing density averages 
1295 b/ in. A disc speed of 90 r / m 
provides a data transfer rate of 
33.3 k b / s. 

CIRCLE NO. 321 

Digital cassette deck 
uses brushless de motor 

Electronic Associates, W. Long 
Branch, N .J. 07764. (201) 229-
1100.. $618 . 

A minimum of moving parts in 
the CTlOOA cassette digital tape 
transport is claimed as the primary 
reliability factor-no clutches, 
springs, pulleys or adjustments. Its 
brushless, de-capstan motor pro
vides a non-cogging tape move
ment without brnsh noise. Start/ 
stop time is 20 ms, with recording 
density up to 1600 b/ in. at tape 
speeds from 4 to 12-in. /s . 

CIRCLE NO. 322 

Tape controller couples 
PDP-11 with four tapes 

Information Products, Inc., 4202 
Directors Row, Houston, Tex . 
77018. (713 ) 686-1192. $3040; 
stock. 

Series 1 X 15 tape controller 
is a tape-memory controller inter
face to the PDP-11 that handles up 
to four transports ( 7 or 9-track ) 
with a simple 1/ 0 cable interface. 
Minimal software intervention is 
required. 1/0-driver subroutines 
and diagnostics are supplied with 
the controller. 

CIRCLE NO. 323 

Serial IC memory stores 
millions of 1h¢ bits 

Intel Memory Systems Operation, 
3065 Bou·ers Ave., Scinta Clara, 
Calif. 9.'50.51. ( 408 J 246-7.501. 

Intel's new System in-60 serial
IC-memoryusystem stores to 200,000 
bits per PC card. A 50-million-bit 
system, using these 8 x 10-1/ 2 in. 
cards is now under construction to 
sell for less than 1/ 2¢ per bit. The 
systems operate at 25-kHz to 1-
MHz clock rates, and have a guar
anteed access time of 500 ns at the 
maximum clock rate. They operate 
on one + 5 V, 7 A power supply per 
card and interface directly with 
TTL logic. 

CIRCLE NO. 324 
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The perfect 
pre-amps for your 

If you're looking for ampli
fiers that are perfectly 
compatible with your 
optical detectors, look no 
further. These Bell & Howell 

optical 
detector 

The C-438 and C-228 are 
very low noise, high per

formance FET input 
hybrid differential op amps 

that offer wide bandwidth, fast 
slew rate and fast settling time. hybrid amplifiers offer all the perform

ance features that make them the perfect 
preamps for optical detectors. 

The F-418 for example is a low noise FET 
hybrid amplifier with input bias current 
of 100 femtoamps (10- 13A.) in a hermetic 
DIP package. 

All units are processed to MIL·STD-883. 

Now that you 've discovered where they 
are, write or phone for a fast response on 
the complete specs. 

conTROL PRODUCTS DIVISIOn 
706 Bostwick Ave .. Bridgeport. Conn . 06605 (203) 368-6751 

BELL EJ HOWELL 
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Tung-Sol single phase and 
three phase bridge recti
fiers come in standard size 
packages. It's their current 
ratings and forward surge 
ratings that are larger. 
They give you added per
formance reliability- and 
at no additional cost! 

DC rating - 30A @ 55 °C. 
Forward surge rating-400A 
@ rated load. B-10 series 
replace similar bridges rated 
from 8 to 25A and from 50 
to 1,000 PRY per leg. 

DC rating - 35A @ 55°C. 
Forwa'rd surge rating-400A 
@ rated load. B-20 series 
replace similar bridges rated 
up to 25A and from 50 to 
1,000 PRY per leg. 

SILICON POWER RECTIFIERS 
Tung-Sol makes a complete 
line of high reliability silicon 
power rectifiers in the D0-4, 
5, 8, 9 and 21 configurations. 

WRITE FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
SPECIFY BRIOGFS, OR POWER RECTIFIERS 

SILICON PRODUCTS SECTION 
TUNG-SOL DIVISION 
WAGNER ELECTRIC CORPORATION 

630 West Mt. Pleasant Ave Livingston, N.J. 07039 

TWX: 710-994-4865 PHONE : (201) 992-1100 
(212) 732-5426 

Trademark TUNG-SOL Reg. U.S. Pat Off. and 
Marc<:1s Registradas 
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DATA PROCESSING 

Minicompu_ter furnished 
with operating software 

XLO Computer Products, 850 La<ld 
Rd., Walled Lake, Mich. 48088. 
(313) 868-3900. $2500 (and up); 
30 days. 

The XL0-8 minicomputer is fur
nished with a core memory of 4096 
bytes (expandable to 32,768 ) , a 64-
byte ROM (expandable to 32,768) 
and seven I / 0 ports, each capable 
of transmitting and receiving data 
at burst speeds of 500,000 words/s. 
Also included are an operator con
sole, power supplies, a general-pur
pose display-status register, real
time clock and a TTY interface. 
Software furnished with the XL0-
8 is a complete operating package. 

CIRCLE NO. 325 

Single-chip MOS codes 
"N "-rollover keyboard 

Controls Research Corp., 2100 S. 
Fai r vi ew, Santa Ana, Calif. 92704. 
( 714) 557-7161. $100 (1000 and 
up). 

A new MOS-encoded keyboard 
features N-key rollover and a 
single, 40-pin, ceramic-MOS chip 
for random-pair coding of up to 
64 keys. The keyboard is offered 
in standard reed-switch contacts or 
the new BI-PAC switches which 
feature dual cross-wire, gold-plated, 
spring contacts and wiping action. 
The N-key rollover feature allows 
fully-sequential key outputs, even 
at maximum typing speeds. 

CIRCLE NO. 326 

Card-to-punched-tape 
converter is faster 

Datatex Corp., 6119 J essami n e, 
Houston, Texas 77036. (713) 774-
9741. 

Datatex points out that older 
card-to-tape converters have read
ing rates of only 8 to 10 cards/ 
min. making its Model 40 CTP 
four to five times faster. Plug-in 
electronics allow changing to any 
desired tape code. Formats with up 
to 64 characters are decoded in the 
reader, and unwanted characters 
eliminated. 

CIRCLE NO. 327 

Computer fills 16-32 bit 
gap with 24-bit design 

Data Craft Corp., 1200 N . W. 70th 
St., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33307. 
(305) 974-1700. $10,900. 

The DC 6024/ 5, with its 24-bit 
word length, can directly address 
32-k words or indirectly up to 65-k 
words. Cycle time is 1.0 µ,s with a 
standard repertoire of 592 hard
wired operating codes. Included in 
the basic price is a CPU with 4-k 
of memory, five general purpose 
registers, hardware-multiply/ di
vide/ square-root functions, four 
levels of external-priority interrupt, 
display panel and power supplies. 

CIRCLE NO. 328 
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If you're looking for power. 
Move out fast 

with TRW. 

le max= 15 amps ... hFe = 300 ... BV ceo = 650 volts 
Switching Time < 300 nsec 

Our SVT 6000 series monolithic Darlington has the 
specifications you need if you 've got power condi
tioning applications for automotive electronic 
systems, high gain, high power regulators and 
converters, or AC motor controllers. 

These NPN high voltage, high gain monolithic 
Darlingtons are ideal for use in all high speed cir
cuits. (Also available is the SVT 6100 series up to 
50 amps and 200 volts.) 

These SVT series Darlingtons will allow you to 
make substantial cost saving reductions in your 
power conditioning designs. 

Both are available in quantity right now. 

For complete specifications or delivery informa
tion on these devices see "your authorized TRW 
distributor or call Dick Seinfeld . In California call 
(213) 679-4561 , collect. Or write TRW Electronics 
Functions, an Operation of TRW Electronic Com
ponents, 14520 Aviation Blvd ., Lawndale, Califor
nia 90260. 

TRW. 
ELECTRONIC FUNCTIONS 
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MODULES & SUBASSEMBLIES 

Latest ac-line voltage regulators are 
lighter and cheaper than competing units 

Power-Matic, Inc., 6621 Convoy 
Court, San Diego, Calif. 92111. 
(714) 292-4422. See text; stock to 
4 weeks. 

Weight and price hit a new low 
with the introduction of the MPS 
series of line voltage regulators by 
Power-Matic. These regulators are 
of the multi-primary, switching ac 
type. The only competitor on the 
market with this type of regulator 
is Topaz Electronics. However, in 
each competitive power range, 
Topaz is heavier and more expen
sive. The most significant force in 
the line voltage regulator market 
is Sola Electric. But Sola's line of 
variable-conduction-angle Solatron 
regulators are also heavier and 
more expensive for comparable 
power ratings. 

Power-Matic's MPS series han
dles input line variation of +10 % 
to - 30 % , with outputs adjustable 
over a 20 % range-100 to 120 V 
and 200 to 240 V. Models are avail
able in the following power ranges: 
500 VA, 1 kVA, 2 kVA, 4 kVA 
and 8 kV A. Topaz does not offer 
any range below 2 kV A, but it 
does offer a wider selection of in-
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put and output voltages. Sola's line 
goes up to 25 kV A with an input 
voltage range of + 10% to - 20%. 

Sola offers line regulation of 
± 1/ 2 % at unity power factor load
ing. It does not quote the change 
in regulation when the loading is 
not strictly resistive. Both Power
Matic and Topaz offer ± 7% regu
lation independent of power factor. 
The lack of dependence on power 
factor is due to a low open-loop 
output impedance. 

Whereas the Sola units work 
over orlly a 6-Hz frequency win
dow, the others can tolerate line
frequency variation of from 45 to 
70 Hz. 

Harmonic distortion of the MPS 
series is 0.2 % max. Efficiency is 
98 to 99 % . The units operate over 
a temperature range of 0 to 55 C. 

Terminals are provided for re
mote load sensing. 

Regulation is achieved in a multi
primary switching ac regulator by 
sensing the regulated output volt
age in a high-:;peed :;ample-and
hold circuit, and terminating the 
end of a selected primary winding 
to accomplish step-up, step-down or 

straight-through switching. The 
sample-and-hold circuit makes a 
decision near the end of every half 
cycle, and the proper primary wind
ing is always selected at a zero 
voltage crossing. This technique 
eliminates the several-cycle regula
tion lag inherent in other types of 
line voltage regulators. 

Power-Matic, Topaz and Sola 
also offer models designed for 
± 10 % input voltage variation at 
improved regulation . 

For ease of installation, a sepa
rate circuit breaker is supplied 
with each unit in t he MPS series. 
The circuit breakers have optimiz
ed delay characteristics to permit 
heavy inrush currents from motor 
or lamp loads. Temperature coeffi
cient is given as 0.01 %/C (typi
cal) . MPS regulators measure 
7-1/2 inches wide by 6-3/8-inches 
high. Length of the units varies 
from 7-1/2 inches for a 1/2-kV A 
model to 10-1/2 inches for a model 
with a maximum load spec of 8 
kVA. 

Power range, weight and price 
are compared in the following table 
for single-phase regulators : 
Manuf. Max. Load Wt. Price 

(kV A) (lbs) ($) 

Power- 0.5 25 275 
Ma tic 1.0 30 325 
MPS 2.0 35 400 

4.0 50 500 
8.0 65 650 

Topaz 2.0 40 450 
LR 4.0 50 570 

8.0 75 790 
Sola 0.5 40 363 
LVR 1.0 58 400 

2.0 81 532 
3.0 95 610 
5.0 127 799 
7.5 168 989 

For Power-Matic CIRCLE NO. 250 

For Topaz CIRCLE NO. 251 

For Sola CIRCLE NO. 252 
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ThelR/Schottky Power Curve. 
A new twist that cuts power loss 50%. 

Schottky had a good idea. His hot-carrier principle 
brought unique advantages to users of signal level diodes. 
So we teamed up to bring the same advantages to the high 
power league: designers of l/C power supplies and switch
ing regulators in the 50 Amp/20 Volt range. Now it's a 
whole new ball game. 

Check our curve. The dotted line shows the voltage
current characteristics of junction rectifiers. The solid line 
is the basis for our new pitch. There 's quite a difference. 

Half The Forward Voltage Drop. Note the forward volt
age drop of 0.65 Volt vs. 1.25 Volts for typical rectifiers. 
At low voltage-low frequency, it means 50% less power 
loss, for a marked increase in efficiency. Like 10% at 5 
Volts/ 100 Amps. Now you can use fewer rectifiers, smaller 
transformers, and cut heat-sinks in half. If you design high
frequency circuits, you'll do even better. 

More Efficient at High Frequencies. The higher the 
operating frequency, the more efficient the IA/Schottky 

rectifier becomes. At 20 KHz, system efficiency can in
crease by an additional 25%. And , it can operate at even 
higher frequencies. 

No Reverse Recovery Losses. Unlike junction rectifiers, 
the IA/Schottky barrier doesn't store minority carrier 
charges. There are none to be swept out as it is switched 
to the reverse mode. So time-lag and electrical loss are 
virtually zero, which accounts for its increased efficiency 
in high and ultra-high frequency systems. 

Reliability/Stability. You can forget about conservative 
derating. IR proprietary passivation and metallization tech
nology assure long-term stability, extremely low leakage 
and low sensitivity to temperature. You can count on re
liability and optimum life at full ratings. 

Try our new curve. Call your IR sales office or distributor 
today and ask for details on IA/Schottky Power Rectifiers 
- in either forward or reverse polarities. You'll get every
thing you need for a whole new ball game. 

NewfromlR •.• 
the innovative power people 



• General Purpose _ • Low Cost 
• 800 Line Horizontal Resolution 
• Environmental Proofed • Rugged 
• Remote Control 

1400 SERIES 

• Miniature Size • Low Cost 
• 800 Line Horizontal Resolution 
• Low Power Requirement 

• Subminiatu re Size • Extra Rugged 
• 800 Line Horizontal Resolution 
• Battery or Line Operated 

2800 SERIES 

• Self -Contained • General Purpose 
• 800 Li ne Horizontal Resolution 
• RS 170 Synch Generator 
• Power Line Operation 

MODEL VlOOO 

• Ultra High Resolution 
(30 MHz bandwidth) 

• Photographic Quality • Flat Fie ld 
• Mu ltip le Scanning Rates (525-1225) 
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MODULES & SUBASSEMBLIES 

Log/ anti log amplifier 
needs only 10 pA bias 

Analog Devices, Inc., Route 1 In
dustrial Park, P.O. Box 280, Nor
wood, Mass. 02062. (617) 329-4700. 
$55 . 

The Model 755 log/ antilog am
plifier features 10 pA bias, said 
to be a five-to-ten-time improve
ment over current models. The de
vice is pin compatible with other 
units and has an adjustable scale 
factor . The 755 comes in a 1.5 X 
1.5 x 0.4 in. case. In addition to 
its low bias current the 755 offers 
120 dB of current logging ( 1 nA 
to 1 mA ) , 80 dB of voltage logging 
(1 mV to 10 V) and 15 µ. V /°C volt
age drift. Conformance to ideal log 
operation is held to ± 1 % over its 
total current range and to ±0.5% 
over the voltage range. 

CIRCLE NO. 329 

Variable attenuators 
work to 82 db and to 1 % 

ltH ~••. .,...\~ '-~-t. ·"'" ff> J. .,..-,.. "" 
ZODB ZOOtl 20011 008 008 308 208 108 

Hope Electronics, Box 773, Clifton, 
N.J. 07013. (201) 777-3522. AT-
42, $70; AT-82, $85; stock to 2 
wks. 

These attenuators are spec'd to 
300 MHz and are usable to 500 
MHz. Models AT-42 and AT-82 
provide attenuation ranges from 0 
to 42 dB and from 0 to 82 dB, re
spectively, in 1-dB steps. They 
may be specified in 50 or 75 ohm 
impedance. The units provide rated 
accuracy of ± 1 % over a frequency 
range from de to 150 Miiz and 
± 2% accuracy from 150 MHz to 
300 MHz. 

CIRCLE NO. 330 

• Simplify design 
• Reduce 

manufacturing costs 
• Eliminate one or more 

power supplies 

with the 
V-PAC* POWER SOURCE 

Now use standard +5v supply for 
MOS, too, with the V-PAC power 
source. Less than one-third 
cubic inch, standard DIP pin 
configuration , it mounts on the 
same PC card with MOS and ICs, 
even with boards on half-inch 
centers. Get performance and 
reliability, too. 

Type: VP5 VP10 VP12 VP14 VP15 

Voltage/s: ±5 ± 10 ±12 ±14 ± 15 

VPl 0/10 VPl 2/12 VPl 4/14 VPl 5/15 

± 10/± 10 ±12/± 12 ± 14/± 14 ± 15/± 15 

Write or call for full specs, name 
of nearest sales representative. 
Include applications and volt
ages required. 

<b 
Reliabilit~ Inc. 

5510 Greenbriar, Houston, Texas 
77005 • 713-529-5817 

TWX: 910-881 -1739 •TM, Reliability, Inc. 
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FET-input amplifier 
has60V/ µs, 18 MHz BW 

Datel Systems Inc., 1020 Turnpike 
St., Canton, Mass. 02021 (617) 
828-6395. AM-lOOA, $40; AM
lOOB, $45; AM-lOOC, $52; stock. 

Model AM-100 A/ B/C is a dif
ferential FET amplifier designed 
for high speed applications. Model 
AM-100 A/ B/ C offers 60 V / fLsec 
slew rate, 18-MHz unity-gain BW 
and 20 mA output for driving up 
to 500 pF of capacitance. Models 
AM-lOOA (50 /LV/° C, 100 pA bias ) , 
AM-lOOB (25 /LV/° C, 50 pA bias ) , 
and AM-lOOC (10 fL V /° C, 20 pA 
bias) settle to 0.01 % in the 150 ns 
(max) inverting mode. CMR is 60 
dB at ± 10 V cm voltage. 

CIRCLE NO. 331 

FET-input op amp 
gives 20 mA at 1 MHz 

B ell & Howell, Control Products 
Div., 706 Bostwick Ave., Bridge
port, Conn. 06605. ( 203) 368-6751. 
$48 ( 100) ; stock. 

An FET-input, hybrid op amp 
that delivers 20 mA output current 
at 1 MHz, describes the Type 438. 
The unit is supplied in a hermeti
cally-sealed, 14-pin DIP. The most 
significant features of the 438 are 
a bias current of 5 pA; a slew rate 
of 50 VI µ,s in the inverting, non
inverting and differential modes; 
1-MHz fu!J frequency output ( ± 10 
V at 20 mA ) ; and a settling time 
to ± 0.01 % or less than 1 fLS. The 
C-438 is laser trimmed to less than 
1 mV offset and requires no exter
nal trim pots. 

CIRCLE NO. 332 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN 13, June 22, 1972 

001 ~o 100 1 oo 
MA TCHE"O SOURCE RESISTANCE ( Mn) 

100 PE'SPONSE TIME WITH 5 mV OVERDRIVE 

mono CMP-01 monoCMP-02 
FAST PRECISION COMPARATOR LOW lb PRECISION COMPARATOR 

t, 90ns typ, 150 ns max '" SOnA max 

Input Slew Rate 110V/ ,, s lo·. . 3nA max 

Vo, . .8mV max Vo .. .8mV max 

TCVO, 1.o,.,v1°c TCVO, 1.o,,,v1°c 

lo, . 25nA max TCIO, 4.0pA/°C 

lb 600nA max Gain 200,000 min 

CMRR 94dB min CMRR 94dB min 

BOTH COMPARATORS FEATURE OUTSTANDING 
OUTPUT FLEXIBILITY AND EASE OF APPLICATION! 

• Operate from SV to 18V and single · SV! 

• Drive 8TTL Loads - no pullup resistor required! 

• Drive Lamp and Relay Loads up to 75mA and : 32V! 

• Easy Offset Nulling with 2K" pot! 

• Fit 111, 106 and 710 Sockets! 

• Low Cost! monoCMP01CJ/monoCMP02CJ-$3.25@ 100 pc. 

• Immediate Delivery from Distributor Stock! 

And Now PRECISION MONOLITHICS ANNOUNCES 
the op amp you've been waiting for ... 

SSS IOBA SERIES 
OUTSTANDING LOW INPUT CURRENT PRECISION OP AMP 

PRECISION 
MONOLITHICS • INCORPORATED 

1500 SPACE PARK DRIVE, SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA 95050 
TEL . (408) 246-9225 • TWX 910-338-0528 • CABLE MONO 

SAVE NOW!
CALL TODAY! 

408-246-9225 
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The Elegant 
Capacitors. 

For elegant applications. Zero tempera
ture coefficient ± 10 ppm/ C (-55 C to 
+as C) with .01 % accuracy - now 250/o 
smaller. 

Precise specs from precise crafts
manship. That's what you ' ll find in all 
components by EAi. Thick-film audio and 
servo amps. Active tone filters. Analog/ 

digital converters plus 
other special function 
modules . Transformer 
kits . Molded plastic 
parts. Custom coils. Sole

noids. And a growing list of other ele
gantly crafted etceteras. 

f211 
Electronic Associates, Inc. 

193 Monmouth Parkway 
West Long Branch, New Jersey 07764 

Tel. (201) 229-1100 
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MODULES & SUBASSEMBLIES 

Small power supplies 
give ± 12 V for $12 

Servotron Corp., P.O. Box 292, 
Haverhill, Mass. 01830. (617) 374-
0777. see text; stock. 

Servotron has introduced its 
economy encapsulated line of power 
supply modules, which measure 
just 2 x 2 x 0.875 inches and sell 
for $12 in single quantity and less 
than $10 for 1000 quantity. Models 
EE12D25 and EE15D25 provide 
± 12 and ± 15 V de, respectively, 
at 25 mA. Model EE5S200 pro
vides 5 V de at 200 mA. Regulation 
is 0.25 % line and 0.25 % load. 
Ripple and noise is 2 mV rms and 
TC is 0.02 %/C. Warm up drift is 
15 mV. Performance is not derated 
over any part of the operating 
temperature range of - 25 to + 71 
C. Input voltage and frequency are 
105 to 125 V ac at 50 to 440 Hz. 

CIRCLE NO. 333 

High-current supplies 
give 100 A at 5 V 

ACDC Electronics, Inc., Oceanside 
Industrial Center, Oceanside, Calif. 
92054 (714 ) 757-1880. $245 and 
up; stock. 

Ten new, high-current power 
supplies ranging from 100 A @ 
5 V to 16 A @ 28 V are available 
from ACDC Electronics. Designat
ed the HCM series, they feature 
0.1 % regulation and inherent pro
tection against overload and short 
circuit. Provisions are made for 
over-voltage protection, remote 
sensing, remote programming and 
rack mounting. Prices are claimed 
io be as much as 50 % less than 
previously available high current 
supplies. 

CIRCLE NO. 334 

13-bit d/a converter 
works at -55 to +125 C 

Helipot Div., Beckman Instru
ments, 2500 Harbor Blvd., Fuller
ton, Calif. 92634. (714) 871-4848. 
$185; stock. 

A four-quadrant, general pur
pose d/ a converter has been intro
duced by the Helipot Division of 
Beckman Instruments, Inc. The 
Model 849 accepts a serial binary 
code of up to 13 bits and, upon 
command, converts and holds the 
number as an output voltage. The 
unit has a metal, 20-pin package, 
operates over a temperature range 
of - 55 to + 125 C and meets ap
plicable portions of MIL-STD-883. 
The unit requires external refer
ence voltages, a two-phase clock, 
command signals and power sup
plies. 

CIRCLE NO. 335 

Bi-directional counter 
takes pos/neg inputs 

H econ Corp., 31 Park Rd., N ew 
Shrewsbury, N.J. 07724. (201 ) 
542-9200. 6-digit, de unit under 
$40 in quantity. 

A new bi-directional counter, the 
Model GO 431, is designed to ac
cept positive and negative pulses
even simultaneously-without jam
ming or missing a pulse count. 
The unit uses two solenoids with 
a true-differential mechanism to 
prevent miscounting. It offers a 
6-digit display, white on black, 
5/ 32 in. high. It will operate on 6 
to 220 V, ac or de . Power consump
tion is 3.7 W. Available counter 
speeds are 10 to 25 counts per sec
ond. 

CIRCLE NO. 336 
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OUBIBW 
BITPICllB 

'f!j CartriFile 20 

'iii IH 

(With Single-Tape Cartridge to Match) 

We call our newest "bit picker" the CartriFile® 20. It 
gives you two independently controllable tape drives. 
You can read or write up to 18,000 bits per second with 
either drive, as you choose. 

It operates with convenient, single-tape cartridges: our 
new 1000 SERIES. These are available in 10, 25, 50, 
and 150 foot lengths. Each 150 foot cartridge packs 
over 3 million bits of data. 

CartriFile 20 comes complete with read/write and con
trol electronics and integral power supply. Also inter
facing , cables , and basic software for all popular 
minicomputers. 

And we 've priced it to surprise you: only $3650 (with 
interface)-$2025 in small OEM quantities (without 
interface). 

Get all the facts on our newest minitape system-the 
CartriFile 20. 

TRI-DATA 

800 Maude Avenue I Mountain View I CA 94040 
Phone (4 15) 969-3700 I TWX 910-379-6978 
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Contour Cable™ 
happened here 
first. Flexible 
etched flat cable. 
Flexible flat 
continuous cable. 
Custom 
cable/ham~ 
assemblies. 
Flexibility is a thing 
with us.:-------------+--

! HUGHE 
L------- ------ ____ ,.,., _nnir • 

The 
armadillo 
con.ctor. 

Nature gives armadillos har -
shell protection. We give it to our 
D series connectors. Stainless steel 
armor to keep 'em foolproof. They 
align perfectly. Fu lly environmental. 
5 sizes. Maybe we outdo 
armadillos. :-------------------~ 
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i HUGHES i 
L------------------ J 
HUGHl:S AlltClt A ,.T COMPANY 

CONNECT ING D llWIC llS 

Newport Beach, Calif. 92663 
(714 )-548-0671 
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MODULES & SUBASSEMBLIES 

DPST pulse latch 
switches 100 A 

.. 
Adams & Westlake Co., 1025 N. 
Michigan St., Elkhart, Ind. 46514. 
(219 ) 264-1141. 

A new power-pulse latch, Series 
HR-1000, for primary power and 
heavy load current switching has 
been introduced by The Adams & 
Westlake Company. A completely 
solid-state control circuit accepts 
input and gating signals and con
trols the DPST (N.0. or N .C. ) 
mercury displacement switches. Up 
to 100 A per pole can be switched 
at 120 V ac. 230 and 440 V opera
tion is also recommended. Latch 
operating voltages may be speci
fied as 24 or 48 V de. Switch op
eration may be continuous ( 100 % 
duty cycle ) or intermittent, up to 
6 operations per minute. 

CIRCLE NO. 337 

Low-level de amp 
permits ±500 V CM use 
Bay Laboratories, 20160 Center 
Ridge Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44116. 
( 216) 333-3898. $470; 30 days. 

A completely direct-coupled de
sign permits ± 500 V common mode 
operation without intermodulation 
or chopper hash and spikes. The 
Series 5000 data amplifier is of
fered in 108 different configura
tions, from combinations of filter, 
output, offset and gain options. 
Other features are: 120 dB CMR 
(1 k unbalance) 250 MO input im
pedance, linearity ± 0.005 %, 100 
kHz BW, ± 10 V @ 100 mA out
put, integral power supply, 10 
units in 5-1/ 4 in. rack, ± 10 V 
offset option, 1 µ V /° C drift and 
1000 MO isolation. 

CIRCLE NO. 338 

FOR IC & MOS DRIVERS @ 
3 AMP © 
SENSITIVE 
GATE 

TR IA Cs 
• 3mA, 4mA, SmA, 1 OmA 

& 25mA (IGr). 
• All quadrant gating 
• sov to 600V (VoRoM) 
• Glass-passivated chips 
• Di-Mesa* Construction 

For improved operational reliabil ity 

Also from Hutson: 
4 Amp Sensitive Gate 
SCR's. 200µA & lmA 
(IGr). SOY to 600V (Yooo,,.) 

Hutson's complete line OD , _. ... 
includes: ,_ ,, 

• Ratings to 40 Amp U11•Ms1l 
• All popular .packages plus 

chip form TRIAC's & SCR's. 
• Center-gate, shorted- r 

emitter design l ~ 
• Void-free, glass-passivated Jiii. 

chips '"" 

I 
/ 

·-.·~·Ti ~ 

flt .: "":: ,:,,,:: 
HUTSON INDUSTRIES 
BOX 34235 • 2019 W . VALLEY VI E W 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75234 (214) 241-3511 
TWX 910-860-5537 

Distr ibuted by: 
BODELLE CO., INC., Chicago, I ll. 312 / 468-1 016 
Detroit, Mi . 313 / 273-6920 • NEWARK ELECTRONICS 
CORP. , Inglewood, Cal. 213 / 678 -0441 
THOR ELECTRONICS, Elizabeth , N.J. 201/ 354-2420 
Cana da: WEBER-SEMAD ELECTRONICS, Down sview, Ont. 

European Marketing Director: 
30 Rue P,ierre Semard , Yerres, 91 France 
Tel : Paris 925 ·8258 TELEX 21-311 

Dis t ri buted in Eu rope by: 
Sw itzerland: D. LEITGEB, Dubendorf 
Sweden: ELEKTROFLEX, Sundbyberg 
Spa in: BELPORT, Madri d 
Holl and: RODELCO, Den Haag 
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Differential amplifier 
offers 120-dB CMR 

N eff Instrument Corp., 1088 E. 
Hamilton Rd., Duarte, Calif. 91010. 
(213) 357-2281. $520; 30-60 days. 

The Model 124A differential in
strumentation amplifier handles 
low-level signals in the presence of 
common-mode voltages of ± 300 V. 
The ampli fier output is ± 10 V at 
100 mA from de to 100 kHz. Elev
en fixed-gain steps, plus a preci
sion 10-turn multiplier provide a 
continuous gain span of 1 to 2500. 
The 124A ach ieves ±0.003 % lin
earity. A guard-to-ground imped
ance greater than 1000 Mfl insures 
a CMR of 140 dB at de and 120 dB 
fro m de to 60 Hz, with up to 1000 
ohm unbalance in either input lead. 

CIRCLE NO. 339 

Push-button timer 
gives fixed interval 

Bristol Saybrook Co., 90 Coulter 
Ave., Old Saybrook, Conn. 06475 
(203 ) 388-3414. 

The Model 1402 provides fixed
time intervals ranging from 1/ 30 
of a second to 1 month. The timer 
contains a Bristol Sync-Lock syn
chronous hysteresis timing motor 
and an enclosed snap-action switch. 
These components are linked to
gether by a heavy duty plastic cam 
to create the controller. The 10 A 
switch operates both motor and 
load. 

CIRCLE NO. 340 
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Model eooo. 
It's everything 
you've ever wanted 
in a 
tane transport. 

That's a lot to cram into one little deck. 
Announcing the ultimate in low-cost tape decks - Kennedy 
Model 9000. We've designed into it everything you could 
possibly want. Features such as: 
• LED indicators that never burn out 
• Crystal controlled timing 
• Automatic clipping level changes 
• Marginal skew check 
• Edit (overwrite feature) 
• Front accessible test panel with 

• High-speed forward/reverse 
• Normal speed forward/reverse 
• Test pattern generator 
• Output monitors 
• Skew adjustment test point and indicator 

• Pluggable addressing 
• Extensive use of MSl / LSI circuitry 
• Rigid cast aluminum deck 

Add things like an industry-compatible interface and exciting 
new styling , and you begin to get the picture. 

Your system deserves the best and you can get it only from 
the company that cares-Kennedy. Contact us today for all 

the details. KENNECV CC. 
540 W. WOODBURY RD., ALTADENA, CALIF. 91001 • (213) 798-0953 

/ .-- ' , 
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PACKAGING & MATERIALS 

Microwave package 
exhibits 50-n impedance 

Bendix Corp., Sherman Ave., Sid
ney, N.Y. 13838. (607) 563-9511. 

A controJiled impedance package 
for microelectronic microwave de
vices exhibits a nominal 50-ohms 
impedance with a VSWR of 1.15 
max. from de to over 4 GHz. The 
hermetic enclosure accommodates a 
microwave circuit on a 1.0 by 1.0-
inch substrate and is compatible 
with microstrip transmission lines 
and motherboards. 

CIRCLE NO. 341 

Self-adhesive fastener 
secures wire bundles 

Eaton Corp., Engineered Fasteners 
Div., 100 Erie View Plaza, Cleve
land, Ohio 44101. (216) 523-5000. 

Retention of wire bundles up to 
0.5 by 1.156-inch no longer requires 
drilling or punching panel holes for 
fastening wire harnesses. Tinner
man pressure-sensitive wire har
ness clamps, backed by a 1/32-inch
thick pressure-sensitive tape, have 
a tensile holding power of 30 lbs. 

CIRCLE NO. 342 

TEST CLIPS 
After 100,000 wire 

Insertions and 
removals contact 

resistance registered 
less than .001 ohms. 

g Bl-PIN 
LAMP SOCKETS 
Features 4 point PC 
mount for stablllty. 

TRANSISTOR 
SOCKETS 

Minimum lnsula- ~-o<> 
0 

lion resistance 
of 500,000 meg-

ohms at 100 voe. 

BINDING POSTS 
Caps won't melt at 
soldering temperature. 

Even hardware 
can be different 

Grayhill is in termination hardware because our cus
tomers wanted something different. 

And products and features shown above reveal only 
part of the picture. 

OEM Discounts 
Available 

Simultaneous 
Digital 
Printing 

DIP sockets boast 
high density 

Stanford_ Applied Engineering Inc., 
2165 S. Grand Ave., Santa Ana, 
Calif. 92705. (714) 540-9256. $0.51 
to $0.59 /terminal ( 1000 quanti
ties); stock. 

Designed for 18-pin MOS and bi
polar memory ICs, the 2200/ 2900 
series of DIP sockets provide cir
cuit designers with side-by-side 
mounting with 400-mil centers and 
with 100-mil end-to-end centers. 
The glass filled nylon sockets are 
395 by 898 mils in size, and allow 
either soldered or solderless-wrap 
interconnections. 

CIRCLE NO. 343 

Grayhill makes 100 other items of termination hardware 
-developed for superior insulation, dielectric strength, 
minimum contact resistance. And if what you need isn't 
in our line now, we can design and make it for you. 

For our latest Engineering Catalog write or phone: 

and Analog 
Recording ~ 

Grayhill, Inc., 565 Hillgrove Ave., ~ 
La Grange, Illinois 60525. 
(312) 354-1040. ~);_, I ell 

~Y~f!! 

l_ 
• ~ • ;ii #Ii CORPORATION ~- ~ 
340 Fordham Rd .. Wilmington. Mass. 01887 (617) 658·5500 TWX 710·347·6938 
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He 
Beat 

Heart 
Attack 

This farmer is back at work because coronary care 
units, new drugs and modern methods of rehabilita
tion now help return more cardiacs to productive life. 

Most heart attack victims survive first heart attacks. 
Of those who do, 4 out of 5 return to work. 

Your Heart Fund dollars helped make this progress 
possible. 

For more benefits in treatment and prevention . .. 

GIVE ••• 
so more will live 

Cofttrlbut•d by th• Publlsh•r HEART FUND 
ELECTRON IC D ESIGN 13, June 22, 1972 

Compare Mini-Mox 
to whatever film resistor 
you're using now. 
Our Miniature Metal Oxide Resistors Can Give You up to 
10,000 Megs and 5000 Volts in 1/lOth the Space. 

Compared to metal film resistors our tiny Mini-Mox can give you greater 
power handling capability and substantially better resistance to size or 

+ 100 

- 100 

TYPICAL TCR CURVE 
101 100 MEGOHMS 

1111"" .. 
- IO -40 O + 40 +IO + 120 + 160 + 200 

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE ( -C) 

voltage to size ratios. 
Mini-Mox outstrips con

ventional carbon film in 
every category: 100 ppm 
TCR; voltage to size raiio; 
stability; power handling 
capability; initial tolerance 
and reliability, particularly 

{Jill. lJ.IJ!.~.!!7 I J ~~~f.::, ,,,;,M-

•ttu. 
Ratin1 Oper. lentlh Diameter 

Model Resistance @7o•c Volts Inches Inches 
MOX -400 1-2500 meas .2SW IOOOV .420 .130 
MOX -750 1-5000 meas .sow 2000V .190 .130 
MOX -1125 1-10,000 meas 1.00W sooov 1.175 .130 

For detailed specifications on Mini-Mox send for 
this technical bulletin. Victoreen Instrument Div. 
of VLN Corp., 10101 Woodland Avenue, Cleve
land, Ohio 44104. Telephone: 216/795-8200. 

OMA 684 

VICTDREEN 

Expertise in high voltage 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 97 

TtERMISTf~ 
BY 

TtERMilVElRICS INC. 

Now Your Best Source For 

LOW COST-HIGH QUALITY 
BEADS, PROBES, RODS, PLUS: 

•HI-TEMP UNITS - TO 450° C continuous 

E Lowest Noise 
•TH RMOFLAKES - Fastest Response 

TEMP. COMPENSATION '=I • MICROCIRCUITS 

TEMP. SENSING 
' \. -• FLOW SENSING I 
I 

IR DETECTORS 

NON-CONTACT • 

' 
TEMPERATURE 

.... MEASUREMENT • 

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS INVITED 
SEND FOR DETAILS ON EXPERIMENTERS FLAKE KITS 

rM1 »!~~!.~~~~ ~~~'' 
(201) 548-2299 
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TH ERMA-FILM 
is a newly developed insulat
ing material that makes 
mica obsolete. Just check 
these advantages: 

•WON'T CHIP, CRACK, PEEL 
OR BREAK 

• 7,000 VOLTS/ MIL DIELEC
TRIC STRENGTH 

•TEMPERATURE RANGE 
- 269°C to +4oo·c 

•THERMAL RESISTANCE OF 
0.6°C/ watt 

•PRICED THE SAME AS MICA 
• REDUCES REJECTS AND IM

PROVES RELIABILITY OF 
YOUR EQUIPMENT 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 99 
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PACKAGING & MATERIALS 

Substrate socket 
needs no insertion force 

Amp Inc., Eisenhower Blvd., Har
risburg, Pa. 17105. (717) 564-0101 . 

With the ability to accommodate 
the new 2.000 x 0.578-inch side
metall ized leadless ceramic sub
strates, t hi s zero-insertion fo rce re
ceptacle is only slightly larger t han 
the substrate itself (2.375 x 0.800 
x 0.500 inch). The receptacle re
qu ires no tools. A series of gu ides 
a nd bosses molded into the glass
f illed plastic r eceptacle body pos i
tion the subst rate and protect t he 
contacts against snubbing. 

CIRCLE NO. 344 

Miniature two-piece 
connectors in five sizes 

Elco Corp., Computer A ve., Willow 
Grove, Pa. 19090. (215) 659-7000. 

A line of two-piece, metal-to
metal connectors, called 8229, is 
available in five discrete sizes: 6, 
9, 10, 12 and 15 single row contact 
positions, all on standard 100 mil 
centers. The connector features 
wire-crimp/ removable mini-Varilok 
contacts in a fl ame resistant, glass 
fi lled, diallyl phthalate insulator. 

CIRCLE NO. 345 
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Ceramic materials kit 
can be used at 3000 F 
Aremco Products, Inc., P .O. Box 
145, Briarcliff Manor, N.Y. 10510. 
(9 14) 762-0685. $99; stock. 

A high temperature ceramic ma
terials kit includes both castable 
ceramics, adhesives and coatings. 
Kit No. 500 includes five basic 
ceramic materials and a special 
thinner for use with these mate
rials. The kit includes Ceramabond 
503, an alumina base ceramic adhe
sive; Ceramacast 505 and 510 cast
able ceramics; a potting material 
for high temperature applications 
called Ceramacast 511; and a high 
temperature coating product, Ce
ramacast 512. 

CIRCLE NO. 346 

14- and 16-pin headers 
are DIP compatible 
Aries Electronics, Inc., P .O. Box 
231, Frenchtown, N.J . (201) 996-
6200. $0.50 to $1; stock. 

A line of 14- and 16-pin headers 
that are DIP compatible have a 
contact pin shape that allows com
ponents to be laid in and then eas
ily soldered . Contacts are brass, 
gold or tin plated. Both the header 
and the caps are glass filled nylon. 
The headers can be directly sol
dered to PC boards, or used with 
DIP panels. 
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DC cards handle 
14 to 40-pin sockets 
Cambridge Thermionic Corp., 445 
Concord A ve., Cambridge, Mass. 
02138. (617) 491-5400. 

A line of general purpose PC 
cards provide a medium of hand
ling 14, 16, 18, 24, 36, or 40-pin I C 
sockets in any combination. Each 
board is 4.5 inches square and fea
tures a 70-finger edge connector 
circuit-tied to the 70 input/ output 
double-ended solderless wrap pins. 
Each card is pre-drilled with a row 
of mounting holes for sockets with 
600 mil centers and two rows of 8 
sets each of mounting holes for 
sockets with 300 mil centers. 

CIRCLE NO. 348 
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Now your sapphire substrates cost you less. 
A lot less. 

Go ahead with your plans for SOS and 
hybrid IC work and forget the budget. 
Meet all your thin film and epitaxial re
quirements and win your purchasing 
department's approval. Get the circuit 
isolation only sapphire substrates pro
vide and make a better product. 

That's right - polished, single crystal , 
pure sapphire substrates in any size you 
need for about half the cost of yester
day's price. Plus all popular orientations 
like 1Tu2 for SOS and C axis for hybrid 
IC 's. Plus the finest sapphire substrate 
quality you can get. Anywhere. 

A lot of new things are possible now that 
your sapphire substrates cost you down 
to 50% less than you thought they would. 

How do we do it? Very intelligently. Call 
Frank Reed, Marketing Manager, and 
find how we can do it for you . For less. 

~CO saphikon division 16 Hickory Drive • Waltham , Mass. 02154 • (617) 890-2400 
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WBOllOW 
TAITALU•S 
SPIC DICISOI 

" The 
Specialists" 

Because Dickson is a specialist in solid tantalum 
capacitors! This specialization means more quality in 
every unit produced from MIL-C-39003 types to 
low-cost commercial units . With over 4.000 standard 
catalog items, you can always depend upon Dickson 
to supply the right tantalum unit at the right price. 
Try us! Write, today, for our 6-page Tantalum 
Capacitor Short Form Catalog . 

"Where Quality Makes The Difference" 

.DICICSO.l.tT 
ELECTRONICS COR PORATION 
PHONE (602) 947·2231 TWX 910·950·1292 TELEX 667·406 
P. 0 . BOX 1390 • SCOTTSDALE . AR I ZONA 85 252 
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LOW 
PRICE 

Thermostatic 
DELAY RELAYS 

Offer true hermetic sealing . . . 
Assure maximum stability and life. 

Delays: 2 to 180 seconds• 
Actuated by a heater, they operate on A.C., D.C., or 
Pulsating Current . . . Being hermetically sealed, 
they are not affected by altitude, moisture, or cli· 
mate changes . . . SPST only - normally open or 
normally closed .. . Compensated for ambient tern· 
perature changes from -55° to +so•c .... Heat· 
ers consume approximately 2 W. and may be ope· 
rated continuously. The units are rugged, explosion· 
proof, long·lived, and inexpensive! 
TYPES: Standard Radio Octal and 9·Pin Miniature. 

List Price, $4.00 
*Miniatures Delays: 2 to 120 seconds. 

All Amperite Delay Relays are recognized under 
component program of Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. 

tor all voltages up to and includ ing 115V. 

PROBLEM? Send for Bulletin No. TR-81 . 

AM PE RITE 
BALLAST REGULATORS 

Hermetically sealed, they are not 
affected by changes in altitude, am· 
bient temperature (- 50° to + 70°C.). 
or humidity ... Rugged, light, com· 
pact, most inexpensive. 
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PACKAGING & MATERIALS 

Microcircuit packages 
come in custom sizes 

Tekform Products Co., 2780 Coro
nado St., Anaheim, Calif. 92806. 
( 714) 630-2340. 

A rugged, lightweight series of 
Modular Sidewall enclosures elimi
nates the need for expensive tool
ing for special IC package con
figurations. Intended for mono
lithic and hybrid microelectronics, 
these cases are formed of Kovar 
component pieces precision cut to 
customer requirements, to permit 
wide latitude in microcircuit pack
age design. Standard 14 to 40-lead 
packages are available, with r igid 
40-mil bases. 

CIRCLE NO. 349 

Plastic wiring duct 
offers modular form 

American Pamcor, Inc., Box 1776, 
Paoli, Pa. 19301. (215) 647-1000. 

Customized wiring ducts can be 
assembled from the removable base, 
cover and side panels of a modular 
plastic wiring duct. Avai lable in 1, 
1-1 / 2, and 3-inch height or width, 
the 6-foot long components can be 
readily cut with snips and punched 
or dri lled for mounting. The duct 
locks together securely to with
stand shock and vibration- yet the 
cover can be readi ly removed if 
necessary for wire or cable mainte
nance. 
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Core material does not 
depend on temperature 
Ampex Corp., 13031 W . J eff erson 
Blvd., Marina del R ey, Calif. 
90291 . (213 ) 821 -8933. 

A temperature independent fer
rite material for computer memory 
cores operates with in a range from 
- 25 C to 100 C without tempera
ture compensation. 

~IRCLE NO. 351 

Resistive pastes more 
rugged than PdAg 
Electro-Science Laboratories, Inc., 
1601 Sherman Ave., P ennsauken, 
N.J. 08110. (609 ) 663-7777. $44/ oz. 

The 2800 series cermet resistive 
pastes are used in thick fi lm print
ed resistors, microelectronic hybrid 
circuits and discrete components, 
such as cylindrical resistors or 
trimming potentiometers. These re
sistor pastes may be used where 
hostile environments would harm 
Palladium-si lver resistor composi
tions. The pastes are avai lable 
from 30 to 1,000,000 ohms/ sq. 
nominal sheet resistivity. 
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Iron oxide plate coating 
claims hardness 
Town e Laboratories, Inc., One, U.S. 
Highway 206, Somerville, N.J. 
08876 (201 ) 722-9500 . 

Ferroxoplate, an iron see-t hrough 
plate claims to have the hardest 
coating yet offered to the photo
masking industry. The coating has 
a nonreflective surface which min
imizes line spreading from multiple 
reflections. 

CIRCLE NO. 353 

Bandoliering tape has 
rubber-based adhesive 
P ermacel Div ., Johnson & Johnson, 
B ox 671, New Brunswick, N.J. 
(201 ) 524-0400. 

A flatpack tape is useful for 
bandoliering and sequencing elec
tronic components. Made of rope
fiber paper, coated with a h igh
strength, rubber-based adhesive, 
P-271 offers superior adhesion to 
leads and mass-to-mass adhesion. 
It has high backing strength and 
resh;ls the force of lead insertion 
between layers. P-271 is 6.5 mi ls 
thick and is available in five colors. 

CIRCLE NO. 354 
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BERYLLIUM 
.. COPPER ST~IPS -
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NPO 
CHIP CAPACITORS 

MDI offers 1000 pf 
In a standard chip .100" x .050" x .050" 
Search no more! They 're here! These NPO ceramic 
multilayer chip capacitors offer the highest capaci
tance volumetric ratio , coupled with the lowest dis
sipation factor (less than 0.01 % typ.) and highest 
insulation resistance (greater than one teraohm @ 
25°C, and 50,000 megohms @ 125°C). Because they 
also meet applicable portions of MIL-C-11015 and 
MIL-C-39014 you can depend on these NPO chip 
capacitors where reliability and performance really 
count. Also available in kits . .. for further information 
call direct and ask for Jim Waldal. 

Monolithic 
Dielectrics 

----
A 

~ I n c . coMPANY 

P.O. Box 647 •Burbank. Cali f. 91 503 • (2 13) 848-4465 
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evaluation 
samples 

Ceramic capacitors 
Mono-Kap, an extended line of 

miniature ceramic capacitors, comes 
in 50, 100 and 200 V de units in 
six sizes ( .100 x .100; .150 X 
.150; .200 x .200; .300 x .300; 
. 400 X .400 and .500 X .500 ) and 
four dielectrics: COG (NPO ) , 
W5R, Z5U and General Purpose. 
With 100 % monolithic construc
tion, capacitance values of 4.7 pF 
to 10 µ,F are offered in this radial 
lead, epoxy coated ceramic capaci
tor. USCC/ Centralab. 

CIRCLE NO. 355 

IC terminal strips 
Problems of solder wicking and 

excess flux in assembly of PC 
board IC terminals are minimized 
with Soldercon terminals housed 
in a nylon "nest." Use of the 
Model 2460 Series 06-05 nest also 
protects terminal contact areas 
from accidental damage after as
sembly. Soldercon 1938-4 Series 
05-30/ 35 terminals are available in 
specified pre-cut strips, or chain 
form, with a carrier strip for PC 
board assembly on 100-mil center 
spacing. They provide the advan
tage of plug-in packages for con
necting integrated circuits. Molex 
Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 356 

T05/T018 mounting pads 
The T0518-007 transistor mount

ing pads are designed for use with 
both T018 and T05 transistors 
having 3 or 4 leads. When used 
with T018 transistors, the pad 
spreads the leads to the. T05 con
figuration, thus simplifying the 
desjgn of PC boards. Jermyn. 

CI RCLE NO. 357 
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Cable ties 
A line of no twist-no turn nylon 

harness ties has holding capacities 
up to 50 pounds. The line, named 
"Dektie," provides positive lock
ing, the result of precision injec
tion molding. Heads are free of 
burrs and blinds and locking strips 
have regular, consistent-depth ser
rations. Installation is said to be 
easily done by hand, or with tic 
tools widely used. Made of flexible, 
translucent nylon, the products con
form to military requirements, 
MIL Spec MS 18034-1, -2 and 
MSl 7821-1. They are available in 
five bundle-size capacities, 3/ 4, 
1-1/ 4, 1-3/ 4, 3 and 4 inches. Dek, 
Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 358 

RFI attenuation filters 
E Z Kleen Air Filters can be 

used for EMI/ RFI attenuation in 
electronic equipment requiring ven
tilation. A recent series of shield
ing tests per MIL-STD 285, indicate 
the 1/ 2-inch E Z Kleen Filter, 
Type 71, had excellent EMI/ RFI 
characteristics in the magnetic, 
electric and plane wave fields. The 
filters are made of slit and ex
panded aluminum to create a stag
gered baffle design. This staggered 
pattern sets up a controlled turbu
lence in the air passing through 
the filter. Air is bounced from 
baffle to baffle to increase the fil
tering surface area. Research Prod
ucts Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 359 

application 
notes 

Phenolics 
A 30-page brochure describes 

"S" grade phenolic compounds for 
in-line injection molding. The 
booklet discusses the properties 
and processing characteristics of 
four phenolic compounds specifi
cally designed for injection mold
ing. Two of these phenolics-gen
eral purpose EMRS-5440 and 
heat-resistant BMRS-5303-are 
two-step molding compounds. The 
other two materials-general-pur
pose BMRS-2798 and heat-resist
ant BMRS-2035 - are one-step 
molding compounds. Union Car
bide Corporation, Long Island 
City, N.Y . 

CIRCLE NO. 360 

Hybrid voltage regulators 
High-current voltage regu lators 

that supply 5, 12, or 15 volts, 
with both crowbar-trigger load
protection and foldback self-pro
tection, are described in a 12-page 
application note. "Application Con
siderations for H y b r i d Series 
Vo 1 tage Regulators," AN-6026, 
discusses the design, construction, 
and use of the RCA-HC4000 family 
of power hybrid circuits. Any of 
these compact units can deliver a 
load current of up to 4 A, or can 
be used in conjunction with ex
ternal booster transistors to supply 
as much as 100 A. RCA Solid 
State Div., Somerville, N.J. 

CIRCLE NO. 361 

Microprogramming design 
A ten-page booklet entitled "De

sign of Microprogrammable Sys
tems" includes an introduction, 
a background discussion of t he 
conc~pt of microprogramming, ad
vice on building a simple micro
programmed system, a description 
of practical microprogrammed im
plementations, Read-Only Storage 
addressing techniques, microin
struction word encoding, write
able control storage, and the ad
vantages of microprogramming. 
Signetics Memory Systems, Sun
nyvale, Calif. 

CIRCLE NO. 362 
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SIOR•H co•TROl ••i 

The Nicolet 1090 digital storage oscilloscope looks 
like a storage oscilloscope, acts like a storage oscil
loscope, and is operated like a storage oscilloscope 
-except-
• It has about 20 times the resolution in both time 

and voltage. It would require hundreds of storage 
tubes to capture as much information about a sin
gle waveform as is recorded in the 1090's memory. 

• It is about a hundred times as accurate. 
• It has far greater equivalent writing speed than 

most storage oscilloscopes . 

NICOLET INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 

J~--
5225 Verona Road, Madison, Wisconsin 53711 

Phone 608/271-3333 TWX: 910-286-2713 

• It is easier, by far, to operate. 
• Its stored information doesn 't fade away. 
• It provides normalized numerical information 

about any point in the waveform. 
• It has sweep speeds as slow as you wish , even 

days in length. 
• It can be told to retain a waveform before, during, 

or after the signal occurrence, with local or re
mote control. 

• It can provide accurate voltages for operating a 
pen recorder. 
Other than these exceptions, it is like an ordinary 

storage oscilloscope. If you know how to operate an 
oscilloscope, you don 't even need to look at an oper
ator's manual to make the 1090 serve your needs. 
Bandwidth 100 KHz {2x10 5 samples/second). 
Resolution 4096x4096. Price, with model 90-1 single 
channel plug-in unit: $4500. (Pen recorder drive 
and binary output are extra cost options.) 

Write for complete information or to arrange a demonstration. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 109 
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(new literature) 

CATA-SCREEN 
TERMINALS 

CRT terminals 
Ten CRT terminal models offer

ing parallel, serial, serial polling 
and TTY replacement interfaces 
are described in an 8-page, full
color Data-Screen terminals bro
chure. Prices, specifications, op
tions, features and details of modu
lar design are included. TEC, Inc., 
Tucson, Ariz . 

CIRCLE NO. 363 

Computers 
"Computer Systems Capabilities," 

an 8-page brochure, describes how 
the computer systems organization 
provides completely integrated sys
tems tailored to the unique appli
cation problems of its csutomers. It 
also summarizes typical applica
tions of such systems in the areas 
of communications, data gathering 
and processing, flight test and 
spacecraft telemetry, laboratory 
operation, industrial monitoring 
and control, simulation and busi
ness data processing. Xerox Corp., 
El Segundo, Calif. 

CIRCLE NO. 364 

Transistor amplifiers 
Specifications and outline draw

ings are shown in a 4-page bro
chure describing transistor ampli
fiers. Aertech Industries, Sunny
vale, Calif. 

CIRCLE NO. 365 

150 

Computer interfaces 
Complete information on MACS, 

the universal computer-to-process 
interface, is described in a 30-page 
booklet aimed at the scientific and 
industrial computer user. The book
let describes the universal MACS 
chassis and its expansion capabili
ties. A configurator block diagram 
depicts the array of module combi
nations available for interfacing 
with both the on-line process and 
the computer. Data sheets are in
cluded in a pocket at the back of 
the booklet. Systems Engineering 
Laboratories, Inc., Fort Lauder
dale, Fla. 

CIRCLE NO. 366 

Cassette systems 
An eight-page illustrated bro

chure describes the Model 2020 
cassette tape operating systems. 
Included in the brochure are inter
face and software descriptions for 
the Model 2020 / PDP-8, Model 
2020 / PDP-11 and Model 2020 / 
NOV A. The brochure provides a 
good over-all view of the system 
support provided with the Model 
2020. Canberra Industries, Inc., 
Meriden, Conn. 

CIRCLE NO. 367 

Pattern generator · 
A brochure describes the test 

pattern generator (PG-303) and 
data analyzer (DMS-303 ). They are 
available either rack mounted or 
supplied with a lightweight rugged 
portable carrying case. Data Prod
ucts, Woodland Hills, Calif. 

CI RCLE NO. 368 

Phase meters 
A comprehensive catalog de

scribes and illustrates a line of 
high-speed precision instruments 
and test systems for measuring im
pedance, phase angle, voltage and 
current, transfer function, and real 
and imaginary power. Complete 
custom systems incorporating many 
of the instruments are described in 
a systems capability section. Dran
etz Engineering Laboratories, Inc., 
S. Plainfield, N.J. 

CI RCLE NO. 369 

Tl semiconductors 
A comprehensive 816-page hard

back publication, Data Book CC-
404, provides complete specifica
tions on a broad line of power tran
sistors, thyristors and power func
tions, and is priced at $3.95. In 
addition to product specifications, 
various sections of t he book are de
voted to terms and definitions, test
ing procedures, cross-reference 
guides, quality and reliability in
formation and applications. Cover
ed in the book is the Technical 
Response Lab which is a special 
facility for custom design and as
sembly of power devices. Power 
semiconductor technology is de
tailed including both silicon and 
germanium materials technology. 
Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas, 
Tex. 

GE controls 
The general purpose control two

color 304-page catalog (GEP-1260) 
contains a complete listing of over 
10,000 control devices, including 
t hose t hat start, switch, sense and 
indicate. Detailed descriptions, fea
tures, applications, pricing infor
mation and ordering directions are 
included. The catalog also provides 
an easy to use alphabetical index 
and CR number index. Technical 
data such as electrical ratings and 
detailed diagrams give a complete 
illustration of each product line 
from miniature reed relays to con
trol panels. GE, General Purpose 
Control Products Dept., Blooming
ton, Ill. 

CIRCLE NO. 370 

16-bit computer 
"Hardware and Software Build

ing Blocks for Real-Time Systems" 
highlights the many capabilities 
that make Systems 71 com
puters ideal for process monitor
ing, data acquisition, testing and 
control in real time. Details are 
provided on the CPU, core memory, 
input/ output facilities, software 
and the totally modular computer
to-process interface. The fami ly 
concept behind the 16-bit com
puter line is also described in terms 
of hardware and software com
patibi lity between Systems 71 and 
its virtual-memory counterpart, 
Systems 72. Engineering Labora
tories, Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 

CIRCLE NO. 371 
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bounce to 
the ounce(r) 

TRW/UTC Ouncers, Subouncers and Sub-subouncers can 
open up some refreshing solutions to PC board audio trans
former problems. These units have been the quality standards 
for years. Now they're the cost-saving standards, too, avail
able in plug-in versions, with leads compatible with wave 
soldering. 

These plug-in units offer all the quality, reliability and util
ity of the famous UTC Ouncer line with insulated leads. Noth
ing has been compromised. This line couples highest 
performance and reliability with plug-in economy and the 
shortest delivery cycles. Write for catalog data. TRW/UTC 
Transformers, an Operation of TRW Electronic Components, 
150 Varick Street, New York, N. Y. 10013. Tel: (212) 255-3500. 

TRW. 
UTC TRANSFORMERS 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 110 

• BCD INPUTS - PARALLEL ENTRY 
•TAB CARD SIZE - 3 COPIES 
• INDEXING - 20 CONSECUTIVE LINES 
•COLUMN SUPPRESSION - FLOATING DECIMAL 
• CONTROLLABLE BY INSTRUMENT 

OR COMPUTER 
•PRINTING MECHANISM AVAILABLE 
• 400 MSEC/LINE PRINT RATE 
• MANY OPTIONS/ 

CHARACTER WHEELS 
VALUE 
!?RICED 

· FROM 

• ~.;it AA CORPORATION $154 
340 Fordham Rd., Wilmington, Mass. 01887 (617) 658-5500 TWX 710-347-6938 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 111 
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NEW! 
High resolution, 
low price 
anti-reflection 
filter 

• Improves readability in high 
ambient light 

•Available in selective and 
neutral colors 

• Provides mar and scratch 
protection 

• Offers chemical and solvent 
resistance 

• Can be custom contoured or 
molded 

• Is easily cleaned 
Look at these unretouched photographs, and 
if that doesn 't convince you, send for a free 
sample and make your own tests. 

Write on your letterhead or call 201- 227-1500 
for an immediate response. 

PaneLGraPHIC 
corPora11on 

10 Henderst>n Drive 
West Caldwell, N. J . 07006 

Phone: (201) 227-1500 
14 
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Obsolete Hand Loading 
(and high prices) 

Model 6450 

$1950 

Continuous Chart Supply 

-
Recording 

• Bi-directional Chart Movement 

• Z-Fold Paper 

• Slh" x 11" Recording Surface 
(tears out for file use) 

• Local or remote control of record
ing mechanism and pen lift 

• English/Metric Scale 

• 15 in./sec. slewing speed 

• 18 calibrated voltage ranges for 
each axis-continuously variable 
in between 

• ± .2% Accuracy 

• ± .1% Repeatability 

Model 6452, X·Y·Y' (two pen)
$2720 

&u@illl~~@Ull instrument 

4950 Terminal Avenue. Bellaire, Texas 77401 
(713) 667-7403 Cable Hoinco 

~ I European Office 

Johanneskirchner &trasse 17, 8043 Unterlohring 
MOnchen, W. Germany (0811) 97-1673 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 113 
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NEW LITERATURE 

1nsrrumen'f 

2000 &3000 
RECORDERS 

0 0 

X-Y, strip chart recorder 
X-Y and one and two-pen strip 

chart recorders are fully described 
in a 16-page bulletin. The charac
teristics of signal handling, time 
base and point plotting modules 
are also described. The brochure 
includes specifications and prices. 
Bausch & Lamb, Houston Instru
ment Div., Bellaire, Tex. 

CIRCLE NO. 372 

Voltage comparators 
Specifications for over 70 differ

ent models of a meter relay substi
tute--the Voltsensor, a solid state 
voltage comparator module-are 
described in a selection chart. The 
Voltsensor is available in single set 
point and dual set point models 
with options of controller action, 
time delay, latching, adjustable, 
hysteresis, reversed polarity, etc. 
Calex, Alamo, Calif. 

CIRCLE NO. 373 

Spectrum analyzer 
The complete line of Fourier 

spectrum analyzers featuring a 
high-speed processing unit is de
scribed in a comprehensive data 
sheet, Elsytec, Inc., Syosset, N.Y. 

CIRCLE NO. 374 

ITT semiconductors 
MOS arrays, ICs, transistors, 

rectifiers and diodes are detailed in 
a 24-page catalog. Electrical char
acteristics, special applications and 
a buying guide are included. ITT 
Semiconductors, W. Palm Beach, 
Fla. 

CIRCLE NO. 375 

Insulated terminals 
Press-Fit teflon terminals and 

circuit hardware are described in 
a 48-page catalog. The new cata
log provides detailed listings and 
technical information on the com
plete line of press-fit feed-thrus, 
stand-offs, plungers, jacks, probes, 
lamp holders and cloverleaf teflon 
terminals in miniature and micro
miniature sizes. In addition, the 
catalog provides information on 
automation and installation pro
cedures, insertion tool information 
and MIL-T-55555 cross-reference. 
Sealectro Corp., Mamaroneck, N .Y. 

CIRCLE NO. 376 

Power cards 
A six-page, two-color brochure 

describes lines of power cards and 
power supply modules. Features, 
specifications and prices are given 
for three series and 44 models of 
both single output and dual output 
power cards. Seven series and 120 
models of modular power supplies 
are also discussed. Applications for 
the line of regulated de power sup
plies are detailed. Specifications and 
prices are also given for a wide 
variety of accessories and options. 
Power Pac, Inc., Stamford, Conn. 

CIRCLE NO. 377 

Relays 
A revised edition of the Dis

tributor Stock Relay Catalog 100 
has 32 pages filled with pertinent 
technical data, wiring diagrams 
and prices for more than 90 stand
ard relays. The variety of contacts, 
arrangements, and coil voltages 
available allows the selection of a 
relay from a thousand choices. 
Potter & Brumfield, Princeton, 
Ind. 

CIRCLE NO. 378 

Hybrid tantalum capacitors 
Hybrid tantalum capacitors, 

which the company says are the 
first to be offered in standardized 
ceramic sizes in capacitance values 
are described in a 4-page brochure. 
Physical standards, capacitance, 
ratings, application notes and as
sembly and mounting procedures 
are included. National Components 
Industries, Inc., W. Palm Beach, 
Fla. 

CIRCLE NO. 379 
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Sockets and contactors 
A line of sockets, contactors and 

carriers for solid state devices is 
described in a 24-page catalog. 
Quick selection charts offer visual 
and preliminary specification by 
sight, number of pins, method of 
mounting, material used and part 
number. Flat pack, DIP and TO 
type sockets are separated into two 
categories-test sockets and pro
duction sockets. Contactor and car
rier charts are aligned to provide 
instant cross referencing. Amphe
nol Barnes Div., Lansdowne, Pa. 

CIRCLE NO. 380 

Avionics connectors 
A new series of data sheets de

scribes an expanded line of rack 
and panel connectors per MIL-C-
81659A. Full physical and electri
cal characteristics are presented 
for rear-release connectors having 
40 to 212 contact positions. Stand
ard MS tooling is described as is 
a stripper-crimper machine that 
can produce up to 1200 completed 
leads per hour crimped per MIL-C-
22520. AMP Inc., Harrisburg, 
Pa. 

(IRCLE NO. 381 

Voltage sensing relays 
Low cost under/ over voltage pro

tection for electrical and electronic 
equipment with voltage sensing 
thermal relays is described in 
Product Bulletin PD 15-1. Sola 
Basic Industries, G-V Controls 
Div., Livingston, N.J. 

PRCLE NO. 382 

Microwave components 
An eight-page short form cata

log lists a complete line of rf, i-f 
and microwave components and 
subsystems. The catalog contains 
performance specifications, prices 
and other features for each stand
ard model in the family of quadra
ture (90°) hybrids (both lumped 
element and stripline configura
tions ) , hybrid junctions, power di
viders, directional couplers, atten
uators, phase shifters, mixers , 
phase comparators, terminations, 
subsystems and other products. 
Merrimac Research and Develop
ment, Inc., W. Caldwell, N.J. 

CIRCLE NO. 383 
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if you're hearing comments like ... 

"Who makes them?" 

"Wgdon't 
have a catalog ." 

\ 

"How do you decide 
which one to use?" 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 114 

IHS2/ 4A 

Perteet mate tor lntearateds
Mlcro-vectorbord® Tenth-lenth Pattern ··p" 

T46 DOUBLE ENDED 
wire wrapping 
terminal. 

•• 

Precision punched .042" holes spaced .1" x .1" available in 
sheets of various sizes up to 8112" wide by 35" long, Yi 6 " thick 
Epoxy Glass, Epoxy Paper, Phenolic. Now all flame retardant. 
Copper Clad and Non·Clad. Also available in Plugbords with 
etched or Elco Varicon contacts, buses, ground planes. 
-----MINIATURE PUSH IN TERMINALS FOR .042w HOLES.-----

p1n1. 
i K27 .042" Diameter i T44 MINIWRAP .025" 

S~u1re, for wlro·wrap

1i Send for complete literaturP 

~ T42·1 Micro-Klip 

yiif/jjf ELECTRONIC CO., INC. 
12460 Gladstone Ave., Sylmar, California 91342 
Phone (213) 365-9661 • TWX (910) 496-1539 
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SVDC/ 
±15VDC 

1'X 
21/2'x 
3Y2x 
$45.00 
AC-DC REGULATED 
POWER SUPPLIES 
Powerful little packages with 
small prices. 

The MR Series of Tecnetics 
AC-DC Regulated Power 
Supplies starts as small as 
3%" x 2%" x 1" with prices 
as low as $45. 

MR Series features: 

. triple output. Logic voltage of 5 volts 
in addition to :_ 15 volts 

. single and dual outputs continuously 
and individually adjustable 

. repairable 

. ambient operating temperature 
continuous duty from 0° c to 50° c 

. black anodized aluminum case 

. easily mounted to heat sink for 
greater heat dissipation 

. three packages-3, 5, 8 watts 

. short circuit protected 

Now available, the new Tecnetics 
catalog featuring the full line of 
AC-DC, DC-DC Power Supplies, 
Regulators and accessories. 

(See EEM Cat., pp. 180-185, vol. 2) 

tecnetics inc. 
P.0.Box 910, Boulder Industrial 
Park , Boulder, Colorado 80302 

(303) 442-3837 TWX 910-940-3246 
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bulletin 
board 

Thirteen new beam-lead low-pow
er Schottky TTL/ MSI chips have 
been introduced by Texas Instru
ments. Power dissipation for these 
TTL/ MSI chips is typically 50 
mW each, except for the BL54LS-
181 which requires 100 mW. Also 
available is a custom Random 
Logic Bar. Featuring 60-gate com
plexity, the Random Logic Bar, 
designated the RLB-60, can be 
used to implement low-power 
Schottky MSI functions or groups 
of random gates / flip-flops . 

CIRCLE NO. 384 

Motorola has added four op amps 
and three voltage regulators to its 
broad linear IC line. ·The seven 
new parts are pin-for-pin re
placements for res presently 
manufactured by National Semi
conductor Inc., or Fairchild Semi
conductor. Examples are the 
MLM101AG, an op amp featuring 
an input bias current of 30 nA 
and an input offset voltage of 0.7 
mV at room temperature. The 
MLM210G is a unity gain amp 
featuring a slew rate of 30 VI µ,s 
and an input bias current of 10 
nA maximum. The MLM105G is 
an adjustable positive voltage 
regulator. From 4.5 to 40 V out
put may be obtained with load 
regulation of 0.02 mV at room 
temperature and rated load cur
rent. The MLM109K is a fixed 
5 V, three-pin regulator which is 
capable of supplying o-ver 1 A 
without an external transistor . 

CIRCLE NO. 385 

Price reductions 

Fiberfil Division, Dart Industries 
Inc. has announced price reduc
tions of 10 cents per pound for 
four grades of Nylafil fiberglass 
reinforced type 612 nylon injec
tion molding compound. . The 
grades affected are G-4/ 35 and 
G-4/ 45, both long glass fiber ma
terial; J-4/ 35 and J-4/ 45, inter
mediate length fiber reinforced. 

CIRCLE NO. 386 

Prices on the Litronix line of 
opto-isolators have been cut by 
up to 40 % . The IL-1, opto-isolator 
with a 20 % minimum current 
transfer ratio, now sells for $2.95 
vs $3.50 in 1,000 quantities. It is 
a second source for the MCT-2. 
The IL-12 has a 2 % minimum 
current transfer ratio and now 
sells for $1.40. It is a second 
source for the TIL-112. The IL-16 
has a 6% minimum current trans
fer ratio and was reduced from 
$2.75 to $1.50 in 1,000 quantities. 
It is a second source for the MCT-
26. 

CIRCLE NO. 387 

Sixteen TTL integrated circuits 
which feature PNP inputs and 
outputs clamped by Schottky di
odes have been designed by Sig
netics Corp. for use in high-speed, 
high-performance digital systems. 
Designated as the 828 series, the 
new TTL, MSI circuits employ 
full Schottky-barrier-diode clamp
ing to achieve ultra-high speeds 
previously attainable only with 
emitter-coupled logic, yet they re
tain the desirable features of, and 
are completely compatible with, 
most of the popular saturated 
logic circuits. Typical propaga
tion delay of 82S circuits is 3 ns 
per gate, and power dissipation is 
20 mW per gate. Schottky-barrier
diode clamping prevents transis
tors from achieving classic satu
ration and thereby effectively 
eliminates excess charge storage 
and subsequent recovery times . 

CIRCLE NO. 388 

A price slash of 37-112% on the 
Model AH-52 modular rf ampli
fier has been announced by Opti
max Inc. As a result of increased 
customer demand and improved 
production methods, the unit price 
has been cut from $120 to $75 in 
quantities of one to nine units. 
Orders in quantities above 250 
will average less than $50 per 
unit. 

CIRCLE NO. 389 
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vendors 
report 

Annual and interim reports can pro
vide much more than financial-posi 
tion information . They often include 
the first public disclosure of new 
products, new techniques and new 
directions of our vendors and cus
tomers. Further, they often contain 
superb analyses of segments of in
dustry that a company serves. 

Selected companies with recent 
reports are listed here with their 
main electronic products or services. 
For a copy, circle the indicated 
number. 

United Utilities, Inc. Electronic 
switching technologies, time-shar
ing computer services. 

CIRCLE NO. 390 

Data Recognition Corp. General
purpose-computer peripherals. 

CIRCLE NO. 391 

Raytheon. Data processing, data 
displays, microwave communica
tions, avionics. 

CIRCLE NO. 392 

Cubic Corp. Avionics, computer
support equipment, data-proces
sing and medical equipment. 

CIRCLE NO. 393 

Aydin Corp. Aerospace digital
data communications and display, 
microwave power supplies, trans
formers and magnetic compon
ents, PC boards and molded plas
tics. 

CIRCLE NO. 394 

Interdata. Computers, software 
and hardware. 

CIRCLE NO. 395 

UCC. Computers and peripherals, 
digital data transmission equip
ment. 

CIRCLE NO. 396 

Tracor, Inc. Components, instru
ments, s o n a r, communications, 
radar and navigation equipment. 

CIRCLE NO. 397 

P.R. Mallory & Co., Inc. Compon
ents, high-energy batteries, tim
ing devices, metals and materials. 

CIRCLE NO. 398 
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then it's time you looked into 
Visual Search Micro Film. 

VSM F Design Engineering System: 
• Arranges products by parameter. "Hey,this is easy." 
• Allows rapid comparison 

of like products. 
• Contains complete 

data sheets. 
• Provides paper copies 

instantly-. 
• Is updated every 30 days. 

I 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 114 

All you need are #4 mounting screws 
... just plug-in components ... like 

Y4 watt resistors , ceramic capacitors, 
diodes, l.C.s, transistors and more 

. .. and your circuit's built! No special 
patch cords needed! Components 

interconnected with any solid 
No. 22-26 gauge wire. 

And you can try it absolutely FREE 
for 5 days! If not satisfied, just return 

your El Socket and you won't be billed . 
Trying is believing. How can you go 
wrong? Order your El Socket today! 

• Nickel/ silver plated 
terminals - very low 
contact resistance 

• Low insertion force 
• Mounts with # 4 screws 
• Initial contact character

istics beyond 10,000 
insertions 

• Vertlcal , horizontal inter
connecting matrices 

• Accommodates wide 
range of wire or com
ponent leads from 
.015"-.032" 

• Quantity discounts 

EL INSTRUMENTS, INCORPORATED 
61 First St. , Derby, Conn. 06418 
Telephone : 2031735-8774 
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Design Data from Manufacturers 
Advertisements of book lets, brochures, catalogs and data sheets. To or der use Reader-Service Card. 

(Advertisement J 

Get Frequency Signatures When There's No Reference 

NEW 
SIGNAL TRACKING ADAPTER 
OPTION 24X 

.• r.f!it. 

To obtain frequency signatu res where there' s no 
tachometer output or other sampling reference signa l, 
such as when analyzing aircraft or moving veh icles, 
new Option 24X normalizes the spectrum produced 
by a Ubiquitous® Real -Time Spectrum Analyzer. The 
24X derives a sampling reference for the analyzer 
directly from the signal itself. The reference may 
even be corrupted by no ise. Once the 24X is tuned 
to a single prominent frequency component in the 
signal , it locks onto it and tracks its freq uency, pro· 
ducing a clean output signal. (Option 24AX may be 

~.~~.~ added to the 24X to multiply its output to display 
higher orders of the device being analyzed). 

Federal Scientific Corporation 
subsidiary of Elgin National Industries Inc. 
615 West !31st St., New York, N.Y. 10027 

CIRCLE NO. 171 

1972 Electronic Components Drafting Aids Catalog 
Free Catalog! Free Samples! Exciting innovation s 
in pressure-sensit ive electronic component dra ft· 
ing aids and methods are detailed in the new 1972 
edition of the combined Bishop Techn ical Manual 
and Catalog 105. 
84 illustrated pages of over 15,000 mult i-pad 
configurations, symbols , tapes , sequentia l refer· 
ence designation s plus hundreds of time-and· 
money saving hints in making artwork for PC 
boards. Includes inst ru ctions fo r us ing the in
dustry 's only red and blue tape system for makin g 
two-sided boards in perfect regi stration . 
Send now for free Catalog 105 and free sa mples. 

Bishop Graphics, Inc. CIRCLE NO. 172 

7300 Radford Avenue, North Hollywood, California 91605 
(213) 982-2000 Telex: 674672 

FUNDAMENTALS OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
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A practica l gu ide to integrated circuits, their 
theory, manufacture, and applications. This new 
guide by Lothar Stern offers compete,_ highly 
readab le coverage of the various tec hniques of 
circu it fa brication, and th eir effect on circuit de
sign and perfo rmance. As to marketing con
sideration s, it com pares the characteri st ics of the 
numerou s IC structu res devised to date in terms 
of economics and logist ics. A vo lu me in the 
Motorola Series in Solid-State Electronics. 198 
pages, 7 x 10, il lust rated . $8. 95 , clot hbou nd . 
Circle the reader-service number below fo r 15-
day exa mination copies. 

Hayden Book Company, Inc. 
116 West 14th Street 

CIRCLE NO. 173 

New York, N.Y. 10011 
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Electronic Design 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN'S function is: 

• To aid progress in the electronics 
manufacturing industry by promoting 
good design. 
• To give the electronic design engi
neer concepts and ideas that make his 
job easier and more productive. 
• To provide a central source of 
timely electronics information. 
• To promote communication among 
members of the electronics engineer
ing community. 

Want a subscription? ELECTRONIC DE
SIGN is sent free to qualified engineers 
and engineering managers doing de
sign work, supervising design or set
ting standards in the United States 
and Western Europe. For a free sub
scription, use the application form 
bound in the magazine. If none is 
included, write to us direct for an 
application form. 

If you do not qualify, you may take 
out a paid subscription for $25 a year 
in the U.S.A., $35 a year elsewhere. 
Single copies are $1.50 each. 

If you change your address, send us an 
old mailing label and your new ad
dress; there is generally a postcard 
for this bound in the magazine. You 
will have to requalify to continue 
receiving ELECTRONIC DESIGN free. 

The accuracy policy of ELECTRON IC 
DESIGN is: 
• To make diligent efforts to ensure 
the accuracy of editorial matter. 
• To publish prompt corrections 
whenever inaccuracies are brought to 
our attention. Corrections appear in 
"Across the Desk." 
• To encourage our readers as re
sponsible members of our business 
community to report to us misleading 
or fraudulent advertising. 
• To refuse any advertisement deemed 
to be misleading or fraudulent. 

Microfilm copies are available of 
complete volumes of ELECTRONIC DE
SIGN at $19.00 per volume, beginning 
with Volume 9, 1961. Work is now 
in process to complete the microfilm 
edition of Volumes 1-8. Reprints of 
individual articles may be obtained 
for $2.00 each, prepaid ( $.50 for 
each additional copy of the same 
article) no matter how long the 
article. For further details and to 
place orders, contact the Customer 
Services Department, University Mi
crofilms, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan 48106 telephone 
(313) 761-4700. 

Want to contact us? If you have any 
comments or wish to submit a manu
script or article outline, address your 
correspondence to: 

Editor 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN 

50 Essex Street 
Rochelle Park, N.J . 07662 
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Advertising Sales Staff 

Bryce Gray 
Sales Manager 

Rochelle Park, N.J. 07662 
Robert W. Gascoigne 
Daniel J. Rowland 
50 Essex Street 
(201) 843-0550 
TWX: 710-990-5071 
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VSMF keeps it simple, you find it fast 

• Cuts search time up to 90%. 
• Puts information where you need it ... Data Centers and 

Satellite units. 
• Reduces file maintenance. 

VSMF costs less than a file clerk. 
For a demonstration, write 

~ lnfo1'111ation Handling Se1'vices 
An Indian Head Company 

P. 0. Box 1154, Dept. EQ-6 , 
Englewood, Colorado 80110 
Or, call ~..--........_ 

(303) 771-2600 

"This could be the start 
of something big." 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 114 

\ 
'WILTRON 

, COIVIPA.NY 
1
1
1 ;

1 
lor berll"r eol1'cf1on Cl m!.'01vrcml'nl1 

930 E. Meadow Dr. Palo Alto, Ca. 94303 
(415) 321-7428 
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• Seven day delivery 

•Low cost 

• Computer designed 

•PC board mounting 

• Excellent frequency 
stabi lity 

• Encapsulated 

(j~ B E
1lJmKnEmR S 

\'.'.'.:[)LABORATORIES, INC . 
r~ 1324 Motor Parkway 

Hauppauge, New York 11787 
516-234-2200 
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quickad1 

The Lowest Power, Lightest, Small
est 10112 " Reel Digital Magnetic 
Tape Recorder in the World. Oper
ates on 12 volts ±2 volts DC and 
writes 700,000 tape characters per 
ampere hour. Small size and low 
weight permit a wide variety of 
packaging options. Digi-Data Corp., 
Bladensburg, Md. (301) 277-9378. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVJilL NUMBER 151 

Prototypes of prec1s1on snap-action 
thermostats from Elmwood, widely 
specified for quick, reliable re
sponse; proven industrial and mili 
tary performance record . Environ. 
expos. -85° to 550°F; narrow or 
wide diff.; rated to 15 amps. Wide 
choice of brackets, terminals. Elm
wood Sensors, Inc. (401) 781 -6500. 
TWX 710-381-6413 . 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 153 

Bristol lnteNal/Delay and Percent
age Timers. Front panel and chassis 
mount models. Manual, push but
ton and remote start. Simple, dura
ble, low-cost design . Available in 
time ranges from seconds to days. 
The Bristol Saybrook Company, Old 
Saybrook, Conn . 06475. (203) 388-
3414. 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 155 

New and current products 
for the electronic designer 
presented by their manufacturers. 

Hybrid circuit variable capacitors 
are intented for trimming out cir
cuit irregularities. Series 9400 is 
available in 5 capacitance ranges 
from .2 - .6 to 1.0 - 4.0 pf and are 
self resonant between X and K 
band. Johanson Manufacturing Cor
poration , Boonton, N. J. (201) 
334-2676 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 152 

Minisert® P.C. Socket for use where 
space is restricted. Extends just 
.030" above and .088" below board; 
allows .400" board-to-board spacing. 
Accepts up to .023" round or flat 
leads. Machine insertable at rates 
up to 3000 per hour. Berg Elec
tronics, Inc., New Cumberland, Pa . 
17070. Phone (717) 938-6711. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 154 

HP 5240 Electronic Counter. Com
pletely reconditioned, guaranteed 8 
place readout. Plug-in versatility. 
High reliability. Many plug-ins avail
able. Write for new instrument cata
log. Basic Un it (to 10.1 MHz) 
$850.00. With Plug-ins (to 510 
MHz) $995.00. Tucker Electronics 
Company, P.O. Box 435, Edison, 
New Jersey (201) 225-2900 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 156 

Advertisers wishing to re

serve Quick Ad units 

should note the following 

mechanical requirements: 

Specs-Supply glossy 

photo of product and ap

proximately 40 words 

which will set no more 

than 10 lines of 34 char

acters each. AFTER 

SUBMISSION NO COPY 

CHANGES CAN BE AC

CEPTED. Quick Ads cost 

only $300 per insertion, 

less for frequency adver

tisers. 

RATES: 

lx 
$300 

7x 
$280 

13x 
$255 

19x 
$250 

26x 
$245 

39x 
$240 

52x 
$235 

104x 
$230 
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5 head 

2 heads are better than 1 
when you have 11 to choose from 
Time Domain Reflectometer or General Purpose 
Sampling . . . the choice is yours wittl the TEK
TRONIX 7S12 TOR/Sampler, a scope plug-in that 
uses your choice of plug-in heads to do many 
sampling jobs well. When installed in a 7000-Series 
mainframe with your selection of two of the eleven 
plug-in heads, the 7S12 is • a general-purpose 
single-trace Sampler • or a high-resolution 45-pico
second Sampler/Time-Domain Reflectometer • or 
a Sampler/Time-Domain Reflectometer for long 
lines • or a Sampler with a Hi-Z probe • or a 
Sampler with 30-picosecond response • or a Sam
pler with one megohm BNC input • or a Sampler 
with 50-ohm feedthrough • or a Sampler with 11.6-
GHz bandwidth • or with a 7M11 in another scope 
mainframe compartment, the 7S12 is a Sampler 
with a delay line. 

The 7S12 uses one of six sampling input heads in 
its left compartment to provide the input characteris
tics and response you desire. The right compart
ment uses a pulse generator head for TDR or a 
trigger recognizer head for general-purpose sam-

piing. There are three pulse generator and two 
recognizer heads to choose from. 

Systems prices start at $2950 for general purpose 
applications (7403N/7S12/S-1 /S-53). TDR systems 
start at $2850 (7403N/7S12/S-5/S-54). Your Field 
Engineer will be glad to discuss what TEKTRONIX 
Sampling can do for you. Give him a call. 

U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton , Oregon 
Tektronix , Inc., P.O. Box 500-A, Beaverton, Oregon 97005, U.S.A. 

the 1S12 
TOR/ Sampler .. 

TEKTRONIX@ 

-

committed to 
technical excellence 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 120 
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Do you face a make or buy decision on power supplies? 

BUY LAMBDA'S 
LVASERIES 

Now 2 second max turn-on time to full rating 
from 33to130amps. 

LVA-EE 

4 15/16" x7 1/, " x 161
/, " 

MODEL 

LVA-E-5-0V 

LVA-E-6-0V 

LVA-EE-5-0V 

L VA-EE-6-0V 

L VA-EE-10-0V 

LVA-EE-12-0V 

L VA-EE-15-0V 

LVA-G-5-0V 

LVA-G-6-0V 

LVA-G-10-0V 

LVA-G-12-0V 

LVA-G-15-0V 

FIXED VOLT. 
RANGEVDC 

5± 5% 

6± 5% 

5± 5% 

6± 5% 
10± 5% 

12± 5% 

15± 5% 

5± 5% 

6± 5% 

10± 5% 

12± 5% 

15± 5% 

AC input 105 to 132 VAC, 57 to 63 Hz. 

.. 
~:.-:-11 

... 
LVA-G 9/16" x 19" x l 6Y2" 

MAX. AMPS AT 
AMBIENT OF 40 °C PRICE 

37 $325 

33 325 

74 490 

64 490 

41 415 

34 415 

28 415 

130 750 

110 750 

74 750 

65 750 

50 750 

Line regulation 0.15% + l 0 mV for line variations from 105 to 132 VAC 

Load regulation 0.15% + 10 mV no load to full load or full load to no load 
Ripple and noise 1 OmV RMS, l OOmV max. p-p as measured with 25 MHz band
width oscilloscope Greater than 50% effic iency 

ALL IN STOCK FOR 1-DAY DELIVERY GUARANTEED S YEARS 

LVA-E 

4 1 5/ 1 6" X 7'//' X 11 3/.. " 

WHETHER 
YOU MAKE 
OR BUY ••• 

&LAMBDA 
ELECTRONICS CORP. 

A <e com pany 

MELVILLE, NEW YORK 11746 515 Brood Hol low Road Tel . 516-694-4200 ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, {CHICAGO) ILL. 60005 2420 East O akton St., Unit Q Te l. 312-593-2550 

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91605 7316 Varna Ave. Tel. 213-875-2744 MONTREAL, QUEBEC lOOC Hvmus Blvd ., Pointe -Cloire , Quebec-730 Tel . 514-697-6520 
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